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C H A P T E R  T W O

On Time (Registered Letter I)

On the threshold of modern authorship, the body of a scholar intercon
nected with the postal system dreamed of optimizing its interconnection. 
As in all visitations, the medium it dreamed up was a medium of dreams: 
a commercial mailing for the postal system. As an ideal, it both failed to 
recognize and camouflaged the situation: it displayed perfection in the 
form of obsolescence. The failure to recognize perfection in the perfection 
of the failure to recognize nonetheless was significant: it was the test pat
tern for a historical rupture. The scholarly body bore the name Lichten- 
berg,1 and therefore wrote in fragments:

This will be a letter I deliver myself. This manner of delivering one’s own 
letters does involve some inconvenience, but certainly has great advantages 
as well. The letter can be opened at every station, things can be crossed out, 
added, or even suppressed entirely—which postal servants do not normally 
allow. And a major advantage, and indisputably the greatest of all, is that 
it can be delivered on time, or left in the [mail] bag when the auspices are 
unfavorable. If the post also held this advantage, it would be one of the most 
perfect inventions the human mind ever has stumbled upon. I always have 
envied authors who become very old, such as e.g. His Excellence von Haller 
and Voltaire, because they can deliver their works to posterity themselves, 
and observe the face it makes upon delivery, and thus can take back the 
entire letter as a result, and our finest intellects, who write so terribly 
indiscriminately, are to be excused in this much.2

Optimal exchange of information amounted to maximum solidarity in the 
exchange of mail and travelers—and thus to the elimination of the postal 
system as an institution. Lichtenberg united sender, courier, and secret- 
service agent in his own person. An attack of this sort upon the state’s
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monopoly on the post and upon the police annulled the venerable theo
rem—which dated back to Artemon and was first given its classical for
mulation by Philostrat—that the letter was sermo ahsentis ad absentem 
The letter, after all, does not just supplement the presence of the voice, it 
supplements supplementation itself. But the absence of absence does not 
allow any signified to arrive—only the silent moment of a delivery that 
does not take place. Lichtenberg questioned the very use of symbols by 
subjecting them to an impossible test: the attempt to write what cannot be 
written—the distance between bodies, or the “rapport sexuel.”4

As long as letters and the mail continued to map the distance to a place 
where symbols might be translated into bodies, what was written per
force was something interminable. Because the relationship of bodies 
does not cease to be unwritten, letters do not cease to be written. Writing, 
which could not eliminate itself by anything other than manipulations of 
writing—such as crossing out and adding—never came to an end, unless 
it was a contingent one. After all, it is the contingency involved in the de
livery of letters that denies the postal system the honor of being known 
as “one of the most perfect inventions.” Writing and bodies never come 
together “on time.” Everything revolves around this “on time,” and not 
just the perfection of the postal system. Because what could it be, this 
“on time,” except for the Eucharistic moment when the symbol’s dif- 
ferance would be blotted out—the sacred moment of the symbol’s tran- 
substantiation into what it had signified only a moment before: the body? 
And that would not come to pass because a master once had demon
strated the trick and then ordered its repetition for all eternity. It would 
happen only if writing qua writing abbreviated the distance between sig- 
nifier and signified in successive stages, from postal station to postal sta
tion, until the designated moment and the moment of designation coin
cided. Symbol processing would mean giving Adamic commands. Con
tingency would be banished from the world by a qualitative leap in the 
structure of symbols.

But Lichtenberg’s postal system foundered on precisely that point: the 
crisis of command in the world of words. Without orders from a higher 
authority,5 nothing arrives on time, because contingency—or the fall from 
grace—dwells within the signifiers themselves. Further still, if a symbol is 
to arrive at all, it cannot arrive “on time”: “you understand, within every
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sign already, every mark or every trait, there is distancing, the post, what 
there has to be so that it is legible for another, another than you or me, 
and everything is messed up in advance, cards on the table. The condition 
for it to arrive is that it ends up and even that it begins by not arriving.”6 
In practice, this meant that the letter is “left in the bag.” The crisis of 
command was followed by the crisis of connection.

Because there is post in every symbol, no letter arrives at a time com
mon to symbols and bodies; it gets stuck, or continues to be written 
asymptotically, endlessly approaching the absence of absence. If the limes 
of difference between symbol and body approaches zero, the production 
of text escalates toward infinity.

Whoever makes propaganda for the optimization of literary media ac
cording to the principle of such a letter does not accomplish anything of 
the kind—Lichtenberg did not produce finished works, but merely 
“Waste books.”7 Or perhaps he instead becomes addicted to criticizing 
editions of his own works—as happened in the not unwarranted example 
of Albrecht von Haller. The professor of botany, anatomy, and surgery in 
I.ichtenberg’s Gottingen—the great reviewer and literary critic—not only 
reviewed his own publications and even his own life anonymously from 
time to time,8 but also delivered eleven editions of his Alps to “posterity” 
over the course of forty years in order to open them at every station and 
cross out or add words, in answer to the criticism of scholarly readers. 
I laller’s self-criticism went something like this, for example. A verse from 
the Alps read as follows in the first two editions of 1732 and 1734: “As
tonished, the goats see streams in the heavens flowing, / That flee from the 
clouds, and into clouds themselves are pouring.”9 In the third edition of 
1743, the astonished goats were cut, now replaced by “a stranger,” who 
in turn already was replaced by a “wanderer” in Haller’s personal copy 
of that edition. The wanderer appeared in print in 1748 and continued to 
do so thereafter, but not without the accompaniment of the following 
footnote: “My own patrons have found fault with these two rhymes.
I hey are thus probably difficult to excuse. For all that, I ask the reader to 
consider the fact that the goats of the first edition, had they already been 
people, would not have admired a daily spectacle.”10 The editions that 
followed banished the continual omissions and additions to the realm of 
lhis footnote, until the last edition finally provided a more extensive an-
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notation from Haller’s hand in 1772. In the form of a naturalist’s eyewit
ness account of the high-alpine waterfall in the Lauterbrunnen Valley, the 
footnote now contributed the verba propria for the metaphors mentioned 
above.11

Documentation such as this was not included without reason. Poeti
cized Alps, after all, were caught in a deep crisis of legitimation. Before 
Goethe bound nature lyrics to the truth of a transcendental signified 
known as The Woman and sexualized all waterfalls, everyone—including 
Haller—was asking if poeticized nature was not pure nonsense. The sus
picion ran as follows: either its phrases meant nothing at all, or they 
merely duplicated the discourses of natural science. Haller therefore pro
vided two types of annotations in addition to critical footnotes: the first 
type (often including eyewitness testimony from Swiss peasants) assured 
that Haller’s rhetorical figures did not come from the usual stock phrases 
of rhetoric, the copia verboruvt, but instead actually were to be found in 
nature. The second type were of the “Lohensteinian”12 variety and dem
onstrated that such things were to be found in the literary storehouse of 
the copia rerum: in botanical atlases. Words and things were no longer 
stored in the same medium, and because of this, words needed a referen
tial discourse that previously had been an authority only for things in na
ture. By the time scholars began to leave their libraries for a stroll in the 
country, Haller already was near death and in the delirium brought on by 
eight grains of opium a day.13 But by that time, no one became an author 
who could not believe that words said what they said without the refer
ential discourse of science: two years before his death, Haller had to de
fend himself from the accusation that he had done nothing but plagiarize 
his whole life long.14 The postmaster’s letter, by the time he delivered it, 
was no longer his own letter at all.

Lichtenberg’s fantasy of authorship as the ability to equate a letter with 
a literary work foundered at both ends of the metaphor. Either the letter 
stayed in the bag, as in the case of Lichtenberg’s “work,”15 or it arrived 
without a legitimate claim to ownership, as in the case of Haller’s. The 
fragment was thus a text that fell between two historical stools. On the 
one hand, it already contained the seeds of modern authorship, in which 
books were understood as intimate letters from authors to readers, espe
cially feminine readers; on the other, it was as yet unable to relate to
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words in anything but a purely philological context. Crossing out and 
adding were techniques that achieved nothing with words except more or 
fewer words, techniques that indeed actually found application in Lich
tenberg’s own letters.16 Haller’s name, moreover, was a hallmark for the 
very flaw that made the postal system just as imperfect an invention as 
Lichtenberg’s aphorisms were imperfect literary works. The misfortune of 
it all was that the truths of nature were not a matter for the discourse of 
poetry to decide. What was lacking here was something imaginary: a na
ture identified with the soul as the origin of pure and purely hallucinatory 
signifieds. When the intimate media of the private letter and the diary fi
nally had sexualized the exchange of symbols, the endless administration 
of words in the Republic of Scholars would come to a standstill, and the 
copyist would come to nature and authorship. Once a higher authority 
declared Mother Nature to be the only guidebook for letter writers, a 
soul would be heard speaking and its appearance seen when in fact noth
ing but symbols were being read. Bodies and symbols always were “on 
time” when they came to an end in the voice of such a soul.

What was transmitted by Lichtenberg’s metaphor of the letter as a lit
erary work, by contrast, did not arrive (there): since the postal technology 
of metaphors was nothing but a metaphor for postal technology, the for
mer failed, just like the latter. But Lichtenberg did not invent this postal 
technology; he merely discovered it—as a postal standard that was very 
widespread at the end of the eighteenth century. A so-called “enchart- 
ment,” or registration, ensured the individuality of every letter.

In the postal systems of Prussia, Saxony, and many other states, the instance 
of a letter being lost can occur even less frequently, because here every letter is 
specially registered on the post card, specifically the name of the recipient and 
the place to which the letter is destined, by means of series of numbers imme
diately affixed to the letters. Here, when a letter turns up missing at a postal 
station, it soon becomes apparent where it is to be sought, since every letter 
can be traced from the site of its registration to the site of its destination.17

From around 1800 until Heinrich von Stephan’s “General Disposition” in 
the ninety-ninth issue of the post-office paper on December 18, 1874, 
every letter was something for which there was no official terminology:18 
a registered letter. In postal systems that did not register letters as a gen-
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eral rule, “registering” simply meant treating oneself to the private luxury 
of enchartment. What Lichtenberg announced for his letter was an every
day postal practice: registering the distance between bodies on a post card 
that provided records and surveillance. At every station, the card was 
opened and the place name, date, and postal servant’s signature were en
tered. Every letter thus received a biography that was inscribed along 
with the geography and recorded its Wanderjabre. The postal system 
wrote the “annals” of every letter, transforming each into a unique indi
vidual so the institution that guided it to its goal—like the psychology of 
the time—could use a complete biography in the case of deviance in or
der to identify the moment and place at which the individual had strayed 
from the true path.

As long as letters had a personal history at the post offices, they could 
serve as metaphors for the individuality of the people who wrote them. By 
identifying the history of the letter with the history of the writing self, 
Lichtenberg’s registered letter moreover unified the rhetorical and postal 
meanings of the metaphor and thus provided a general model for the let
ter in 1800. Only inasmuch as the letter had an individual history could 
it be the transmission/metaphor of the individual self and thus (according 
to the classical definition) what it always had been:

Letters are among the most important monuments the individual man can 
leave behind. Lively people imagine even in talking to themselves that an 
absent friend is present, to whom they confide their innermost thoughts; and 
so, too, the letter is a kind of talking to oneself. . . . What makes us happy 
or brings us pain, presses upon or occupies us, frees itself from the heart, 
and, as lasting traces of an existence, of a condition, such pages always are 
more important to posterity, more so when the writer was absorbed by the 
moment alone, less when the future came to his mind.19

Enchartment, as the biography of the letter, was the postal a priori for 
the existence of letters as the transmitters (or bearers) of individuality 
grounded in the biographical. Because the letter itself was only what it 
was within a historiography, it was serviceable both as a medium for se
curing the traces of individual history and as a means for recalling those 
who were absent. It was what it transmitted—an individual, that is, and 
could therefore answer for that individual.
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Nevertheless, Lichtenberg’s model—the individualization of the postal 
system as a postal epoch of literature around 1800—was realized only in 
conjunction with another invention the human (or the masculine) mind 
has stumbled upon: The Woman or Nature as the oikos of the letter’s 
text. In other words: the invention of the private letter.
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Gellert’s Coup: Folding the Private Letter

In their monastic existence, a scattering of local memory caches, the Mid
dle Ages inscribed, and above all transcribed. The monastic rule of Monte 
Cassino, founded around 520, demanded that every monk spend a certain 
amount of time each day reading. Cassiodor complemented the Rule of 
the Holy Benedict by making it a sacred duty of monastic inmates to copy 
books.1 They wrote—after Alexandria and its papyrus fields fell into the 
hands of the Emir Amr ibn al-As in 642—in membrana, which means on 
parchment. And as long as animal skins were the writing materials of 
agrarian Europe, all sending was a dispatch of postcards, and therefore 
fundamentally public. Parchment, after all, could be rolled up with some 
difficulty, but was practically impossible to fold, and because of this, let
ters and documents were one and the same in both concept and fact. Both 
were called dictamina, and the technology for producing them bore the ti
tle of ars dictandi.1 Not until Europe had shifted over to the domestic 
production of paper (the first European paper mill began operation in 
Fabriano around the middle of the thirteenth century) did the character
istics of parchment—durability and publicity as opposed to transience 
and the ability to fold—become significant. The capability of distinguish
ing between documents and (sealed) letters did not mean the postal sys
tem already had transcended the realm of juridico-political codes and was 
moving in the direction of textual intimacy. The “privacy” of folded pa
per instead appears to have given kings the opportunity to engage in se
cret politics behind the backs of the chanceries—the hour of courtly in
trigues had arrived. The king, after all, did not have to hand such letters 
over to the Lord Privy Seal as in earlier times, but sealed them instead 
with the mark of a personal signet.5
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At the beginning of the modern period, Gutenberg’s invention, which 
became a major success only on the basis of paper, finally unfolded the 
paper again and relegated the future distinction between “public” and 
“private” to the realm of the text, which was no longer divided into 
parchment and paper, but instead into typography and chirography. Yet 
as long as no one was able to call the discourse his or her own, since dis
courses of every kind were stored at the site of an Other or in the system 
of ars dictandi, there could not possibly be any question of private letters. 
“Wilt thou know,” a sixteenth-century formulari asked neophytes in the 
art of writing letters, “wherebye one learns to compose letters? Then I tell 
thee it happens bye the rhetoric art.”4 This art or technology demanded 
extensive studies of the classics on the part of the letter writer, even in the 
sixteenth century, and thus, it goes without saying, knowledge of Latin 
and Greek. As a result, Erasmus conceded the right of letter writing only 
to scholars.' Exercitatio and imitatio, the foundations of the scholarly let
ter, merely occupied the space opened up for them by the lack of institu
tional postal access to any pragmatic relations to singular addresses— 
whether individual persons or events. An intimate discourse, which could 
have reached only them, only here, and only now, was not available. In 
1522 the Taxis’s system of imperial communications, which was exclu
sively at the state’s disposal, was only beginning to be infiltrated by busi
nessmen. And it was the letters of these very businessmen, which were 
constricting the space of scholarship, that Erasmus attacked in his po
lemic. Under the restrictions of humanistic rhetoric, on the other hand, 
senders and recipients were nothing more than etho-poietically produced 
imitations of the heroes from ancient mythology and history, and the nar- 
ratio of letters was merely a collage of classical quotations. The illusion 
of “individual” authorship in letters thus was merely the result of a trick, 
the double application of the principle of imitation. After the imitation of 
classical topoi came the imitation of classical imitation itself: “All of these 
| borrowings] must be adapted with appropriate changes ... so that the 
theft is not given away by the very fact that they are so ill assorted, like a 
bit of bad patching or faulty soldering. In borrowing foreign material let 
us imitate Virgil’s skill, so that it appears not to have been borrowed from 
other sources, but to be original with ourselves.”6

According to the law stated by a communications technician who
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haunts the pages of Thomas Pynchon’s novels, “personal density ... is di
rectly proportional to temporal bandwidth.”7 If speaking that is ad
dressed unequivocally is to be possible, the temporal bandwidth of a 
“self” must be at least equal to twice the time separating sender and re
cipient. Under conditions in which imitation extended to nearly all the ex
ternal references in the letter, the temporal bandwidth between recipient 
and sender was exactly as large as the time required to read the corre
sponding classical passage(s). The range of persons and random access to 
them were accordingly large: an effect of the differentiation of postal in
stitutions that posted nothing but their own conditions or standards. 
Thus, Erasmus’s ars dictaminis posted not the person Desiderius, but the 
memoria of Erasmus Roterodamus. And it did so in a completely histori
cal sense: De conscribendis epistolis was written and sent as a letter and 
received and printed (or pirated) as a book apparently without any sin
gular references standing in the way that bind discourses to unrepeatable 
times, places, and people. Letters were recyclable discourse.

Territorial or absolutist postal systems, by contrast, defined a new and 
different situation. Speaking with Foucault: a new type of rationality 
called the raison d'etat transformed everyone into subjects of the modern 
state. The governmental technology of such centralized political and ad
ministrative power was a comprehensive police system—the knowledge 
and practice of establishing order and regulating all relationships: be
tween the people and the state, the people and things, the people and the 
people, and the people and discourses. In 1611, this passed for monarcbie 
aristodemocratique: “the police must, in the broadest meaning of the 
term, secure ‘traffic’ among men. Otherwise, men would not be able to 
live, or their lives would be insecure, plagued by poverty and threatened 
continuously.”8 In the aristodemocratic police state, the gazetteers for this 
traffic were Baroque letter-writing guides. Instead of alluding exclusively 
to a classical library, the letter’s external references were now replaced by 
tables classifying the possible ways to produce letters. The grammar- 
school rule of “practice and imitation” now made way for the art of 
bringing different registers into alignment so that the guidebook produced 
precisely the letter demanded in a given communicative situation. The 
rule of aptum, after all, demanded that “the letter” “duly / be written ac
cording to the usual customs of the court / that the word be disposed in
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accordance with the persons and the matters. One writes differently to a 
prince / differently to a citizen / and differently again to a peasant.”9

In order to allow for the seemly disposition or rhetorical combination 
of words, persons, and matters, Georg Philipp Harsdorffer’s Teutscher 
Secretarius first provided a titular grid that represented both sender and 
recipient and placed them in relation to one another—which had a deci
sive impact on the letter’s stylistic stratum and topology. Second, it pro
vided a grid of situations or—in pragmatic terms—illocutions. Third, the 
Secretarius divided all “greeting-friend-enemy-instruction-complaint-con- 
solation-bequest-chancery-love-exchange-business” letters not as the hu
manistic guidebooks had done, into rhetorical genres of discourse usually 
expanded to include a genus familiale, but instead into a thematic grid 
that in itself represented a system of knowledge. In Harsdorffer’s system, 
every part of the formula-historia-formula schema could be addressed in 
every conceivable letter. But that was not all. On the basis of the repre
sentational interrelationship of all the grids, each part of the letter—title 
plus salutatio, causa, historia, conclusio, or signature—also offered a fea
sible way into the letter to be written. As an application of the rules, a let
ter always would be a manifestation of the exemplary nature of the rules 
and therefore never would be a private letter.10 The rules were exhausted 
in the rhetorical combination of the application grids intersecting in a 
given letter, and every letter was part of the system of rules. The possibil
ity of representing the rules by usage was given quite simply by the finite 
number of applications: provided that a certain number of letters had 
been written since the Beginning—in which, of course, there was the 
postal system"—all usage always was reusage. And because it was 
Baroque, such reuse could be calculated. With n titles and a situations, 
the number of possible letters was always a(tiz-n). In the case of the 
Teutscher Secretarius, this came to exactly 1,221,990 possible letters.

Such calculability, based on the representation of external references, 
was an abomination to the eighteenth century, insofar as it ordered inno
vations in the symbolic and media technologies of individualization to the 
front lines in the war for universal alphabetization12 in Central Europe. 
Not quite a hundred years after Harsdorffer, Christian Gellert, a Leipzig 
professor of rhetoric, systematically trimmed away all representative (and 
thus public) external references in order to transform each and every one
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of them into characteristic (and thus private) internal references. Gellert’s 
coup and the invention of subjectivity in general were not based on some
thing entirely new, but on a systematic transvaluation of all the values of 
Baroque discursive practice by way of implosion. First, the site of the tit
ular table, which classified recipients and senders according to status, 
birth, possessions, dominions, honorary offices, duties, and gender,13 and 
which represented their position in relation to one another and to all 
other possible senders and recipients, now was occupied by a universal 
address called “The Individual” that could produce contact between all 
letter writers. Then, chattering away about the intimate confessions of the 
soul, nature stepped in to take the place of art, which had affected and 
animated bodies. And in the process, the very same rhetorical figures that 
had demonstrated the skill of oratorical artifice since Cicero now bespoke 
naturalness for Gellert. This began with basic rules such as the per- 
spicuitas and the brevitas—an etymological necessity—-and continued as 
far as artistic devices such as the apostrophe or the percontatio.'4 A third 
replacement involved the table of occasions [Kasualraster|—the pragmat
ics that were given prior to all content and that had structured guide
books more or less the same way from the Middle Ages until well into the 
eighteenth century. The letter eliminated occasion from the guidebook in 
order to generate it internally as a fictional situation. Such was the pro
gram in Gellert’s sixteenth Letter. As if it were describing the obliteration 
of occasion’s a priori as far as the letter’s text was concerned, Gellert’s let
ter set up a situation in sheer autoreferentiality that was not to be found 
in any of the old European guidebooks: the scene of writing.

Madam,
Last night I had an unhappy dream. You were sitting and writing, and even 

if you were nearly sixteen miles away from me, with the help of the dream I 
could still see that you were writing to a good friend. Who was happier than 
I? Every moment I looked to see if you might soon be through with the letter, 
since I thought nothing with more certainty than that you were writing to me. 
Indeed, many a time I was already reaching out to take the letter away from 
you. Then your little son came in and bumped into the table so carelessly, that 
the ink spilled. In my anxiety, I wanted to reach for either the letter or the ink, 
and thereupon I awakened. I told my old aunt about my dream. She told me 
ink meant quarrel and strife with absent ones. Oh Madam! But not with you! 
The heavens would not permit it! No, I will give you no opportunity, I will
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gladly not ask why you do not answer me. Grant me only permission that I 
may continue ... to write to you every post day.15

Lichtenberg might have been saved. Rather than obliterating the dif
ference between absence and presence (and that means writing itself) with 
ink, Gellert traveled in the medium of dreams or fantasy to a presence 
that preceded the post, and as soon as the letter threatened to be finished, 
he spilled the ink. After all, according to the wise woman’s clairvoyant in
terpretation of the dream, ink meant nothing but writing—writing in the 
language of difference or of the postal principle. What was at stake was 
the classical definition of the letter itself. Instead of being promulgated as 
a discourse between absentees alone, the letter created the presence of an 
absent person’s doppelganger for all those who were not present. From 
then on, letters were reflections of glances—glances that at once found 
the glance of the Other, inasmuch as writing was dreaming, and lost it, 
inasmuch as dreaming was writing. Because of this, writing henceforth 
was performed only in the trope of the praeteritio that what was written 
did not exist at all. After all, the answer to the question Gellert did not 
not ask—“Why don’t you answer me?”—was the sole content of his let
ter, a content invoking the obliteration of the text itself because it threat
ened to expel the doppelganger from his dream existence and dream pres
ence. Such an existence was merely appearance, and thus identical to nar
cissism, as a letter addressed to Gellert explained. “But how should I 
reward you for all the entertainment your letters have given me?” the ju
bilant young Count Moritz von Briihl responded. “Your power of imagi
nation shows me to you from such a lovely angle!”16 Catching oneself in 
the glance of the Other promptly invoked the literary in the second half 
of the eighteenth century: in Briihl’s imagination, he and Gellert were 
transfigured into the hommo-sexual couple of classical letter writing kat 
exochen: Cicero and Atticus.17

Less than half a century later, Ludwig Tieck’s William Lovell would 
popularize Gellert’s system, which set up an opposition between absence/ 
writing/strife and presence/hallucination/love, in the radicalized form of 
the epistolary novel’s discourse about itself:

I always want to start a letter to you, take the quill and write down all sorts 
of things, and in doing so forget about you. Then suddenly you occur to me 
once more, the entire letter is interrupted by some coincidence, and it is im-
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possible for me to find the thread again. ... —When I close my eyes, I 
converse with you and tell you of all my grief and cares. I find nothing 
comical about this; what else do our letters do? Perhaps in a different life, 
distant thoughts will come together more quickly and nobly than happens 
with language and dead symbols; perhaps it is only then that we will own 
what we have only been granted now to hold.18

The ideal Romantic letter writer practiced and internalized Gellert’s les
son that writing letters was dreaming about the letter writing of the 
Other, and in the ideal case was thus dreaming about the dreaming of the 
Other, to the point that letter writing, paradoxically enough, began to get 
in the way of letters. Writing, scratching on paper with a quill, was syn
onymous with forgetting the Other; only hallucinating with one’s eyes 
closed was allowed to be called communicating—letters were a commu
nion such as this in the state of Original Sin. The conquest of death 
would at once be the conquest of writing; it was not for nothing that in 
many places Thot, the inventor of writing, was also the ferryman of the 
dead.19 Letter writing after death would be telepathy—or telephony. As a 
result, Lovell mistook the mail for a (not yet invented) telephone even 
while still on earth when he wrote to his beloved: “o how do I thank you, 
happy genius who first invented the means for sharing thoughts and feel
ings with dead masses, and thus for speaking unto lands afar.”20

This sort of communication between angels and the redeemed also 
could be pure insanity (and heaven a madhouse), as James Tilly Matthews, 
a former tea broker and patient at Bedlam Hospital, demonstrated in Lon
don at exactly the same time that Tieck was writing his novel. “Brain
saying,”21 magnetically induced telepathic communications, was Mat
thews’s name for Lovell’s heavenly communications technology, which 
drove him to madness rather than bliss (because obviously there were a 
couple of criminals or doctors at the other end of the line who would not 
stop talking gibberish). Assuming Lovell’s letters, like Werther’s—none of 
which ever was sent—were addressed to the reader of the novel via gen
eral delivery, instructions for reading the epistolary novel itself can be dis
covered in Lovell’s hallucinatory technology of communicating. Gellert’s 
dream post would become Romanticism’s—not undangerous—aesthetic 
of reception. No wonder Matthews’s paranoia spread like an epidemic 
over Central Europe after 1800.
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The replacement of the external references of the table of occasions 
with the process of imagining the occasion into the letter produced a fun
damental fictionality. The letter’s transformation into literature was due 
to a further substitution: “phantasma,” as a rhetorical figure representing 
the absent or dead, was replaced by the “power of imagination” as a ca
pacity of the soul.22 The creation of literature as the process of “imagin
ing” into the letter external references that previously had been separate 
and distinct coincided with the intimacy of the letter and the preservation 
of its confidentiality. The meaning and purpose of such confidentiality 
was to produce immediately the possibility for betrayal of a truth the pro
duction of which was itself an effect of this confidentiality: the feigned 
truth of The Individual. That very sleight of hand was performed by 
Gellert’s justification for the fact that nearly all margins were trimmed 
from his letters: since “the world” does not normally think of The Indi
vidual in general, but instead of “such and such man, who has this or that 
service, this or that serious office, this or that age;... his affairs, his writ
ings, his friends,”23 all of the titles, once so dear to the Baroque, had to be 
cut out. After all, “certain circumstances constantly get mixed in with 
them, which we do not want to be known. Yet who is a more loyal trai
tor than a letter?”24 After the withdrawal of the titular grid, intimate se
crets went to press. The secret was a technology of denunciation and 
power that was developed and tested by the secret societies of the eigh
teenth century, as Reinhart Koselleck has shown: “The secret became a 
control mechanism consistently wielded by the Order of Illuminati, for 
example. The priestly regents of that order began by . .. introducing an 
accurate secret reporting system. Brethren were obliged to file sealed 
monthly reports about themselves—in moral candour—and about their 
fellow brethren. ‘Thus he must necessarily decipher and compromise him
self and others, in writing.’”25 In other words: he must create a modern 
subject. The private letter systematically identified the confidentiality of 
the letter, self-reflection, and the power of control, and therefore—in still 
other words—was synonymous with the education of civil servants.
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Post Day in Wahlheim

The private letter, a compromising of oneself in writing, was the medium 
of transmission that, alongside the recording media of diaries and auto
biographies, assumed the function in an alphabetized Central Europe that 
confession previously had carried out as the old religious means of con
trol. Ministerial officials like Cabinet Councilor Johann Ludwig Kliiber 
could point proudly to the fact that the postal technology of private let
ters was far more efficient than the postal technology of confession ever 
had been: “What is locked up most carefully in the heart, in one’s own 
living room, is entrusted without hesitation to the postal service by every
one, by hundreds of thousands every day. The postman’s satchel thus 
holds incomparably more secrets, and no less securely under proper ad
ministration, than the seal of confession, and the symbol of discretion is 
none other than that of the postal service.”1 This did not count out, but 
counted on the fact that the text of the heart, the secret truth of the indi
vidual, always had circulated as public discourse: connected to the 
archives and their mounds of paper, which laid the foundation for human 
sciences such as psychology. “On his deathbed, an invalid writes down an 
observation about himself, mails it, and dies”:2 and Karl Philipp Moritz’s 
Magazine for Empirical Psychology publishes it. The post-office window 
replaced the ears of the priest.

In 1774, another invalid also made confessions of his introspections 
that lasted for weeks in letters to a friend, committed suicide, and an ed
itor put his letters in print: Goethe’s success as an author was perfect. 
That the letters of a dead man named Werther exhibit none of the char
acteristics of a letter (before the age of envelopes) other than the date— 
no address or salutation or sender—makes them suspect. And indeed.
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whoever takes the trouble to work out the days of the week for the dates 
on these letters with the help of a calendar will Hnd something remark
able. What distinguishes Werther’s packet of letters from all the others of 
his day is the completely even distribution of the letters’ dates—with a 
single exception—over the days of the week: Werther wrote fifteen times 
on a Monday, fourteen times on Tuesday, nine on Wednesday, eleven on 
Thursday, eleven on Friday, thirteen on Saturday, and thirteen again on 
Sunday. By contrast, letters that actually circulated at the time indicate 
that a maximum number was written either just before or on a certain 
day of the week: the so-called post day, when the weekly Ordinari-Post 
was sent. “Letters could not be sent as often as desired, as they can today, 
but had to wait instead for the ‘post day.’. . . On post day, everyone sat 
down to write. . . . Thus it was often said: T have post day,’ or ‘I dis
patched post day to N’; one did not forget to write ‘daily,’ but missed a 
few post days, or had wanted to write from post day to post day, or post
daily, just as one expected mail every post day.”3

In Werther, by contrast, there is no trace of writing from “post day to 
post day.” The conclusion to be reached from this is obvious: either 
Werther’s letters never were sent or—which amounts to the same thing— 
they were not letters at all, but a diary: a dead man’s letter to the reading 
public, general delivery. There are several indications for the accuracy of 
this hypothesis. First, Werther kept a diary,4 as the reader is told on a sin
gle occasion, but one never finds out when he was keeping it; nor is it to 
be found among his private papers. This suggests that the diary and the 
letters were identical. Second, the letters Goethe wrote to Auguste Count
ess zu Stolberg after the publication of Werther in 1775—which conform 
to the novel like a program—explicitly called for the transformation of 
letters into diaries: “Good night. Want to write you a sort of diary, that’s 
the best thing. Do the same for me, I hate letters. . . . ”5 The reason: if 
writing was to be the confession of the soul’s intimate secrets, it was pos
sible only “from moment to moment.”6 In other words, it could not be 
subjected to the regimentation of “postdaily” communication. The soul 
needed a medium that was accessible to it at all times. For this reason, 
and because authors could not exist without intimate knowledge of 
women's hearts, Auguste was supposed to write a diary as well: “Dear, 
I’m asking you to write me a sort of diary too. It’s the only thing that van-
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quishes the permanent distance.”7 The third indication for the accuracy 
of the hypothesis that Werther’s letters were never sent is the Count’s let
ter, which the editor discovered in his posthumous collection of letters.8 
Since it hardly can be assumed that Werther sent this letter to Wilhelm, it 
follows that the entire collection was found in Werther’s possession. Fi
nally, while the distribution of the letters’ dates over the days of the week 
does not indicate a maximum, it does indeed indicate a minimum. This 
fact becomes especially significant when the division of the novel into two 
parts is taken into account: the last letter of the novel, which was written 
on a Wednesday, was Werther’s first letter after his return to Wahlheim. A 
solution to the Wednesday riddle might be that Wednesday was post day 
in Wahlheim. Since none of the letters were sent, none were written on 
the only day when they could have been mailed. Because confessions had 
to flow when they wanted to, they did not so much as trickle at the very 
time they were supposed to flow according to a schedule.9

Letters sent to posterity via general delivery are testaments. And testa
ments, on the level of the novel, regulate the relationships between all per
sons. Yet while Werther’s general-delivery letters, including his testament, 
reached their readers under cover of the authorial name of Goethe in a 
manner that never had existed before, the opposite was true of the gen
eral-delivery letters of the dead in the novel. Things never arrive at the 
destinations given in such letters. Since the letters of the dead are dead let
ters, they continuously require travel on the part of the surviving depen
dents. In fact, the dysfunctionality of testaments is the reason for all of 
the journeys undertaken in Werther. At the beginning of the novel, Albert 
is on the way to settle his inheritance after the death of his father.10 The 
husband of the young lady in Wahlheim is on the road because an inher
itance is being withheld from him in Switzerland." Werther himself trav
els on account of such matters on behalf of his mother; it seems his aunt 
is trying to deprive her of her inheritance.12

The writing of the dead, which had been entrusted to the law and the 
church as the scriptural powers of old Europe, is intercepted. The oral 
testament of Lotte’s mother, by contrast, is all the more effective (after all, 
it bequeaths Lotte to Albert). And Werther’s testament also functions for 
precisely that reason—because it transcends the end of the novel in a di
rection leading to the holy site of orality, which is designated by her
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mother. In the great beyond, where Lotte would reunite with her arche
type as her mother’s proxy, the love story of Lotte and Werther would 
have a “happy ending.” In life after death, as life after the end of the 
novel, this happy ending could only be the novel’s eternal resurrection in 
the reading of (feminine) readers. And Lotte and Werther could become 
the hero/ines of the novel because they foreshadowed this identifying act. 
Lotte became her mother, to whom, in the hour of death, she had given 
the promise that she would be a mother to her brothers and sisters.13 
Werther, as a translator who identifies himself with the author of the 
translation, became a poet. Werther's author thus was in reality his hero’s 
executor, insofar as he carried out his last will and testament, or his in
cestuous wish, by transforming it into the promise that a love like 
Werther’s would mean the identification of women with The Woman, and 
therefore the promise that all masculine readers, provided they became 
Werther or poets, could sleep with The Woman.

It was no accident that testaments structured what is presumably the 
most successful epistolary novel of all time, especially if the letters were 
diary entries—that is, archived intimate confessions of the soul. As far as 
the preservation of confidentiality was concerned, all letters were testa
ments in Werther’s time insofar as the safeguard against premature dis
closure of testaments provided the legal basis for the confidentiality of the 
letter. In a.d. 68, state sanction for the testament’s confidentiality first had 
been established in writing by the Lex Cornelia de falsis.H Until the end 
of the eighteenth century, violations of the confidentiality of the letter 
thus were classified together with disclosures of testaments as crimen 
falsi. Even the Theresiana of 1768 still knew of no specific designation as 
such for the will to knowledge aimed at intimate confession that would 
sustain the Werther novel four years later: “Within its broad scope, this 
depravity includes all manner of evil advantages ... of which some . . . 
are treated as special topics by this meticulous legal codex; others, how
ever, and indeed the more vulgar, are presented here. The rest, to which, 
because of the variety of such roguish, fraudulent actions, one can give al
most no names of their own, are included under the general category of 
falsus.”,s

Only after the General Prussian Common Law of 1794 were violations 
of the letter’s confidentiality prosecuted as “invasion of privacy” and no
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longer as the intent to commit fraud.16 From then on, the letter was pri
marily a confession, even in the eyes of the law. In this sense, Werther 
functioned like a bill the lawyer Goethe had presented to the legislature of 
readers. The Werther Bill proposed that letters no longer be viewed as tes
taments, which allowed only for fraudulent interests and therefore not for 
reader identification or the epistolary novel, but as diary entries, and 
therefore as intimate knowledge. As knowledge, they would be assigned a 
special criminal motive—the desire of Goethe’s (female) readers. Viewed 
from this perspective, the novel’s success was nothing but the legislature’s 
approval of this new definition and desire for letters. The Sorrows of the 
Young Werther was the letter’s passage into law as literature.
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Set the Controls for the Heart of the Night

But the bill’s passage and the transformation of the confidentiality of the 
letter into literature obeyed a supreme pedagogical command: think for 
yourself. The ars dictaminis was a scandal because the rules for ordering 
words were nothing but words themselves. Since Adalbertus Samaritanus 
and the Rationes dictandi in the first half of the twelfth century, “epis- 
tolic” dispositio was achieved by the succession of five epistolary compo
nents: salutatio, exordium, narratio, petitio, conclusio. The letter, as Stein- 
hausen complains, thus became a “form that can be easily filled out”1— 
or in more technical terms, it was addressed at all points. In the Baroque 
Age, after all, the connection between these individual components had 
been produced by specific conjunctions, “for the exordium ‘while,’ for the 
narratio ‘when,’ for the petitio ‘thus.’”2 For the reader, all of these con
junctions were addresses that enabled direct access to individual parts of 
the letter, just as the corresponding grids in the letter-writing guide did for 
the writer in turn. By contrast, in the dispositive of pedagogy and psy
chology, the possibility of addressing individuals was worth more than the 
possibility of addressing words: “All the letter-writing guides in the world 
will not teach us to think. Skillful reasoning, a lively power of imagina
tion, knowledge about the things of which one wishes to speak accom
plish the most here. Reflect upon what you want to write. Order your sen
tences in your thoughts. Do not always look for the connection in words, 
but rather in the succession, in the similarity and dissimilarity of your 
thoughts.”3

(iellert’s mail—like that of the secret societies—arrived. From 1770 
on, the wind was blowing from a new direction in German schools. The 
boys’ bodies were refitted with the armor of a new mnemonic technique.
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Instead of making verses according to the rules of the ars poetica, stu
dents now had to fill pages with their own ideas about the works of 
famous writers. Instead of words, meaning was recorded. One stopped 
enlisting armies of nameless poem writers and started to introduce the 
business of interpretation. The new technology of individualization, the 
German essay, did not keep tabs on whether a poet could be recited and 
imitated, but instead on whether he had been understood.4 The concept 
of “understanding,” which had made a new career for itself after the re
ception of Klopstock’s works, designated an empathic process; the degree 
of its success was a moral criterion of evaluation and was measured by 
sentimental bodily secretions [empfindsamen Korperabsonderungen].5 On 
the reception end, “understanding” complemented Gellert’s order to think 
on the production end. The avalanche of letters set off by Gellert’s Letters 
threw up the bridge that linked Klopstock to modern readership, reading 
aloud in a small circle of initiates to silent reading in one’s own chambers, 
the secret society to the literary market.

As a function of deregionalized reading, Gellert’s command to think 
controlled and verified Klopstock’s command to understand. He thus gave 
a definition of the letter that departed from the classical definition in a 
small, but decisive way: “It [the letter) is a free imitation of good conver
sation.”6 Freedom here was the command to subjugate words to the 
power of thought so that neither the rhetorical combination of words nor 
the emotional state and desire of bodies, but instead the text of the heart 
was written in letters. This double bind nonetheless made it possible to 
monitor the performance of understanding by mail. It was no accident 
that the letter was the only independent form of development promoted 
in the schools after the pedagogical reforms.

From then on, words had an individual origin in thought, and dis
course meant translation. Words were metaphors for ideas formed by the 
soul—every self thus became the subject of its own discourse, a priori. 
Words now were the subject’s private property: the precondition neces
sary for the existence of private letters. The symbols in the treasure chest 
of signifiers became provisions for the reader’s nourishment.8 This was 
precisely what was at stake in Gellert’s criticism of a thank-you note in 
Neukirch’s Gallant Letters. “I am thus being far more sensible,” Neu- 
kirch had written to Herr von Rauter, “when I remain silent. Your Excel-
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lency knows my heart and finds within it all the letters that are needed for 
a speech. You yourself shall make your own hymn of praise and be satis
fied.”9 With keen insight, Gellert immediately recognized the point being 
raised:

It is nearly impossible that a letter case should not come to mind when one 
reads of the heart, and a typesetter in the case of Herr von Rauter, who 
makes his hymn of praise for himself... . What are letters in the heart? How 
can you see them? If this idea is to make any sense, it can only mean as much 
as: You know my heart and know that I have all the feelings necessary for 
sincere thanksgiving, but not for any speech whatsoever.10

So precise was the function performed by the replacement of the 
Baroque ars poetica's battery of signifiers, for which Gutenberg’s inven
tion was indeed the a priori,11 with the knowledge of a soul police who 
apprehended intimate thoughts or feelings instead of a universal code. 
Neukirch’s unreasonable demand upon Herr von Rauter was called “the 
poetry of occasion”; Gellert’s was called “interpretation.” And since sig- 
nifieds subsumed vast quantities of signifiers, mnemonic technique no 
longer was tortuous training in an art requiring the memorization of 
thousands upon thousands of letter combinations, but instead was a nat
ural ability. Terminus ad quern was to implant an authorship en miniature 
inside every letter writer so that “1 think” could accompany all of his 
reading.12

In the epoch of the postal system known as literature, the private let
ter’s most important function was to act as a medium for controlling the 
deregionalized market for books. Even the Messia was enlisted as a love 
letter and read out loud: Wieland read it with Sophie Gutermann (who 
later became Sophie de La Roche), Lavater with Barbara Schulthess, 
I lerder with Caroline Flachsland, Vofi with Ernestine Boie, Miller and 
later Sprickmann with Charlotte von Einem. The poet’s text, as Alewyn 
recognized, became nothing more than a medium for communication.13 
With universal alphabetization and Gellert’s Letters, this medium’s con
finement to face-to-face circumstances became obsolete. After all, Roman
tic authors were not the first to use the postal system as a communications 
technology for the purposes of educational strategy; Gellert already had 
done so. “I know that you read,” he wrote to the “best feminine corre-
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spondent in the world,”14 the sixteen-year-old Johanna Erdmuth von 
Schonfeld. “Couldn’t you tell me from time to time about the books you 
read, the ones in which you found something to your liking or your dis
liking?”15 At first, Gellert recommended such books individually and sent 
them by mail. Soon, however, Schonfeld received an annotated catalog of 
Gellert’s private library, and along with it systematic access to an entire 
program for girls’ education. Gellert inaugurated the first long-distance 
lending library. Its holdings, of course, contained Gellert’s own works— 
including the Letters.'6

Gellert’s use of the mail as a remote control for hermeneutics found im
itators, one after the other. In 1765, for example, Goethe, then a student 
in Leipzig, not only repeated to his sister the epistolographic theories he 
had heard or read the day before in Gellert’s class on “German and Latin 
methods for the formation of understanding and style,”17 but also pre
scribed or prohibited the reading of certain works: “But take note of it, 
you shouldn’t read any more novels than I allow... . But don’t be afraid 
lest Grandfison] Clfarissa] and Pa[mela] might perchance be excluded. 
You should not lack in good reading entertainment. I will write to Papa 
on account of this.”18 Just as Goethe imitated Gellert, Clemens Brentano, 
who also had a sister he wanted to hook up to a telepedagogical system 
of control, imitated Goethe after 1800.

I’ve commissioned the book dealer Guilhomman to send you the Homer.
Did you receive it? You should furthermore read the travels of the young 
Anarchasis next, and very carefully. These will instruct and amuse you. But 
you must not restrain such reading in any way; you must honor it by loving 
it.... When it’s possible, write down your sentiments during or after your 
reading and send me something of the sort.19

Brentano’s long-distance lending library posted educational programs for 
budding women readers purely in accordance with Gellert’s command to 
think, if an individual was to write back at all: “Consider, dearest child, 
that thinking is the homeland of soul, and don’t look in foreign regions 
where your guardian angel did not set out to find you.”20

Since an angel is simply a courier in ancient Greek, and “angelos” orig
inally derived from the Persian word angareion, in just so many words, 
Clemens Brentano’s command meant that his sister was only to be in
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places where she could receive mail: “since culture lies in chaotic night, 
where there is no post.”21 Dark continents like Africa, where there is “no 
postilion,”22 were to be found everywhere that discourse followed the 
syntax of the body (in Bettina Brentano’s case) or the syntax of a battery 
of signifiers (which amounts to the same thing). Working with the peda
gogical requirement that discourses can be addressed individually, the 
colonial soldier Brentano strove to reduce the vacuum of leadership in 
Central Europe. “Set the controls for the heart of the sun,” a command 
or a title by Pink Floyd once read. In Brentano’s case, however, it was the 
heart of the night, and the controls were not on a panel, but a desk. It was 
not Romanticism that first located the chaotic night or tohu wabohu be
fore the beginning of the bourgeois world in the soul of a woman who is 
not at home in thinking. To the extent that the ars oratoria were sepa
rated from aesthetics, the critique of the scholarly right of disposition 
over the pragmatic dimension of discourse recruited talented people from 
beyond the Scholars’ Republic—talent that had no pragmatic skills, it 
was true, but that was all the better equipped with Truth. Since women 
were excluded from the universities, and thus from poetry as well, they 
were a fortiori uneducated;23 the discourse of the soul police transformed 
such exclusion into the gift of women for handwriting and reading, which 
was at one with nature. Alphabetized women took up positions at the in
put of handwritten script for letters: “I know ladies who write the most 
beautiful letters . . . who are lively by nature, but certainly not educated. 
They knew nothing of Menantes or Weis or Neukirch, and yet still they 
wrote well.”24 And they also took positions at the output of typescript for 
poetry:

The Pharisees, textual scholars, and the nation’s supreme commanders do not 
believe in him [the Messiah], but I am happy to see that this superb poem has 
found enormous applause among those who are brilliant only for their own 
sake, and not for the sake of the Fatherland. Our ladies avenge the author for 
the indifference of our highly educated men and for the tasteless prejudices of 
our professional critics of art.25

There was a single criterion of classification from the Baroque sender/ 
recipient grid that was not erased in the new order of things, but instead 
was actually universalized: sex. After the middle of the eighteenth cen-
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figure 1. The outstripping of hommo-sexual letter writing: Percentage of 
women in Gellert’s correspondence.

tury, reading and writing consequently became transitive with regard to 
the sexes. For the purpose of recruiting female letter writers, Gellert is
sued an executive announcement in t751: “It is quite certain, gracious 
lady, that your sex excels in correspondence, and in a short time you will 
be new evidence of this.”26 Gellert’s appeal announced a program for out
stripping hommo-sexual correspondence not only qualitatively, but quan
titatively as well. That program also included his own correspondence, 
since the percentage of women recipients and senders in Gellert’s 
Letters—a proud 44 percent—in no way corresponded to the reality of 
Gellert’s letters. The complete edition of his correspondence records the 
women’s share as barely 11 percent for the years 1750-55. In 1756, that 
share became 15 percent; by 1758, it had reached 34 percent, and in 
1759, with 54 percent of his letters sent by or received from women, 
Gellert actually had beaten the mark set in his letter-writing guide by 10 
percent |see Figure 11. This practically exponential rate of increasing con
nections was something for a postal minister to write home about. Gellert
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no longer wanted to write to men. “Nor should he expect an answer from 
me,” Gellert let Rabener know via the young Schonfeld, “because when I 
have time to write, 1 write to the ladies and not to him.”27

There was a historical-postal a priori for the establishment of private 
lending libraries a la Gellert and thus for the private letter’s function as 
the medium of control in hermeneutics, as well. As far as Gellert was con
cerned, this a priori was established by the events following August 28, 
1756. On that day, the Prussian regiments of Frederick II marched into 
Saxony. The Saxon army confined itself to holding the “dung heap” 
(Briihl) of the base at Pirna and laid down its arms on October 26.28 
Saxon post offices continued to be administrated by Saxon officials, but 
for the Prussians; the long-standing bickering between the two postal dis
tricts—one can assume—was forced to arbitration in the Prussians’ fa
vor.29 The result was that Saxony, and thus Leipzig, and thus Gellert as a 
citizen of Saxony and Leipzig, now had the benefit of enjoying the Pruss
ian rate for printed matter, which was reduced to one and one-half-pence 
a pound for four miles—“in the interests of literature and the book 
trade.”’0 Such rates were a stimulus for the export of silent reading, the 
mnemonic technology of understanding, the culture of the norm and in
dividualization, into the countryside. The postal system—long before the 
establishment of “printed matter” as a full-fledged category, by the 
way—began to establish the first economic preconditions for the dere
gionalization of the literary market. The library catalogue went out to 
Schonfeld three years later. The bourgeois program of education reached 
nobles like Countess Vitzthum von Eckstadt and her daughter, who then 
became subjects—something that could hardly have been financed with
out the rate for “printed matter” enjoyed by poorly paid bourgeois pro
fessors. This act of the postal system “in the interests of literature” was 
the first step in the direction of a German state constituted entirely of ed
ucation officials in the nineteenth century. But that was not all. The very 
same year, in 1759, Gellert’s eldest brother, Friedrich Leberecht, was pro
moted from master of fencing and written homework at the University of 
Leipzig to postmaster general at the main post office in Leipzig.31 And 
what is more, his second-eldest brother, Christlieb Ehregott, held the po
sition of chief foundry director and professor of metallurgical chemistry 
at the mining academy in Freiberg—a post in which he was succeeded by
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a certain Friedrich von Hardenberg, alias Novalis. The Gellerts held all of 
the strategic launching points for the modern bourgeois state: the corps of 
education officials, and German poetry, heavy industry, and the postal 
system.

The postal system’s interest in literature, however, was not confined to 
printed matter alone. It also concerned handwriting, but with a reversed 
policy on rates. Except for the “trial records of advocates, courts and par
ties”—as Heinrich August Raabe revealed in his Postal Secrets—“the 
manuscripts of scholars and book dealers must bear higher rates at many 
post offices.”32 While Raabe denied any legal authority or competence on 
the part of the postal system, he did not deny its competence in matters 
of literary criticism:

The manuscripts of scholars, as the most precious products of mankind, 
must indeed form an exception, and in some ways it would truly be desirable 
if, just for the sake of making criticism easier, the differences in the value 
of these manuscripts were assessed by the postal service, or if it at least 
suppressed the bad products of a few quill drivers in order to protect book 
dealers and the public from larger losses. This could be counted among good 
deeds of the postal system that as yet remain unknown.33

The fee structure of the postal system in 1800—low postage for printed 
matter and high postage for manuscripts—set the pattern for the Ro
mantic literary criticism of the time. A year after Raabe’s Postal Secrets, 
Friedrich Schlegel considered it to be the mission of such criticism—as 
“thorough understanding,”34 which meant “reading that is constantly re
peated over and over again”35—to check the harmful effects of the postal 
rate for printed matter. Romantic criticism, that is, was to control the way 
in which, “since the invention of book printing and the spread of the 
book trade, a massive amount of thoroughly bad and completely unsuit
able texts has flooded the minds of modern people, overwhelming, con
fusing, and misleading them.”36 This involved nothing less than propa
gating the education of a readership consisting entirely of interpreters. 
Yet such a readership could be brought about only on the condition that 
massive amounts of books were in circulation. Novalis already had said 
as much in 1798: “For me, book making is not being expanded on any
thing close to the proper scale.”37 Only then would it be possible for all
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people to become men and women readers and for all such readers to be 
equipped to become little authors: “Wilhelm Meister’s apprenticeship— 
it is all we have now.—We should have as many apprenticeships as at all 
possible, written in the same spirit—all the apprenticeships of all the peo
ple who have ever lived.”38

The Bildungsroman was the specialized literary genre capable of sus
pending the harmful effects of the flood of books by means of a flood of 
books because it was a novel about not only the hero’s education, but the 
reader’s as well. Confronted by “massive amounts” of text, the reader 
was given the lesson that “memorizing is of no use at all unless the ac
tor”—who was also a reader39—“has not first thought his way into the 
spirit and intentions of the author; the letter is nothing without the 
spirit.”40 Because Wilhelm Meister’s Apprenticeship was the first novel to 
prescribe its own method of interpretation, it was “the absolutely new 
and unique book that one can learn to understand only by itself”41—a 
book that was the opposite of the masses—and was what its reader 
should become: a “personality and living individuality.”42

Since the hero of the novel also was the ideal reader, every reader of 
the novel could become at once both the hero and the reader, raised to the 
second power. As reader of his own reading, every male reader recog
nized himself as the mirror image of Wilhelm Meister and in reading thus 
became the author of his own apprenticeship. And that apprenticeship 
was written nowhere but in diaries and private letters that demonstrated 
the “fundamental understanding” “known as characterization,”43 an un
derstanding that thus transformed all readers into the “senders and au
thors of their own intimate symbols/characters.”44 Things worked out as 
Novalis had wanted: the private letter posted character as a function of 
the flood of books. (Feminine) readership was authorship at a reduced
rate.
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Postage

In the seventeenth century, a letter had represented one of x possible ap
plications of the rhetorical rules for letters. It existed only as a case of 
congruity between different classificational systems and rubrics in the let
ter-writer’s guide that were to be observed in each and every case. In this 
sense, medieval guidebooks already had defined the letter as oratio con- 
grua.' As such, its existence was grounded in the techne of this congruity. 
After Gellert’s coup, the letter no longer was a more or less two-dimen
sional congruity of this sort, situated horizontally on the level of connexio 
verbalis, but instead was a congruity standing in a vertical relationship to 
the text. The individual letter thus attained a completely new form of be
ing. It ceased to be an example or a case of application and became an in
dividual, the fruit of a writing that could not be represented, rather than 
that of readings and combinations (inventio and dispositio).

Thus, the letter became the site of production for a new form of truth: 
a three-dimensional truth that no longer existed in the authority of the 
topoi, and therefore in the text’s references to another text, but instead in 
the folding back of what was written onto writing. The insinuation of an 
authorship for letters, the letter’s ability to be interpreted as the expres
sion of intimate thoughts, resided in this folding back of circulating mat
ter onto production. In this respect, the letter’s transformation into liter
ature via the elimination of all the external references represented in the 
letter-writing guide was not an event in the history of literature, but in
stead the occurrence of a shift in the universal episteme.1 What caused 
such folding back, however, can be seen only with regard to the nondis- 
cursive practices of the symbol, which opened up the horizon within 
which the letter’s transformation into literature could become an event in
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the history of literature. This means that the folding back of the letter’s 
text onto an original act of writing was a response to the postal supple
mentation of its references, which were fictionalized and pulled back in
side the letter. The letter’s transformation into literature as a function of 
hermeneutic spiritual guidance therefore was determined by a transfor
mation of the postal dispositive. The question is thus quite simply this: 
what was the postal principle that allowed the letter’s transformation into 
literature to make its appearance?

The answer is to be found in the vicinity of an event marking the an
thropological foundation of knowledge about the exchange of words. 
When Prussia (as the first state to do so) introduced legislation compelling 
the use of the postal system in 1715/ The Individual became the defini
tive ground for the exchange of information/people/goods. Unlike the 
postal monopoly of the seventeenth century, which merely had rooted out 
competitors in the struggle for state power (e.g., the cities), compulsory 
use of the mail [Postzwatig], as the “obligation of the public to avail itself 
of the postal services of the State or the Empire for travel or the dispatch 
of materials,”4 resulted from concerns about the behavior of a population 
that was participating in exchange. Compulsory use was among the mea
sures taken by a power that had placed life under its directorial manage
ment: exchange became a matter for the bio-politics of population.5 This 
bio-political turn alone, which for the first time forced people to ignore 
completely the corporatively organized courier services that remorselessly 
diversified human beings into businessmen, scholars, clerics, and nobles, 
first brought the face of humanity to light as the meaning and purpose of 
the postal system. Once compulsory use of the mail had defined the 
state’s monopoly on power over discourse, every letter writer was a sub
ject of posting. Further still, by compelling the use of the same medium 
for the transportation of one’s own person as was used for the trans
portation of letters, compulsory use was able to link the exchange of sym
bols and bodies in an institutional manner. This monopoly turned the 
state into the reason and guarantor that bodies and symbols could be re
ciprocally translated and sent. Both aspects of compulsory use—relating 
to the mail as to oneself, and the institutional linking of metaphors in the 
exchange of texts and glances—were preconditions for the letter’s trans
formation into literature that began with Gellert.
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Yet the introduction of compulsory use of the mail that reformulated 
discourse at the beginning of the eighteenth century merely marked a 
consequential transformation in bio-politics itself. Generally speaking, 
the will to monopolize the means of discourse processing was one of the 
phenomena called forth by a particular innovation near the end of the 
sixteenth century. That innovation, after which the postal system began 
to exist only in the form of bio-politics, marked the beginning of the 
modern period itself in terms of information economy: the invention of 
postage. Once the loss of the Netherlands and the bankruptcy of the 
Spanish state had plunged the empire into a financial and postal crisis, 
Rudolf II decided to place the postal system in the service of “private” ex
change, establish fixed postal rates, remove its revenues from the post
master’s private purse, and use those revenues to pay for its expendi
tures.6 Emergentia regni: for once, at least—here—it was a matter of the 
postal system.

On the surface, the invention of postage seems merely to have legalized 
the Taxis’s misuse of an instrument of state. But postage was in fact one 
of the innovations by means of which the old empire had transcended it
self. After all, it was here that a new type of power became visible. Using 
postage as a means to finance the imperium’s power over communica
tions technology—and thus, in its Latin meaning, the power of com
mand—meant abandoning a Machiavellian view of the population as one 
resource among the many to be exploited. As one of the “forces of the 
state”7 that did not just come about on its own, the population now had 
to be governed skillfully and in a way that completely redefined the rela
tionship between the postal system and the people: usefulness to the pop
ulation became the raison d’etre of the postal system, from which the 
state’s benefit now was only secondarily derived.

Such a definition of the postal service was unprecedented in the history 
of the Western world. The new form of being for the state postal system 
transformed all other postal institutions into competitors for revenue 
from postage: a state power depending upon the welfare of the popula
tion had to monopolize the postal system.8

The directorial management under which power had placed life was, 
of course, the police. Its subject matter was (and is) the network of rela
tionships between people and between people and things. “That is to say.
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the things for which the government must take responsibility are people, 
but people in their relationships, their ties, their intricate entanglements 
with the things that are riches, the resources, the basics of living ... it is 
people in their relationships with these other things that comprise the cos
tumes, the habits, the particular forms of doing and thinking.”9 After the 
linkage between state power and the behavior of the population had been 
established in matters of postage, the postal system could be understood 
only as a subsystem within such a network of relations. It therefore be
came obvious that the postal system was an institution of the police—as 
one of the groundbreaking works on police science in the eighteenth cen
tury, Johann Heinrich Gottlob von Justi’s Foundations for the Power and 
Well-Being of the State, explained:

The postal systems are a police institution for the convenience of the publici 
and the promotion of commerce and industry, by means of which letters, 
goods, and persons are quickly and safely transported at certain and desig
nated times, for a certain amount of post money. .. . They are a police insti
tution, however; since they are directed by the authorities for the convenience 
of the publici and the promotion of the best interests of the community.10

Convenience—the ultimate purpose from which the postal system de
rived meaning in the order of the police state—was not merely commod- 
itas or expedire in the sense of “being conducive,” but also opportunitas, 
being opportune, or at hand. “A good continuity of the mail” thus “re
quired that the mail’s arrival and renewed departure be established on ma
jor routes, and especially on those leading to major trade centers, in such 
a way that correspondents have time to answer the letters received.”11 The 
goal of the postal system was to ensnare people in discourse, and the tech
nology used to accomplish that goal was the relay and its attunement to 
the entire network—timing. Only after the calculating convenience of cor
responding posts did correspondence exist in word and deed.12 And not 
until the police duties of a model postal system included the production of 
the expectation that letters should be answered could novels begin with 
the line “How on earth does it come about that you don’t write?”—and 
immediately go on to reject the possibility that the “letters [had been] lost 
m the mail.”13 Not until the gaps in the net were closed could they open 
up between letters.
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Only mail that arrived opportunely was a real opportunity for the 
state to make the income it needed “for its self-preservation and the pro
motion of its prosperity.”14 Raisons d’etat would have it so, and so it 
came to pass. In the Prussia of Frederick II, “French management” saw to 
it that the mail brought in nearly twenty million talers in state revenue be
tween 1741 and 1786.15 The amount of income, however, had ceased to 
speak the transparent language of political wisdom. In the police state, 
such revenue had to be interpreted in terms of its origin by a financial sci
ence dedicated to the best interests of the community. The state’s revenue 
bespoke the prudentia civilis of its sovereign only if it was the natural ex
pression of a situation where things—as concerns for the art of govern
ing—reached their destination. The business of governing is itself there
fore a matter of postal system: making sure that things reach their desti
nation, that they correspond to it—that they do not lose their meaning. 
In 1755, when Frederick decided (despite the reservations of Postmaster 
General von Gotter) that Prussian postmasters were to be paid exclusively 
on a commission basis from a percentage of the fees—so that they might 
contribute even more to the well-being of the state16—the art of govern
ing itself had strayed from its destination. “On the whole,” Heinrich von 
Stephan wrote in his laconic commentary, “the mail was a good source of 
revenue for the state.”17 In the theory of police science, however, the mail 
could be a good source of revenue only in the precise case that it was not. 
After Justi’s extremely successful theory of postage, high levels of state 
revenue no longer were defined as the representations of high postal rates, 
but exclusively as a function of the quantity of dispatches in circulation, 
and the postal rate’s most important mission was seen as regulating the 
growth of that quantity. With a single stroke, the old ratio between profit 
and postage became reciprocal.18 “One easily sees,” Justi stated boldly in 
his System of Finance, “that these rates must be very reasonable. ... If 
high rates are established, one is fooling himself badly in thinking this 
will increase post revenue.” “If post rates are reasonable,” he continued 
in the following paragraph, “no one thinks a thing about the postage. 
Hence, several hundred thousand letters are written that contain no seri
ous business, but consist instead merely of novelties, demonstrations of 
courtesy, and assurances of friendship. Only when postage is high does 
one refrain from these types of correspondence.”19
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Postage thus assumed a radically new status. Instead of being primar
ily a state levy (as it had been in the seventeenth century), from now on 
postage would be a technology of existence above all else. On the basis of 
the rapidly advancing alphabetization of Central Europe, it no longer 
would be the role of postage to achieve maximum utility from an estab
lished and unquestionable circulation of discourses, but instead to pro
duce these discourses in the first place: “And henceforth the theory of pro
duction must always precede that of circulation.”20

Postage had the poietic power to make a “foundation of existences”21 
visible just below the threshold of history, as the Foundations of the Power 
of States—if only in the quantitative material of police-science statistics.

Forty-five years later, Justi’s theory of postage as a technology of exis
tence assumed the guise of a pedagogical theory with concerns that went 
far beyond the “promotion of commerce” and clearing the way for writ
ing as a luxury that was economically opportune for the state. The situa
tion was grave in 1811, when Johann Ludwig Kliiber, a cabinet and privy 
councilor in the service of Karl Friedrich of Baden, published his first 
treatise on the postal system. The empire had fallen; no less than forty- 
three different territorial postal systems divided the area it once had oc
cupied.22 Prussian post offices either had been annexed by the French, as 
in Hamburg, or were under French control, as in Berlin. On account of 
the transit postage that each territorial ruler charged for letters passing 
through his district, postal rates were in some instances four or five times 
higher than before 1806.23 In this state of affairs, the level of postage did 
not measure the bad judgment of a single prince so much as it reflected 
the state of the empire’s collapse. Kliiber’s treatise—in accordance with 
the theory that postage was responsible for the existence of what it mea
sured—drew from this the conclusion that the postal system had to be
come a “national and state institution,”24 inasmuch as it had to rebuild 
the nation itself by way of rate reductions. The birth of the nation from 
the spirit of reduced postal rates? This idea was a double-edged sword as 
far as Kliiber was concerned; as the loyal servant of a prince in the Rhen
ish League, he hardly can be suspected of harboring the sentiments of a 
Prussian patriot—despite his friendship with Hardenberg.25 Kliiber’s un
concealed sympathy for the idea of a national mission for the Thurn and 
Taxis Post,26 which he wished to see rise “as a phoenix from the ashes of
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the Rhenish League” to become “a new and beneficial bond for the re
unification of the Germans,”27 seems to suggest that he had not quite seen 
the writing on the wall. Napoleon was anything but graciously disposed 
toward the princely badgers,28 after all—to say nothing of the permanent 
war Prussia was waging against the Imperial Post.

But KlLiber’s empire was not of this world at all. Conceived from the 
perspective of border crossings, of transit, his theory of postage was pre
scribed for the parousia of an empire no longer governed by absolutist 
raison d'etat, but by the absolute “World Spirit.”29 It therefore tran
scended police science, which started with the territorium as a matter of 
principle and viewed its boundaries as those of bio-politics as well.30 That 
is: only in the event of a translatio imperii could the badger make his 
return as a phoenix. Command—the Latin meaning of the word im- 
perium—no longer issued from the Viennese Hofburg, the court of the 
Habsburgs and the courts of x number of German princes. Instead, it em
anated from institutions within the new educational state, where the 
World Spirit already was preparing for self-actualization in 1810—the 
crucial date in Kliiber’s appraisal of the empire’s ruins: with the introduc
tion of essays on qualifying exams in the new Gymnasien (approved by 
the expert appraisal of Schleiermacher), with the reorganization of the 
scholarly exam committee responsible for these essays (begun by Hum
boldt), to which Hegel was appointed in 1820,31 and with the introduc
tion of the state exam pro facultate docendi.32 In accordance with the new 
situation of command, postage in the new empire did not regulate the 
mere appearance of existences as police statistics, but instead the produc
tion of The Individual. “An institution for public instruction and the for
mative education of individuals may not be treated as an immediate 
source of finance for the state, and this should be no less true of the postal 
system.”33

In its true calling (or command), the postal system was not a transport 
institute at all, Kliiber instructed, but a pedagogical institution, and the 
well-being of the state was a variable dependent on pedagogy. The state 
thus had a profound interest in promoting “universal exchange among 
men ... as much as possible,”34 not because educated individuals were 
“also more lucrative for the state treasuries”35—something Kliiber never 
completely lost sight of—but because both the productive writing “of
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men in general,” as it had first been posted by compulsory use of the mail 
at the beginning of the eighteenth century, and compulsory school atten
dance were derived from the “ultimate purpose of the state,” which (in 
the words of Niethammer, an education official and patron of Hegel, 
three years before Kliiber) demanded that every “citizen of state .. . be an 
individual”36

The essential characteristic of this “World Institute,”37 which posted 
individuals in order to transcend the territorial state, set the pattern for a 
“spatial revolution” in the determination of postage for letters: territo- 
rium, with borders that became increasingly impermeable the greater the 
distance crossed by the letter, was replaced by an infinite geography that 
became increasingly permeable the farther the letter was sent. In the ratio 
of postage (which included not only the factor of distance, but also that 
of weight) to distance, an increasing scale created proximity and empha
sized the center (the rate at which the letter became more expensive in
creased progressively with the distance crossed), while a decreasing scale 
created distance and emphasized the periphery: the (colonial) empire. “A 
letter should become increasingly inexpensive the farther it travels in the 
same post. ... In due consideration, this principle was put in practice on 
the post routes of the Taxis, which were once very extensive.”38

In terms of administrative and therefore postal technology, the transi
tion from the police state to the education state was the invention of a 
new geographical signworld. Yet geography itself still remained the his
torical a priori for everything the post could mean around 1800. Postal 
roads in Prussia were geometrically surveyed in 1801, and the scale of 
distance was literally inscribed onto the earth with milestones. The dis
tances to be read on these milestones regulated both the time and the fees 
for the conveyance of persons and packages, while the scale for letter 
postage already had been established in 1766 on the basis of mapping 
surveys.39

The linkage of circulation to the same geographical grid in the case of 
information, persons, and things—and the metaphoricity provided by this 
tertium comparationis—formed the pedestal of the postal system as the 
quintessence of exchange in symbols and bodies. Geography was the sur
face on which compulsory use of the mail was inscribed in the form of the 
institutional and metaphorical linking of the exchange of persons and let-
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ters. The establishment of “men in general” as the subject of post qua 
compulsory use necessarily encompassed the existence of a common 
ground for words and people, which in turn was bound to an age of the 
“metabolic vehicle” (in Virilio’s words) that was reaching its end.40 The 
rule of the educational state therefore meant that the creature of compul
sory postal use—“The Individual”—was preparing to transcend every 
territorial principle within the space of an infinite geography. Thus, the 
space had been technically constructed in which the old travel novel could 
become the Bildungsroman. Goethe’s Wilhelm Meister’s Apprenticeship 
and a fortiori Wilhelm Meister's Journeyman Years could do without the 
names of almost any specific territories. The earth was assuming a human 
face.

In the wake of the transformations of postage into a means for the pro
duction of discourse and the postal district into a pedagogical province, 
the dispatch’s form of being was penetrated by a historicity that practi
cally demanded a new theory of the letter. The folding back of the letter’s 
text onto the act of production invented a historical depth for the letter 
that accounted for the poietic theory of postage. Words thus took a turn 
that led to the rapid disappearance of the ars dictaminis in the first half of 
the eighteenth century. After all, the Baroque letter-writing guide had ad
ministered a circulation that was basically ahistorical. The grid of occa
sions and titles, the rubrics of captatio and conclusio, established a sys
tem of discourse that antedated every individual letter, a system in which 
every type of production had always had its site. The taxonomic order of 
discourse conflicts with original production in both conception and fact: 
it merely realizes the repetition of a store of applications that remain eter
nally unchanged.

The transition from word processing to an economy of proliferation 
thus could be accomplished only by individualizing and historicizing the 
external references of the letter. In the future, the letter would submit 
every inventive art and every skill in making connections to a function 
that previously had been unknown: the confession of individual origins. 
The self’s confession thus became the occasion of occasions.41 Not until 
the letter—like the Fichtean self—posited itself and produced the occa
sion that made it necessary in itself could it exist in proliferation. The let
ter received its truth only by being folded back onto itself, and therefore
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could not cease to acknowledge its origin, the soul. The “irresistible de
sire to communicate oneself” that Steinhausen documented for the eigh
teenth century had conducted the business of a state and an educational 
system that operated in the same medium. It was the determination or the 
command of their medium of control—the postal system—that first led 
people like Caroline Schlegel to be overcome by “a frenzy of writing 
fever ... in which she dispatches letters by the dozens”42 to state officials, 
philosophers, and poets. In short: the transformation of the letter into lit
erature was among the media prerequisites for the genesis of the modern 
education state. From this transformation, literature—the medium of 
command that took the place of the princely order in the new empire of 
the World Spirit—claimed the privilege “that a very large part of corre
spondence, such as the literary .. . merits complete or partial exemption 
from taxes, just as all correspondence generally merits encouragement 
through low postal rates.”4’

Amid all the ruins of the Imperial Postal Service, Kliiber discerned the 
situation. After all, there was at the same rime another (grand) duchy 
with the same Rhenish League policies and the same relation to the Thurn 
and Taxis Post as Baden, a place where Kltiber’s claim had been honored.
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Goethe’s Postal Empire

The name of that duchy, as the reader will have guessed, was Saxony- 
Weimar. The epoch of the postal system known as literature, which had 
dawned in the name of individual education, found its master signifier in 
the name it still bears today in Germany: Goethe. The reasons for this 
hallmark are not entirely a matter of everyday knowledge. After all, the 
name of Goethe was invested with the extraordinary right, as a postage 
stamp, to put the discourse of an author and most especially the discourse 
of his readers in circulation. In fact, the story is still rather unclear. What 
appears certain, however, is what Heinrich von Stephan learned in 1874 
from a Baltic historian in the rooms of the Imperial Postal Museum:1 
“that Goethe had received from the princes [of Thurn and Taxis] the priv
ilege of sending his letters free of charge in the entire Thurn and Taxis 
postal district, and that these letters always were sealed with black wax 
and authorized by Goethe’s initials”2 [see Figure z]. Now this in itself 
would not be anything unusual, insofar as Goethe, like all members of 
the court, obviously enjoyed exemption from postage as a privy councilor 
in the service of Duke August. But that exemption applied only to the 
state mail Goethe sent, that is, only to letters that bore the duke’s seal. 
What the historian was pointing out, by contrast, was the exceptional ex
tension of this privilege to include Privy Councilor Goethe’s private let
ters:3 the letters of Goethe the author.

The elevation of the name Goethe to the rank of postage stamp most 
likely occurred in the year 1806, when the fiefdom of the postal system in 
Saxony-Weimar and everywhere else was transferred into the hands of the 
sovereign princes after the dissolution of the Holy Roman Empire of the 
German Nation. But as a provincial postal system, the Thurn and Taxis
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figure z. A postage-exempt letter sent by Goethe, sealed with black wax 
and authorized by the writer’s initials.
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Post was then handed over again by the duke to the prince as a feudal 
tenure—just as it was in Kliiber’s Baden.4 There is admittedly no evidence 
to document Goethe’s acquaintance with Prince Karl Alexander von 
Thurn und Taxis before the letters subsequently written after the prince 
took an interest in Goethe’s geological collection at Carlsbad.5 Neverthe
less—and despite what was not and could not be said—this acquaintance 
dated all the way back to Goethe’s earliest childhood. After all, Goethe’s 
ancestral home in Frankfurt was in the immediate vicinity of the Taxis 
palace.6 By granting the privilege of exemption to his onetime neighbor, 
the postal prince merely lent truth to what the latter would write about 
the Taxis Post in Poetry and Truth. Goethe assessed the “widespread” ex
pansion of “moral and literary exchange” as the establishment of a police 
of the heart (“A person would spy on his own and others’ hearts”), in the 
same way Kliiber did—as a result of the fact that “the Taxis postal sys
tem was reliably swift, the seal secure, and the postage reasonable.”7 

That was an easy thing for Goethe to say, since—with the most af
fordable postage imaginable for letters bearing the name Goethe—the 
Taxis indeed had promoted an expansion of literary exchange with no 
other purpose than deifying the author and constructing an Age of 
Goethe. In the days before Rowland Hill, it was general practice that re
cipients paid the postage, rather than senders, in order to make sure they 
actually received the letter, and consequently it was not just Goethe’s let
ters that were free of postage, but also the letters of Goethe’s friends, 
Goethe’s readers, and Goethe’s admirers of every possible description. 
Only a year after the privilege was granted, this postal a priori already 
was sustaining Goethe’s Correspondence with a Child and the epistolary 
novel that came out of it. Bettina Brentano was permitted to write letters 
without end—and that means love letters—to Weimar every post day be
cause the postal system had set aside a postage-free channel for just such 
a relationship between feminine readers and the author. Otherwise— 
especially when postage fees rose so dramatically after 1806—nothing 
might have been sent at all, certainly not Bettina’s love, which could ex
ist only in long letters full of beautiful but weighty nonsense. Bettina said 
so herself. “Adieu. 1 am ashamed of my bulky letter, in which there may 
be much nonsense. If you were not exempt from postage, I would not 
send it.”8
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Prior to every discourse there was an invitation to discourse, thanks to 
Thurn and Taxis, an invitation to write letters that never had to end, like 
love, that could babble on without saying anything, and that incidentally 
conveyed in addition Mrs. Rat’s memories about Goethe’s childhood, still 
remembered faithfully by Bettina, so that he might write the opening 
chapter of his “confessions” entitled Poetry and Truth.9 Such a fan-mail 
promotion made it almost inevitable that a star would be born at the re
ceiving end. The recurring conclusion of Goethe’s letters, which came in
stead of a reply to Bettina’s endless ones, thus merely expressed a message 
that was the nondiscursive invitation of a postage-free channel: “Write to 
me every day, even if it were foliantos [volumes in folio format] it will not 
be too much for me”;10 “write to me soon, and love me”;" “write me as 
much as possible”;12 “To your delightful habit of writing and loving, from 
day to day, remain constant”;13 “write me all that passes in your mind; it 
will at all times be most heartily received”;14 or “Farewell, dearest child, 
continue to live with me, and do not let me miss your dear and ample let
ters.”15 It was someone else who spoke like this, specifically Karl Alexan
der von Thurn und Taxis. His incentives to speak kept a discourse of love 
letters from ceasing at one end while keeping the production of sonnets 
going at the other, sonnets that were nothing but translations of those 
love letters. What sustained the author was a woman’s postally promoted 
lust. Poetry or rhymes are the translation of things that do not rhyme, of 
the confused letter writing or prose of a woman’s soul. “The poet is often 
so happy as to be able to rhyme that which is unrhymed, and so it may be 
granted you, dear child, to send him without consideration everything of 
this kind, which you have to communicate.”16

Because Bettina’s letters came to an end in literature, they remained 
unanswered. And when once a poem did come back to the loving woman, 
it was a “Charade” that—luckily for her—she did not guess. But that 
was precisely the secret of literature around 1800. Sustained by the love 
of women readers that the postal system had called to life, the author 
could circulate poems in the form of a riddle with a private address 
(Minna Herzlieb) so that all other feminine readers (like Bettina) could 
“guess to satisfy themselves,”1" that is, could guess themselves as the 
poem’s address. Literature as an epoch of the postal system was such a 
charade; it allowed poetry, which was addressed to innumerable women,
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to function in the eyes of every feminine reader as though it were a private 
letter written to her and her alone.

Established by the Taxis Post’s invitation for all women to post their 
readerly love, Goethe’s empire stretched beyond the Free City of Frank
furt, where Bettina wrote her letters, and Saxony-Weimar, where his 
postage-free address had created the center of attraction for all letters. In 
addition, Goethe’s empire also encompassed the following cities and 
states: Wiirttemberg, Kurhcssen, the Grand Duchy of Hessen, Hessen- 
Nassau, Saxony-Meiningen, Saxony-Coburg-Gotha, the principalities of 
ReulS and Schwarzburg, the Hanseatic cities of Hamburg, Bremen, and 
Liibeck, the Hohenzollern principality, the principalities of Lippe-Detmold 
and Schaumburg-Lippe, and to top it all off, the canton of Schaffhausen.18

Goethe ruled over the ruins of the crumbled German Empire as no one 
had in the days of its existence except for the emperor and his royal 
household. In return for Emperor Matthias’s grant of the imperial post
master generalship as hereditary tenure in 1615, Lamoral von Taxis had 
pledged “to convey the outgoing dispatches of the Emperor, Imperial 
Chancellor, Imperial Vice-Chancellor, Imperial and Privy Councilors of 
the Court, and other such high officers without tax or letter fees.”19 After 
the empire had crumbled and the hard fate of mediatization had befallen 
the Thurn and Taxis, an imperial postmaster general without empire 
transferred this direct privilege, which was vacant now, to the ruler of an
other empire. How could the scandal of the former principal commis
sary’s mediatization be more effectively mitigated than by a translatio im
perii in Kliiber’s sense: by replacing what had been lost, self-government 
under the Kaiser, with self-government under the German Spirit? Fearing 
for the future of his postal dominion, the prince thus placed his postal 
routes in the service of the author who was quintessentially The Individ
ual himself by elevating him to the center of attraction for feedback from 
feminine readers who had fallen in love.

Long before this promotion, both Goethe and the Taxis postal routes 
already had been hard at work in the secret service of The Individual’s for
mative education. Like Goethe, Karl Alexander von Thurn und Taxis was 
a Freemason. Goethe had joined the Weimar lodge “Amalia” in 178020 
and was promoted to master (together with Duke Karl August, inciden
tally) after only two short years. In December 1781, after the Johannis
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lodge already had closed its doors, Goethe was received into the “inner 
and high order.”21 The lodge did not reopen until 1808. The postal prince, 
by contrast, laid his bricks on very different floors inside the Mystery. In 
1799, he became grand master of the Regensburg lodge, “The Thriving at 
the Three Keys,” which was renamed “Carl at the Three Keys” in 1804. 
Consequently, the Taxis Post obeyed a secret, secondary power in Bavaria 
and Wiirttemberg. Even if the Taxis Post was superficially under the au
thority of the emperor (before 1806) or the provincial ruler as feudal sov
ereign (after 1806), it was in fact secretly in the service of the Regensburg 
lodge—and that means in the service of an internal state founded purely 
on the education of man. No fewer than one-third of all the members of 
the lodge, after all, were also members of the Thurn and Taxis imperium. 
The imperial postmasters of Regensburg, Munich, Ulm, and Stuttgart be
longed to the lodge, as did seven Thurn and Taxis councilors, three cava
liers of the court, three valets, and some members of the Thurn and Taxis 
territorial administration in Swabia.22 The Taxis thus did not merely op
erate an imperial postal system or a network of provincial posts; it simul
taneously ran the postal system of a “state within the state,” which 
“Freemasonry definitely amounts to,” in Goethe’s own words.23

If the leader of the Regensburg lodge thus established a postal network 
that invited all feminine and masculine readers to send a feedback of love 
and learning to Master Goethe—who named the hero of his Bildungs- 
romati after his title in the Weimar lodge24—then this was perfectly con
sistent with the Freemasons’ plans for the improvement of Central Eu
rope. As the destination of mail prior to all sending, Goethe became post
master and “master of instruction” in the “art of being human.”25 The 
Taxis postal district came to be a pedagogical province avant la lettre; in
deed, its doctrine of the three reverences merely modified the Masonic 
doctrine of the three oaths to God, neighbor, and oneself.26 But the “ped
agogical province” itself was merely one station in Wilhelm’s Journeyman 
travels through a succession of “zones,” which—as Scott Abbot plausibly 
argued—appear to reproduce the ritual path through the different rooms 
of the lodge that symbolized progressive degrees of education.27 The space 
of the Journeyman Years had a postal structure insofar as the postal sys
tem was a Masonic state within the state with the purpose of the perva
sive pedagogical organization of space. When Goethe expanded the ped-
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agogical architecture of the lodge, where spatial succession was analogous 
to the stages of life, to include the space of entire landscapes,28 he merely 
was identifying the two functions of Karl Alexander von Thurn und Taxis.

Once the postal invitation for all letter writers to address their intimate 
confessions to the author of the epoch had become a positive fact, every
thing that was sent on its way as a letter in the postal system was subor
dinated to the formative education of individuals. Everyone was what 
Goethe was above all—an individual—and because of this, the postal 
system, which was organized around the author Goethe as the center of 
attraction, established the general pattern for individual letter writing 
around 1800. The invitation to write Goethe was initially an invitation to 
read Goethe, to understand and to feed what was understood back to one
self in letters. Everyone who wrote letters was at the same time writing to 
a Goethe en miniature within, to a Self, postage free. That, at least, was 
the opinion of Clemens Brentano, a postal official by the grace of Goethe:

The writer must at the same time write to himself, since he must become 
acquainted with himself through the letter. You told me, after all, that the 
world seemed so infinitely vast to you and you felt lost within it. . . . All of 
this comes from the fact that you are not yet acquainted with the person 
inside yourself. You do not yet comprehend yourself, but in letters you look 
into the mirror of your soul; this is why the deepest truth vis-a-vis yourself 
is such an urgent need if you are not to fall into error regarding yourself. 
Because the noble soul has a higher destination [.Bestimmung]l To obey this 
is its entire mission; the world is so full of events, it’s like a fabric in which 
the harmonious education of every individual must serve as a necessary and 
sturdy thread.29

In Goethe’s postal empire, letters passed at once through a route of 
transmission and a route of feedback. The problem of correct address, to 
which the ars dictaminis had dedicated extensive titularies and lengthy 
treatises on the salutatio, thus was banished from the face of the earth. If 
Romanticism answered the question “Where are we going?” with 
“Home, all the time,”30 it answered the question “Where are we writ
ing?” with “To Goethe, all the time.” In a system that posted The Author, 
all letters unerringly arrived at a universal address: the Inner Person. This 
address corresponded to the horizon of a worldwide postal empire as it 
was established by postage measured on a scale that decreased as distance
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increased—or by the Journeyman travels. And because of this, a world 
that seemed infinitely vast, a world in which one felt lost, became obso
lete a priori. Only because Bettina did not know her own address (the 
above-mentioned Inner Person) and would much rather write to Goethe 
himself, was she lost in the wide world: a letter that could not be deliv
ered. In Goethe’s epoch, sealed like a letter in black, Clemens Brentano’s 
pedagogical discourse continuously produced postal metaphors: the noble 
soul had a higher destination, and its entire mission was to arrive at it, so 
the world could become a fabric or a text that spoke only of the harmo
nious education of individuals; in other words, so the world could be
come a Bildungsroman. The Novalis program was running, and kept on 
running. Bettina Brentano’s Apprenticeship was under way on the self- 
governing mail routes of German Poetry.

Inasmuch as letter writing meant accepting an invitation from the 
postal system to write to an internal author, every letter writer was as
signed an authorship en miniature. Under a postal dominion that prom
ised communication with Goethe by writing letters, all writing—insofar 
as it involved letters to one’s Self—was held captive by the form of being 
of the discursive group containing the function “author.”31 Authorship 
was subjected to the command of the Primal Author’s postal dominion, 
and everyone who wrote letters to himself or herself was the Primal Au
thor’s subject or his vassal. When someone like Bettina wanted to avoid 
paying the price for addressing oneself postage-free (which according to 
what was then the most recent theory of police science was what pro
duced discourse), a postal official of the empire of education was on hand 
right away to demand in the name of Goethe that she pay the penalty: “I 
would be pleased if you read some history and otherwise mostly Gothe, 
always Gothe, especially volume seven of his new works; his poems are a 
virtual antidote for sentimentality.”32 Reading works that—in Schlegel’s 
words—“one can learn to understand only by itself” charged the reader 
the same amount of postage in “personality and individuality” that was 
stamped on the works themselves. To the extent that letters were postage- 
free reflections of the soul, they were an exercise in this kind of “under
standing by oneself” as the understanding of oneself.

That letters in circulation became mirrors of the soul via feedback 
from an Inner Author was confirmed by the imperial postmaster Goethe
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himself, whose postal privilege had programmed this feedback. He did 
so—how could it be otherwise?—in the Journeyman Years. The confused 
text of the novella “The Man of Fifty Years” becomes clear and harmo
nious only when “that admirable woman [Makarie] held up a magic mir
ror of morality to some unhappy person and show[ed] him the true, re
splendent inner form behind his outward, confused one.”33 The mirror of 
the soul is in this case nothing other than the correspondence circulating 
between the Baroness and Makarie in which, first of all, the beautiful 
widow spies on her own inner self (in Goethe’s words) and, second, the 
major catches sight of the widow’s glance in that mirror. There are a to
tal of three different glances, which together constitute a politique de 
I’autruiche that makes it easy to recognize the correspondence as a trial 
run for the famous Purloined Letter. The first glance is the one that sees 
nothing: it is the Baroness’s glance, which is documented in the letters 
themselves. “In fact, only outward appearances and utterances are dis
cussed; no thought is given to inner feelings.”3"' The second glance is the 
one that sees that the first glance sees nothing, and thus sees what it con
ceals: it is the widow’s glance into her inner self. The third glance sees that 
“these two glances leave what is to be hidden open for discovery by any
one who wishes to seize hold of it”:35 it is the Major’s glance. This last is 
the glance of knowledge, of power (as Lacan made clear)—the glance 
that men, postmasters, and authors from Gellert to Brentano (not to men
tion Goethe) cast upon the letters of women. The site at which these let
ters surrender to the glance of knowledge needs to be called to mind: it is 
a posting house,36 and there is no need to wonder about its coat of arms.

It makes a difference that for Goethe the structure of intersubjectivity 
depended on letters that were not purloined, but instead were delivered 
by a central exchange office (Makarie). The subjects attributed to these 
glances were distributed to the persons who embodied them, not accord
ing to a logic of signifiers inherent in the wandering path of the corre
spondence, but according to the pedagogical policy of an authority out
side the game that held the reins and directed all mail routes as if she were 
at once both lodge leader and postal princess. That what was to be con
cealed in letters always was something to be revealed (a confession) is 
thus indicative of the discursive order that was embossed by the logic of 
the letter’s confidentiality. At the middle of the nineteenth century, that
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discursive order would be pushed aside by a new historical a priori that 
by introducing postage stamps and mailboxes would enable not only a 
new logic of subjectivity, but the post-structural psychoanalysis of pro
longed letters as well. In Goethe’s postal empire, letters and souls (which 
were more or less the same thing in the delivery area of German Poetry) 
could reach their destinations only if they were addressed to an Inner Au
thor, and because of this, literary works, which were joined inseparably to 
the author on a conceptual level,37 could assume the role of mail. The 
epoch of the postal system known as literature did not just reveal itself in 
the letter’s transformation into literature, but in the “postalization” of fic
tion as well. And no novel celebrates that epoch with more exuberance 
than Stifter’s Indian Summer.

Gustav grows up in a family where all masculine power is excluded, an 
exclusion that might have gained legitimacy from generational succession, 
and his mother Mathilda gives him the works of Goethe as a present once 
he is old enough for such an educational program. After leafing through 
one of the volumes for a while, he discovers traces of “personality” and 
“individuality” on its pages: “But Mother, you can see that there are many 
passages underlined by a finepointed pencil, and with the same pencil there 
are words written in the margins; these are from your own hand. These are 
your property, they are not contained in any newly bought books.”38 
Hermeneutic reading made a virtue even out of scribbling in valuable 
books. The marks of thorough understanding in a mother’s handwriting 
beside an author’s printed text transformed printed matter, which was cir
culated on a massive scale, first into an individual and unmistakably 
unique document, and second into a love letter from a mother to her child.

Whenever you read these books, you will be reading the heart of the author 
as well as the heart of your mother which, even if it is far below the author’s 
in value, has for you the incomparable worth of being the heart of your 
mother. In the future when I read passages I have underlined [in her newly 
bought edition of Goethe’s works], I shall think: here he will remember his 
mother; when my eyes look over the pages where I had made comments in 
the margin, your eyes will hover before me, looking from the printed words 
to the written in the full knowledge that you have before you the handwriting 
of the person who is your best friend in the world. Thus, the books will 
always be a bond between us wherever we may be.39
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Souls communicate through the medium of fiction. The familial constel
lation of poet, mother, and child transformed the empirical plurality of 
printed books into the normative singularity of the one volume and bond 
that represents exactly the postal epoch of literature. The ideal Father in
troduced his volume into the nuclear family only in order to bind a 
mother to her child.40 The poet’s text appeared, only to disappear again 
immediately afterward and to produce the presence of an absent person’s 
doppelganger for all those who were not present. Goethe’s works became 
the reflections of glances that functioned in exactly the same way as 
Gellert’s program in Model Letter No. 16.

In the exchange of souls between Heinrich von Kleist and Wilhelmine 
von Zenge, the role of the mail admittedly was not assumed by one of 
Goethe’s works. One of Schiller’s did the job. But otherwise, everything 
went just like it did for Mathilde and Gustav. “My third [errand] was 
at the book store, where I bought you Schiller’s Wallenstein—are you 
pleased? Read it, dear girl; I will read it too. Thus our souls shall meet 
even in a third object. Have it bound at your whim and my expense, and 
on the inside page of the volume write the familiar formula: H. v. K. to 
W. v. Z.”41 The binding of souls was inscribed in the poet’s volume. Since 
the postal system was an institution for the education of individuals, ed
ucation became the principle of the post. The epoch of Goethe was dis
tinguished by its use of discursive proliferation to define the well-being of 
the state as something that depended on feedback between the circulating 
text and an individual origin. The transformation of the postal system 
into literature with the invention of a miniature authorship for letters— 
the postage-free education of mankind—bespoke the postal system’s in
tegration into the general discursive practice of a state constituted by ed
ucational officials.

At the middle of the nineteenth century, the need for posts in the ser
vice of the German Spirit and self-government disappeared. Once postage 
stamps were issued, uniform minimal postage, formerly bestowed on the 
poet as a privilege, became a universal standard. From then on, the desire 
to write no longer was heated by the release of intimate confessions into 
postage-free feedback channels. Such heat was generated instead by the 
simple possibility of “attaching a stamp” to send letters everywhere 
nearly postage-free: “No longer does any political, physical, cultural, eco-
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nomic, or linguistic boundary obstruct the course of such a letter in the 
channels of the World Postal Service.”42 The dark continents had disap
peared from a map on which politics, culture, economics—or indeed any
thing else besides simple topology—were not seen as worthy of indica
tion. The media technology for controlling the Heart of Darkness was in
stalled, but colonial officials for German Poetry like Clemens Brentano 
would not enlist in its service. Nor would Thurn and Taxis, which sur
vived for only fifteen years after their own postage stamps were issued in 
1852. The introduction of stamps inflated Goethe’s discursive function. 
At the expense of the epoch of the postal system known as literature, the 
postage stamp transformed every letter writer into a miniature Goethe by 
democratizing both the privilege of uniform postage and that of being a 
center of attraction for letters. Discursive dominion devolved upon a stan
dard price for signifiers via a token that was placed in circulation in that 
it was withdrawn.

The end of the postal sub-epoch “literature” had necessary conse
quences for the relevance of a theory of the letter rooted in literary theory. 
Transformation into literature was a prerequisite for the very fact that the 
letter could become an object of literary theory, and this transformation 
had its origins in the anthropological foundation of information ex
change. An anthropocentric theory of the letter ensued upon the com
mand that everything circulating as writing had to find its truth in the in
eluctable production of human beings (in more than one sense). For pre
cisely this reason, however, it was impossible for such a theory to reflect 
the postal condition of its own possibility. The “idea that people can com
municate by letter” was an idea that excluded a theory of the letter as a 
dispatch of the postal system. But if the transformation of the letter into 
literature was rooted in a sub-epoch of the postal system that dawned un
der the auspices of The Individual, then the relevance of a purely literary 
theory of the letter was confined to the duration of that epoch. A theory 
of the letter grounded in the methodology of literary theory therefore 
lived—in the fine language of Michel Foucault—“in nineteenth-century 
thought like a fish in water: that is, it is unable to breathe anywhere
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The Timbre of a Calling (Attunement)

There is thus a debt that the writing of letters has to pay to the history of 
postage: letters bear the inescapable postage (Foucault’s historical a pri
ori) of the postal dispositive, which determined the fate of symbols even 
before the first character was written. Because the historical function of 
postage affected the way in which letters existed, a historicity of circula
tion showed up in economic knowledge, together with the discovery of 
postage’s Promethean power (it created persons by bringing people into 
postal existence), and the individual letter appeared in Romantic knowl
edge as the motivating force of a story. The logic of address in the 
Baroque ars dictaminis had stumbled into crisis once the letter writer 
came to be what he or she truly was only in the process of writing—the 
ground was pulled out from under the dictates of the aptum: the ability to 
classify and plan the writer in advance. Letter writing meant that the 
body was swallowed whole by a teleological definition of the subject: 
from then on, its calling would befall it as what it always had been in its 
misty origins. Postal service no longer was a technology of existence, but 
instead a technology of history. Letters were mirrors of the soul, the opti
cal trap entangling the feminine writer in her “deepest truth.” Clemens 
Brentano said so. Just as letters came to be feedback loops in the self
becoming of an individual history (the postal implementation of the 
movement of the Hegelian concept),1 “the world” became a fabric that 
rid itself of all contingency and that was woven from the educational his
tories of individuals. The techne of this fabric was the postal network, 
and because of this, “the world” and the postal net could become nearly 
coextensive in Goethe’s Wilhelm Meister novels—which indeed were the 
only ones to realize the genre of the Bildungsroman, according to the ver-
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diets of literary scholars2—and the journeyman travels in particular could 
amount to the circulation of paper.

If the fabric of “the world” merged with the text of the novel, this 
came about for only two reasons. First, an art of governing that was es
sentially postal in nature became complete and perfect: everything was 
delivered to its true destination, which previously had been deduced from 
the system of police science. Second, the Romantic identification of “the 
world” with the novel documented a state of affairs in which the art of 
governing—which had been revolutionized primarily by the optimizing 
strategies of absolute idealism—had surpassed and dismissed its old ab
solutist forms and its traditional domains of knowledge. A technology of 
governing that had become self-conscious allowed the police—the com
plicated governmental instrument of capitals or crowned heads—to be re
placed by self-regulating/ruling structures that made police science so ir
relevant that not even its decapitation mattered anymore.3 The old com
mand medium of the postal service thus entered the epoch of control 
engineering via the media practices of pedagogical-psychological dis
course, and it was the business of Poetry in r8oo to sustain that dis
course. The letter therefore existed as a reflection or a mirror of the true 
self: hence the principle that “the writer [must] at the same time write to 
himself,”4 a demand that would have been complete nonsense in the eyes 
of a police scientist.

The control engineering that defined literature and the exchange of let
ters around 1800 (and linked them in this definition) was a short circuit 
in interpretations. Writing circulated for a single and strange reason: to 
pile interpretation upon interpretation in order to tease a confession of 
truth from the letter’s text—a confession by means of which an individ
ual had to prove his or her identity.5 The role of the circulating letter thus 
was not to produce communication, but instead to assign positions to the 
sexes, positions inside an organization of knowledge. Women read books 
by men and postally replied to these men with understanding, which the 
men in turn answered with a philosophy of understanding, which the 
women read in order to understand their understanding and to report 
such understanding, raised to the second power, back to the author, and 
so forth and so on: a circuit of interpretations that literally revolved 
around nothing, since it did not convey information, but merely was the
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“site” where subjects are made to exist via their function in the discourse. 
Such exchange amounted to the circulation of interpretations that were 
opportunities for interpretation. The individual thus was legitimated by a 
discourse it could sustain about itself—but (and here a new dimension 
was reached by the discourse of confession, which, according to Foucault, 
had been a major ritual for the production of truth since the Middle 
Ages)6 only by way of a detour through the exegesis of others.

Kliiber’s diagnosis that the confidentiality of the letter had replaced, 
yet preserved, the seal of confession could not have been more precise. 
That the confession of truth was produced only in the process of reading, 
interpretation, and involution meant that the power of individualization 
resided only in postal data processing, the fluctuations of which processed 
an unconscious. In correspondences of letters a truth was written that 
from the very beginning crossed writers instead of merely being stated by 
them. Once the invention of bio-political discourse, which found the 
essence of postage in its ability to disappear at the first opportunity, trans
formed letter writing into an affair of the unconscious, an unconscious 
became legible. Justi’s claim that “no one thinks anything of postage” 
when low rates prevailed merely meant that the materiality of postal ser
vice could remain beneath the threshold of consciousness. The debt the 
writer owed to the postal service became an unconscious debt, and be
cause of this, writing could elude the grids that had defined obligations in 
Baroque, case-oriented letter-writing guides, where the possibility of un
conscious writing had been ruled out from the start.

If postage became unconscious, however, the unconscious could be
come an occasion to write, and the interpretability of letters could come 
into play for the very first time. The letter’s text came to be a symptom— 
the symptom of a measurable and potentially individualized deviance 
from the reference input or the norm, and therefore a semiotic prerequi
site for medical-moral knowledge of sex. The (at least theoretical) ten
dency of postage to disappear was the prerequisite for a hermeneutics of 
the private letter that effected the psychologicization of its author. The 
possibility of confirming a soul (an unconscious) for the letter writer was 
determined by postage. Once this possibility had set the psychological 
machine of interpretation in motion, it became impossible for any letter 
not to reveal its secrets—or those of the soul—to the disciplined eye of its
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Governor / Author Reference input / Mother Nature

Correction input / Literary works 
and letters, masculine

Control output / 
Letters, feminine

Disturbance / 
Body

Object of regulation 
Woman reader / letter writer

figure 3. The distribution of gender among discursive functions by the 
control engineering of the postal system.

pedagogical recipients. Brentano thus could counter the symptom in his 
sister’s writing with a diagnosis of hysteria—a classical diagnosis in the 
dispositive of sexuality.7

The distribution of gender among discursive functions that were de
fined by the control engineering of the postal service resided within the 
medium of correspondence itself. The private letter, after all, which first 
posted the intimate as an exclusive site for the production of truth, was 
grounded in the institutionalization of gender difference within the realm 
of the post. For Gellert, women’s nature was the authentic nature of let
ter writing, just as it had been the true nature of understanding for Klop- 
stock. As something women did not just have, but actually were—once 
the extended patriarchal family had disintegrated into the nuclear, Oedi- 
pal family—Nature appeared in Classical-Romantic discourse as a phan
tasm of the loving and alphabetizing Mother. On the basis of the media 
logic of intimacy, which was indeed nothing more than the modus allow
ing the phantasm of Nature to be translated into discourse, Nature sus
tained the regulatory postal circuit as its reference input or its telos. With 
regard to this designation as origin (or dependent on this “prescribed 
function”),8 the Romantic author (or governor) interpreted (or varied) a 
control output known as the woman’s letter—the output of the object of 
regulation between woman reader and woman writer [see Figure 3].
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The interpretation of women’s letters scanned and controlled a nomi
nal value that was equal to the resonance between the text of the feminine 
letter and the reference input The Woman. Once women’s souls were cor
rectly tuned by literary works written especially for them—such as Elec
tive Affinities (according to Goethe’s own testimony)9—the timbre10 of a 
calling vibrated in the epistolary record of sentiments that had accompa
nied their reading. Romantic correspondence set free the attunement that 
this stamp struck. All writing of letters and diaries was aimed at it: to dis
play the Goethe stamp. Here lies the answer to the question of the site of 
knowledge inscribed by a novel like Elective Affinities:" that is, how did 
Goethe the poet know what was in a woman’s diary, Ottilia’s? As a cen
ter of attraction for private records, Goethe was indeed master of all tim
bres: intimate confessions bore his postage-free address a priori and vi
brated to the frequency of his tympani. If they circulated at all, such con
fessions circulated in the empire of his postal system. No matter what 
was described in diaries in terms of trembling or timbre, it always is ad
dressed to a will to knowledge that mandates eavesdropping intimately on 
one’s own calling—reading one’s own writing. Things did not go much 
better for Ulrike von Kleist with her brother than they had for Bettina 
Brentano with hers, or with Goethe. Women like Ulrike, who thought 
little of the “sacred duty of becoming mothers and educators of man
kind”12—but were all the more enchanted with the idea of traveling 
around in men’s clothes—immediately received feedback from their high 
command by return post: “What! Never wish to be wife and mother, to 
accomplish your highest calling, to fulfill your most sacred duty? .. . 
Abandon such an intention if you have formed it in your mind. You for
sake thereby your highest calling, your most sacred duty, the most sub
limely noble state to which a woman might rise, and the one happiness 
that awaits you.”13

The relationship to the phantasm of The Woman,14 into which Ulrike 
was placed postally, appeared to be as indissoluble as no other at the 
time, except for the one between words and ideas in the minds of authors. 
And that was no accident: the blessing of children that supposedly 
awaited Ulrike was—as Kleist himself made clear in a letter to his fiancee, 
Wilhelmine von Zenge—above all a blessing promised to budding poets, 
who hallucinated a Mother’s voice at the ground of all language, a mur-
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muring spring of pure meaning. Once the “highest calling” of mothers 
was found in the adoption of elementary techniques for acculturization,15 
the topos of anthropogenesis was a child’s birthday.

Yes, today is my birthday, and it is as though I heard the good wishes that 
you conceive for me in the quiet of your heart. . . . And they shall indeed be 
fulfilled, all your good wishes, you may be assured of it, as I am sure.... All 
that I might call happiness can come to me only from your hand, and if you 

wish me such happiness, well then, 1 can face the future with absolute calm, 
for that prize will be mine. Love, and the cultivation of oneself through 
education—I desire nothing more, and how glad I am that the fulfillment 
of these wants, without which 1 could not find happiness now, depends not 
on the will of Heaven, which as we well know leaves the wishes of poor 
mortals so often unfulfilled, but on you alone.'6

Women assume a function in rapport sexuel only quoad matrem.’7 And 
therefore the secret of motherly reading lessons was everything a budding 
citizen of the state18 or a state official (which amounted to the same thing 
in Novalis’s dictum)19 could wish for in the year 1800. “Doubly honor 
the mother who at once loves and instructs [hildet] you,”20 the caption 
read under the frontispiece of Stephani’s Description of My Simple Read
ing Method for Mothers.

Once pedagogical propaganda had succeeded in making alphabetiza
tion an affair for mothers, learning to read—on the basis of phonetic 
methods like Stephani’s—no longer was a matter of characters, but of the 
voice alone. It was for this reason that Kleist, instead of putting letters 
down on paper, pressed his ear to William Lovell’s telephone21 and heard 
the wishes of a mother’s heart—and in the same breath condemned the 
heavens and their God, the principle of paternal authority itself, which was 
based on the power of writing and on the distribution of lack. Thus Wil- 
helmine von Zenge was programmed with the phantasm of the Mother as 
an elementary teacher in the same letter: “O lay this thought to your breast 
like a shield of adamant: I was born to motherhood! Let every other 
thought, every other wish he deflected from this impenetrable armor. What 
other purpose offered by the world could not deserve your contempt. You 
can achieve no higher merit than by educating a nobler mankind."12 With 
regard to such a function as transcendental signifier, woman could act only 
in the manner of confession. It was impossible to mean nothing in a rela-
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tionship that meant meaning. Every word written by a woman became in
terpretable, and therefore as talkative as Mother Nature was silent.

In the postal system of inquisitional23 interpretation, women would 
register themselves as individuals in relation to the norm one way or an
other. Since genders are functions of discursive authorities within an or
ganization of knowledge, the gender of women like Ulrike von Kleist, 
who fell out of the role this organization assigned to them by mail, be
comes dubious: “She is a feminine hero figure, who has nothing of her sex 
except the hips, a girl who writes with orthographic correctness, plays 
and thinks strictly to measure.”24 Gender was an effect of interpretations 
that circulated in the postal regulatory circuit, or of the positions they as
signed. The interpretation of interpretation is philosophy. If women were 
not to lose the timbre of their calling—and thus the stamp of their gen
der—they could not do without such philosophy, according to the post
master’s testimony: “This |thinking about our life’s calling], I said, would 
be the whole Enlightenment of women and the only philosophy that is 
suitable for them. Your calling, dear friend, or the calling of women in 
general, is surely beyond doubt and unmistakable; what else could it be, 
after all, besides this: to become a mother and to raise virtuous men for 
the world?”25 Because the discourse of life’s calling was capable of truth 
only when its testimony was gained from the process of interpretation, 
philosophizing citizens were needed on the one hand—who explained 
women’s nature—and a philosophy for women on the other, so they 
could understand the deep meaning of The Woman posted by their lovers. 
“Fine, then!” Friedrich Schlegel had written to his beloved only a year be
fore Kleist; “Philosophy is indispensable to women.”26

Clemens Brentano’s emphatic declaration that the noble soul had a 
calling was the founding statute for a new generation of authorial post
masters of the soul. Since the individual could speak his truth—which he 
needed to do in order to prove his identity—only when he subjected his 
speech to the interpretation of others, the exchange of letters established 
the conditions for the existence of poet-officials whose job it was to con
trol timbre and deliver souls to their destinations (or callings). The Ro
mantic author, like the subject of postal service in general, was therefore 
a relay. He existed only as the holder of the postal horses, as the author
ity of a transition. Crossed by a postal unconscious, the subject could es-
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tablish itself as a speaker only by interpreting. Because it always had to be 
supposed that Truth existed at the site of the Other if it was to become 
speakable, interpretation was the discursive mode that allowed for the 
production of Truth. Discursive power did not mean asserting one’s self 
at the site of Truth, but rather at the site of its relay. Hence the Romantic 
authors’ insistence that they had nothing to say (to themselves): “Since in
deed I can give you nothing, and must expressly demand that you expect 
nothing but words from me from now on, expressions of what you have 
long felt and known, but not so clearly or well ordered.”27

Because knowledge always was shifted—elsewhere—the subject of 
knowledge and the subject of speech never coincided. Instead, they ex
changed places in the same way letters and interpretations circulated. 
“The novelty lies no longer in what is said, but in its reappearance”:28 “I 
have surprised myself, and become aware that it’s you who are initiating 
me in philosophy.”29 Provided that knowledge was knowledge of the 
Other, commentator and author coincided. The author Schlegel only re
peated in disguised form (i.e., he commented upon) what Dorothea al
ready knew, no differently than the author Brentano repeated knowledge 
imputed to Bettina. “Forgive me if I try to tell you things that reside much 
more purely in your soul, things I actually perceive within you, in order 
to say them to you out loud.”30 Kleist, too, said nothing but that he could 
say nothing to Wilhelmine; instead, he could only interpret: “I cannot add 
to your soul, only develop what nature has put there. Nor even so much, 
for you alone can . . . and if I set a goal for you now, it is only with the 
conviction that you have long known it. I wish only to make clear what 
perhaps slumbers darkly in your soul.”31

The ground of their being continued to be withheld from Romantic 
love letters. Feverishly, they ran in circles around the pit of a groundless 
speaking. What was driving them on and preying on them here, para
doxically enough, was the ground of groundlessness: the phantasm of a 
knowledge of the soul that was as natural as it was entropic, knowledge 
that had its origin in Mother Nature. The ground of groundlessness was 
a glimmer: because The Woman had told all ,  she at once tore open and 
mended the groundlessness of speaking. But natural and authentic knowl
edge of the soul, if it was to be the glimmering ground of groundless 
speaking, could not speak of itself. The more silent it was, the more true
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it became. The entire  truth, phantasmic knowledge as—or of—the 
ground of letter writing, was of necessity ohscura et confusa, as Kleist 
said. It needed others who echoed it: poets as citizens. Its discourse, 
which was encompassed by a silence that was and told all ,  was promul
gated in the clear and distinct form of an unending praeteritio. In order to 
supplement the pit in the ground of groundless speaking. Romanticism— 
Kleist included—transformed the concepts of the Cartesian/Leibnizian 
system of knowledge into the predicates of gender.

Kleist had learned it from Fichte:

Man reduces all that is in and for him to clear conceptions, and discovers 
it only through reasoning. . .. Woman, on the other hand, has a natural 
sentiment of what is good, true, and proper. Not as if this were given her 
through mere feeling, for that is impossible; but when it is externally given to 
her, she has the faculty of judging quickly through her feelings, and without 
clear insight into the grounds of such judgment, whether it be good, or not.
It may be said, that man must first make himself rational; whereas, woman 
is already rational by nature.32

It may be said that the ground of knowledge was delivered to women— 
that is, made inaccessible to them. It was thus the task of the author to 
translate the nondiscursive knowledge residing obscurely in women’s 
souls (that is, an unconscious) into distinct concepts for them. Goethe 
said so quite bluntly when he told Bettina why he needed her letters: 
“write soon, that I may again have something to translate.”33 The ground 
for groundless speaking was that women were excluded from the dis
course. In 1800, that was true in a literal sense. Fichte’s Science of Rights 
provided the shimmering proof that women, who had been destined by 
nature to love and marry, were “utterly annihilated by marriage as far as 
the state is concerned.”34 A power superior to the state—as the mere 
work of mortal men—commanded that women did not belong to them
selves after they married, but to their husbands, and from this the conclu
sion followed that “women are ineligible for public offices.”35 Women 
could not become education officials, or any other kind of official, for 
that matter. The only discursive function that fell to women was that of 
an alphabetizing mother who existed so completely as voice and meaning 
that she no longer had anything to do with discourses or their textuality.
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The grounding of all discourse transcended the discursive order, which 
was the state.

As soon as postal conditions underwent a change that put an end to 
the exclusion of women from discourse and included them instead, this 
transcendental signified, as the ground of a speaking that encircled noth
ing, vanished. At that historic moment, Romantic correspondence fell 
prey to madness. This madness was the insight that the writing of love 
letters was sustained only by the mail.36 Kafka’s “love letters” would be
come Romanticism’s horizon.



C H A P T E R  N I  N  E

The Logistics of the Poet’s Dream: Kleist

The educational histories from which the text of the world was woven re
sulted from the specific form of being for the exchange of letters—and 
were thus the result of communications technology. But if it was essential 
that the threads of the postal net opened up the text of “the world,” it 
was no less essential that they be forgotten. After all, the nature of edu
cation itself prevented insight into its techne. Education ultimately was 
defined so that it obeyed its own internal functionality (not as a technol
ogy per se), and not the postmasters’ schedules and commands. Educa
tion’s technology was delivered to it and invisible to it. The oblivion of the 
postal system was inherent in its formative concept—the story of an in
dividual who extinguishes all contingencies to make everything that oc
curs a necessity. Literary theory, which is doubly obligated to the educa
tion of individuals, is therefore itself a substantial obstacle to any insights 
into technology. The inability to recognize the postal determination of its 
own possibility without going insane comprised the ontopathology of lit
erary theory. And for the same ontopathological reasons, literary theory 
made Kleist’s letters to Wilhelmine von Zenge into a scandal: on letters 
that made clearly apparent that literature is a postal delivery it can only 
impose the anathema of “unspeakable impertinence.”1 The condemna
tion of history, of the Kleist family tradition, that was implied by Hein
rich von Kleist’s reception into the canon of literature is fully consistent 
with that anathema.2

It became necessary, once again, to condemn a nonliterary origin of the 
literary: the fact that Kleist, the former second lieutenant in the Prussian 
Regiment of the Guards, constructed the communications technology 
that was to become Kleist the author. Rather than being ascribed to his
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texts from the start, the author Kleist established himself as a subject of 
the postal system. He remained within the sphere of family tradition, not 
only as the poet whose works combined the careers of writer and officer,3 
but also as the poet whose letters combined the careers of writer and 
postmaster. His younger brother. Major Leopold von Kleist, had the same 
career as Gellert’s brother: he was a postmaster.4 And even if it was not 
Heinrich von Kleist himself who applied for the position of post-office di
rector in Liinen (Westphalia), which was under French administration in 
1808, it was still a relative with the same rank, Friedrich Wilhelm Werner 
von Kleist—possibly on orders from the secret service.5

In the house of his father, who was descended from an ancient but im
poverished family of Prussia’s military nobility, Kleist had known so little 
about his childhood in Frankfurt an der Oder that he was unaware of his 
own birth date.6 Thus, he had to generate his authorship as an effect of 
the media. Whoever was not granted authorship as the memory of a 
motherly voice7 was forced to reconstruct (at least partially) the discourse 
network of 1800. Authorship became woman engineering.

The woman that Kleist’s schematics set in operation quoad matrem 
and qua engagement was the daughter of Kleist’s brother’s superior. Ma
jor General August Wilhelm Hermann von Zenge,8 and Kleist’s student in 
German grammar.9 The latter circumstance provided the opportunity to 
exchange letters, even though Kleist and Wilhelmine lived next door to 
each other, and the former—the sphere of military nobility—regulated 
every instance of face-to-face communication. Thus, the military created 
a love in letters that could be nothing but a love of letters. Before the 
postal processing of data and women could start, however, Zenge—pre
cisely because she was the daughter of a nobleman and military officer— 
had to be programmed with the latest version of the discursive function 
that had been the norm for bourgeois women since 1796. To that end, 
Kleist had Wilhelmine write her now sufficiently well-known essays, 
which were supposed to reproduce nothing other than Fichte’s definition 
of women as by their nature excluded from the state’s discursive order in 
accordance with the Science of Rights.10 Wilhelmine was quite simply cal
ibrated for her function within language and the postal system. Stan
dardized in this form, she acquired the skill to translate all kinds of nat
ural and other types of phenomena, that is, to read them as similes and
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metaphors of the eternal sameness that was her calling: The Individual. 
“With every .. . thought, you must thus ask either ‘what does this sug
gest in relation to the individual?’ or ‘how is this similar when compared 
to the individual?’ Because the individual and the knowledge of his entire 
nature must be the supreme focus of your attention, since it will one day 
be your business to educate individuals.”11

Enter the business of interpretation. To ensure that its intermediate re
sults became verifiable and could produce the effect of an educational his
tory of the individual, a database had to be created: “But if you arrive at 
an answer, record the entire thought immediately in one of the notebooks 
designated for that purpose. Because we must hold fast to what we have 
acquired for ourselves—afterward. I’ll also tell you another reason why 
it’s good for you to write it down.”12 The modern diary, whose emergence 
at the same time as the private letter and the epistolary novel was no ac
cident,11 was the medium for storing such data. The diary made it possi
ble to record one’s own thoughts (in contrast to mere words, which no one 
can own as private property), and that allowed the interpretation of an 
original opinion and an individual character. The self’s acquisitions were 
the acquisition of a Self. The database of thoughts for feminine letter 
writers and readers at one end corresponded to a compatible database of 
ideas for masculine letter writers and authors at the other. All metaphors 
of the individual in a woman’s diary were addressed to the latter. The will 
to knowledge was a will to record:

But I wanted to tell you another reason why it would be good for you to 
record your own thoughts. It is this. You know that I am now training for 
the authorial profession. I have already set up a little repository of ideas 
for myself, which I may well wish to share with you and submit to your 
judgment. If you provided a small contribution to it, you could have the 
honor of contributing something to a future personal acquisition as well.— 
Do you understand me?14

Thus the question induced by Fichte—“Do women completely lack any 
influence on the government of state?”15—received an answer. If Wil- 
helmine understood correctly, women had influence in the state insofar as 
they provided poet-officials with metaphorical knowledge about The In
dividual and his production, thanks to the postal network (the quintes-
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sential embodiment of which would be Goethe’s postage-free network). 
Such metaphorics immediately were fed back to them via the post by 
these very poet-officials (in spe). What followed was the output of the 
“repository of ideas”:

The Main flows away from the bridge in a straight line, swift as an arrow, as 
though its goal already were in view and it must in no way be detained, im
patiently set on the shortest route—but a vine-planed hill curbs its onward 
flow, gently but firmly, as a wife bends the impetuous will of her husband, 
and the stalwart stand shows the way to the sea—and the demure admoni
tion is respected, and the well-meant remonstrance obeyed, as the river alters 
its impetuous course, not breaking through the planted hill, but flowing 
round it, with quieter run, while kissing its flower-decked feet.16

Once more, it turns out to be true that the technology of the metaphor is 
nothing but the metaphor of technology. Kleist’s fictionalized Main, after 
all, was indeed nothing more than a disguised repetition of information 
that already had been provided about how the “influence of women on 
the government of state” was to be conceived: that is, by translating read
ings into one’s own thoughts and translating these thoughts from their 
database—women—to the database of ideas—the author. Thus, these 
translations or metaphors received the delivery of their own metaphor. 
Kleist’s childlike birthday wish reappeared as German Poetry and thus 
translated Fichte’s theory on the state of natural law and civil servants 
into word and deed. The metaphor, raised to the second power, needed 
merely to be read: mothers make sure that men become respectable offi
cials. The Main tells us so.

What the river said was addressed to Wilhelmine von Zenge on October 
11, 1800. But unlike letters, the productions of an author—or of a repos
itory of ideas—did not have just one woman reader, but rather as many as 
possible. Consequently, “a poet’s dream” became reality in a letter to Car
oline von Schlieben of July 18, 1801. The secret to it was recording:

That is a landscape like a poet’s dream, and the most exuberant fantasy 
hardly could conceive greater beauty. . . . Swift as an arrow, the Rhine 
flows on from Mainz in a straight line, as though its goal already were in 
view and it must in no way be detained, impatiently set on its course. But a 
vine-planted hill steps into its path and curbs its onward flow, gently but
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firmly, as a wife bends the impetuous will of her spouse, and with silent stand 
shows the way to the sea—and the noble admonition is respected, and the 
well-meant remonstrance obeyed, as the river alters its impetuous course, not 
breaking through the planted hill, but flowing round it, with quieter run, 
while kissing its flower-decked feet.17

Main or Rhine, it made no difference: the repository of ideas never 
recorded signifiers, but only signifieds. What it stored under the address 
“river” did not have any meaning or referents itself because it was the 
universal meaning of “river.” It was what the names of all rivers signified. 
Kleist’s repository really was one of ideas: it constituted poetry as the 
logic of the signified.

On July 2.8, 1801, the poet’s dream was posted for a third time to a 
third woman. Adolphine von Werdeck also had the pleasure of reading 
that a region was transformed into a poet’s dream when a randomly cho
sen river wound its way past a randomly chosen vineyard.18 And there 
were still more details on the signified “river,” which Kleist’s letters re
produced and combined in different variations. For Caroline von Schlie- 
ben, the Rhine was entirely assembled from three different ready-made 
parts that were reproduced a total of seven more times. Adolphine von 
Werdeck received a shorter version, but one that still installed three dif
ferent ready-made parts that already had been sent out on five previous 
occasions.

A reconstruction of this part of the repository of ideas might look 
something like this:19

River Sent to Date

1. The *** flows away from the 
bridge in a straight line, swift 
as an arrow, as though its 
goal already were in view 
[and so on as above to] 
while kissing its flower
decked feet.

2. The *** winds now to the 
right, now the left, kissing one 
vineyard, now another, and 
hesitates between its banks .. .

W. v. Zenge 
C. v. Schlieben 
A. v. Werdeck

W. v. Zenge 
W. v. Zenge 
C. v. Schlieben

10/11/1800 
7/18/1801 
7/28/1801

10/18/1800
5/21/1801
7/18/1801
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(continued)
River Sent to Date

3. That is a landscape like a poet’s C. v. Schlieben 7/18/1801
dream, and the most exuberant W. v. Zenge 7/28/1801
fantasy hardly could conceive 
greater beauty than that of 
this valley, now widening, now 
narrowing, now blooming, 
now weak, now laughing, 
now frightening.

A. v. Werdeck 7/28/1801

4. Suddenly the river leaves its C. v. Schlieben 7/18/1801
right bank and turns quickly W. v. Zenge 5/4/1801
in the direction of *** to kiss 
its darling.

W. v. Zenge 5/21/1801

5. But serene and quiet and C. v. Schlieben 7/18/1801
majestic, it flows on to ***, A. v. Werdeck 7/28/1801
as surely as a hero in victory, 
and slowly, as though it would 
make its course complete— 
and a mountain (the ***) casts 
itself onto its path like an affront 
to youthful virtue. But it breaks 
through and does not hesitate, 
and the cliffs recede before it, 
looking down in wonder—but 
scornfully it hurries past them, 
yet without frolicking, and the 
only revenge it allows itself is 
this: to show their blackened 
image in its pristine mirror.20

Five different pieces were assembled in six dispatches, each time in a dif
ferent combination and assortment. The true name for “the most exuber
ant fantasy” is “reproduction.” But that was not all. The first transcrip
tion of the poet’s dream of a spouse’s influence on a state official, taken 
from the repository of ideas on October 11, 1800, was preceded by the 
reading of poets and transcriptions from their works. Just seven weeks 
earlier, Kleist had sent the recently published Wallenstein to Zenge as part 
of a parallel reading program. There, in Act I of Piccolomini, the river- 
vineyard allegory was to be found:
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Octavio:

My son! The road that man in life must tread.
On which prosperity awaits, this road will run 
Along the rivers, crooked like valleys,
Circling the cornfield and the vineyard’s slopes,
Respecting what is one man’s, what another’s,
More slowly, but more surely, to its end.21

What Wilhelmine von Zenge read in the letter of October n merely 
served to monitor and interpret her reading of Schiller since August 25. 
The circuit of interpretation was thus complete. Kleist—like Gellert and 
Goethe previously and Brentano afterward—sent German Poetry to his 
fiancee, who translated it into her “own thoughts,” which in tandem 
amounted to The Individual, and deciphered the command to exert influ
ence on future state officials by transferring those thoughts into his data
base of ideas. Having himself become a poet in this manner, Kleist fed the 
entire system of translation back to itself in an act of sheer autoreferen- 
tiality by answering with “a poet’s dream,” which itself merely inter
preted poetry as the metaphereiti of the postal system. What circulated 
were thus merely metaphors of circulation—sustained by the dream of 
Poetry: the phantasm of The Mother.22

The site of the relay was an author who translated a translation into po
etry composed of metaphors of The Woman, which were metaphors of a 
river of language or letters that provided education. But something else had 
to take place at this site, the “nexus of power in the economies of transport 
and circulation”:23 interception. How else could an author named Friedrich 
Schlegel have come to publish a text addressed “To Dorothea” that—ac
cording to all the legal knowledge in dissertations on The Law of Letters— 
should have been in Dorothea’s possession? The address of the letter alone 
already is enough to express “animus transferendi dominii”—the will of 
the sender to transfer possession of the letter to the recipient.24 Thus, 
Schlegel had to intercept the letter either before he sent it, which meant 
transcribing it, or afterward, which meant demanding its return. Women 
who did not know their calling were not the only ones who had to write to 
themselves. Men who wanted to become authors had to do the same.

The act of interception or copying transformed the address into a ded
ication: it no longer was the materiality of the letter that it signed over and
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posted, but instead the immateriality of its thoughts, which were protected 
by copyright in their individual form.25 What made a letter into a literary 
work was the formation of a distinct and new form of being for the ad
dress by way of its doubling. The semiotic requirement that an individual 
name had to meet in order to ensure that a letter could be sent by mail 
was that it be an address, and not a dedication. When such a name was re
coded as a dedication, the sending of the letter became something that for 
all intents and purposes never occurred: the letter no longer could be de
livered, no longer could be posted, and therefore it could be published.

Kleist’s schematics had organized the bifurcation of the address from 
the very outset—how could it be otherwise? The letter to Wilhelmine von 
Zenge of September 15,1800, not only insisted on being a mere repetition 
of what slumbered darkly in the souls of women, it also insisted that the 
clarity of repetition required a change in medium. The letter was inter
rupted and did not resume until three days later. On September 16, how
ever, Kleist took out a new piece of paper and wrote an essay that started 
with a transcription of the letter’s last paragraph and proceeded to discuss 
the philosophy women could not do without—and that therefore could be 
entitled simply “On Philosophy: To Wilhelmine.” The supplement, how
ever, was not addressed because Kleist himself was that address. While the 
addressed letter was transferred to Zenge’s possession, the nonaddressed 
supplementary letter fell under the protection of the copyright law26 and 
thus remained in Kleist’s possession. Consequently, Zenge received the re
sponsibility of carefully preserving these letters, since they contained pas
sages that were intended for a public audience and that corresponded to so 
many gaps in Kleist’s diary that he planned to fill with them later.27

The media status of poetry in the Age of Goethe corresponded to sup
plementary letters such as this: a printed text without an address, which 
was meant to be understood as a private letter addressed to each individ
ual feminine reader. If Bettina at first mistook Goethe’s works for love let
ters written to her,28 and later mistook the letters’ personal address for the 
authorial name of Goethe, she was merely taking the postal-literary sys
tem at the word of its princes and complying with its technical conditions. 
It was upon this ability to translate private mail into state mail (on the 
part of poets) and state mail into private mail (on the part of feminine 
readers) that poetry had been founded around 1800.
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System Time (Registered Letter II)

Addresses, 130 years after Lichtenberg. Letters travel between a street 
number in Berlin and a street number in Prague. The postal genre that en
sures the text’s arrival at its feminine recipient is still the registered letter. 
But the moment of delivery is a different one:

My home address is Niklasstrasse 36. But what, please, is yours? On the 
backs of your letters 1 have seen three different addresses. Is it in fact No.
19? Does it annoy you to get registered letters? 1 send them not only because 
I am anxious, though that is one of the reasons, but because I feel they are 
more likely to come straight to you, instead of aimlessly shuttling about, 
like those ordinary letters that sadly ply their way; and I always imagine the 
outstretched hand of a smart Berlin mailman, who, if necessary, would force 
the letter upon you, even if you were to resist. A dependent man cannot have 
too many allies.1

Superimposing a fantasy of letter delivery from about 1780 onto the 
postal system of 191Z reveals striking alterations. The postal system had 
become “one of the most perfect inventions the human mind has ever 
stumbled upon’’2 in the wake of Lichtenberg’s proposals for its optimiza
tion in the very moment that the sender, who had taken over its role, 
abolished it as an institution. It became such an invention in Kafka’s view 
when postal employees came to be nothing but the sender’s nameless ac
complices, who together took over in their turn the function Lichtenberg 
has taken on himself. A gang of minions who had no master per defini- 
tionem practiced the delivery of letters as an unreserved application of 
force, just as the letter writer had practiced it as an unreserved fantasy of 
authorship at the last epochal caesura.

This substitution can be assigned a historical date. Until 1827, the year
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the Prussian Post established municipal service for the city of Berlin,3 
there had been no such thing as postmen in German lands (with the ex
ception of Vienna).4 That is why Lichtenberg still had had to sacrifice 
himself in the service of the post—if only on paper. The year 1817, by 
contrast, does not merely mark the date when it became necessary to del
egate the transfer of letters to postal agents in a systematic manner. The 
beginning of letter delivery’s integration into the postal system also indi
cated the possibility of ascribing an accomplice’s body or that of a proxy 
to the letter’s subject or to the subject of the text (sujet d’enonce). Pre
cisely this systematization of proxy in the acts of delivery by the postal 
system provided the historical a priori for Kafka’s famous delegation of 
body movement—the business trip on matters of an engagement or wed
ding—to the subject of the text, which was relegated to a position inside 
the letter. Modeled on Wedding Preparations,5 Kafka’s delegation allowed 
him to reserve the subject of the speech act (sujet d’enonciation) for com
munications technology alone.6

Integrated into the system, however, the postman himself heeded the 
historical condition for the possibility of his own existence: a condition 
that was provided by retired Artillery Staff Captain Gottlieb Carl Nean- 
der when he introduced standard street signs and house numbers in Ber
lin.7 Up until then, addresses had been extremely complicated construc
tions, which included descriptions of entire routes or places, the large 
signs of shopkeepers being used whenever possible to indicate the build
ing’s location.8 After 1806, however, Berlin addresses like Felice Bauer’s 
essentially no longer needed the names of specific places or people, and 
because of this, ordinary letters always could also not make it directly into 
the hands of their recipients, something Kafka felt very acutely. Instead, 
they shuttled sadly between standardized addresses. Under conditions 
such as these, registered letters no longer had the function Lichtenberg as
signed to them, that of measuring distance, but instead the function of 
physically submitting bodies to their addresses, of transforming them into 
subjects of the postal system. This is the index of a rupture in the form of 
being for posted texts, and it could not be more radically conceived.

Earlier, in 1780, the registered letter had been a technology for with
drawing the withdrawal of context, which itself belonged to the structure 
of written work, in order to bring about the Eucharistic moment when
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the context of the letter’s text—this “set of presences which organize the 
moment of its inscription”'’—coincided with the totality of presences that 
organized the moment of its reading. Such withdrawal meant the reader’s 
presence at the writer’s presence at what he had written: the obliteration 
of the symbol-constituting rupture in context for the sake of a perfect 
postal system. Now, by contrast, in 1912, the registered letter was a tech
nology for expressly affirming that very rupture by grafting the letter’s 
text onto another context in a moment of violence. The being of signs be
came simultaneously palpable and violent.

Kafka’s fantasy of violence, in which the moment of delivery was a 
grafting, did not just remain on paper. It was realized almost exactly one 
year later, when the correspondence between Kafka and Bauer reached a 
definitive low point and Kafka took on Ernst Weil?, a fellow writer and an 
opponent of any marriage between Bauer and Kafka, as an employee who 
was literally supposed to force letters on people. “Well,” Kafka wrote to 
Grete Bloch, who helped bring about the catastrophe,

early in December [1913) I asked this Dr. Weiss to take a letter from me to 
F.’s office. In the letter I said little more than that 1 had to have news from or 
about her, which was why I had sent W. so that he could write to me about 
her. While she read the letter, W. was to sit beside her desk, look around, 
wait until she had finished reading, and then, since he had been given no 
further instructions and was most unlikely to get a reply (for why should he 

get one when / never did), he was to go away and let me know how she 
looked and how she seemed to be. And this was precisely what happened.10

Kafka’s fantasy about the delivery of registered letters arrived at the real
ity of a controlling glance that was no less physically present than an 
“outstretched hand.” And what Weil? did as postman and accomplice 
was nothing less than what Lichtenberg could only dream of doing: he 
“observed” the “face” the recipient “made upon delivery.” The letter 
foisted upon her in this way doubles the violence of its delivery in sheer 
autoreferentiality. Felice Bauer reads her own reading of it so that Ernst 
Weil? can see and Kafka can find out what she reads and how she reads it. 
As though it happens in a precise and perverse recurrence of Lichtenberg’s 
fantasy, the written work and the context of its reading are identical. The 
effect of reading such a letter, where what is written transpires in real 
time, is merely that the message merges with the self-presentation of the
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medium. Felice Bauer receives what is registered in registered writing: the 
registration of a body for its address. Immanuelkirchstrasse 29, Berlin 
NO. Receipt, signature:11 Felice Bauer.

One could risk a thesis: the form of being for letters (the function of 
which is considered here to be their “meaning” or content) is the same as 
the form employed for assessing their value. Lichtenberg’s model for the 
registered letter assigned values of meaning to words according to the dis
tance between bodies, which was measured by the letter in successive 
stages, and that model coincided with the contemporaneous method for as
sessing the postage of letters, which assigned monetary values to words in 
the same way. In Kafka’s case, the registration of a feminine addressee cor
responded to a form of appraising registered letters in which the calcula
tion of distance played no role whatsoever. As it was established by Hein
rich von Stephan, the concept of the registered letter indeed had existed 
only as a paradox since its introduction in 1874. The concept of the regis
tered letter had been around exactly as long as the elimination of the object 
it described. The reason for this: the appearance of Kafkaesque quantities 
of letters. “Over the course of decades, the treatment of registered dis
patches had to be increasingly simplified because their numbers swelled to 
quantities that the operation could not handle. While registered dispatches 
initially had to be individually certified on cards by number and according 
to the location of mailing, summary registration was introduced in the ex
change between railway post offices manned by officials as early as the 
year 1874.”12 What led to the elimination of registered letters worthy of 
the name, the swelling numbers of them in quantities that could be handled 
only statistically, quantities that therefore were the nightmare of every 
postal official before 1874, precisely fulfilled the wish of Kafka’s dream:

The night before last I dreamt about you for the second time. A mailman 
brought two registered letters from you, that is, he delivered them to me, one 
in each hand, his arms moving in perfect precision, like the jerking of piston 
rods in a steam engine. God, they were magic letters! I kept pulling out page 
after page, but the envelopes never emptied. 1 was standing halfway up a 
flight of stairs and (don’t hold it against me) had to throw the pages I had 
read all over the stairs in order to take more letters out of the envelopes. The 
whole staircase was littered from top to bottom with the loosely heaped 
pages 1 had read, the resilient paper creating a great rustling sound. That 
was a real wish-dream!13
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Kafka’s dream celebrated the demise of registered communication at the 
ground(lessness) of all discourse: white noise, into which the signals of all 
transmitting networks were discharged once their frequencies had been 
“heaped” or added up. But if the power of noise, whether it be Brownian 
molecular motion or crosstalk between networks, is to become audible 
and imaginable, then in the former case, the real must be able to move 
through technical channels such as a telephone line, for example, and in 
the latter case, communication must be treated as a closed system (not in 
the sense of thermodynamics, but of Shannon’s model of communica
tion).14 What this means is that signals transmitted by the communica
tions system at a given time tn are not viewed as the function of a data 
source or receiver—not, let’s say, as the expressions or intentions of peo
ple looking for the understanding of other people—but instead as a func
tion of factors in the system of communication itself. Hence Kafka’s com
parison of the postman to a steam engine, which was anything but coinci
dental. The postal system had become a closed system, like the industrial 
system, which had been revolutionized by the steam engine, which in turn 
was functional thanks to Watt’s invention of the centrifugal-force gover
nor. According to the definition given in a treatise with the noteworthy ti
tle On Governors written by none other than Clerk Maxwell, a governor 
maintains the performance of machines at a constant (“uniform”) level in
dependent of all fluctuations in power or resistance.15 Thus, machines 
could be brought up to standards that made it possible to predict the de
velopment of entire branches of the economy with the help of the emerg
ing field of statistics. And as economic systems, those branches became ac
cessible to the theories of people like Charles Babbage. Kafka’s analysis, 
which was no less precise because it was dreamed, stated that the output 
of the postal system is uniform and dependent on postal standards in anal
ogy to the output of machines. The link between people and the postal 
system might with good reason thus be called a man-machine interface. 
But it was someone else who dreamed. Kafka’s wish-fulfillment dream of 
letters increasing to immeasurable quantities merely repeated another 
dream, which had been realized seventy-two years before. That event 
marked a rupture in the history of the letter’s form of being, one that sep
arated Lichtenberg and Kafka: the closure of the postal system to form a 
technical system.
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Postage One Penny: Rowland Hill’s Post Office Reform

Advantages of the Penny Post, When is a pun not a pun?

—James Joyce, ‘Finnegans Wake’

London, January io, 1840. Rowland Hill, former school director and 
Utilitarian, noted something in his diary on account of which the English 
press, the Parliament, and broad segments of the population had been up 
in arms for months:

January 10th.—Penny Postage extended to the whole kingdom this day! ... I 
have abstained from going to the Post Office to-night lest I should embarrass 
their proceedings. I hear of large numbers of circulars being sent, and the 
Globe of to-night says the Post Office has been quite besieged by people 
preparing their letters. I guess that the number despatched to-night will not 
be less than 100,000, or more than three times what it was this day twelve- 
months. If less I shall be disappointed.1

He was not. The following entry reads: “January irth.—The number of 
letters despatched last night exceeded all expectation. It was nz,oo, of 
which all but 13,000 or 14,000 were prepaid. Great confusion in the hall 
of the Post Office, owing to the insufficiency of means for receiving the 
postage.”2

The flooding of St. Martin-le-Grand’s sorting hall with letters that 
night was not merely the primal scene of wish-fulfillment dreams like the 
ones authors would have in 1900, but also a rupture in the history of me
dia technology. Rowland Hill’s idea of the penny post and its realization 
took Justi’s postage theory to its most extreme conclusion, but more than 
that, it produced a new way of thinking about the postal system and a 
new form of its being. After Hill’s acclaimed treatise Post Office Reform: 
Its Importance and Practicability was published in 1837, the postal sys
tem was a closed system that obeyed its own economy and therefore re-
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quired the knowledge of professionals. Hill set about researching the 
economy of the postal system in order to establish an organization of 
words appropriate to the media. From then on, signifiers led an indepen
dent life that intersected with the life of humans only in the area of poli
tics: the politics of the unconscious, the Grand Other, or chance.

Once he had completed his investigation of the English postal system. 
Hill made up a list of its faults, at the very top of which he placed the fun
damental characteristic of the traditional postal system itself (prior to the 
discovery that the nonpayment of postage increased the costs of delivery, 
since the postman also would have to collect the postage): the “taxing” 
of the letter’s value, “that is, ascertaining and marking the postage to 
be charged on each [letter].”3 The remarkable discovery that the very 
method of assessing value upon which Lichtenberg’s wish-fulfillment 
dream had been based would prevent the postal system from becoming 
the “most perfect invention the human mind has ever stumbled upon” led 
Hill to three conclusions: (i) the postal rate had to be standardized, 
(z) postage had to be radically reduced, and (3) “means to induce prepay
ment” had to be adopted.4 The most perfect invention would therefore 
not be the senders’ delivery of their own letters, but the one-penny stamp. 
In making his plans for penny postage. Hill started with the theories de
veloped in the discourse of police science during the eighteenth century: 
First of all, the number of “letters ... passing annually through the [Post] 
Office” would be greatly increased by suppressing the illegal conveyance 
of mail. The extent to which the English postal monopoly was systemati
cally violated must indeed have been considerable: “illicit correspondence 
was carried on throughout the country in systematic evasion of the law, if 
not in open violation of it, to an extent that could hardly have been imag
ined.”5 It was alleged that only one-sixth of the letter traffic between 
Manchester and London passed through the post office.6 Then the num
ber of dispatches would be increased by using the mail to distribute cir
culars and to issue new ones. Finally, the volume of mail would be in
creased “by an enormous enlargement of the class of letter-writers.”7 In 
Hill's reformulation of von Justi’s theorem of postage, the postal admin
istration’s losses resulting from reduced postal rates, “even if large would 
be more than compensated by the powerful stimulus given by low post
age to the productive power of the country.”8 Ultimately, Hill trans-
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formed justi’s theorem into the somewhat opaque law (reminiscent of 
Newton’s) that the increase in consumption equals the reciprocal value of 
the square of the price, so that a reduction of postage from sixpence to 
one penny would result in a thirty-six-fold increase in traffic.9

The proposal to reduce postage, of course, was nothing new—not even 
the postal rate of one penny was new. In 1680, a customs officer, William 
Dockwra, introduced a penny post in the City of London, which had not 
had postal delivery up until then: between four and five hundred receiving 
offices were opened for letters from one end of the city to the other. Let
ters deposited for a penny were delivered at least fifteen times daily within 
the London city limits, and at least five times a day to the suburbs.10 Al
though Dockwra had to relinquish his flourishing enterprise only two 
years later to the duke of York, who was in possession of the postal mo
nopoly, and although the one-penny postal district was limited to a range 
of ten miles in 1711, with the scale of rates and their differentiation ac
cording to distance rising steadily beyond those limits, the London penny 
post did not cease to exist. On the contrary, after a relevant law was 
passed in 1765, it was imitated in all the larger cities of Great Britain. By 
the middle of the 183o’s, penny posts operated locally throughout the en
tire United Kingdom, with the exception of London, where penny postage 
was doubled in 1801.11

In the light of this history, Hill’s idea—as simple as it was profound— 
was thus to think of all Great Britain as a single city, that is, no longer to 
give a moment’s thought to what had been dear to Western discourse on 
the nature of the letter from the beginning: the idea of distance. A city ex
panded its limits in postal terms to the borders of a country: the General 
Post Office was absorbed by the penny post. Mail—following Rowland 
Hill’s insight—had nothing to do with distance. There is no relationship 
between the postal expense of letters and the distance of transmission. 
One could compensate for the differences in cost that emerged from vary
ing geographical distances, Hill’s investigation showed, merely by elimi
nating the expenses involved in calculating distances alone, not to mention 
by the savings derived from rapid, large-scale, and therefore inexpensive 
letter processing, which individual “taxing” prevented and only the stan
dardization of spaces and signifiers allowed.12 “The result,” Hill later told 
the English Parliament in a speech, “was a thorough conviction in my own
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mind that the inland rate of postage ought to be the same for all distances, 
and that provided the postage of letters were prepaid, the rate might be re
duced as low as 1 d. throughout the United Kingdom (Applause).”13 

Henceforth, Mother Earth became a grave for bodies alone; the graph
emes of letters—despite their etymology—ceased to find their ground, 
that is, to perish and be interred, by means of inscribing or engraving 
themselves. Instead, as “Mother Ground,”14 Mother Earth crossed out 
grapheipics itself—once Steinheil found her technical nature to be the best 
possible electrical conductor for closing telegraphic circuits in 1838 (a 
year after Hill published his proposal for the penny post).15 The dates of 
the earth’s disconnection from the postal system and its nearly simulta
neous reconnection to telegraphy stand in unison: telegraphy, which made 
distances irrelevant on a global scale, became the basis of the British Em
pire; its beginning was marked by the fact that letters ceased to represent 
territorium. In order to do justice to the magnitude of the tabula rasa that 
Rowland Hill’s reform ultimately made of Great Britain, a demonstration 
is in order to indicate how deeply postal rates actually had been engraved 
in the geography of the United Kingdom:

In Great Britain . . . the postage on a single letter delivered within eight 
miles to the office where it was posted was .. . twopence, the lowest rate 
beyond that limit being fourpence. Beyond fifteen miles it became fivepence; 
after which it rose a penny at a time, but by irregular augmentation, to one 
shilling, the charge for three hundred miles, and thenceforward augmentation 
went on at the same rate, each additional penny serving for another hundred 
miles. ... As if this complexity was not quite enough, there was as a general 
rule an additional charge of a half-penny on a letter crossing the Scotch 
border; while letters to or from Ireland had to bear, in addition, packet rates, 
and rates for crossing the bridges over the Conway and the Menai; or, if 
they took the southern route, a rate chargeable at Milford. Lastly, there was 
the rule ... by which a letter with the slightest enclosure incurred double 
postage, and two enclosures triple; and the postage however, being regulated 
by weight whenever this reached an ounce, at which point the charge became 
quadrupel; rising afterwards by a single postage for every additional quarter 
of an ounce.16

The eradication of all the territorial markers and individual names that 
once had defined the exchange of letters, the removal of the world from
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the postal system (and the elimination of its distances) that ultimately 
found its conclusion in the World Postal Union: these were the conditions 
for Rowland Hill’s second great idea: prepayment, or the delivery of 
postage payment from the actual posting—indeed, from the actual exis
tence—of letters. After the introduction of prepayment, the post no 
longer was a matter of what was said, but rather of what could be said. 
Prepayment made the time dimension of letters handled by the postal sys
tem just as irrelevant as the spatial dimension had become after uniform 
postage. The form in which this negation of the bonds connecting words 
to time and space has come down to us is, of course, the postage stamp.

Rowland Hill certainly did not invent the postage stamp either; not 
even this was his achievement. That honor went to a Monsieur de 
Velayer, to whom in 1653 Louis XIV had granted the privilege of in
stalling several “boettes” in every district of Paris, into which all men and 
women (the arrangement was said to be especially popular among the 
mistresses of noblemen) could deposit their letters.17 Such letters merely 
needed to have a Parisian address, consisting of at least a name and a 
street designation,18 and—as the court author Pellison reported—an ad
hesive ticket, which was stamped with a special mark and bore the in
scription: “Port-paye le jour du mois de Pan 1653 ou 1654.”19 The very 
first stamps were thus canceled by their dates. In his Instruction pour cevx 
Qui voudront escrire d'vti quartier de Paris en vn autre, & auoir responce 
promptement deux & trois fois le iour sans y enuoyer personne, Velayer 
gave an argument in support of his invention that would reappear in 
Rowland Hill’s work: “because the principal aim of this establishment is 
to insure a prompt response, which would not be possible if the Commis
sioners who carry the aforementioned Letters from house to house were 
obliged to wait for payment at every stop.”20 The separation of postal 
revenue at a given point in time from the dispatches actually circulating 
at a time increased the speed of delivery and thus allowed for an increase 
in its frequency.

It may have been no accident that de Velayer originally had been a re
porter of petitions in the Council of State and therefore was responsible 
for all the infamous lives that would have passed beneath the threshold of 
history and disappeared if the power of the absolutist state had not 
granted them the written petition, the denunciation, as a medium and a
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ritual of speech.21 The petite paste of the maitre des requetes heralded a 
technological shift in the mode in which beings such as these appeared: 
the “easy possibility of letter writing” (in Kafka’s words) appeared in 
place of the Leviathan’s ear. Even in his day, Rowland Hill still would see 
the postage stamp as a means for intercepting and processing the people’s 
unheard(-of) noise. The birth of the postage stamp from the disposition 
of the police: this endless murmuring, as the order’s (i.e., the police’s) 
Other, was dangerous only as long as it continued to be noise beneath the 
threshold of history; therefore it had to be controlled by a halt, a relay, an 
epoche, in consequence of which it was compelled to become a historical 
datum. The danger emanating from the noise of the people was dispelled 
as soon as it was intercepted by a network that controlled, redirected, 
sorted, and calculated it, thus ensuring that its waves were not emitted at 
unanticipated speeds or in unanticipated directions.

This was precisely the intention that had led to the foundation of a 
General Post Office in England in the first place. In order to make sure the 
letters of businessmen and other private persons passed through official 
channels—and especially through London—Thomas Witherings was ap
pointed Master of the Posts for Foreign Parts in 1632. Three years later, 
a plan was put in action that established interconnections among all areas 
of Great Britain and linked them to overseas postal systems—that is, to 
the Taxis system—as well.22 But the outspoken mistrust of the people 
confronted both the sudden request that they place letters into the hands 
of men employed by the state and the fact that all letters had to pass 
through London. Such fears were not unfounded, as it turned out by 1661 
at the latest. With the lease of the General Post Office to Colonel Henry 
Bishop, its bureau “for the survey and inspection of letters” fell into the 
hands of the infamous conspirator Major John Wildman (“the soul of En
glish politics”)23—who was in secret the actual holder of the lease. This 
bureau “was nothing more nor less than an office for collecting intelli
gence by intercepting the mail, nearly all of which was made to pass at 
some stage through the London office.” Wildman did indeed wind up in 
jail on charges of conspiracy against the crown, but “there is no doubt” 
that collecting intelligence by intercepting the mail “had been one of the 
activities of the Post Office ever since its earliest days.”24

Once Rowland Hill had minimized the “vacuum of leadership” in the
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state’s postal monopoly by extending Dockwra’s penny postage to With
ering’s (or Wildman’s) channels and hence vacuuming up the people’s 
subversive W.A.S.T.E., every exchange of letters was subject to standard
ized speeds and frequencies. So too was propaganda, which formerly had 
been conducted mouth to mouth and which in all ages for various reasons 
herded together the gang that was then called “the people.” Tristero’s 
Empire, this Counterempire of History, the Post-Histoire, receded still 
further into the distance. In discourse, the postage stamp achieved what 
the centrifugal-force governor had done for the steam engine: it prevented 
explosions. This connection exists in more than mere metaphors: in a 
memorandum on his own inventions dated December 1832, Hill included 
a “Pendulus Mechanism applied to Steam Engines.”25 Kafka’s dream 
comparison of the postman to a steam engine hardly could have turned 
out to be more precise.

In light of all this, it seems only sensible that Rowland Hill reinvented 
de Velayer’s postage stamp in order to guarantee that even the illiterate 
could use the postal system. Hill’s first proposal for making prepayment 
accessible to the people—as stated in a letter to the chancellor of the ex
chequer—merely had envisioned the issue of “stamped covers and sheets 
of papers .. . sold at such a rate as to include postage.”26 But those who 
intend to suck up lives that previously had passed below the threshold of 
all discourse and to absorb them into the class of letter writers cannot 
make that discourse a prerequisite for those lives. “Persons unaccustomed 
to write letters would perhaps be at a loss how to proceed.” They might 
want to bring a letter written on unstamped paper to the post office, for 
example. Then the official behind the counter obviously would sell them 
a stamped envelope in which they could enclose the letter and to which 
they would have to add only the address. But what, Hill worried, if the 
person bringing the letter could not write? To ensure that even the illiter
ate could not slip through the gaps in the postal net. Hill resorted to the 
means of issuing “a little bit of paper” that was “just large enough to 
bear the stamp and covered at the back with a glutinous wash, which the 
bringer might, by applying a little moisture, attach to the back of the let
ter so as to avoid the necessity for redirecting it.”27 Now that we have 
postage stamps, those of us who take letters to the post office can be illit
erates, one and all.
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By the time the third reading of the Penny Post Bill passed on July 29, 
1839, two thousand petitions with a quarter of a million signatures al
ready had been received by the House of Commons calling for the intro
duction of this unprecedented measure of discursive regulation. Thus, the 
Times could proclaim the bill a “cause of the whole people of the United 
Kingdom.”28 After an endorsement was extracted from the king himself, 
penny postage became law on August 17, 1839. The first one-penny 
postage stamps were issued only months after the official launch date for 
the penny post, that is, on May 6, 1840. By this time, however, the half
million stamps that the printing presses were able to dump into the mar
ket every day were insufficient to satisfy the demands of the British to 
bring their letters to the post office like an army of illiterates.
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The Standards of Writing

Once upon a time, sending had meant finding a home in the police. Once 
upon a different time, sending had meant finding a home in the civil-ser
vice state and in motherhood. After May 6, 1840, sending meant finding 
a home in the postal system itself. Thus, the postal system closed itself as 
a system, and so came to an end an epoch of written communication 
based upon the “idea,” which Kafka doubted and Luhmann refuted, 
“that people can communicate with one another by letter.”1 As the 
penny post closed the system of the postal system, it also enabled the 
insight of systems theory that this idea was merely a convention pro
duced by the communications system “post” in order to enable further 
communication.2

The closing of the postal system as a system: this meant that the 
grounds for the postal system no longer transcended the postal—neither 
in the direction of the well-being of the state nor in the direction of the 
transcendental signified of a Mother who was both Nature itself and the 
absolute origin of The Individual. No longer was The Individual the 
grounds for posting, which now were provided by the laws of a postal 
economy. The theory of the postal system therefore had to stop celebrat
ing anthropological truths and start computing the technical standards of 
the system using the single criterion of their suitability to the media. This 
criterion was dictated by the economy of the medium itself. Media ratio
nality, Medienrason, emerged at the site where political rationality, the 
raison d'etat, once had held sway. The individualization of letters pro
duced by the process of registration—in which every letter was assigned 
an individual number, route, and “biography”—corresponded to a ratio
nality that was completely foreign to the postal system after Hill. Medi-
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enrdson demanded the elimination of “taxing” procedures and the tax
onomy of fees that had been projected onto geography, as well as the in
troduction of a standardized price for signifiers that made it possible to 
pay the debt for their transmission on a massive scale independently of 
their existence (prepayment). Signifiers no longer followed the rationality 
of meaning and its comprehension, but instead the rationality of a me
dium that subjected them to a standard that always preceded the possi
bility of meaning (as the standard value of meaning).

The postal system now could process signifiers (quasi-)mechanically: 
penny postage achieved the standardization and mechanization of all in
terfaces between the postal system and the people. Small machines orga
nizing the routine bumps and grinds of writing stamped the distinction 
that made the postal system not only a closed system, but a technical sys
tem as well. At the site of postal input and output operations, such ma
chines distinguished between a data source and a sender and between a 
data destination and a recipient. These differences were integrated into a 
general model of communication by Claude Shannon so that he might 
disregard both data sources and destinations—such as humans who 
transmit messages and other humans who understand them—as factors in 
the mathematical theory of communication. Once communication was 
subjected to standards that preceded the category of meaning, standards 
like the penny postage or the binary digit, processes such as expressing 
opinions or understanding them lost significance for the theory of com
munication.5 And once the standardization of senders and receivers had 
made the operation of the postal system independent from data sources 
and destinations, it was possible to formulate a communications theory 
that did not depend on the question of intention or understanding. Shan
non’s theory specifically applies only to systems that are subjected to the 
historical a priori of prepayment. “The system must be designed to oper
ate for each possible selection, not just the one which will actually be cho
sen since this is unknown at the time of design.”4 The prototype of such 
a system was the penny post, which, with the introduction of prepay
ment, became the first postal system ever to function “for every possible 
selection” and not just for letters that actually had been written (or cho
sen). In fact, the letters themselves might not even have been conceived at 
the time the stamps were purchased. After prepayment—that is, after the
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emergence of media rationality in our culture—people have become ob
solete with regard to communications theory.

At present, all sending finds a home (or is epoch-making) in commu
nications systems that were designed in accordance with the standard of 
prepayment—or in ones that function with regard to every possible 
message, thanks to a “presemantic” standard for signifiers. Because of 
this, mechanical interfaces determine our everyday postal existence. 
Everyday life and all of the machines that go into making it up thus date 
back to Rowland Hill and r840. The postage stamp made the sender’s 
presence at the postal counter just as superfluous as the recipient’s pres
ence at delivery. If the sheer quantities of standardized data were not to 
overload the system’s capacity for processing them, consignment and de
livery had to become the well-known standard inputs and outputs that 
mailboxes and mail slots routinely process every day. As a matter of 
principle, the postal system functions only in the absence of data sources 
and destinations.

M A I L B O X E S :  “ A L W A Y S  O N E  I N  T H E  N E I G H B O R H O O D ”

The mailbox is a historical function of the postage stamp; its inventor 
therefore was de Velayer, and not Hill. Mailboxes had existed indepen
dently of postage stamps, of course, like the ones the French had intro
duced to German territories west of the Rhine in 1794/ or the ones 
mounted in front of Prussian post offices after 18246 (not to mention the 
dismal history of the delivery box as medium for anonymous denuncia
tions).7 But these mailboxes had allowed only the input of letters for 
which the postage had not been paid, and therefore were at odds with the 
purpose of Hill’s reform, since they depended on a “postpayment” that 
systematically obstructed standard delivery. By contrast, the “pillar letter
boxes” Hill proposed for construction after he read an article in the 
Times in November 1840s had the function of managing the massive 
quantities of discourse produced by the penny post by automating their 
consignment. It was thus only in their media union with postage stamps 
that mailboxes assumed the omnipresence9 that transformed them into 
training equipment necessary for getting used to permanent connected
ness in a psychotechnical manner.
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Mailboxes generated a condition of maximal productivity and optimal 
possibilities for controlling written discourses. Only four years after Hill’s 
mailbox initiative, the production of this condition was celebrated in Vi
enna by none other than Adalbert Stifter, following the reintroduction of 
the Viennese municipal postal service—fresh evidence that power not 
only is watching and listening, but compels action and speech as well.10 
Since “all of the terrain belonging to the main post office in Vienna . . .
|is] divided into districts, and in each of these districts [there is] a letter 
collection box,”11 one not only can send letters “twice daily to all parts of 
the city” and receive answers in return, “but also send letters to the entire 
world with the greatest of ease, since the above-mentioned collection 
boxes are set up in both the city and the suburbs at such intervals that 
there is always one in the neighborhood.”12 The postal system, as a sys
tem of beginning and end points separated by great geographical dis
tances, had been transformed into a topology of neighborhoods. Thus, 
the act of sending could slip under the threshold of consciousness that 
separated time-wasting holiday indulgences from the normal, motorized 
mechanism of everyday life.

The effect of this evasion of consciousness was that Freud, working in 
the same Vienna sixty-seven years after Stifter’s jubilant response, would 
be able to found a psychopathology of this everyday life produced by 
mailboxes.13 The distinction between normal and abnormal individuals 
depends precisely on the question of whether or not neighborhood mail
boxes had made the leap over the threshold of consciousness.14 In dis
cussing Freud’s text, it generally is forgotten that the condition necessary 
for the possibility of malfunctions is an unconscious mechanism that 
people must have acquired at one time or another through training. A 
mistake at the mailbox, which is an unconscious malfunction, is thus pre
ceded historically by another mistake, a failure as a result of a new stan
dard of everyday life. In 1877, a report of the English postmaster general 
assessing the population’s level of training in the medium noted:

that in Aberdeen a man was noticed who gave himself much trouble trying to 
put a letter into the opening of a street hydrant that was being repaired. The 
similarity of this device to the pillar letter-boxes common in England had, 
as closer inspection of the hydrant revealed, already misled three different 
correspondents into depositing letters in this container, unsuitable as it was
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to further conveyance. This is by no means an isolated incident. There is 
hardly any opening onto the street that is not occasionally mistaken for the 
slot of a mailbox by some uninformed person.15

The advent of permanent connectedness transformed random openings at 
random locations into connections. In the perceptual world organized by 
the senses’ telematic hookup, things no longer appeared as things, but 
rather as disguises. Hydrants or cellar windows were disguised interfaces 
(Windows, indeed) of a ubiquitous informational network. Things be
came ears.

The flip side of being blessed with an omnipresent neighborhood of 
miniature transmitters that transformed the world into a design of postal 
instruments was paranoia—as Kafka’s story “The Neighbor” reveals. In 
the case of the mailboxes Stifter had greeted with such euphoria, this para
noia was completely justifiable. As early as 1786, after all, Emperor Joseph 
II had indicated in secret instructions to the viceroys of the hereditary Aus
trian lands that it was “appropriate” to place the operation of the so-called 
“minor posts” and their mailboxes “into the hands of such persons whose 
integrity and loyalty would be guaranteed by the police. It is unnecessary 
to point out on the one hand how well such an institution could be used 
for certain reconnaissances, and what exceedingly great caution is de
manded on the other, in order not to go too far in the matter and thus in
fringe too much on the credit of the institution and on civil liberty.”16 

So much for the concept of civil liberty as an absolutist listening device 
designed or disguised as a blessing to humanity with the veneer of conve
nience. So much, too, for a phenomenology that thinks it is possible to 
explain what the media are via experiences of their design (what since 
then is referred to as their “user interfaces”). It is in any case someone else 
who is jubilant. In the case of Stifter, it might well have been his name
sake, Adalbert Zaremba, the head of the Viennese chancery of secret 
codes.17

M A I L  S L O T S :  “  . . .  T O  S A V E  U S  F R O M  V I O L E N T  R E V O L U T I O N ”

Unlike penny postage, the postage stamp, and the mailbox, the counter
part at the output end—the ominous slot everyone has in their door— 
appears for once to have been the actual invention of Rowland Hill. Once
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prepayment had eliminated the post office’s task of collecting revenues, 
and “distribution” had become “its only function,”18 the delivery of let
ters could be mechanized as well—a step that was necessary in order to 
increase its frequency. A topic of major importance for Medienrdson, af
ter all, was the economy of time: “One means of economising the time of 
letter-carriers, which I had contemplated from the first, was to induce the 
public to provide themselves with letter boxes to the doors of their 
houses; and 1 now suggested to the Postmaster-General the expediency of 
addressing a circular on the subject, in his name, to the inhabitants of 
London.”19

While people were converting their doors to the slot design, which was 
intended to make them into purely standardized addresses, Harriet Mar- 
tineau, a successful writer and author of the popular Illustrations of Po
litical Economy, wrote in plaintext to an American friend about the 
meaning and purpose of the project:

Our greatest achievement, of late, has been the obtaining of the penny 
postage. 1 question whether there be now time left for the working of 
beneficent measures to save us from violent revolution; but if there be, none 
will work better than this. It will do more for the circulation of ideas, for the 
fostering of domestic affections, for the humanizing of the mass generally, 
than any other single measure that our national wit can devise.... We are all 
putting our letter-boxes on our hall-doors with great glee, anticipating the 
hearing from brothers and sisters,—a line or two almost every day. The slips 
in the doors are to save the postmen’s time,—the great point being how 
many letters may be delivered within a given time, the postage being paid 
in the price of the envelopes or paper. So all who wish well to the plan are 
having slips in their doors. It is proved that poor people do write, or get 
letters written, wherever a franking privilege exists. When January comes 
round, do give your sympathy to all the poor pastors’ and tradesmen’s and 
artisans’ families, who can at last write to one another as if they were all 
M.P.’s.20

These were words that sealed the fate of postal empires where only aris
tocrats, members of Parliament, and poets had the privilege of circulat
ing masterly discourses, using their names as prepayment.21 Postage 
stamps (which Martineau had in mind only in the preliminary form of 
stamped envelopes) and mail slots transformed every letter writer into an
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M.P., an aristocrat, or a Goethe. It no longer was the timbre of a calling 
that put discourse in circulation, bringing writers to confessions of indi
viduality, but a standard whose stamp inaugurated at a stroke a discur
sive sovereignty, doing so in the name of an anonymous media economy. 
The image of the young Queen Victoria that adorned the first postage 
stamps by the millions did not make her the queen of all discourses cir
culating beneath her portrait, but had the opposite effect—since it de
manded it be continually canceled and struck out. Thus, the London 
press harbored the suspicion that “this untoward disfiguration of the 
royal person has been the studied work of ministerial malevolence and 
jealousy, desirous of rendering the royal benefactress, if possible, as odi
ous as themselves.”22 Uniform postage granted the “franking privilege” 
or discursive sovereignty to all—and to no one alike—so that the nation, 
which was poor and numerous, would not make a revolution, but instead 
write letters and have letters written to it. Harriet Martineau said so with 
unsurpassable clarity.

Postage stamps and mailboxes, which in the hands of the secret police 
had been instruments for luring criminals and enemies of the state into 
the trap of communication during the seventeenth and eighteenth cen
turies, became industrialized England’s supreme counterrevolutionary in
strument in the nineteenth century, an instrument that submitted the un-
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controllable murmuring of the people to the state’s standards of writing. 
The queen carried her head to market for the price of a penny in order to 
ensure that it would not roll [see Figure 4]. The postage stamp prevented 
revolution because it was the revolution. No wonder the slots in doors 
celebrated by Miss Martineau were spurned in other places: in answer to 
the survey that the postmaster general assigned Hill to prepare, the post
master general received an indignant query from the marquis of London
derry asking if the postmaster general seriously thought that he, the mar
quis, would saw a slot into his mahogany door.23 The noble privilege of 
postage shifted from the renowned to the nameless in order to give power 
the ability to control the “chaotic night” that, according to Kliiber, 
presided where no mail—read no postage stamp—existed.24

With the standardization of delivery via the mail slot—as democratic 
as it was counterrevolutionary—the nondiscursive conditions were pro
vided for discursive events such as Kafka’s Letters to Felice. Martineau’s 
expectation to receive a line or two from one of her brothers or sisters al
most every day not only anticipated Kafka’s demands on Felice Bauer 
nearly word for word,25 it also called for the invention of the postcard. 
And such an expectation was itself evoked by nothing other than the con
version of the postal system to a media-rational economy. The economy 
of maximal time utilization, the discourse of which from now on began to 
write itself (with regard to the dispatching of letters) after Rowland Hill’s 
post-office reform, was the historical a priori for love letters that desire 
nothing but “a line or two every day.”

Once postage stamps, mailboxes, mail slots, and systems-integral post
men had come into existence, what enabled the calculation of further 
communication no longer was an individual, a soul, a person, or a sub
ject. Since all such terms are according to Luhmann “nothing more than 
what they effect in communication,”26 we are cognitive operators, now 
that we remain systematically absent in order to effect media-rational 
communication, only to the extent that we are addresses. This means that 
our culture switched over to a new logic of identity at the middle of the 
nineteenth century. Once the name was replaced by an anonymous street 
number—the dissemination of which, according to Benjamin, is a mea
sure of progressive normalization27—and once the body was replaced by 
the counterrevolutionary, democratizing mail slot, identity no longer was
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a question of biographical depth, but of potential addressability. In the fi
nal quarter of the nineteenth century, with the lapse of “the addressee’s 
acknowledgment of receipt” in the delivery of court mandates,28 such ad
dressability ultimately became synonymous with the legal definition of the 
person. We exist in the eyes of the law as long as only one mail slot is to 
be found at the address recorded by power. To withdraw addressability 
or to make access to the slot in the door impossible therefore is a viola
tion of the fundamental laws of human existence. Revealing our existence 
in the form of an address is consequently a matter for the police. So it 
was stated, only ten years after the introduction of the penny post, in an 
article “On the History of the English Postal System”:

Some letters have an address no ordinary mortal could decipher: mysterious 
handwriting, orthography and indication of the residence still more mysteri
ous, apparently destined to conceal the addressee from police investigations 
for a century. Such letters go to the “Blind Letter Office . .. and in no time at 
all the skillful clerk solves the riddle of the Sphinx. Sometimes it costs a few 
drops of noble perspiration, but like a bloodhound with the highest pedigree, 
the letter usually gets its man.29

The meaning is plain to see. Letters are bloodhounds, and bloodhounds, 
of course, are used by the police to track down criminals. Letters sniff out 
the addresses we owe to power, which has taken up residence in the tech
nology of communication, in order to confine us to an identity. The solu
tion to the riddle of the Sphinx, “Man,” is thus the result of police inves
tigations. Formerly a product of letter exchange in the form of education 
for the civil service or for motherhood, in the eyes of Kleist or Brentano, 
a person now became the product of letter exchange in the form of an ar
rest. We post bail for our existence with the payment of addressability: 
we are, insofar as letters can take us into custody. Thus, there is indeed 
“no destination before the arrival.”30 Only at the moment of the letter’s 
delivery is there a destination, an address, our existence. The letter there
fore is not delivered to the address, but the address is delivered by the let
ter; there is no place before its arrival, no identity before the address.

In Goethe’s postal empire, where a transcendental norm—the gender- 
specific “highest calling of the soul”—had governed the writing of letters, 
proof of identity as the interpretation of individuality had been the

i
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grounds for all written communication. Once Mediettrdson and its stan
dards began to govern all letter writing, identity became a function of de
livery. This explains why, according to its own rationale, a text was sub
mitted around 1900 in the form and under the media-rational title of The 
Notebooks and not The Letters of Malte Laurids Brigge: “And I mean to 
write no more letters. What’s the use of telling anyone that I am chang
ing? If I am changing, then surely I am no longer the person I was, and if 
1 am something else than heretofore, then it is clear that I have no ac
quaintances. And to strange people, to people who do not know me, I 
cannot possibly write.”31 The reasons why Brigge writes a diary could not 
be more clearly drawn from communications technology. In the postal 
realm, identity exists as a cognitive operator only in relation to the letter’s 
sampling velocity. Because Rilke defines identity as a function of fre
quency with regard to statements about change, identity exists only under 
the constraints of Shannon’s sampling theorem, which states that identity 
is completely definable as the function of time /(?), provided that the 
number of samples is equal to twice the highest frequency in their band
width: 2TW letters are required, where T is the interval that delineates 
the function in Brigge’s case (i.e., Rilke’s Paris interval, 1902-1903).32 In 
Shannon’s technical language: “If a function f ( t )  contains no frequencies 
higher than W cps, it is completely determined by giving its ordinates at 
a series of points spaced l/zW seconds apart.”33

Provided that one takes Brigge (alias Rilke) at his word when he says 
that 3 weeks in Paris correspond to the same number of years elsewhere, 
the sampling rate that Shannon required is calculable in his case. If the 
frequency of change in Brigge’s identity was once equal to V3 per week, 
here it equals 52, since the same change that previously was spread out 
over 156 weeks now occurs in 3. Thus, according to Shannon’s theory, 
Brigge would have to write a full 104 letters every week in order to be still 
recognizable as Malte Laurids Brigge. In a case such as this, one might 
well prefer to write nothing at all. That Brigge’s letters, had they been 
written, merely would have produced a series of Others and turned ac
quaintances into pure strangers, that the cognitive operators indispensable 
for calculating and imputing correspondence were canceled out, resulted 
from a violation of the sampling theorem. Identity, runs the fundamental 
prerequisite for Brigge’s repudiation of the mail, is a function of time pro-
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duced by the medium—discrete time, in the case of letters, which is the 
master clock frequency for the medium of the postal system.

Letters ceased to be the classical medium for the production and 
recording of subjectivity and its development because the interpretation 
of obscure meanings no longer was decisive proof of identity (as identity 
in change). Such proof was provided instead by the postal materiality of 
identity: its character as an interval. The “time of that other interpreta
tion”34 is a digitized time, an age that has in the meantime dawned inside 
computer circuits and electronic data networks. Below the threshold of a 
certain master clock frequency, the Self becomes Other—or noise. Once 
the mail slot and the time economy it enabled vouched for the identity of 
addresses, a self that was responsible for its own sentences was something 
the communications networks needed to invent so that people would not 
stop writing letters, because people no longer were themselves:

In a network such as the one . . . modern, twentieth-century technology is 
creating via electronic interconnections (telephones, televisions, computers, 
the postal service, etc.), it is necessary to invent or to establish something 
that belongs to the statement that is produced and heard, something to 
which it can be attributed. . . . On principle, someone must be addressable 
as the producer of statements, and on principle someone must serve as the 
statement’s recipient.'5

Since nothing circulates in postal channels unless a self remains identical 
to itself for at least 1/iW seconds (minimal correspondence) and thereby 
guarantees the coherence of its statements, in an act of preventive justice, 
the postal system rules out the insanity defense. Anyone who dissociates at 
a frequency more than half that at which he or she writes and receives let
ters—as Malte Laurids Brigge did, in communications-theoretical terms— 
no longer is a self, but insane. Letters from nonselves such as children or 
the mentally ill, however, amount to nothing more than waste in postal 
channels, and therefore cannot be posted. Every man and every woman 
who deposits a letter in a mailbox concludes a contract with the postal 
system,36 after all, and people who have not completed their seventh year 
of life or are otherwise in a “condition of diseased disruption of mental 
activity”37 are incapable of concluding contracts. Children and other lu
natics thus are “not capable of transferring possession of letters written by
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[them] or of taking (possession) of extrinsic letters.”38 The postal system 
consequently assumed no liability for such dispatches. Everyone who 
mails letters also makes a sworn deposition to power that he or she does 
not suffer from childhood or any other mental illness.

And therefore W.A.S.T.E. exists, pure and simple. That, of course, is 
the acronym for a postal system in Thomas Pynchon’s Crying of Lot 49, 
which sends only the messages of children and the insane, and therefore 
posts the absolutely unpostable. Those who are excluded from the postal 
“there is” await an empire where the world is made up of everything that 
is waste, and they do so per definitionem in silence.39 Because anything 
that cannot be posted does not exist, Tristero’s Empire is history’s precise 
Other. Since the dawning of the media age, people’s ability to preserve the 
memory of themselves for the duration of a sampling interval is techno
genic. The anthropological conditions for the exchange of letters changed 
into historical ones. If in Justi’s day the unity of self-consciousness had 
been transcendental and the possibility of writing letters therefore given a 
priori to man, since Rowland Hill, the knowledge that “man himself must 
first have become calculable, regular, necessary” in order to achieve such 
ends was long overdue.40

E N V E L O P E S

Standardizations bring about chain reactions. In the same way the penny 
standard resulted in the standardization of postal interfaces, mailboxes 
and mail slots in turn induced proposals for the standardization of letters 
themselves in order to bring letter writing up to a standard that corre
sponded to the writers’ permanent connectedness and the increased fre
quency of deliveries. “Every one now uses envelopes,” Captain Basil Hall 
wrote in a letter to Rowland Hill, “which save a world of time; and if you 
were to furnish the means of closing the letter by an adhesive corner a 
still further saving of time would take place.”41 The result, of course, was 
the invention of the adhesive envelope. And once again, mechanized 
mass production followed on the heels of standardization. On December 
15, 1840, Rowland Hill’s brother Edwin invented the legendary enve
lope-folding machine, which later became a sensation at the London 
World Exhibition in 1851.42 The standard envelopes it produced enabled
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still further mechanization of postal channels in the next generation of 
the Hill family: in the 1850*5, Rowland Hill’s son Pearson invented the 
stamping machine.43

But that was not all. Even before he set out to increase and accelerate 
the circulation of textual communication by bringing it up to standard, 
Rowland Hill made sure in the first place that there was a material basis 
for the discursive proliferation expected from penny postage. In 1835, he 
received His Majesty’s Patent No. 6762 for inventing a rotary printing 
press. Louis Robert already had launched the production of continuous 
paper in 1799 using what came to be known in English as a Fourdrinier, 
a machine in which the web of paper is formed on an endless traveling 
wire screen, which Bryan Donkin steadily improved after J80344 and 
which the English papermakers Henry and Sealy Fourdrinier perfected 
in 1847. And in 1811, Friedrich Konig had invented the high-speed 
press, which combined all the stages of work involved in the printing 
process within a single rotary motion.4' What was lacking was a synthe
sis of the two technologies—but only until the day Rowland Hill com
bined the Fourdrinier’s new machine for the production of endless paper 
rolls with a printing technique that involved mounting the typeface on a 
cylinder and so enabled the application of ink without any interruption 
in the press’s rotary movement.46 Hill’s machine simultaneously printed 
eight thousand double-sided and sixteen thousand single-sided sheets of 
newspaper per hour, thus surpassing the production levels of traditional 
high-speed presses ten times over. And newspapers, after all, were not 
the last ones to benefit from Hill’s radical postage reduction five years 
later (which they promoted with appropriate propaganda, for example 
in the Times). The increase in transmission capacity via the penny post 
might have been complemented by an increase in the production capac
ity of the medium for storage. But Hill’s efforts were frustrated by lack 
of access to a government stamp, which every page of printed newspa
per had to bear, according to the wishes of the Inland Revenue Depart
ment at the time. Every single sheet of English newspaper thus had to 
pass through the government Stamp Office, a production route that was 
completely inconsistent with the rotary printing press, which processed 
endless rolls of paper. Hill’s requests for permission to attach the gov
ernment stamp to his machines were left unanswered, and as a result,
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England had to wait another thirty-five years for the introduction of ro
tary printing.47

Had Hill succeeded with his printing press, the only thing missing 
would have been some kind of reading machine, and all of England’s 
written communication would have been completely standardized and 
mechanized, from production right through distribution to reception.



C H A P T E R  T H I R T E E N

Hill/Babbage/Bentham: The Mechanical Alliance of 1827

The model for machines that economize time and discourse as remorse
lessly as the penny post is to be found in disciplinary systems—as we 
have known since Discipline and Punish. Nowhere was this more uncon
ditionally true than in precisely the case of the penny post. Rowland Hill, 
after all—as the member of a family that represented something of a task 
force for radical Utilitarianism in England—had worked at reforming the 
English educational system literally from his childhood on, striving to 
transform schools into disciplinary machines that were constructed on the 
principle of maximal time management.' In the beginning, characteristi
cally enough, there was the reform of the school bell at Hill’s school, 
where his father was principal. The bell was sounded at such irregular in
tervals that the tormented twelve-year-old Rowland did not rest until this 
deficiency in time management was remedied by a clear delegation of re
sponsibility and a reform of the system of punishments.2 Hill eventually 
became principal of the boarding school, and in 1822, he and his brother 
Matthew published their Plans for the Government and Liberal Instruc
tion of Boys in Large Numbers: blueprints for the construction of sur
veillance machinery that produced exhaustive time management as the 
function of a system of power-action feedback.

“Soon after Midsummer,” Hill reported in his diary in 1816, “I estab
lished a Court of Justice in the School. The judge is chosen monthly by 
the boys. The sheriff and the keeper of the records are chosen in the same 
manner, the attorney and solicitor-general are appointed by me. The judge 
appoints the inferior officers, as the clerk and crier of the Court, the con
stables, etc. The jury consists of six boys, chosen by ballot.”’ Two years 
later, the system of self-surveillance was completed with the introduction
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of an elected magistrate: “This officer shall have the appointment of the 
constables, who shall be under his direction. These officers shall consti
tute the police, and their duty shall be the detection, and, in some cases, 
the punishment of crime.... It shall be considered the duty of the magis
trate to examine into every offence, and punish the aggressor as early as 
possible after the offence is committed.”4

“Quis custodiet ipsos custodes?”—one of the “most puzzling of polit
ical questions” according to the testimony of probably the greatest sur
veillance expert of the time5—found its answer in a system where power, 
although nominally given to the leader, actually was produced by an en
tire apparatus in which the watchmen were themselves the watched.6 
There had been similar institutions of microjustice in schools long before 
the Hill brothers, of course. But in their efforts to increase control within 
pedagogical institutions, both Batencourt in the seventeenth century and 
Demia at the beginning of the eighteenth had simply had their students 
replicate the pedagogical macrosystem in its entirety as a microsystem.7 
At Hazelwood and Bruce Castle, by contrast, the Hills mapped a state 
model rather than a pedagogical model onto their schools, thus suggest
ing that the state was itself a gigantic pedagogical machine. But above all, 
the Hills replaced previous systems of punishment with a microeconomy 
in which the general equivalent was time. Every student had a number of 
coupons, of which a certain quantity represented the value of a day off 
from school. Every transgression resulted in the judge sentencing the stu
dents to hand over a certain number of time units, and the sheriff kept 
precise records regarding the status of each student’s individual account.8 
All actions thus could be expressed in time, exchanged with time, and 
transferred into an economy of time capitalization. If not the origin of the 
postage stamp as a historical fact, this was at least the origin of its stan
dardizing and economizing function. The introduction of a standard for 
signifiers was anticipated by the introduction of a standard for time, the 
one-penny postage stamp by the one-minute time stamp. The penny post 
was the result of applying the principle of a disciplinary system to a sys
tem of communication. It was founded—in the not-unbroken tradition of 
Iusti—on a time economy developed and tested in the schools and police 
institutions of the Hills. After Rowland Hill’s time stamp, the time econ
omy was based on debt itself, just as the economy of the postal system
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was based on the debt emerging from the circulation of signifiers after the 
postage stamp. This meant that the general equivalent made possible by 
the circulation of signifiers no longer was the interpretation of the signi
fied, the concept,1' but the postage stamp itself.

The exchange value of symbols, the signified, no longer found expres
sion in the timbre of a calling or a transcendental signified, but instead 
in the characteristic stamp of the postal medium: denominations of 
postal value rather than denominations of value in meaning, standards 
rather than norms. The result was that the process of circulation no 
longer produced individuals and their education, but media systems and 
their empires.

The prototype of the modern English communications system was a 
school, Bruce Castle, which became a “machine” in one of Rowland 
Hill’s metaphors, a machine in which power differentiated time and oc
cupied it completely in order to channel every individual moment to its 
predetermined use: “Indeed the whole machine of school (for such is the 
regularity of our proceedings that the appellation is not misapplied) is 
now become so perfect that we are able to appropriate every minute of 
the day to its respective use; and the bells ring, the classes assemble, break 
up, take their meals 8cc. with such clock-like regularity that it has the ap
pearance almost of magic.”10

A phenomenon as magical as this, of course, did not remain a secret to 
the other machine fanatics in England. It was thus no accident that 
Charles Babbage, constructor of the Difference and Analytical Engines, 
sent both of his sons to Bruce Castle. Rowland Hill became acquainted 
with Babbage on the occasion of his son’s first day at school, and Bab
bage’s biography even surmises that during a parental visit to Bruce Cas
tle he might have given Hill the idea of applying rational principles to the 
postal system—the same principles that led the former to construct a dis
ciplinary machine and the latter a calculating engine." The abstruse 
structure of transport costs had led Babbage to believe that “the costs for 
determining the price of an article must form a portion of its costs in 
every case.” 12 It was no different for the postal system, where the cost of 
assessing the letter’s value contributed to the expense of its conveyance— 
and for that reason, Babbage spoke out in favor of uniform postal rates. 
Moreover, in order to eliminate the letter’s physical as well as its repre-
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sentational relationship to the earth, Babbage came up with a “means for 
transmitting letters enclosed in small cylinders, along wires fixed to poles 
on towers, or on church steeples.”1’ Babbage’s main concern in this—as 
in the construction of his machines—was standardization: from the de
velopment of a technical writing necessary for its construction, which 
Babbage wanted to make standard for all patent writing, to the standard
ization of English production of screws and nuts, to the standard loga
rithmic tables that were to be calculated and printed by the Difference 
Engine. Discipline, according to Foucault, functions “as machinery for 
adding up and capitalizing time,”14 and therefore is itself an adding ma
chine. If so, Babbage’s Difference Engine had given concrete form to the 
metaphor of the school to which he sent his children and was also the me
dium that transferred the principle of time capitalization from the disci
plinary machine to the postal machine. As a metaphor of discipline, the 
calculating engine could become the tertium comparationis of the school 
and the postal system.

But Babbage, the constructor of the first Universal Calculating Engine, 
was not the only one to hardwire his plans to those of Rowland Hill in 
1827. Jeremy Bentham, the constructor of the first Universal Disciplinary 
Engine, also paid a personal visit to Hill’s school at Bruce Castle that year. 
In 1822, Rowland Hill had sent a copy of his Plans for Government to 
Bentham, who read it with such enthusiasm that he tossed all of his own 
plans for school reform out the window.14 Such enthusiasm is hardly a 
cause for surprise: after all. Hill’s school machine realized all the basic 
principles of the panoptic machine, which sought to establish an uninter
rupted state of surveillance produced by those who were being watched 
themselves. Both machines manufactured time that was completely occu
pied by power—that “marvellous machine,”16 the Panopticon, created a 
permanent state of visibility, just as the magic of Bruce Castle created a 
time continuum, neither of which allowed a single minute to escape the 
clockwork of power.

If Bentham had not died in 1832, undoubtedly he would have greeted 
the penny post with a new level of enthusiasm. The solidarity between the 
Panopticon and the penny post existed not so much at the level of power 
production, after all, but was more a matter of the rationality of power 
that underlay both. This rationality, this fundamental characteristic, per-
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haps the most decisive thing about panopticism in general, consisted of 
the ability to separate the machine’s “political technology” from its spe
cific use.17 A groundbreaking transformation in the technology of power 
had occurred: functionalization. The penny post and the Panopticon were 
technologies consisting entirely of relationships between factors that were 
utterly interchangeable. The Panopticon was a diagram, a universal and 
“abstract machine.”18

To say all in one word, it will be found applicable, I think, without excep
tion, to all establishments whatsoever. . . . No matter how different, or even 
opposite the purpose: whether it be that of punishing the incorrigible, guard

ing the insane, reforming the vicious, confining the suspected, employing the 

idle, maintaining the helpless, curing the sick, instructing the willing in any 
branch of industry, or training the rising race in the path of education

The active intentions of power, and therefore the social classes of bodies 
entered into the panoptic machine, were randomly interchangeable, that 
is, variables in a functional calculus. The penny post functionalized its re
cipients the same way the Panopticon did: it made no difference who was 
entered at the other side of the mailbox or mail slot. The network ex
trapolated from its nodes; the system was closed with regard to the data 
or content it processed. And as if the penny post actually was a Panopti
con that integrated the most diverse bio-political functions, each member 
of the Hill family who had once held a post in systems specializing in dis
cipline switched over to a job within the postal system. Thus, for exam
ple, Rowland Hill’s brother Frederic, who became an inspector of prisons 
in 1835, moved on to the Post Office in 1851.20

The radically democratic character of both the Panopticon and the 
penny post lay in abstraction or universality. In the fabric of power, 
everyone was interchangeable, and with regard to the functioning of 
power, all were equal. For that reason and that reason alone, nobles such 
as the marquis of Londonderry resisted slots in their mahogany doors— 
not to mention the power of penny postage to mobilize the masses. Peo
ple sent letters by penny post, Harriet Martineau wrote, as if they were 
one of the ones in power—and for the simple reason that even the latter 
were still in power only “as if” they were. The Panopticon was applica
ble to every kind of bio-politics, Bentham wrote, whether it be education.
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healing, production, or punishment. Contents and applications were pro
grams that ran (or would run) on machines like the Panopticon, the 
penny post, or the Analytical Engine (the computer’s precursor) only be
cause such machines were blind to them. Programs for the Analytical En
gine, Ada Lovelace wrote, could compute every type of process involving 
relative change between two or more random elements.21 That the ma
chine or power became abstract, Deleuze has said, merely meant that it 
became programmable. But power itself became machinelike in the pro
cess. The rationality of power—functionality or universality—requires 
the prior standardization of the data it processes—via postage stamps or 
punch cards, it makes no difference. And it formed a mechanical alliance 
among the machines of Bentham, Hill, and Babbage, which processed 
numbers, discourse, and bodies in accordance with the same economic 
principles. Disciplinary machine, postal machine, adding machine: after 
their interconnection was established, bodies, discourses, and numbers 
were one and the same with regard to the technology of power: data, and 
as such, contingent.
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Mail in 1855: A Misuse of Love Letters

The invention of the postage stamp already implied its export across the 
borders of the land and the empire of Great Britain. What eliminated bor
ders as far as the postal system was concerned, or at least made them 
anachronistic, could not very well be confined within such boundaries it
self. In places where the democratization of discourse via postage stamps 
had not “protected” the so-called “good people” from “violent revolu
tion,” as it had in Harriet Martineau’s England, a revolution was at times 
precisely what was needed in order to introduce that democratization (or 
postage stamp). So it was in France, where the July Monarchy’s aversion 
to all forms of tax reduction (and postage was seen as a tax) thus far had 
succeeded in preventing a reforme postale. Owing to such resistance, 
postal reform likewise was set in motion with equal success after the Feb
ruary Revolution: Etienne Arago, the head of postal administration, and 
Saint-Priest, the French Rowland Hill, both pushed for state discursive 
regulation in the form of tax reduction and the timbre post. Given the po
litical function Harriet Martineau ascribed to the penny post, it hardly is 
surprising that the Cavaignac government considered the “humanization 
of the masses”1 by mail such an urgent matter after the July Insurrection 
that it was prepared to carry out postal reform even at the expense of the 
elimination of the salt tax—a sacred cow in all French revolutions.2 Only 
the envelope, the mass production of which had resulted from postal re
form in England, would remain unknown to the French. When several 
liberals attempted to set the maximum weight for the minimum postage 
at 10 instead of only 7.5 grams, Goudchaux advanced the paradoxical ar
gument that a higher maximum would benefit only the wealthy. Heavier 
letters, that is, were merely the result of using envelopes, “a new and
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thoroughly aristocratic fashion.”3 On August 24, 1848, the National As
sembly passed a resolution in favor of introducing a penny post along the 
lines of the British model: a uniform rate of twenty centimes and obliga
tory prepayment, that is, postage stamps.

In the German lands, where the state was more prone to making revo
lutions than the people, the postage stamp became a condition for realiz
ing the German-Austrian Postal Union.

But a tiny postal district beat all European and non-European states to 
the punch in importing Hill’s innovation: the Canton of Zurich, the home 
of Gottfried Keller. It was here that a misuse of love letters4 commenced 
in 1843, which was to reach Berlin seven years later, at the same time as 
Keller. The malaise that Keller was forced to witness as it spread to Berlin 
between 1850 and 1855 and that produced a certain Viktor Storteler 
might have borne the name of Rowland Hill on two counts, were it not 
for the fact that the media, unlike literature, are fundamentally anony
mous. What scandalized Keller was a literary machine that ran the same 
way as Hill’s postal machine, that is, for no reason. Or at least not for a 
transcendental reason, which is what turned writers into renowned au
thors—like Keller—who were the true sons of their symbolic fathers, 
“Goethe and Tieck.”s Viggi, by contrast, wished to join the ranks of the 
hack writers’ army engaged in a different sort of literature, the style and 
content of which were not translations from the mouth of Mother Na
ture, at whose altars Goethe and Tieck once had made their sacrifices, but 
instead were dictated by the output velocity of the new rotary presses, 
which it had once been Rowland Hill’s job to maximize.

Such presses, Benjamin wrote, changed the structure of literary pro
duction near the end of the first third of the century. “Through the feuil- 
leton, belles lettres gained access to a market in the daily newspapers.”6 
On these “thousands of gray pages,”7 as Keller described the products of 
the rotary press, a literature emerged that was written not by unmistak
able, individual authors, but by hack writers who were as randomly inter
changeable as their pseudonyms. Hack writers produced standard litera
ture for a medium so large in capacity, due to its speed of reproduction, 
that it ruled out the author’s irreplaceability, which had made a Goethe 
out of Goethe, from the start. Not for nothing had Goethe’s publisher, 
Georg Joachim Goschen, been of the opinion as early as 1804 that “one
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could perhaps print much, but never anything good” on Friedrich Konig’s 
high-speed press.8 The secret of production for the writer-subjects of the 
rotary press was not individuality and personality, but simply the tech
nologies that showed how even more words could be made from words 
and nothing but words: nothing good, that is, in the sense of Classicism.

“Kunibert vom Meere” copies his lectures out of a book stolen from 
the library; “George d’Esan” translates the feuilletons of French newspa
pers into German. Keller certainly left no doubt about what constituted 
authorship: possession of copyrights to the speeches or texts one circu
lated.9 But standard texts have no originator; they spring from the source
less drift of words and never leave it. And because what words already 
had said was long since forgotten in this continuously branching mail, 
hack writers simply made only words about the making of words itself. 
In other words: they made modern literature. “I had nothing to write 
about except writing itself, so to speak. When I dipped the pen in the ink 
I wrote about this ink.”10 Keller denounced the very autoreferentiality 
that literary theory now sees as the characteristic feature of modern liter
ature; he incriminated the folly of a doubling that allowed writing to 
make itself its own subject matter—a folly Flaubert wanted to see sub
sume literature itself at the end of Bouvard et Pecuchet: the copying of 
books, all books, including the book Bouvard et Pecuchet. The catalogue 
of all the catalogues that do not contain themselves.... It was with this 
paradox, Foucault wrote, that modern literature began."

Once Viggi sets about making his wife, Gritli, the muse of his literary 
production, everything proceeds like a caricature of the correspondence 
between Kleist and Wilhelmine von Zenge, which indeed itself was only a 
caricature of Romantic correspondence distorted to the point that it be
came recognizable. Flere, no differently than for Kleist or Brentano, a 
reading program stands at the outset of letter writing. But instead of in
cluding Wallenstein (for the former) or Goethe’s poems (for the latter), 
Viggi’s program contains nothing hut titles like Spring Letters from a 
Lonely Woman12—books that at best might induce pleasure in a woman 
reader, the same sort of pleasure that had spread like an epidemic called 
“feminine reading addiction” in the eighteenth century, but that certainly 
could not establish an acquaintance with her inner person. Books that af
fect the body rather than effecting education are works of the devil: “For
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the devil had got into her husband and he presented her with every bit of 
boring and heartless affectation and pseudo-aesthetic rubbish he could 
lay hands on.”13 As though he were quoting from Kleist’s letters to Zenge, 
Viggi gives lectures on the usefulness of observing Nature and advises his 
wife, again no differently than Kleist had advised his fiancee, to “note 
down similar observations and then show him what she had written.”14

Yet the function for which Viktor Storteler tries to train his wife is not 
that of a reader, but of a discursive clerk. The purpose of the postal mad
ness Viggi unleashes is not to enlighten Gritli as to her “highest duty,” as 
the transcendental source of language and consequently of individuals, 
but instead to entice her into a simple lust for making words, as befits her 
foil in the text, Katter Ambach, who “liked [nothing] better than writing 
letters.”15 If Gritli’s duty nevertheless catches up with her at the end of the 
novel, when she gives true love (and for Keller, too, especially for him, 
this meant motherly love), then Keller was responsible, and not Viggi. 
The latter’s postal machine skips over the very condition that made it pos
sible for Romantic correspondence to function as the logistics of the 
poet’s dream and the education of mothers: the condition that women 
could not make literature, but only intimate confessions. Viggi treats a 
woman’s words not as translations of Nature, bur as what they are: 
words. He takes for granted what Fichte had disproved in his Science of 
Rights: that clear and publishable texts could be produced on both sides 
of the gender divide. Instead of translating the meaning of her (or Wil
helm’s) words for his wife and feeding them back to her (and then pub
lishing the translation, as Schlegel did), Viggi wants to make a facsimile 
of Gritli’s letters on the spot.16 This amounted to nothing less than equat
ing the intimate handwriting of letters with the typeset characters of a 
book. The difference that had allowed knowledge of women’s letters and 
diaries to qualify its owners as psychologists and poets in 1800 thus 
might have been erased. Unlike Gritli, who translates Wilhelm’s belletris- 
tic art into authentic love, Viggi treats all letters like postcards: they are 
addressed to a public audience from the start, always already are under
way, are public, and are not in need of interpretation.

Once women no longer were excluded from writing that enjoyed the 
status of printed text, the discursive order that once had been the order 
of gender began to wobble; once love letters were misused as postcards,
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gender differences melted away. In her function as relay between the two 
men, Gritli writes “like a court clerk”;1’ that is, she writes as only men 
had written up until then. The position she accepts or invents in the com
munications system is a job that one day would be reserved as a career 
for women. Copying manuscripts, opening and connecting discursive 
channels, would be the role of countless women typists and operators in 
1900. This future had gotten underway even before the first publication 
of the Misused Love Letters: in 1863, the first woman telegraph operator 
had been appointed in Baden on personal orders from Grand Duchess 
Luise."1 The technical media of transmission opened up jobs for women 
at the nodes and switchboards of discourse, rather than relegating them 
to its source (like letters) or to the site of its reception (like books). When 
Gritli “twists the sex,”19 she assumes a role in the discourse that previ
ously had been reserved for the secretaries of the spirit. As the first oper
ator in the history of literature, Gritli transfers the text of letters into a 
mode that already heralded the power of this discursive function under 
the conditions of future reproduction technologies. After all, it is only by 
processing their original handwriting into waste that the two men receive 
delivery of their ephemeral existence from circulation (the one as author, 
the other as lover). The original, the authentic handwritten text, already 
is wastepaper by the time the stamp is purchased—its disappearance was 
the condition under which literary production could operate.

But Gritli was not the only one to effect the suspension of gender dif
ference in literature: this is equally true of her author-husband, who plans 
to publish their correspondence under a title that dissolves the names of a 
man and a women into a single, genderless being: “Kurtalwino.”20 And 
the same was true of Keller himself, who, in admitting the possibility of 
hommo-sexual correspondents and the misuse of love letters, also had to 
admit the fact that “in the psyche, there is nothing by which the subject 
may situate himself as a male or female being.”21 Except for the hand
writing and signature, there is nothing about the letters or their content 
that could identify the gender of their authors. Discriminations of bodies 
and gender were the discriminations of a discursive order that created lit
erature by means of postal feedback between the handwriting of women 
readers and the poet’s printed text. The suspension of such discrimination 
thus produced hermaphrodites. The author and women’s rights advocate
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Fanny Lewald and the author Adolf Wilhelm Stahr, who provided the 
models for Katchen Ambach and Viktor Storteler and who had inspired 
Keller to write the novella in the first place, were a single “bisexual ink 
animal” in Keller’s eyes.22 The Age of Goethe came to an end with the dis
tribution of all discursive functions of the postal system to both sexes, 
which could be explained only with the help of theories on infantile sex
uality.23 The novella, however, went one step further. In the relation of 
sexuality to truth, it broached the subject of the postal margins of the her
maphroditic turn, albeit belatedly.

These margins inscribed the wayward drift of words, which was liter
ature and pleasure to Viggi and Katter, with an economy that admittedly 
did not produce any works of literature, but did produce a market for lit
erature in the daily press. “He [Viggi] was already having difficulty pay
ing the postage on all the meaningless letters, the printed or lithographed 
circulars, manifestoes, and prospectuses that daily flew hither and thither 
and were worth less than nothing. He sighed as he cut off the postage 
stamps from the ever shorter strip, while the solid, profitable, and stamped 
business letters grew fewer and fewer.”24

By penny post and in no other way was the feuilleton-novel finally able 
to arrive in villages like Seldwyla. That dispatches could flit back and 
forth on a daily basis was not merely an effect of the postage stamp—to 
be more precise: it was an effect of prepayment. It also was the condition 
necessary for the dissemination of daily newspapers and their feuilletons 
beyond the city limits of the metropolis. Letters that circulated through 
the channels of the postal system and at its frequency thus were devoid of 
content—at least as far as individuality and intimacy were concerned. 
Such letters were subjected to a standard that was not established with re
gard to them at all, but rather with an eye to modern technologies of re
production. At bottom, the postage stamp and rotary press were utterly 
in unison, not only in a historical sense—take Hill’s biography for exam
ple, which proceeds from the invention of the rotary press to the inven
tion of the postage stamp—but also in a direct sense. The use of pre
stamped envelopes, which initially was earmarked by Rowland Hill as a 
means of prepayment and which later found its unlettered version in the 
postage stamp, was first proposed for the dispatch of newspapers by 
Charles Knight.25 Knight was the publisher and editor of Penny Maga-
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zine, the journal of the Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge, to 
which both Rowland Hill and Charles Babbage belonged. Keller’s men
tion of lithography therefore was anything but coincidental: it marked the 
achievement of an “essentially new stage”26 in the technology of repro
duction. Invented by the Munich actor and author Alois Senefelder in 
1798,27 lithography allowed graphics “to illustrate everyday life”28—be
cause it was the first medium that could keep up not only with the 
presses, but also (as Benjamin forgot) with the frequency of penny post 
delivery.

Postage stamps treat all letters as potential printed matter. In the sys
tem of a postal system that would not and could not exist without 
stamps, letters circulate only under the historical a priori of technical 
replicability. The standard to which all handwriting and intimacies are 
subjected is the distribution of printed matter. Viggi’s idea of making fac
similes of his and Gritli’s letters simply obeys the postal system’s com
mand: it merely recognizes letters as what they always were capable of 
being after Rowland Hill. And love letters that could be addressed to 
everyone are indeed “worth less than nothing.” But once there are 
stamps, the very existence of which implies media of reproduction, it 
seems that sending love letters by mail is possible only at the price of their 
misuse.

Because letters still could be posted only on the a priori historical con
dition of their misuse, they did not serve for the construction of subject 
matter in either psychology or pedagogy. They ceased to exist as media 
technologies of the soul or the individual. As a result, however, it no 
longer was possible to ignore the implications for literature, which had 
made itself the mouthpiece for psychiatry and pedagogy. One possible re
sponse was to stop talking about love, as Kafka did, in order to talk about 
the postal system. Another was to issue a repudiation of the postal system 
and letters, as Keller did, and to prescribe a program of rehabilitation in 
the bosom of Nature for pedagogues like Wilhelm, who had become en
tangled in the simulacra of the post. Such a program cleansed and refined 
them for true love, the authenticity of which was proven not by the text 
of letters, but by the symbols of a genealogy revealed and concealed by 
the earth itself (the Celtic grave). But literature could not speak of such 
love. After all: “Love is a postal system. If it were not for the distances
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and accesses, the routes and relays, the disruptions and connections, the 
divisions and channels—we would know nothing of love.”29 The postal 
system’s entry into the age of media rationality, its formation into a closed 
system of communication that processes information using standards pre
scribed by the technical media of reproduction, puts an end to an epoch 
of literature in which the postal system was not yet a misuse of love let
ters and literature was still a scientia sexualis. Keller himself put an end to 
this end in his novella, even if it was an improbable one: in 1874, when 
the Misused Love Letters were published in part 2 of the People ofSeld- 
wyla, everything spoke against the eventuality that the love letters Viktor 
Storteler and Katter Ambach “had rewritten” should “long since [have] 
vanished into oblivion,”30 according to the end of the novella. After all, 
the World Postal Union had only just been founded in Bern.
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The World Postal System, or The End of the World

The good fortune of an omnipresent neighborhood, which Viennese mail
boxes presented to Stifter in 1844, owed its existence to a Medienrason 
that—as Keller’s novella illustrates—emphasized precisely the closed na
ture of information systems with regard to a discursive function such as 
authorship, which is at odds with standardization per definitionem. Thus, 
developing the logic of neighborhood was not left up to poets like Stifter, 
but was assigned instead to mathematicians—and paranoiacs. In 1852, 
nine years after the postage stamp had begun to infiltrate the European 
states and to establish an international communications system, two Lon
don mathematics students presented Augustus DeMorgan with a prob
lem: was it possible to demonstrate as either true or false the proposition 
that the countries on every political map could be shaded in only four col
ors such that all neighboring countries had a different color.1 Once the 
letter had become universally addressable by “attaching a stamp,” the 
size, shape, location, economy, and climate of any given country were 
completely irrelevant in cartographic terms, and the couleur of any given 
state was merely a mathematical property. “No longer does any political, 
physical, cultural, economic, or linguistic boundary obstruct the route of 
such a letter in the channels of the World Postal Service.”2

There was as yet no World Postal Union when DeMorgan confronted 
the Four Color Problem in 1852, but there was a German-Austrian Postal 
Union, which had been founded on April 6, 1850, as the first international 
postal district to eliminate all the territorial definitions and boundaries of 
individual postal administrations within its jurisdiction. “All state territo
ries . . . belonging to the German-Austrian Postal Union shall . .. repre
sent an undivided postal district in matters pertaining to the mail.”3 Arti-
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cle 10 of the treaty mandated the erection of a homogeneous space for the 
flow of information, and Article 18 named the means for accomplishing 
it: “For exchange correspondence inside Union states, prepayment shall 
take place on principle, and collection shall occur via postage stamps as 
soon as feasible.”4 “As soon as feasible” meant seven months later in the 
case of Prussia—that is, when the first Prussian postage stamps were is
sued on November 15, 1850, after the postal administration already had 
been directed to manufacture and sell stamps “by means of which the 
prepayment of letters may be effected as provided under the terms of the 
tariff by affixing them to the letter” on December 21, 1849.5 After the 
prepaid stamp utterly had banished differences in distance from the face 
of the earth (and thus the earth itself from union territory), the postal sys
tems for each of the seventeen member states could select the shortest 
route inside union territory. And above all: “The collection of special 
transit postage from correspondents shall cease for all correspondence ... 
transported within union territory.”6

It was not the Taxis and their Goethe who established the empire as 
Kliiber had dreamed of it, a region without transit postage, but Rowland 
Hill and his postage stamp. That empire would not be known as the Holy 
Roman Empire or German Poetry, but as the German-Austrian Postal 
Union, or the World Postal Union. And because its neighborhoods elimi
nated the world as a space of distances in terms of both communications 
technology and cartography, the condition for the empire’s possibility was 
situated beyond The Individual. The demonstration that every single one 
of its neighborhoods could be produced with the aid of a four-color stan
dard was not provided by DeMorgan and his successors, after all, but by 
a computer in 1976.7 Showing remarkable historical clairvoyance, the 
American postal system in turn celebrated this demonstration with a spe
cial stamp that conjoined the medium of the message (“Four Colors Suf
fice”) with the message of the medium in a moment of sheer autoreferen- 
riality |see Figure 5].

The homogenization of space in terms of media economy and semiotic 
technology obeyed the commands of another spatial revolution in trans
port technology—at least in the case of the German-Austrian Postal 
Union. Such was explicitly the matter at hand in the “written proposi
tion” with which Austrian Court Chamber President von Kliibeck and
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FOUR COLORS 

SUFFICE
f i g u r e  5. U.S. postal system as an example of autoreferentiality.

Prussian Postmaster General von Schraper made the first drive toward a 
mutual postal union. “The establishment of extensive railway connections 
cutting across state frontiers,” Kliibeck and Schraper wrote to the several 
German postal administrations, “will give a completely different structure 
to international transportation in the immediate future. There will ensue 
the urgent necessity to select the shortest route for the transport of corre
spondence.”8 Because railways—and telegraphy, one would need to add— 
must have produced uniform space from the very beginning, the postal 
system had no choice but to bring the legal regulations and norms of sym
bol processing up to the standards of these technologies. At a conference 
in Dresden to which Kliibeck and Schraper had invited representatives of 
the German postal administrations in 1848, such plans were frustrated in 
a remarkable manner by the fact that intelligence regarding “the postal 
norms and institutions existing in the German states”—that is, the endless 
differentiations of rates, laws, and units—quite simply was unavailable.9 
Consequently, in a second attempt at postal union in 1849, Prussian Min
ister of Commerce von der Heydt had to connect in series the homoge
nization of space and the standardization of weights and measures. Arti
cles 6 and 7 prescribed the geographical mile (7420.438 meters = x/i 5 of 
an equatorial degree) as the exclusive standard for measuring distance and 
the customs pound (500 French grams) for measuring weight.10

With the founding of the German-Austrian Postal Union, the realiza
tion of Kliiber’s dream appeared fleetingly on the horizon of history: a 
postal empire that was to have the former states of the Rhenish League as 
its nucleus and a communications technology answering to the name of 
Thurn and Taxis. As early as 1842, after all, Austria had introduced a 
postal rate that was so uniform one might almost have called it “En
glish.” And on the basis of that uniform postage, postal treaties were con
cluded the same year with Bavaria, Baden, and Saxony, and the following
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year with Thurn and Taxis, thus bringing Austria together with southern 
and central Germany in a uniform system.11 And yet: neither Austria as a 
European power worthy of the name nor Thurn and Taxis survived the 
end of the postal union that emerged from the confluence of these efforts. 
No history leads from the German-Austrian Postal Union to the World 
Postal Union—as historical scholarship would like to have it—but in
stead there is a rupture, or a war. Before a postal privy councilor by the 
name of Stephan could make history with the inauguration of the World 
Postal Union, which was founded at the Assembly House of the Estates in 
Bern on October 9, 1874, another history had to be put to an end.

Immediately following the outbreak of war in 1866, Heinrich Stephan 
presented a memorandum to the Prussian General Post Office calling for 
the elimination of the Thurn and Taxis Post. Such proposals, of course, 
had found a welcome ear in that office for centuries. On July 17, 1866, 
Stephan therefore already had authorization to march into Frankfurt am 
Main with the Prussian troops, where he summarily confiscated the Taxis 
postal administration on behalf of the Prussian government.12 A declara
tion was extorted from the members of the General Postal Administration 
stating that they were prepared, “without impinging on the oath of ser
vice we have sworn to H[is) H|ighness] the Prince of Thurn and Taxis, to 
comply unhesitatingly with the regulations of the R[oyal| Prjussian] Ad
ministration under the prevailing conditions, and to refrain from anything 
that could be detrimental to the interests of the [R]oyal Pr[ussianj Gov
ernment.”13 In protest, the princely General Post Director Baron von 
Scheie suspended the performance of his official duties, and Stephan sev
ered the connection between the princely General Post Administration 
and His Serene Highness in Regensburg.14 “It is the postal Koniggratz 
that is being fought here, and I am at once both commander in chief and 
a fighting soldier!” Stephan wrote to his wife on September 20, 1866.15 
Prince Maximilian Karl von Thurn und Taxis signed a formal capitulation 
in Berlin on January 28, 1867: in return for a settlement of merely three 
million talers (Taxis had demanded ten million), all of his postal rights 
were transferred to the Prussian state on July 1, 1867, along with all ac
cessories in mobile and stationary property, inventory, and so on. Thus, 
the former postal empire had been wiped off the map once and for all,16 
and thus, too, its own dream of a world postal empire had gone up in
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smoke. Yet in 1841—more or less directly in response to English postal 
reform—Taxis Postal Secretary Johann von Herrfeldt already had at
tempted to lay the “Foundations for a World Postal Union”—as his mem
orandum was entitled.17

Finally, when the war of 1870-71 broke the resistance even of France, 
which had feared for its revenues from transit commerce, nothing more 
stood in the way of realizing the plans for a world postal system that 
Stephan already had formulated in a “Memorandum on the General 
Postal Congress” of 1868.18 On July 1, 1875, the Treaty for the Founda
tion of a General Postal Union went into effect, thus transforming the Eu
ropean states, Russia, Egypt, Turkey, and the United States into a “single 
postal district”—according to Article i19—within which all political 
boundaries completely vanished with regard to the postal exchange of let
ters. Nietzsche was thus off by only a week when he wrote to his sister on 
July 8, 1875: “Today is the day the postal treaty of all nations goes into 
effect. With the same stamp 1 devote to you today, I could reach America, 
Spain, Asiatic Russia, etc.”20 With the same stamp, but only with a stamp. 
The fungibility of all conceivable nations, after all, was an effect of Arti
cle 6 of the treaty: “The postage of dispatches can be effected only by 
means of the postage stamps valid in the country of origin.”21

In the years that followed, the elimination of the world (and removal of 
its distances) continued at a frantic pace, as the hegemony of the World 
Postal Union grew in size. During the first two years, such expansion was 
carried out under the banner of network hookups for the colonial empires. 
The admission of British India and the French colonies occurred in 1876. 
In j 877, the British and Spanish colonies, the Dutch Fast and West Indies, 
Dutch Guyana, and the Portuguese and Danish colonies joined, as did Ja
pan, Brazil, and Persia.22 A topology of the margin, in which the center of 
the empires was at once the point where all its margins intersected, a topol
ogy in which all points could be reached by the same postage stamp, trans
formed the conception of the exotic, which, due to the time-consuming 
travel and inaddressable remoteness involved, usually had been defined as 
a Utopia. Geographical spaces became jumbled subsets of postal space. 
“Natives of Southwest Africa adorned with orange-colored robes and rid
ing on oxen and dromedaries,” one lecturer told an audience at the Society 
for Geographical Studies and Colonies (of all places):
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f i g u r e  6 .  Ocean p e n n y  postage.

are the representatives of the German transport and express mail; khaki-clad 
Ascaris and half-Arabs are the swift foot messengers in East Africa, who pass 
through swamps and lagoons to cover fifty miles a day. Thus, even when he 
has become estranged from all other manifestations of culture, and even 
when all the other elements of connection fail, the German colonist finds a 
piece of world mail, and in it a courier of the homeland greeted with joy.23

In the World Postal Union, the homeland was sublated. “To make home 
everywhere and all nations neighbors” had been the goal promoted on 
the envelopes of an Anglo-American society as early as 1850.24 Founded 
by the Connecticut philanthropist Elihu Burritt in 1847, the League of 
Universal Brotherhood had given itself the mission of providing America 
and the entire world with ocean penny postage, which was to be a gift to 
every homesick European emigrant |see Figure 6). Transatlantic and 
transpacific penny postage would create a homeland of global dimen
sions, thus making homesickness impossible once and for all.25 As the 
plan was realized, however, its pure-hearted benevolence increasingly re
vealed the distinctive features of imperialism. The Colonial Penny Postage
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Association was brought to life as early as 1853, and in addition to Bur- 
ritt, its members included Sir John Lubbock and Baron de Rothschild. Yet 
the empire’s emergence from the one-penny stamp did not become an ac
tual event until 1898. After decades of effort on the part of Henniker 
Heaton, an Australian emigrant who had returned to England to become 
the “Marconi of hearts,”26 the first Imperial Postal Conference passed a 
resolution in 1898 calling for the introduction of imperial penny post
age.27 Burritt’s dream of a ubiquitous homeland thus found a home in the 
British Empire. Lord Salisbury got to the point of the matter when he de
scribed Heaton as a “supporter of mine, who is engaged in sticking the 
Empire together with a penny stamp.”28

Nor did Burritt’s “Ocean Penny Postage Campaign” remain entirely 
without consequences elsewhere. In i86z, the American postmaster gen
eral, Montgomery Blair, appointed himself the spokesman of Universal 
Brotherhood and initiated the first international postal congress, which 
took place the following year in Paris and was remarkable for two rea
sons. The first is its recommendation for the introduction of the metric 
system in the calculation of distances and the gram as the unit for mea
suring weight. The second is the name of one of the two British delegates: 
Frederic Hill.29 In 1878, at the second World Postal Congress (again in 
Paris), Elihu Burritt and his league finally were cured of their homesick
ness, only a year before Burritt’s death: the member states of the World 
Postal Union resolved to introduce worldwide uniform postage at a rate 
of twenty-five centimes for letters. “Distance thus had ceased to be con
sidered a factor in the collection of postage for letter conveyance the 
world over.”30

In the symbolic world—as the discourse of Universal Brotherhood il
lustrates—global uniform postage anticipated an effect that would be 
produced in the world of bodies, according to Virilio, only with the su
personic vectors of airplanes and long-range ballistic weapons: the devel
opment of an “artificial topological universe: the direct encounter of 
every surface of the globe.”31 Once the mailbox had created a ubiquitous 
neighborhood of contact, the World Postal Union made “all nations 
neighbors,” or, in Virilio’s words, effected “the juxtaposition of every lo
cality, all matter.”'1 Since the inception of the World Postal Union, the 
end of the world is everywhere. Not merely in the sense that the distances
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separating one place from another had become anachronistic,33 hut also in 
that the world’s margins had moved into the immediate vicinity of a 
neighborhood everywhere: “The offing was barred by a black bank of 
clouds, and the tranquil waterway leading to the utmost ends of the earth 
flowed somber under an overcast sky—seemed to lead into the heart of an 
immense darkness.”3'1 The limes that drew the line between the ecumeni
cal and its barbaric exterior ran through the hearts of both empires and 
people. The Thames flowed into the Congo (the Belgian colony with that 
name joined the World Postal Union in t 866). And because books are let
ters in time, history itself fell within the territory of the World Postal 
Union. Conrad’s novel thus could begin with a nineteen-hundred-year 
flashback that addressed the British Empire itself at—and as—“the very 
end of the world, a sea the colour of lead, a sky the colour of smoke.”35 

Yet the literary techniques of mail and flashbacks corresponded to em
pirical media of transmission. Thanks to the International Telegraph 
Union or the World Postal Union, the evil present in distant colonies like 
India or Australia could strike terror into people’s hearts in the metropo
lis. And these media thus made detective stories possible, stories in which 
the murderers (who always already have gotten away) exist only postally 
and the detective solves the case by comparing postmarks and the times 
required for the arrival of letters, or by studying the Lloyd’s registers and 
the routes of ocean liners. The detective’s name is Sherlock Holmes and 
one such story, which has practically nothing but absentee characters, is 
called “The Five Orange Pips.”

“One day,” the only other person present in the story besides Holmes 
and Watson reports, before fate closes his mouth, too, for all time and the 
story goes on to thematize discursive margins, “—it was March 1883—a 
letter with a foreign stamp lay upon the table in front of the colonel’s 
plate. It was not a common thing for him to receive letters, for his bills 
were all paid in ready money, and he had no friends of any sort. ‘From 
India!’ said he as he took it up, ‘Pondicherry postmark. What can this 
be?’”36 The contents of the letter consist of the colonial wares of the 
story’s title, which—counted and weighed—become the writing on the 
wall for an Englishman who once followed the Thames into the heart of 
a darkness that in this case bears the name “Florida.” It is as though Bur
ritt’s Universal Brotherhood were giving lie to its own name. A universal
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brotherhood known as the Ku Klux Klan is sending threatening letters to 
Merry Old England, letters in which the threat of murder emanates from 
their standard format. The orange pips take on a deadly sense only with 
the delivery of postal margins—envelope, stamp, address, return address. 
Such marginalia itself presupposes the discursive system of the World 
Postal Union (or rather, India’s admission to it seven years before the nar
rated incident). The effect is that the time for action—or for living— 
available to recipients of the pips is determined entirely by the difference 
between the speed of the letter and that of the murderers following be
hind. The conveyance time of the renowned “Indian Overland Post” from 
Calcutta via Ceylon, Bombay, Brindisi, Bologna, Turin, Mont Cenis, Ma
con, Paris, and Calais to London37 is the measure of narrated time. The 
senders’ identity thus is ascertained by correlating the marginal dates that 
the discursive system of the world postal service had stamped onto the 
letters with the dates that the murderers’ personal transportation had left 
behind in the registers of Lloyd’s (the availability of which in turn de
pended on Lloyd’s telegraphic network).38 And because identity is nothing 
but the quality of being the destination of dispatches, in Holmes’ case, the 
media of research and the media of prosecution coincide: post and tele- 
p.i.iph. Once the international transport media had become the content of 
tin- international communications media (in order to confirm once more 
Mi l uhan’s axiom that the content of a medium always is another me
dium), ^ the police knew the whereabouts even of nomads and—due to 
tin lime advantage that the post and telegraph have over travel—could 
aitest them, as well (and the nomads could escape such arrest only by 
1111 ins—the quite terminal means—of a shipwreck).

I lie World Postal Union transformed the concept of post itself: once 
idoh.il, uniform postage had obliterated the difference between homeland 
iiud foreign lands in the letter’s form of being, the word “post” was es- 
-1 iiliully an abstraction from the various material carriers by which in- 
lm 111.111011 was sent on the earth. All means of transportation, no matter 
u liiii kind—whether dromedaries, khaki-clad Ascanis, Trans-Siberian or 
1 1 111 ml Pacific Railways, carrier pigeons, or steamships—always would 
hill within the concept of “post.” As the technical media themselves fi
l l . illy were integrated slowly but surely into the postal system—in Ger- 
m.my, completely, less so in other states—“post” became synonymous
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with the concept of a General Medium of Transmission. On January i, 
1876, only half a year after the world postal system was launched into 
operation, telegraphy was placed under postal jurisdiction in the German 
Empire.40 The concept “post” was further expanded to include the tele
phone in 1892 and finally even radio in i9o8.41

It was thus only a matter of consequence when, in the year that the 
World Postal Union was founded, Heinrich Stephan informed the Berlin 
Scientific Association that the maneuverable airship would become the 
vehicle of postal transportation in the future—once political boundaries 
and geographical distances had ceased to exist as far as the calculation of 
communication was concerned. The space homogenized by the standard
ization of global communications traffic found its mirror image in the 
“desolate and empty” expanses of an “ocean of air”42—the terrain of the 
world postal system would be the tohu wabohu prior to the beginning of 
Creation. Departure for the prehistoric end of the world: it would, Virilio 
wrote, “indisputably come with the generation of vehicles that eliminate 
the space of the human race.”4’ Stephan himself called the propulsion 
principle of these “vehicles” by its rightful name: “the generation of for
ward motion from the repulsion of rockets.”44 Stephan’s description of 
the airship merely brought Kleist’s Project for a Cannonball Postal System 
up to date with the latest standards in the technology of artillery 
weapons. And there it finally would be realized in the opening pages of 
Thomas Pynchon’s magnificent novel. Gravity’s Rainbow, when Captain 
Geoffrey (“Pirate”) Prentice catches sight of a German Vz’s condensation 
stream over London one world-war morning, and a voice on the tele
phone informs him shortly afterward that “there’s a message addressed to 
him, waiting at Greenwich. ‘It came over in a rather delightful way,’ the 
voice high-pitched and sullen, ‘none of my friends are that clever. All my 
mail arrives by post. Do come and collect it, won’t you Prentice.’ Receiver 
hits cradle a violent whack, connection breaks, and now Pirate knows 
where this morning’s rocket landed, and why there was no explosion. In
coming mail, indeed.”45
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The Postcard

In the relatively short span of time between the introduction of the penny 
post in England by Rowland Hill in 1840 and the founding of the World 
Postal Union in Bern in 1874, during which the modern postal system 
came into being, nothing less than an entire discursive space was, if not 
destroyed, then at least deconstructed. Within this space, written dis
courses had circulated insofar as they were translations from the Mother’s 
mouth, metaphors of The Individual, which continually received Truth at 
the other end of the postal channel and thus were confined within the or
bit of an endless task of interpretation: a space in which discourse could 
be posted because it existed in the mode of recourse to a transcendental 
origin. Interpretability, the mode of being for translation, paid the postage 
for the communicability of such metaphors. The World Postal Union, by 
contrast, founded discursivity not on the ineluctable precondition of tran
scendental meaning, but on standards that always preceded the possibil
ity of meaning (prepayment). It closed the circuit of the postal system, 
producing a communications system of planetary dimensions, the estab
lishment of which coincided with the end of the world—insofar as the 
“world” is the concept underlying a psychologically teleologicized uni
verse. The World Postal Union thus deprived the private letter, which was 
the medium of a discourse rooted in the ineluctability of The Individual, 
Nature, Meaning, and so on, of its “metaphysical foundations” (founda
tions that turn out to be anything but metaphysical, however, as soon as 
they are traced back to the real, historically specific rules and practices 
that constituted the apparatus for their formation and transformation).

The form in which the World Postal Union deconstructed the letter 
was the postcard, which thematized the letter by making it dysfunctional.
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The postcard spread the news everywhere that subjectivity, as a product 
of the letter’s confidentiality, had been addressed to a public audience, 
and it did so precisely for the reason that it lacked the confidentiality of 
the letter. The symbols conveyed by the postcard recall an origin not in 
the voice of intimacy, but in printed matter. The postcard is “a letter to 
the extent that nothing of it remains that is, or that holds,”1 or that could 
gain entry to the archives of the “will to truth”—a letter that is litter.2 
And, as Derrida noted, the postcard “destines the letter to its ruin”3—an 
observation that describes with utmost precision the role planned for it at 
its inception. Heinrich Stephan’s memorandum on a “post page”—the 
founding document of the postcard, in a manner of speaking—was dis
tributed to the participants of the fifth conference of the German-Austrian 
Postal Union in Karlsruhe on November 30, 1865. In it, Stephan con
jured up the postcard as a means for overcoming the two-thousand-year 
history of a medium whose final manifestation was the enclosed letter:

The letter’s form has, like many other human institutions, undergone many a 
transformation over the course of time. In antiquity, wax tablets containing 
its text were bound by rings. The letter was thus, so to speak, a book. Then 
came the form of the scroll, which lasted into the Middle Ages. This in turn 
made way for the more convenient form of folding, or the envelope. . . . The 
material was influential in this: the tablet, parchment, paper. . . . The present 
form of the letter does not provide sufficient simplicity and brevity for a 
substantial number of communiques. Not simplicity, because selecting and 
folding sheets of stationery, using envelopes and adhesives, attaching stamps, 
etc. result in inconvenience; and not brevity, because once a regular letter is 
written, custom demands that one not limit himself to the bare facts.4

The Brief, German for “letter,” in terms of etymology no longer legiti
mately can be called “brief.” The classical ideal of epistolary style, brevi- 
tas,s spelled the doom of the letter itself. This was so because style no 
longer was a matter of the individual for Stephan, as it had been in Buf- 
fon’s time, but instead a matter of a media economy. The postal privy 
councilor’s media theory implied a rhetoric of materiality. Consequently, 
a strategy aimed at reforming style—in which the ideal was frankly the 
telegram6—had to undertake the task of transforming the materiality of 
the letter itself. After all, it seems that the traditional epistolary dispositio 
and its five parrs had been inscribed so ineradicably into the Western soul
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that no amount of pedagogy could relieve the affliction. A cure could be 
effected only by means of a surgical operation that sliced the “digressions 
(that) afflict both sender and recipient” from the letter and so from the 
soul as well.7 Stationery’s reduction to an exposed, one-sided card in nine 
by fourteen centimeter format (which was introduced in Germany in 
1873 and would become the worldwide standard in 1878)" delivered the 
people from the history of epistolography because it left nothing of the 
epistolary dispositio intact except for the petitio and the minimized salu- 
tatio and conclusio in the form of the address and return address.

The operation Stephan performed with the postal objectification of the 
soul was not a painless one. The most agonizing part undoubtedly was 
the incision that sacrificed the confidentiality of the letter by removing the 
envelope. In fact, the elimination of the legal-postal construct of individ
uality initially led to Stephan’s failure: the exhibitionism that the postcard 
was to practice did not in any way escape Stephan’s superior. General 
Postal Director Philipsborn. In 1865, Philipsborn thus rejected its intro
duction due to the “indecent form of communication on exposed post 
pages.”9 The nudity of communication, as Philipsborn recognized, would 
be nothing but the communication of nudity. And indeed: why else had 
stationery been folded and sealed or concealed in an envelope in the first 
place, if not to tease the discourse of sexuality from the soul, thus giving 
rise to its confessions of intimacy—the procedure by which the Western 
individual had to achieve legitimation in the modern period? Because the 
material conditions for the confidentiality of the letter had been sites for 
the production of sexuality, the postcard was synonymous with the exhi
bition of that sexuality. The postcard was scandalous because on behalf 
of the economy of information exchange it rejected an intimate mode of 
speech that had been capable of teasing true confessions from the soul. 
Among other things, after all, truth was also the result of the limitations 
on access to the discourse.10

The power of the institutions that had governed knowledge of the hu
man soul and its sexual secrets in the nineteenth century was based on a 
monopoly on advance information. And because of this, the discourse of 
the postcard, which in principle was addressed to everyone, appeared to 
be immoral (even if no one actually read it, it was still a “communication 
legible for everyone”)." Philipsborn’s condemnation therefore was a be-
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lated effect of the postal system of 1800. Because the sexualization of 
souls had been a logic of address (see Kleist, see Brentano), the postcard, 
legible for everyone, brought about the desexualization of these souls. 
And this was precisely what constituted its immorality. The postcard, 
which is a publication, in Joyce’s perceptive eyes,12 dismantled the differ
ence between an obscure, feminine discourse—that is. Nature itself—that 
was addressed exclusively to the civil servants of the spirit and a clear, 
masculine discourse that spoke the truth, insofar as it was a translation of 
the first discourse, and was addressed to the world as literature or philos
ophy. The texts of postcards thus were inaccessible to a hermeneutics of 
the soul: they were “open and radically unintelligible.”13

Stephan’s proposal of 1865 could be summarized as follows: as a 
postal technique, the soul no longer was up to the standards of a modern 
(which is not to say “postmodern”) postal system. The reservations about 
the postcard thus hardly come as a surprise: people were very fond of the 
spiritual welfare that folded stationery and envelopes assured them. In his 
memorandum, Stephan himself had counted on an “initial shyness [of the 
public] with regard to public communication,” which would have to be 
overcome.14 And in fact, after the introduction of “correspondence cards” 
in the territory of the North German League, the Imperial Post Office in
deed received requests that postcards be provided with adhesive flaps.13

While the days of modesty were numbered, but not yet over in Bis 
marck’s League, the telegrammatic reform of epistolary style—which 
Stephan had conjured up only per attalogiam—was taken quite literally 
in Vienna. “Because the flowery language, inscriptions, assurances of the 
most undivided esteem, etc. that are at once unavoidable in a letter are re
pulsive,” Emanuel Herrmann (it probably was no accident that he was .1 
professor at the Military Academy in Vienna-Neustadt) made an appeal 
in the Neuen Freien Presse for the acceptance of “cards in the format of 
a normal envelope” as mail, provided that “they contain no more than 
twenty words, including the address and the signature of the sender.”"' 
“With this postcard,” Herrmann wrote, “we would create a kind of 
postal telegram, which, with the exception of the speed of its dispatch, 
would share nearly all the advantages of telegrams. . . . one could limit 
oneself to unavoidably necessary expressions, as has long been the custom 
in telegrams. We would soon possess a special language of telegram let
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ters, which could compete boldly with that of Tacitus.”17 In contrast to 
the situation in Germany, the demand for discursive abbreviation, or the 
renaissance of the classical Latin brevitas, thus found a receptive audience 
in Austria. On October 1, 1869, the “correspondence card” was intro
duced there (although without the limitation to twenty words Herrmann 
requested) by Department Councilor Baron von Kolbensteiner, who later 
became director of the General Post and Telegraph in the Austrian postal 
administration and, incidentally, also had participated in the Karlsruhe 
conference of 1865.18

In Germany, by contrast, the postcard did not see the light of day in 
the world of media until Bismarck had performed his services as midwife. 
Philipsborn, who had tried unsuccessfully beforehand to prevent a meet
ing between Stephan and Bismarck, retired in May 1870—Bismarck al
ready had proposed Stephan to the king as the new director of the Gen
eral Post.19 Now nothing stood in the way of introducing the “indecent 
form of communication on exposed post pages.” Correspondence cards 
were officially accepted as mail by a general decree of the chancellor on 
July 1,1870. (In practice, they had been allowed since June 18.) Once the 
denuding of the discursive sphere of intimacy not only had been achieved 
but actually was enjoying tremendous success20—after the “initial shy
ness of the public” had been surmounted—the only hope remaining for 
the salvation of humanity’s spiritual welfare was to transfer the action of 
folding (after its material disappearance) to the symbolic realm. Where 
the area protected by the confidentiality of letters left off, the domain of 
intelligence agencies began.

For discourse, postcards represented enemy territory. Thus, the “art of 
secret writing” prescribed for the military and diplomats in such situations 
found its “application on imperial postcards” in 1875. Ave-Lallemant, a 
police officer and author of the renowned History of German Knavery, 
wrote that the number of postcards used would “still increase tremen
dously if postcards, by their nature and properties, did not lack the confi
dentiality of the letter, upon which the use and usefulness of the mail is 
principally founded.”21 The readers of the illustrated family magazine Der 
Hausfreund (and it was probably not entirely an accident that it was pre
cisely these readers) then learned that this “drawback” easily could be 
remedied “by the use of a simple cipher script.”22 A demonstration was
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furnished with, of all texts, the “Traveler’s Night Song,” in which friends 
of Der Hausfreund were supposed to practice deciphering subjectivity:

lvsvh rbbvd xzfwvbd 
zik hly
zd rbbvd nzfwvbd 
ifflvhvik ul 
arlc vzdvd yrlty
uzv mevxvbvzd itynvzxvd zc nrbuv 
nrhkv dlh srbuv 
hlyvik ul rlty.23

This is cipher as plaintext. After all, it hardly could be made more clear 
that Goethe’s empire was not of Stephan’s world. What was meant as the 
salvation of humanity’s spiritual welfare merely confirmed its irretrievable 
loss once more. And it did so for the simple reason that statement opera
tions performed within a formation of statements established by the his
torical a priori of the media cannot in turn renege on that formation; re
vision itself was subject to that a priori and perpetuated its effects. The 
echo of an original voice, its tone and breath—unregulated by any me
ter—disappeared beneath a simple exchange of written characters, mark
ing the point of no return for the salvation of souls after the fashion of 
nature poetry in the year 1780. Thus, the events that were postcards and 
the World Postal Union within the realm of discourse crossed out and sur
passed the intentions of the soul-guarding policeman. And it hardly seems 
accidental that Ave-Lallemant stumbled onto this particular poem, which 
celebrated the invention of the motherly voice as the secret of subjectivity 
like no other.24 Ave-Lallemant’s “cipher script” was supposed to “pre
serve the confidentiality and peace of family life,”25 and thus, in its appli
cation to the “Traveler’s Night Song,” did not preserve just any secret, but 
the secret of family life itself. By citing the psychogenic lullaby of the 
Mother, the proposal for saving the soul by means of cryptography cited 
the origin of the soul itself—and in the same stroke placed that origin be
yond reach in the past perfect of history. The intimacy of linguistic com
panionship prior to all articulation that the Mother’s voice had endowed 
melted away in the heat of an intimacy endowed by the code manipula
tions of intelligence services. The secret of the latter did not lie beyond the 
text, but on this side.
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The task of salvaging meaning on imperial postcards thus was as
signed not to the discipline of hermeneutics, but to a cryptoanalysis born 
in war. According to Ave-Lallemant’s account, the “enciphered letters of 
spies” that fell into his hands during the German-Danish War had deliv
ered the model for intimacy on postcards.26 As a means for making the 
postcard’s message the consoling promise that the silencing of speech 
would be a peaceful rest, the application of military cryptography thus 
was among the spiritual duties of a ministry that meanwhile had seen the 
strategic military value of lullabies. In its application on postcards, the 
“Traveler’s Night Song” was psychological warfare and nothing else.

On July 1, 1870, Stephan introduced the postcard in Germany. The 
French declaration of war ensued on July 15, and by July 24, Stephan had 
mobilized a field postal system and turned it into an instrument for real
izing his plans for a new mass medium: “Since almost everyone remaining 
behind had a friend or relative with whom he or she corresponded among 
the troops going off to war, the field-service postcard made its way into 
every segment of the population and thus made propaganda for ordinary 
correspondence cards as well.”27 So that the war might initiate a modern
ization drive in the discursive practices of the masses, Stephan had his 
“field-post correspondence card” distributed to the troops free of charge 
[see Figure 7].28 Henceforth, the postcard proved to be a “invaluable 
means” for achieving the homeland’s omnipresence and for bearing the 
consolation of the motherly voice—as the ultimate definition of the home
land—to the farthest front. By December 1870 alone, ten million field-ser
vice postcards had been mailed,29 defending the souls of the German 
armies’ soldiers, souls whose military value was beyond question—as far 
as its influence on fighting morale was concerned. Consequently, the true 
calling of the field post assigned by Stephan referred to the same “breath” 
that sustained the “Traveler’s Night Song”: “It [the field post] is the voice 
with which the individual soldier speaks to his loved ones at home.”30 Be
ginning in 1870-71, it was on the battlefields of war that Elihu Burritt’s 
programmatic demand achieved fulfillment: “to make home everywhere.”

And once the Franco-Prussian War had helped to bring about the post
card’s mass-media breakthrough, not only in Germany, but | Figure 7] in 
occupied France as well (the first French postcards were put in circulation 
by Rosshirt, the “Administrator of Posts in the occupied French territo-
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ries”),31 the founding of the World Postal Union was practically unavoid
able. Because it constituted the quintessence of the modern postal stan
dard, the postcard implied the elimination of the world. It was the virus 
of the world postal system: it forced old postal districts to adopt the 
norms of the world post and thus to succumb themselves.

The postcard was the first information carrier of the postal system to 
be conceived on the basis of a standard format from the outset. Stephan’s 
memorandum of 1865 already had foreseen postage that was valid “re
gardless of distance”;32 the stamp was to be printed on the card, and a 
standard format and address ensued with its introduction. “Such a post 
page,” Stephan wrote, “will now be conveyed by the postal system free of 
charge, since the postage was paid with the form’s purchase . .. Nothing 
is paid for the form itself.”33 In principle, the postcard was therefore 
nothing but a stamp that could be written on; it reduced the materiality 
of communication to its bare economy. It was a stamp that paid postage 
for nothing but itself—the stamp’s self-postage. The message of a me
dium with a materiality consisting of self-reference to its own standards 
thus was the discursive system of that medium itself. Boundless testimony 
for this fact was given by postcards that bore an address identical to the 
return address and thus annulled the distance they factually crossed. Such 
a postcard, for example, was mailed in Chemnitz on May Z4, 1878; the 
first of its six addresses sent it to Alexandria, and from there it went on to 
Singapore, then to Yokohama, then farther on to San Francisco and New 
York, and from there to its sixth address, which was at once its return ad
dress: a certain Ludwig Ploss in Chemnitz (see Figure 8).34

The “round-the-world postcard,” which anticipated the “empty orbit
ing of the world” that according to Virilio travelers were to experience in 
the age of jet airplanes,35 celebrated the elimination of the world because 
the distance it effectively had covered in circling the globe added up to ex
actly zero. But it was precisely this and nothing else that made the round- 
the-world postcard a “witness to the performance capacity of the world 
postal service.”36 The postcard’s message was the World Postal Union.37 
In accordance with a resolution passed at the World Postal Congress in 
1878, all postcards on earth continued for decades afterward to bear the 
impression union  postale  universelle .38

Every conceivable caption on a postcard thus could be only a postscript
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to this message. According to Derrida, Joyce’s Ulysses transformed the 
universe of the ancient Odyssey into the very same union: “a whole game 
of postcards perhaps suggests the hypothesis that the geography of trajec
tories around the Mediterranean Sea in Ulysses might well have the struc
ture of a postcard or the design of a map that traces postal messages.”39

When a medium with a message of self-reference to its own discursive 
system emerged, the letter was sent to its ruin. The postcard is the final 
misuse of love letters. And this is above all due to the fact that its origin 
was not the psychogenic voice preceding all letters as a transcendental re
quirement, but printed matter. In 1865, Stephan’s plan to unleash the post
card on the world of media had fallen through, but the dispatch of exposed 
printed cards—the so-called “advisements”—in fact already had been per
mitted in the Prussian postal district since June.40 Two years later, the Gen
eral Post Office issued a regulation on the subject, ruling that the dispatch 
of exposed cards at the reduced rates for printed matter was inadmissible 
in those cases “when the cards contain any additions or alterations of con
tent after printed completion, with the exception of place, date, signature, 
etc. Check marks at the margin for the purpose of directing the reader’s at
tention to a particular place, however, shall be permitted."4'

This minimal exception to the general ban on handwritten postcards 
gave two Leipzig book dealers, Friedlein and Pardubitz, a brilliant idea: 
they drafted a “Universal Correspondence Card,” the reverse side of 
which was printed with twenty-eight sequentially numbered questions 
and statements [see Figure 9].42 Every single one of these cards, which 
were indeed truly “universal,” thus represented a consummate occasion 
register. The purpose of this register, however, was not to give guidance in 
writing, as had been the case for the Baroque artes dictaminis, but to 
make writing unnecessary. Opposites such as the receipt of a document 
and its absence, arrival and departure, birth and death came together on 
the card as it is possible to do only in language. The universal postcard re
ferred to a given fact of life only on the condition of its contingency: 
things might just as well have been different. In a discursive order such as 
this one, where things were expressed by placing legally permissible 
“check marks” by the appropriate number, congratulating someone on a 
wedding meant no more than not sending “condolences on a sorrowful
occasion.



(Orl a. Dtiam ) - , ____

1 Melde(n\ dw. Reiaender Herr--------------------------------------
binnen Kurzem bei Ihnen eintreffen wird.

2. Zeige an, daaa ich binnen Kurzem bei Ihnen zur Einpfangnahme
fhrer Ordres eintreffen werde.

3. Danke(n) fflr giitigat ertheilten Auftrag, Ihnen deaaen beate
Auafuhrung veraichernd.

4. Melde(n). daaa Ihre gef. Beatellnng anagefuhrt, bente anf ge-
wilnschten Wege abgeaandt wurde.

6. Ersuche(n) nm get Einaendong dee entfallenden Betragea roittelat 
Postanweiaung.

6. Haben Sie meine (unsere) Sendnng vom vorgeatrigen Tage erhalten?
7. Melde(n), daaa ich (wir) bis heute ohne Nachricht von Ihnen

geblieben bin (sind).
8. Bitte(n) ariederholt um Antwort in der bewusaten Angelegenhcit.
9. Melde(n), daaa daa Gewunachte nicht mehr an haben Oder ver-

kanft ist.
10. Melde, daaa ich morgen von bier abzureisen gedenke.
11. Melde, daaa ich bis nach Eintreffen weiterer Nachricht von

Ihnen hier bleiben werde.
12. Bitte(n) um Deberaendnng des angezeigten Prospectus, Probe,

Muster Oder dergL
13. Bitte(n) nm nahere Analcunft in der betr.- Angelegenheit.
14. Bedauere(n) nicht anf gemachte Offerte oder Vorachlag eingehen

zu konnen.
15. Bestatige(n) den Empfang d. letzten Schreibens oder Sendung.
16. Meldefn), daaa auafllhrliche Antwort baldmoglichst erfolgen soil.
17. Bedaurefn) Ihnen melden zu mussen, daaa die betr. Stelle beeetat iat.
18. Zeige an, daaa die gewunachte Sache besorgt iat.
19. Theile, mit daaa sioh Allea hier wohl befindet.
20. Zeige an. daaa ich jetzt wohne wie untenstehend angegeben.
21. Melde, daaa ich heute gliicklich hier angekommen bin.
22. Melde, daaa ich von meiner Seise wieder zuruckgekehrt bin.
23. Brings mich ihnen in empfehlende Erinnerung.
24. Gratulire zu dem atattgefundenen frohen Ereigniaa.
25. Gratulire zum Jahreswechael, (GeburtatagX
26. Condolire zu dem betrubenden Ereigniaa, und veraichere herzliche

Theilnahme.
27. Wegen Beaug und Benutzung. der U. C. K. wollen Sie die betr.

Stellen der Vorderseite gef. beachten und aich behnfs Beatellnng 
an Unteneichneten wenden.

28. Bitte(n) um Zuaendung von 100 Stuck TJ. C. E. gegen Nach-
nahme dee Betraga von 15 Sgr. durch Postvorschuaa.

(B*l rraakotlSMadiBC Cm B>ln|« la roatmarkui falgt rimako-KzpadlUoa.)

Hint a. Adrtw j 
du AbMadcra. j

figure 9. Friedlein-Pardubitz “Universal Correspondence Card.
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Total entropy governed the speech acts possible in the technology of 
postcards, that is, the possibilities for transforming the “printed postcard 
into a genuine correspondence card.”4’ The only information a “check 
mark” provided was that every other number had been equally probable. 
When what you say means only that you are not saying something else, 
then you are not saying very much. Which says nothing against the fact 
that no human speech meant anything more. In a story by Borges, a pro
vincial governor, poet, astronomer, and chess player sets out to write a 
novel: instead of deciding on one of the various possibilities for the plot’s 
development, he simply plays out all of them at the same time.44 Every 
chapter of this Garden of the Forking Paths is a Universal Correspon
dence Card with check marks by all the numbers.

Yet the General Post Office initially refused to allow anything to be 
said on postcards at all. On the grounds that check marks would “endow 
printed matter with the character of a letter,”45 it simply prohibited liter
ature all together. After all, literature had not functioned in any other way 
in 1800: as a printed text that every single feminine reader was allowed 
and supposed to hallucinate as a letter personally addressed to her.

Yet despite such obstacles, the Friedlein-Pardubitz Universal Corre
spondence Card came to be the prototype for the “Whizz Bang” or 
“Quick Firer,” the British Field Service Post Cards that were sent off by 
the millions during the First World War.46 Form A.2042 reduced the en
tropy of war as a source of information almost to zero |see Figure 10]. 
The field-service postcard established a prestabilized order of salvation 
for the world in which sickness was possible only as a prelude to recov
ery, wounds only on condition of their treatment, and there was only one 
place you could go: home. “Where are we going?” a Romanticism home
sick for its Mother had asked, only to answer, as if the destinies of people 
were determined by a transcendental Field Service Post Card: “Home, all 
the time.”47 In 1914, Romantic optimism certainly no longer was tran
scendental, but rather was an effect of the first communication to be 
mechanized by preprinted forms. The standardization of the utterable via 
postcards was simply the only economic form possible for discourse un
der the conditions of a battle of materiel. Even the normal field-post let
ters contained nothing but an endless litany of optimistic stereotypes. And 
how could it have been otherwise: when asked why he had not wanted to
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NO I t Il\G is to Ik; written on this side except the date and 
signature of the sender. Sentences not required may lie erased. 
If anything else is added the post card st ill lie destroyed.

I am quite well.

I have lieen admitted into hospital

{sick 1 and am going on well,
wounded/ and hope to lie discharged soon.

I am lieing sent down to the base.

I have received your
[letter dated ______________
Jtelegram ” _______________
parcel ”_________________

Letters follows at first opportunity.

I have received no letter from you 
/lately

I for a long time.

Signature'!
only. / 

Date _____

figure  to. British Field Service Post Card (“Whizz Bang” or “Quick Hirer").

tell the people at home what the war was really like, Robert (oaves re 
sponded: “You couldn’t: you can’t communicate noise.”48 Once the world 
became noise, the absolute grounds (or groundlessness) of information, 
everything that was utterable, became a postcard text: referenceless.

The flood of field-service postcards during the war of 1870-71 and the 
flood of their civilian successors in the founding years of the German I'm 
pirc did not make the I riedlein-Pardubitz. Universal Correspondence
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Card obsolete, but instead brought to full fruition the possibilities inher
ent in the principle of printed matter’s conversion into private matters. 
Paper manufacturers produced printed cards for every situation that 
might conceivably require a private letter, cards that could be trans
formed into personal greetings by filling in the blanks. For example:

Have_____ most heartfelt congratulations on the celebration of ________
birthday tomorrow! Birthdays are milestones on the road of life! May it be
granted to _____ that ______be able to look back on many, many more of the
same in a spirit of gladness. Where would _______ rather linger in spirit than
with _____ ? _____ wish for ______ with heart and soul that the kind heavens
grant all _____ wishes the fulfillment that _______ noble heart so fully deserves.
Spend the day in untroubled joy and think of _______ loyally devoted ______.49

The occasion register no longer was represented by a single card—as it 
had been with Friedlein-Pardubitz and its military adaptations—but in
stead by an entire postcard repository containing appropriate cards for 
every occasion, which once had been only a number to be checkmarked. 
With the advent of this postcard repository, the age of technological 
replicability had dawned for the repository of ideas of 1800.

In the form of preprinted postcards, Kleist’s poet’s dream finally came 
to fruition. The postcard repository, after all, contained not only greeting 
cards, but also “idyllic descriptions of the natural beauty that the traveler 
enjoys ‘.. . meters above sea level.’”50 For ten pfennigs, anyone could be
come a Kleist in 1880. Postcards put descriptions of nature in circulation 
that gained pseudoreference only by the insertion of geographical names 
and specifications, exactly as Kleist had inserted the signifiers “Rhine,” 
“Main,” or “Elbe” into one and the same description of a river valley as 
the occasion required. These handwritten reproductions, which had sim
ulated the productions of “the most exuberant fantasy” in the years 1800 
and 1801, merely were substitutes for the World Postal Union and its me
dia yet to come. “Swift as an arrow, the_______ flows on from______ in
a straight line, as though its goal already were in view and it must in 
no way be detained, impatiently set on its course. But a vine-planted hill,
the_____, steps into its path and curbs its onward flow,” and so on.51

Such was the straightforward text of a postcard that had had the status 
of printed matter from the outset. The printed postcard “deconstructed” 
Kleist’s postal “training for the authorial profession” by inverting the dis-
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cursive strategy of Romantic correspondence. While Kleist’s letters to Wil- 
helmine von Zenge had attained the status of printed matter ten years be
fore it became a separate category of postal material (and then only in 
Bavaria)52 by passing through a postal chain of translations from the 
Mother’s mouth, the postcard took the opposite historical route: starting 
out as printed matter, it gradually conquered the domain of the hand
written text in order finally to become a phenomenon of the voice as the 
medium of the homeland. The printed postcard turned Kleist’s letter in
side out like a glove: the latter’s objectivity—the handwritten text’s global 
status as printed matter—was the former’s subjectivity. Its “idyllic de
scriptions of natural beauty” were standard texts, just like Kleist’s de
scriptions of the Rhine valley. Kleist’s letters to Zenge defined Romantic 
authorship as the absence of a World Postal Union. And therefore they 
reappeared as postcards after 1874.

That today standard descriptions of nature are rare to say the least is, 
of course, due to something everyone knows: they were replaced by the 
mass-produced commodities of a particular media technology that the 
nineteenth century brought forth and that brought about the end of the 
Gutenberg Galaxy in the channels of the postal system: photography. In 
1879, the royal Bavarian court photographer Alphons Adolph invented a 
photographic picture postcard that was reproducible in print.5’ In addition 
to standard postage, standard format, and standard text, there now was a 
standard picture, as well. With the advent of the picture postcard, visual 
memories departed from the human soul, only to await people thereafter 
on the routes of the World Postal Union. The picture postcard opened up 
the territory of the World Postal Union as an immense space of forgetting, 
the object of which was the world itself. As early as 1859, photography’s 
merciless triumph over the world had been celebrated by the Boston au
thor and doctor Oliver Wendell Holmes, who radically proclaimed its au
thority in matters of stereophotography by equating the mental eradica
tion of the world with the physical. Once the usefulness of things had 
passed on to photographic images, things themselves could disappear:

Form will he separate from substance in the future. In fact, the substance 
in visible objects is no longer of much use, unless it serves as a pattern 
for creating form. Just give us a few negatives of a noteworthy object 
photographed from various perspectives—we need nothing more. Then tear
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the object down or light it on fire, if you want to. We might have to forego 
some luxury perhaps, since the color is lacking, but form and light and 
shadows are the most important thing, and even color can be added and 
will possibly be fetched from nature by and by.M

The annihilation of things was the photographer’s living and his service. 
That the mass medium of the picture postcard had taken the place of 
memory and experience was clearly recognized in 1898 by a German pho
tographer who praised it as a new source of revenue for his colleagues in 
an article in the professional journal Das Atelier des Photographen: “We 
have struggled to offer the public photographs that are truly beautiful, 
and indeed we have come so far that there are presently a large number 
of people who prefer, in place of several large folios rendering a few of 
the town’s main features, to buy an entire series of these postcards, which 
they do not plan to send, but to include in their album as their own, de
sirable memories.”55

If personal memories turned into picture postcards, they did so because 
the postal epoch of human communication, which had allowed literature 
to function as a letter and letters to function as literature, had been fol
lowed by a postal epoch of phantom communication via the industrial 
mass production of printed matter. This epochal caesura was something 
a telegraph battalion lieutenant had to learn about from personal experi
ence in 1901. In May and in civilian clothes, he had set out with a young 
lady for a bicycle ride to Werder, where he had his picture taken, lady and 
bicycle included. His bad luck started when the photographer added his 
keepsake photo to a collection of pictures he sold to a dealer. The latter 
was so taken by the lieutenant, lady, and bicycle that he delivered ten 
thousand copies of the picture to the Wertheim department store in 
Berlin. Thereafter, not a day went by when the pitiable lieutenant was not 
haunted by the visitations of his keepsake picture in dozens of copies.56 
Since Henry Fox Talbot invented the negative, original and private visual 
memories always have been reproductions and thus might potentially 
flood the boulevards in massive quantities. At the same time, Kleist’s case 
reveals that the originality of memory, as it was vouched for and glorified 
by literature in the cult of authorship, already had been a reproduction, 
even in the original. The originality of difference or repetition thus be
came an event in media history long before Derrida. That history left be-
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hind traces in which the destinies of media can be read and in which the 
end of history always was on the way: Heinrich von Stephan’s postcard 
addressed to Heinrich von Kleist.

Once memories circulated as picture postcards that could be sent any
place on the globe for ten pfennigs, traveling itself became unnecessary. 
Agencies such as the International Picture Postcard Bureau in Weimar 
(where Wilhelm Meister’s educational travels apparently had been en
tirely forgotten) could assume that burden. Around 1900, that office hired 
a world traveler “who is beginning a trip around the world planned to 
last 4-6 months, on which he will send artistically made postcards with 
views of the mailing location from 40 of the most interesting points in the 
world to submitted addresses. The price is set at 10 marks for the entire 
series.”57

At the moment that travel became obsolete in the age of the World 
Postal Union, writing lost its monopoly on the exchange of information. 
Text had been degraded to the form of a universal inscription of the 
world that continued to exist only in the form of free-floating visual 
memory in the channels of the postal system. The text on picture post
cards took over the precise function that supplementary handwriting had 
performed in Kleist’s letters or on printed postcards it provided the photo 
with a pseudoreference. Only the caption that no postcard lacked (ini
tially it appeared only on the front, later on the back as well) gave the 
photo its meaning.58

The claim to possession of memories made with the help of picture 
postcards was correspondingly uncertain. Because possession had to be 
demonstrated with the inscription of an address or return address, and 
since picture postcards were anything but legitimate legal identification, 
identity itself was fundamentally threatened by the bona fides of those 
who wished to link it to a personal history. The sailor W. B. Murphy— 
whose profession traditionally had a bad reputation with respect to cred
ibility—provides evidence of this with the shipwreck he suffers in the 
opinion of Leopold Bloom. Murphy tries to prove his story about canni
bals in Peru with an eyewitness account using, of all things, a picture 
postcard showing—according to the caption—Indians in Bolivia: “Mr. 
Bloom, without evincing surprise, unostentatiously turned over the card 
to peruse the partially obliterated address and postmark. It ran as follows:
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Tarjeta Postal. Sehor A. Boudin, Galeria Becche, Santiago, Chile. There 
was no message evidently, as he took particular notice.”59 Consequently, 
it is not only the discrepancy between the story’s Peru and the picture’s 
Bolivia, but also that between the sailor’s name and the “fictitious ad
dressee of the missive which made [Bloom] nourish some suspicions of 
our friend’s bona fides.”60 Bloom’s method of securing evidence disen
gages the place pictured on the card from the story and identity of its 
owner and thus appears to be the photographic negative of Sherlock 
Holmes’s detective work in “The Five Orange Pips,” which reconstructed 
a history from the relationships between place, sender, and recipient. 
“One never knows who belongs to whom, what to whom, what to what, 
who to what,” Derrida wrote in the margin of Murphy’s postcard. “There 
is no subject of belonging, any more than an owner of the postcard: it re
mains without a designated addressee.”61

Who is not familiar with Bloom’s gesture, turning a postcard around 
for a glance at the caption? As long as the caption remains unfound, the 
visual memory in the picture remains silent: a dream image that remains 
indecipherable. Once memories had photographic carriers, they no longer 
were available to literature as signifiers. Thus, for example, Kafka’s liter
ary texts can reflect images only as uncaptioned picture postcards.62 And 
these transport images that cannot not be remembered, what they mean 
is lost on the way from sender to addressee—the glance no longer can 
come to rest upon them. Uncaptioned picture postcards glide past the 
glance without leaving a trace in the memory of the observer. They are the 
positive form of forgetting.



C H A P T E R  S E V E N T E E N

The Telegraph: Land and Sea

In 1800 and 1801, Kleist’s repository of ideas had circulated nothing but 
postcards that defined authorship and imagination as historical supple
ments for the World Postal Union. Nine years later, postal discourse— 
and therefore literature—had the alternative, according to Kleist, of 
choosing between the dispatch of postcards and a new communications 
technology: telegraphy. The options Kleist presented for postal discourse 
in the Berliner Abendbldtter in October 1810 contained the situation in 
tiuce that would dominate all writing in the 1870’s as the alternative be
tween a World Postal Union and an International Telegraph Union. The 
Project of a Cannonball Postal Service and its (probably fictitious) reply 
unfurled nothing less than the future discursive order after Samuel 
Thomas Sommerring had presented the first electric, or electrolytic, tele
graph to the Munich Academy of Sciences in 1809: “It has been recently 
invented in order to expedite communications from the four corners of 
the globe, an electrical telegraph; a telegraph that by means of an elec- 
trophorus and a metal wire can transmit messages with the speed of 
thought, or, better said, in less time than chronometrical instruments 
could measure.”1

Although his source was a report on Sommerring’s invention in the 
Nuremberger Korrespondenten on August 16, 1810, it seems as though 
Kleist had read Sommerring himself. The latter’s memorandum, after all, 
does indeed speak of the impossibility of determining the velocity of an 
electric impulse chronometrically: “In calculating the velocity at which 
the electrical agent moves, my limited experiments have indeed not been 
sufficient to observe even a single difference, whether the communications 
cables were one foot in length or several thousand.”2 Sommerring’s tele-
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graph worked on the basis of contemporary neurological knowledge, that 
is, by means of water’s decomposition into hydrogen and oxygen—and 
therefore the telegraph cable, in Sommerring’s words, was nothing other 
than “a rough physical analog of a nerve center, the individual fibers of 
which in the same way isolate both the received sensation impression in 
general and the smallest electrical spark in particular and transmit them 
to the brain.”3

How did an author like Kleist, whose writings propagated the most ad
vanced state of modern military strategy, respond to the telegraph? He at
tempted to bring literature up to the new standard of communications 
technology: if the telegraph was an analog to the nervous system, then lit
erature had to find an analog to the telegraph, which was suitable “for 
dispatching only very short and laconic messages.”4 “Therefore ... we 
propose a projectile or cannonball express: an institution that, with suit
ably situated artillery stations spaced within firing range of each other, 
would discharge, from mortars or howitzers, hollow shells, which have 
been stuffed full not of powder but letters and packages, and which could 
very easily be observed in flight, and wherever they might fall, short of 
some morass, be retrieved.”5 In order to make letters—the literary and 
pedagogical effects of which he had tested better than anyone else—com
petitive with the newest medium of communication, Kleist proposed that 
correspondence no longer be delegated to postal administrations, but to 
artillery detachments, instead. The proposal was historically precise and 
completely consistent with his literature. Kleist moved in the circles of the 
Prussian army reformers, most of whom belonged to artillery divisions,6 
and his practice of mobilizing literature as a means to unleash guerrilla 
warfare on Napoleon made it only appropriate that this “bourgeois” 
branch of weaponry should become the new logistics of the poet’s dream. 
And nothing other than the effective mobilization of Napoleonic commu
nications and leadership technology had led to the demand for Sommer
ring’s invention of the telegraph in the first place.

On July 5, 1809, the day of Wagram, Sommerring had dined with the 
Bavarian minister, the future Baron von Montgelas, who requested him to 
have the academy work out proposals for introducing an optical tele
graph, the extraordinary advantages of which he had learned to appreci
ate only a few months before. On April 8, Andreas Hofer had initiated
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the rebellion in Tyrol, and the Austrians crossed the river Inn the follow
ing day. The French envoy Otto reported the surprise invasion to Berthier 
in Strasbourg via courier, and Berthier sent it from there by telegraph to 
Napoleon in Paris. As a result, Napoleon—again using the telegraph— 
was able to bring his troops to bear so quickly that on April 16, he was 
able to promise King Max I his return within fourteen days to Munich 
from Dillingen, where the latter had fled together with Montgelas. And 
indeed, the promise was fulfilled only ten days later.7

Kleist’s cannonball postal service thus represented a literary technol
ogy of mobilization in answer to the Napoleonic optotelegraphic technol
ogy of mobilization. There are sources to document this. Kleist’s proposal 
was in fact not Kleist’s proposal at all. It already was to be found in 
General-Brigade Inspector Carl Friedrich Lehmann’s Ideas on the Sym
bolic Language of Professor Bergstrafier and the Express Mail of Advo
cate Linguet, which was published in 1795. Inspired by Johann Samuel 
Halle’s 1786 study Magic, or the Magical Powers of Nature—in which 
Dom Gauthey’s telegraphic proposals were discussed—Lehmann sug 
gested that “an express postal system might be constructed using certain 
howitzers, set up at stations every half mile, and also grenades filled with 
letters, which are to be shot back and forth out of these howitzers.”s Ac 
cording to Lehmann, such a postal system might “send a packet [Parthey- 
gen) of letters from Berlin to Konigsberg in Prussia in approximately four 
to five hours’ time.”9 The proposal of the Cistercian monk Dom Gauthey 
to which Lehmann referred consisted of the “transmission of written in 
formation with a weight of several ounces across one hundred miles in six
hours on an arrow, from station to station, using a strong enough bow.......
And precisely this historical prototype for Lehmann’s cannonball post, 
seized upon by Kleist, was mobilized in the latter’s Battle of Hermann .is 
a means for inspiring the defection of Germanic princes allied with Varus 
and their national unification in a war against Varus (and Napoleon)." 
Kleist’s arrow post in The Battle of Hermann thus was not only a con 
cession to antiquity,12 in which the play was supposed to be set, but at the 
same time the historical precursor of his cannonball postal service. Gau 
they’s arrow post from The Battle of Hermann finally was translated into 
Lehmann’s/Kleist’s medium of the cannonball post by the German 
Webrmacbt in the Second World War. In order to inspire the defection
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not of Rhenish League princes but of Red Army soldiers, propaganda 
companies on the Eastern Front fired texts at the Russian lines with can
nons and mortars.11 The ninth scene of Act 5 of The Battle of Hermann, 
which was read by the supreme command of the German Army, the 
Oberkommatido der Wehrmacht, according to contemporary accounts,14 
could not have been staged with more precision.

The alternative to public telegraphy—or general mobilization—known 
as the cannonball post was a service that transported nothing but post
cards: like the ones Kleist sent to feminine recipients in 1801 or the ones 
sent by British soldiers in the form of Field Service Post Cards during the 
First World War. According to Kleist’s fictitious response to his own Pro
ject, the alternative was “a postal system that... in response to the ques
tion ‘How are you’ . .. always would arrive with answers like T am as 
well as can be expected,’ or ‘Not half bad,’ or ‘By gum, things are won
derful!’ or ‘I’ve put my house in order,’ or ‘My books are finally balanced 
again,’ or ‘I married off both my daughters recently,’ or ‘Tomorrow with 
cannons booming we shall celebrate a national holiday.’”15 Kleist’s repos
itory of ideas of 1800 resembled the Universal Correspondence Card of 
Friedlein and Pardubitz or the Whizz Bang. Only two ways were open to 
discourse if it was to become something that actually could be posted: the 
standardization of codes or the standardization of information. The first 
option, telegraphy, did not transmit a material data carrier (the letter), 
but the information itself. By encoding the message so that it could be 
transmitted by light or electricity—as the positioning of regulators and 
indicators in optical telegraphy, as a series of impulses in its electric ver
sion—telegraphy made it possible to optimize the speed of transmission. 
The second option, the postcard, made it possible to optimize what was 
transmitted, the “world”—at the price of a high level of entropy. Once re
ality caught up with Kleist, everything either was rapid, highly entropic 
(i.e., informative), and therefore secret, or slow, not very entropic, and 
therefore public. The optical telegraph and letter mail in Kleist’s time — 
the National Security Agency’s SPINTCOM16 network and the telegraphy 
of intelligence services in ours. Kleist’s cannonballs posted the attempt to 
dissolve this boundary: to find the possibility of increased speed in addi
tion to increased data flow so that the telegraph would be publicly avail
able—or in other words, so that the public would be militarized. The
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Project was anything but a joke. On the contrary, it was situated in the 
historical context of plans and efforts to introduce an optical, or indeed 
an electric, telegraph along the lines of the French model even in Prussia.17 
Once the first optical telegraph line had gone into operation between 
Paris and Lille in 1794, there was no lack of proposals on such matters in 
Prussia—especially after an anonymous eyewitness account concerning 
the Newly Invented Long-Distance Writing Machine in Paris was pub
lished the same year.18

On April 1, 1795, a transportable field telegraph was demonstrated be
tween Spandau’s Juliussturm and the Bellevue Palace in Berlin—the first 
telegraphic experiment to be performed before high-ranking state officials 
in Prussia. In attendance at the Spandau Fortress was Franz Carl Achard, 
the director of the Physical Class19 at the Royal Prussian Academy, to 
whom Europe also owed its liberation from expensive West Indian sugar 
cane. In Bellevue, King Frederick William II, Prince August Ferdinand, 
and a commission from the academy were present.20 But while the Con
vention and Napoleon (after 1801) were constructing telegraph lines in 
all directions throughout France,21 Prussian proponents of the telegraph 
did not fare any better than Achard for a long time afterward. Despite, or 
perhaps even because of, his telegram—“The telegraph is the interpreter 
of the hearts of the faithful subjects of Frederick William, Father of his 
People, Protector of the oppressed, beloved by his subjects as he is feared 
by his enemies”—nothing came of Achard’s efforts except for the su
preme applause of his uncomprehending royal majesty and a gift of five 
hundred talers.22

Only a meeting between two literary figures, one of Weimar Classicism 
and the other of Berlin Romanticism, accomplished the introduction of 
optical telegraphy in Prussia. The captain in Elective Affinities,23 Philipp 
Friedrich Carl Ferdinand Baron von Muffling, had been commissioned in 
1816 to conduct topographical surveys of the Rhineland (the new Pruss
ian territories), and in 1819, meanwhile promoted to lieutenant general, 
he filed a petition to the king requesting permission “to perform experi
ments with an optical apparatus that had become known to him.”24 But 
with the resignation of Minister of War von Boyen, which followed in the 
wake of the Reaction then predominant in Prussia, Muffling’s proposal 
initially disappeared without a trace. Von Hake, Boyen’s successor, knew
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whose spirit had fathered Miiffling’s proposed cannonball post only too 
well. Miiffling’s telegraph not only made it possible to conduct war with 
a strategy that ensued from the establishment and defense of a “Father- 
land” instead of a dynasty, it also called for a telegraph company “that 
was part of the militia,” and thus was associated with the notorious re
pute of Scharnhorst, Gneisenau, and Kleist.25 Not until 1830—after re
newed intervention on the part of Muffling (by now the commander of 
the General Staff)—was a telegraph commission formed under Hake’s 
successor. Lieutenant General von Krauseneck. The latter soon discov
ered, however, that the shutter telegraph Muffling had recommended— 
apparently a version of the Edelcrantz system commonly used in Swe
den26—did not work.

By this time, however, Kleist’s Project of a Cannonball Postal Service 
already had borne its belated fruit. In 1830, Postal Privy Councilor Carl 
Philipp Heinrich Pistor had presented a Memorandum on the Establish
ment of Telegraphic Lines Within the Royal States to the minister for for
eign affairs, von Bernstorff. Pistor had known Kleist personally as a mem
ber of the Christian-German Dinner Society to which Kleist, Gneisenau, 
Clausewitz, Adam Muller, Arnim, and Brentano had belonged,27 where 
possibilities for the production of German patriotism had been debated. 
And as an enthusiastic player of the violin and an experimenter with non
electric telephones, Pistor provided the inspiration for E.T. A. Hoffmann’s 
Councilor Krespel.28 In 1810, as if in response to Kleist’s cannonball pro
posal, Pistor founded a workshop where astronomical, mechanical, opti
cal, and physics instruments were manufactured. It was there that Pistor’s 
model telegraph originated, as did a large number of the telescopes used 
at the stations. Pistor’s telegraph was an adaptation of a device that a 
lieutenant of the British Royal Navy, Barnard L. Watson, had set up on 
the routes from Wheatson to Liverpool and Holyhead (Pistor had traveled 
to England himself to study the apparatus)—which was in turn modeled 
after Sir William Pasley’s Second Polygrammatic Telegraph.29 The Pistor- 
Watson-Pasley telegraph turned out to be good, and an Immediate Com
mission for the Construction of Telegraph Lines was founded on October 
16, 1831, under Krauseneck’s chairmanship. One of the members of that 
commission was a major from the General Staff by the name of Franz Au
gust O’Etzel.
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O’Etze! was the liaison connecting Muffling and Pistor, Goethe’s cap
tain and Hoffmann’s Krespel. As a chemistry student, he initially had 
made friendly contacts with the upcoming scientific elite of France at 
Berthollet’s Paris residence: Gay-Lussac, Arago, and Poisson. He attended 
Napoleon’s self-coronation, became acquainted with Laplace, and finally 
with Alexander von Humboldt, who also was a guest at Berthollet’s 
home. In the summer of 1805, O’Etzel accompanied Humboldt to Na
ples, where they observed an eruption of Mount Vesuvius while O’Etzel 
conducted barometric readings at the volcano.30 In 1806, O’Etzel con
cluded his studies in Paris and took a state appointment as an assistant in 
the paint laboratory at the Royal Porcelain Factory in Berlin—a position 
he resigned only two years later when the French took control of the 
Prussian mining and smelting operations.31 After leaving his post at the 
Royal Porcelain Factory, O’Etzel acquired an apothecary shop (on Post 
Street), and between 1808 and 1810 he moved in the circles of the Berlin 
Romantics—in the same circles, that is, as Pistor. Here, O’Etzel became 
acquainted with Chamisso, E. T. A. Hoffmann, and Fouque—as well as 
Clemens Brentano and Achim von Arnim,32 both of whom lived for many 
years at the home of Postal Councilor Pistor.33 With the help of Friedrich 
Friesen and Friedrich Ludwig Jahn, O’Etzel founded a fencing club and a 
swimming school: institutions for training the Prussian Freedom Fighter.1'1 
With military training as their explicit objective, Scharnhorst, Gneisenau, 
and von Stein already had demanded the introduction of physical exercise 
in the schools in 1806, and Friesen founded the German Fencing Society 
in 1808.35 Swimming, on the other hand, had been introduced as a mili
tary and sports exercise by Ernst von Pfuel, who had restored the Age of 
the Greeks in the heart of his friend Kleist by going swimming in Lake 
Thun.36

All of this brought results in rapid succession. O’Etzel became a recruit 
of Kleist, Gneisenau, Friesen, and Pfuel for the Battle of Hermann, which 
lay ahead: in 1810, he joined Brandenburg Ulan Regiment No. 3. l our 
years later, he received his first mission that required hands-on experience 
with the telegraph: he destroyed a French station. Shortly thereafter, dm 
ing the Battle of Paris, Muffling noticed the ordinance officer Er/.cl at the 
headquarters of Field Marshal Blucher. As a result, Muffling sent O’Etzel 
to Koblenz to survey the new Rhine provinces in 1816.’ Four years later,
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he returned to Berlin as an officer in the Senior General Staff. Pistor thus 
must have been an old acquaintance of O’Etzel’s in 1831. His telegraph 
replaced Miiffling’s, which had proven to be too fragile. Then, in 1833, 
however, the Prussian field telegraph organization was adjourned indefi
nitely, while the decision had been made in 1832 to construct a state tele
graph line from Berlin to Koblenz, and Major O’Etzel received orders to 
carry it out. In the spirit of Kleist, Hoffmann, and the Prussian army re
formers of 1810, what was then the longest telegraph line in the world 
was completed in 1833. As was only proper, the line and its “telegraph 
corps” were placed under the authority of the General Staff, and there
fore under O’Etzel, who was named the first Prussian telegraph director 
two years later.38

After his return to the General Staff in 1820, O’Etzel had given in
struction on surveying theory and military geography at the General 
Prussian Military School.39 Here he met a certain Georg Simon Ohm, 
who had formulated the law bearing his name in 1826:40 the basic law 
of electricity, and therefore of electric telegraphy as well, which O’Etzel 
decided was more efficient than the optical type only a few years after 
the Berlin-Koblenz line had gone into operation. Measurements of tele
graphic speeds had revealed something remarkable: raising the level of 
data in parallel transmission increased telegraphic speed much less effec
tively than raising the level of data transmitted in series. The grand trea
sury of symbols for the Prussian telegraph, which transmitted six indica
tor positions per cycle in parallel sequence, only doubled the speed of 
telegrams relative to the French telegraph, which transmitted only two in
dicator positions and one regulator position in parallel. The French tele
graph could transmit a single symbol approximately twice as fast as the 
Prussian, so that both systems functioned at approximately the same 
speed, but with the Prussian telegraph requiring the use of twenty times 
as much code.41 This discovery ultimately spoke in favor of introducing 
the serially transmitted dots and dashes of the Morse telegraph. O’Etzel 
was so convinced by the mathematical laws of communication (bad 
weather—nothing out of the ordinary in Prussia—and short days in win
ter also played a role) that he pushed for the introduction of electric 
telegraphs (with official support from Alexander von Humboldt) as early 
as October 13, 1837—once von Donhoff, the Prussian envoy in Munich,
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had reported the success of Steinheil’s experiment with electric telegraphy 
to the Prussian Ministry for Foreign Affairs on September n.42 At the 
Palace of Sanssouci, O’Etzel was allowed to give Frederick William IV a 
demonstration of an electromagnetic device he had invented himself in 
1840—the following year, however, the construction of a conductor 
failed due to the same problem that had forced Claude Chappe to aban
don his plans for an electric telegraph and to develop the optical version 
as early as 1791: insufficient insulation.43

In 1846, when General O’Etzel received an essay entitled On the State 
of Telegraphy and Its Possible Improvement, which promised to solve all 
insulation problems by laminating cables with a strange new substance 
known as gutta-percha,44 he thus immediately requisitioned its author, a 
second lieutenant in the artillery division, to the Telegraph Commission of 
the General Staff. The lieutenant’s name: Werner Siemens.44 In 1848, the 
year of revolutions, Siemens and Halske, the mechanic who had helped 
him found the Telegraph Construction Institute in Berlin the year before, 
constructed the first telegraph lines from Berlin to Frankfurt—where the 
Paulskirche Parliament was meeting—and Koblenz. One year later— 
against the opposition of the military—the telegraph was made available 
to the general public46 and placed under the administration of the Min
istry of Commerce. Kleist’s proposal for militarizing public discourse by 
means of the electric telegraph—alias the cannonball post—thus finally 
had been realized.

The military, however, had a hard time adjusting its chain of command 
to accommodate the telegraph. Only after the introduction of Morse in
struments at railway offices, as a result of which large numbers of 
Siemens needle telegraphs taken out of service were to be had cheaply, did 
the Army begin to construct a telegraphic network for its fortresses. The 
acquisition of Morse instruments and the training of field telegraph units 
were finally approved in 1856. Nevertheless, it still took until April 20, 
1 859—the day general mobilization was declared—before the first step 
was taken to organize the system.47 Kleist’s proposal of transforming sol
diers into postmasters met with the declared opposition of officers like 
Wilhelm Riistow: never, Riistow maintained, would “mindless wires" re
place the officer on horseback; a battle could not be directed from the 
telegraphic bureau.48
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Well, if not a battle, then at least a war. Precisely that was proven at 
the Battle of Koniggratz by Helmuth von Moltke, who had been named 
the commander of the General Staff in 1858 after presenting his much ac
claimed concept of “deployment from widely separated areas, with as
sembly of the various armies at the theater of decision, the battlefield.”49 
The “possibility [for this] was created especially by the telegraph, in con
nection with the construction of railroad networks in all countries. It [the 
telegraph] allowed the military leadership to be simultaneously present at 
all the positions of an army of operations.”sw In 1866, the effect of the 
telegraph was not to put limitations on the independent tactical decisions 
of commanding generals, as Rustow had feared, but instead to limit the 
significance of such decisions: “a system of war was adopted that made 
strategy more, and tactics less, important.”51 Actual evidence against Riis- 
tow’s claim could not be reported until Count Alfred von Schlieffen did 
so in 1909, after the field telegraph had gained tactical importance with 
its division into four zones—state, base, army (or corps and reserve divi
sion), and finally cavalry.52 Henceforth, Schlieffen wrote, “the general will 
be situated farther back, in a building with roomy offices, where cable 
and wireless telegraphs, telephone and signal apparatus are at hand. . . . 
There, in a comfortable chair behind a big desk, the modern Alexander 
has the entire battlefield before him, from there he telegraphs electrifying 
words.”53 What Rustow had declared impossible had come true: “mind
less wires” had replaced the general on his steed, or in other words: the 
First World War.

What was valid for a military leadership supported by a telegraph ca
ble was no less valid for enterprises specializing in such cable: both were 
present simultaneously at all positions of an army of operations. After 
Nottebohm, the director of the Prussian state telegraph, imposed an em
bargo on the firm of Siemens & Halskc, the Siemens brothers began set
ting up a new base of operations for world history itself—as a conflict be
tween Leviathan and Behemoth, the sea power of England and the land 
power of Russia.54 While one brother, Carl, laid the cable for the Russian 
Empire in Saint Petersburg, the other brother, William, produced techni
cal know-how for the English monopoly on sea cables in London, where 
the Siemens brothers had a branch office. Just as members of the Taxis 
clan once had occupied all the control points in sixteenth-century Europe
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in order to connect the Habsburg Empire to the base of a relay postal sys
tem, the Siemens brothers occupied the nineteenth-century metropolises 
of the great European powers in order to construct international cable 
telegraphy.

At the same time, however, the Siemens brothers also proved how 
much the law of recurrence dominated their own history. To wit, there 
had been transfer of Russian-English technology even before the history 
of the Siemens firm began. Artillery Lieutenant Werner Siemens’s interest 
in the telegraph first had started the day he saw and tested a Wheatstone 
needle telegraph at the home of a friend and brigade comrade named Solt- 
mann.55 But the invention Siemens subsequently improved was itself an 
improved model—and Wheatstone, the inventor of the relay, was himself 
a relay. In 1836, William Fotherhill Cooke, a retired officer of the East In
dia Company’s Army, was able to take a close look at the needle telegraph 
of a certain Pavel Lvovitch—better known as Baron Schilling von Cann- 
statt—during one of Professor Muncke’s lectures in Heidelberg. Lvovitch 
alias Schilling was a Russian envoy to Germany, as well as a personal ac
quaintance of Sommerring’s. In 1832, he had given Czar Nicholas a 
demonstration of his five-needle telegraph in Berlin, exhibiting it as a me
dium of absolute control urgently needed for Russia’s continental empire. 
Alexander von Humboldt, who was present at the demonstration, also at
tempted to convince the czar that Russia definitely needed the telegraph.56 
And just as Schilling von Cannstatt had his eye on the telegraph’s use for 
Russia’s continental empire, the India veteran Cook immediately saw its 
value for rapid military operations in geographical space—whether it was 
a matter of resisting demonstrations at home or uprisings in the colonies 
as soon as possible: “The memory of Peterloo was still green, so that 
Cooke saw the value of his invention to Government in its being enabled 
‘in case of disturbances to transmit their orders to the local authorities 
and, if necessary, send troops for their support; while all dangerous ex
citement of the public might be avoided.’”57 But Cooke was a soldier, not 
an engineer. He therefore took his rather dilettantish instrument to 
Michael Faraday and then finally to Charles Wheatstone. To a certain ex
tent, Carl and William Siemens thus were walking in the footsteps of 
( annstatt and Wheatstone-Cooke under the banner of a single business 
name. The role the Siemens brothers were to play in the Crimean War
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therefore can be seen as that of telephone operator relaying the second 
facteur's reply to the first, the product (or interception) of which had 
founded the Siemens firm’s technological advantage.

In 1853, the Siemens brothers—as if they were Cannstatt and Wheat
stone—laid cable for their joint partners Russia and England on both 
sides of the front. Confirming Pynchon’s postulate “that the real busi
ness” of war “is buying and selling,”5* Werner smuggled the cables for 
constructing the Russian telegraph through the English blockade so that 
the line to the Crimea could be finished just in time to report the expected 
fall of the Sevastopol Fortress back to Saint Petersburg.59

The rest of the telegraph’s history is in principle nothing but the con
tinuation and universalization of the Crimean War. From then on, the 
front ran between land and sea powers, or rather the sea power, England. 
In the former, telegraphy ordinarily became a state monopoly, and such 
states gradually hooked themselves up on the basis of international 
treaties: in 1850, the German-Austrian Telegraph Union was founded on 
the model of the postal system; in 1865, the International Telegraph 
Union (the only country not represented was England).60 In the sea 
power, by contrast, telegraphy was left to the private sector. And because 
submarine telegraphy did not produce any state treaties (as land telegra
phy had), but rather an international exchange of capital with entirely 
new dimensions, the future predominance of the submarine cable—or of 
England—already was preprogrammed. If the World Postal Union trans
formed the world into a collection of picture postcards on the basis of the 
postage stamp, the Eastern Telegraph Company transformed it into an 
empire on orders from the Colonial Defence Committee and on the basis 
of the telegraph.

In 1857, Werner Siemens addressed his Theory for the Laying and In
spection of Submarine Telegraph Connections—and therefore the theory 
of the British Empire itself—directly to the English cable industry as rep
resented by the firm Newall & Company, which had laid the world’s first 
submarine cable beneath the channel between Dover and Calais in 
1851.61 England was not quite so pleased, however, with the Siemens’ 
Indo-European line from London via Prussia, Russia, and Persia to Cal
cutta, which went into operation in 186962—nothing would be easier, af
ter all, than tapping or cutting a cable. The Eastern Telegraph Company
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therefore was assured of the government’s gratitude (and its money) when 
it laid a sea cable the very next year from London via Gibraltar, Malta, 
Alexandria, Suez, and Aden to Bombay, a cable that had practically no 
contact with non-British shores (the weak link of Egypt was eliminated in 
1882.). As the insight grew that “the maintenance of submarine cable 
communication in time of war is of the highest importance to the strate
gic and commercial interests of every portion of the British Empire,”63 the 
Colonial Office increasingly pursued the goal of providing the British 
colonies with cable via “all red routes.”64 Such a project amounted to 
nothing less than spanning the globe with a network of telegraph cables 
that touched only on British soil. The “all red system,” which—as 
Kennedy has written—became a true fetish for the navy and the Colonial 
Office,65 revealed the world-historical importance of such obscure islands 
as Ascension, Norfolk, Rodriguez, Fanning, and the Cocos: once they had 
become on-land points for the “all red” cable, nothing less than Great 
Britain’s “existence as a nation”66 depended upon their possession. In the 
end, of course, this could not he kept a secret from the poet who brought 
imperial existence as a nation home to the British as no other would. For 
once, Rudyard Kipling sounded a topic all the way to the bottom and 
therefore to the literal ground of the Empire and his literature.

Here in the womb of the world—here on the tie-ribs of earth 
Words, and the words of men, flicker and flutter and beat—
Warning, sorrow, and gain, salutation and mirth—
For a Power troubles the Still that has neither voice nor feet.
They have wakened the timeless Things; they have killed their 

father Time;
joining hands in the gloom, a league from the last of the sun.
Hush! Men talk to-day o’er the waste of the ultimate slime.
And a new Word runs between: whispering, “Let us be one!”67

Only the last word of this was untrue. The command given by the “Deep 
Sea Cable” of the sonnet’s title in the “deserts of the deep” was not to be
come one, but to become “British.” In 1911, the “all red system” was 
complete.68 Over 70 percent of the world’s cable was in British hands,69 
and the British had a monopoly on gutta-percha, the only known insulat
ing material.70 The extent of this superiority would become visible on the 
morning after the English declaration of war on August 4, 1914. Al-
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though the German Empire had managed to connect every part of its net
work with the home country and with every other part of the network 
without relying on English cable,71 German cable companies in foreign 
countries still depended almost entirely on the on-land points of foreign 
coasts. As a result, the German Empire easily could be dissociated as far 
as cable technology was concerned: on August 5, 1914, the cable steamer 
Alert cut the German cross-channel cable, and the cable between Mon
rovia and Pernambuco was tapped on September 13, 1915. The German 
companies’ cable stations in foreign countries were closed and confis
cated.72 The destruction of the English cable stations, by contrast—on 
Fanning Island by the cruiser Nuremberg on September 7, 1914, and on 
the Cocos Islands by the Emden on November 9, 1914—remained almost 
entirely without effect.73

The logistics of Sherlock Holmes, that virtuous user of the telegraph, 
emerged simultaneously with the construction of the “all red system”— 
that is, the possibility that a brain like that of Poe’s Dupin (who still had 
been confined to the distance he could cover on foot, and thus to the 
space of a European capital) could extend over the surface of the entire 
globe. With telegraphy, a new form of police knowledge based on pho
tography and anthropometry became effective for the first time: from now 
on, the knowledge identifying an individual and conveying him to himself 
could be made available anywhere in the world. That such knowledge of 
things and people could be sent infinitely more quickly than things and 
people themselves not only enabled worldwide manipulations of the com
modities exchange, but also a new conception of the individual that did 
not depend on location. “The telegraph has made the arm of the law 
long,” the statistician Karl Knies wrote as early as 1857 (thus anticipat
ing Sherlock Holmes’s method of identification and pursuit in A Study in 
Scarlet or “The Five Orange Pips”),74 “so long that it reaches to the fur
thest regions of the Continent and the ships in the harbors of coastal 
cities.”75 In telling fashion, a double-needle telegraph installed by Wheat
stone and Cooke on the railway line between Slough-London and Pad
dington first demonstrated the usefulness of electric telegraphy by sending 
a criminal to the gallows in 1842. For the first time, it no longer was of 
any use for the murderer—a man named Towell, who had killed his lover, 
Sarah Hart, in Slough—to escape by train, since his “telegraphic signal-
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ment” had reached Paddington early enough for him to be arrested im
mediately upon his arrival.76

In no other age, Knies wrote, could the telegraph have had the impor
tance it did in this one, “which has witnessed the almost immeasurable 
proliferation and acceleration of personal transportation precisely 
through the invention of the railway.”77 The transportation of people and 
information, which still had been one and the same twenty years earlier— 
that is, mail—now was divided into two competing camps: railway and 
telegraph. The former dispersed evil (bodies); the latter dispersed law 
(symbols). Once visual memories were standardized by picture postcards 
and the technology of individualization devolved into photographic police 
archives, which became ubiquitous after the facsimile telegraph,78 the 
places where one could be forgotten by the media became rare: “the clear 
sketch of his likeness [rushed] ahead of the criminal” everywhere he 
went.79

When the telegraph was not busy transmitting the top-secret informa
tion of the military or police mug shots, the ticker tapes of stock-market 
rates were clacking away over its lines—as even a child knows. In 1815, 
on the day after the Battle of Waterloo, the second Rothschild of London, 
Nathan Mayer, succeeded in what was then the greatest stock-market 
speculation of all time simply because the state alone had access to Na
poleon’s optical telegraph—and the English Admiralty’s80—and as yet no 
one had realized Kleist’s proposal for a cannonball post:

In response to pessimistic rumors circulating after Bliicher’s defeat at Ligny, 
government annuity rates had reached their lowest point. Rothschild bought 
up the entire supply, since he had been informed of the Allied victory earlier 
than the public. To wit, he had made sure that the news could reach him in 
London a few hours in advance, thanks to a carefully prepared system of 
relay horses over land and a fast sailboat across the North Sea.81

Once the Western Union Telegraph Company had laid a second transat
lantic cable leading directly to the New York Stock Exchange Building, 
thus making instantaneous reactions to the international markets feasible 
as a rule,82 this sort of thing became part of everyday life.

The postal monopoly on every type of data transmission was melting 
away, and in light of this fact. The Diagnosis of Our Time obviously read
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“cultural decline” for Hendrik de Man, the uncle of the literary theorist, 
while in 1874, the founding year of the World Postal Union, the same di
agnosis had revealed the beginning of post-histoire to Gottfried Keller. As 
narratives that in a contemplative way recorded things as they happened, 
history and historical fiction did not testify to the nature of things, but 
only to a certain state of media technology and the conditions for its pos
sibility: a relay postal system that subsumed the exchange of information 
and commodities and directed them in parallel transmission. In 1874, 
which was not only the founding year of the International Telegraph 
Union, but also the year the Anglo-American Telegraph Corporation laid 
the first durably functional telegraph cable between Ireland and New
foundland, Keller’s “Misused Love Letters” already had defined the his
tory of literature as an epoch of the nondelivery of those very letters. 
Now, in the preface to their appearance as a book, this literary metadis
course was itself published as the postscript to an epoch that was gone 
forever. Because the delivery of res gestae such as Waterloo had devolved 
to the telegraph, and consequently “the opening or sending of dispatches 
and a hundred similar things ... fill up the day . . . nothing happens any 
more among [the people of Seldwyla] that would be worth noting in a 
contemplative way, and so it is time to reap yet a small, late harvest in 
their past.”83 For the poet without access to a telegraph, events became 
dead letters. Because text no longer was the common bearer of res gestae 
and res narratae now that there was a telegraph, even historical fiction 
like the Seldwyla novellas no longer had recourse to the actuality of nar
rated events. As a system for recording and processing occurrences, the 
novel could fall back upon past events, that is, on what already had been 
written. The novella became historicist, not historical. But while prose es
caped with nothing more than the black eye known as historicism, poetry 
had to look forward to the much crueler fate the telegraph had in store 
for it.

A pot of boiling water awaited poetry. That was the situation in 1852, 
just three years after public use of the telegraph started in Prussia, at least 
according to a novel by Karl Gutzkow entitled The Carrier Pigeons. Leon- 
tine Simonis, a lonesome palm from Heinrich Heine’s Orient and the 
daughter of a Jewish businessman, feels misunderstood and alone among 
the “railroad shares, exchange notes, bank transactions” of her brothers,
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cousins, and uncles. Her fanciful soul finds understanding only from a 
doctor of philosophy named Moritz Sancho, who writes poems and, of 
course, is penniless. “There could be no question of a correspondence” 
during summer vacation, however, since “Leontine hardly would have 
dared to accept a line from Sancho that came to her by postal route.”84 
Consequently, the romantic young lady suddenly is married off to an ex
tremely prosaic merchant, and the philosopher-poet plunges into spiritual 
distress. Finally, after a long separation, he dares another attempt at po
etic rapprochement. For a long time now, “he had observed that Leontine 
climbed up inside a small, lovely tower attached to her villa every day, 
where she kept a number of pigeons and fed them regularly. To him, this 
care for the pigeons was symbol of the lasting and indestructible poetry 
that remained in Leontine’s heart.”85 Thus, a key is quickly fashioned to 
fit the castle’s lock, a poem, that is, that conjures up the pigeons as couri
ers of a future love correspondence:

From mine eye ‘twill ne’er disappear 
The image: Imprisoned troubadour,
To whom oh! a pigeon’s hope alone!
She comes! A note! It flutters in the winds—
What might I find written within?86

But the poet who interpreted a woman’s occupation with media as po
tential service to masculine authorship in 1852 ran headlong into a trap. 
At the same dinner at the merchant’s home that Sancho uses as an oppor
tunity to slip his poetic offer of communication to the adored Leontine, 
his sacred symbol of poetry is served up to him as a side dish, with veg
etables. All of Leontine’s attempts to conceal it merely bring the terrible 
truth to light: the would-be “birds of Aphrodite”87 turn out to be “our old 
carrier pigeons, which will have served their term of duty in three days, 
when the electric telegraph is opened.” “Haven’t you ever seen my wife,” 
the husband continues in explanation to the poet who has fallen from the 
clouds, “when she climbed our little tower at twelve noon and waited for 
the transactions my pigeons brought me from Brussels? The telegraph sig
nals them from Paris to Brussels; the electric cable from there has just 
been completed.”88 Thus, the lady who was to have been Sancho’s partner 
m a carrier-pigeon correspondence—but who has long since been re-
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trained as an ambitious housekeeper—slaughters the poet’s postal system 
in spe and drops it into a pot of boiling water. It is hard to imagine a more 
crass illustration of the end of poetry as an epoch of the postal system.

Devouring the postal system showed poetry for what it had been all 
along and thus immediately put an end to it. Poetry that devoured girls’ 
letters, as Goethe’s had done, lost its footing once the letter-writing muses 
and women readers of earlier times had placed themselves in the service 
of the electric telegraph and its economy. After Werner Siemens’s gutta
percha press, it was dangerous to interpret women’s attendance to postal 
carriers as the cultivation of poetic symbols. Once women had defected 
from their postal duties to authorship and had taken up positions as tele
graphic assistants in the international stock-market business, it was quite 
simply their job to sacrifice obsolete systems of postal communication 
(even if poetry fed upon them) when electrical ones surfaced.

After the Age of Goethe had been served up as dinner to the Age of the 
Telegraph, the alternative to Keller’s choice—defining the narrated time 
of literature as the prehistory of the technical media—was a literature 
subjected to the historical a priori of Rowland Hill’s economy of symbols 
or the International Telegraph Union, and thus itself became an event un
der highly technical conditions. The symbol economy that depended on 
the standards of worldwide postal formats and transmitting capacity is 
known in literary history as expressionist style, and in the history of the 
media as telegram style.

The unsurpassed laconicism of August Stramm’s poems merely fol
lowed the economic laws the telegraphic medium had imposed on dis
course, insofar as it passed through the strettos of signifiers or through the 
cable network of the world telegraph system.89

And that was no accident: in 1909, the senior postal assistant Stramm 
received his degree in Halle after submitting his Historical, Critical, and 
Financial-Political Investigations on the World Postal Union's Postage 
Rates for Letters and Their Foundations. These foundations were nothing 
but the laws of the symbol economy dictated by the technical standards of 
the telegraph. Even “a cursory glance at the former and current telegram 
rates of all countries shows that the length of the conveyance route ... is 
completely disregarded in many cases.”90 This was so simply because it 
made no difference whatsoever—as Sommerring already had discov-
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ered—whether electrical current traveled one foot or many thousand. 
Strict seriality in data transmission thus made rigorous price standardiza
tion necessary for messages. “The telegraph is a courier borne on the 
wings of lightning,” Knies wrote, quoting Kleist, “but it never takes along 
more than one letter.”91 This circumstance had compelled the German 
Empire to switch its telegram rates from group to single-word charges on 
March t, 1876—the previous lump-sum fee for twenty words merely had 
produced the effect “that wire correspondents thereby were forced into 
the habit of diligently adding unnecessary titles, verbose cliches of cor
diality, and otherwise meaningless padding to telegrams.”92 An initiative 
for restructuring rates in this manner subsequently was passed at the Lon
don conference of the International Telegraph Union in 1879.93 The result 
of such a technogenic symbol economy was that the average length of 
telegrams dropped from 18.32 words to 11.9 in 1881, and that August 
Stratum's poems sometimes contained as few as eight words, as is the case 
with “In the Fire” (and would therefore have cost only forty pfennigs in 
telegram fees, plus twenty for the base rate).

Even Prussia’s optical telegraph, with its endless transmission intervals 
of up to thirteen hours per telegram, had produced this kind of abbrevi
ated phrasing, which not even the style of royal sovereigns and the eti
quette afforded them could escape. A telegram text such as “His Royal 
Highness the Duke of Cambridge held a grand hunt in the local forest 
and on this occasion caught sight of the R(oyal] Prussian telegraph, which 
is located not far from the Office in Liebenburg. The same Supreme High
ness let His pleasure at the purposeful institution and the punctuality 
with which it performed its service be known to the attending teleg
raphist” became this laconicism after being pruned on principle of all 
forms of etiquette and passing through O’Etzel’s code book: “Duke Cam
bridge held hunt here in forest at station 23 let telegraphist know pleasure 
at good institution and punctual service 18 Oct. three thirty stop.”94 
Thirty-five years later, such monarchical ignorance of the appropriate 
forms of etiquette demanded by telegraphic technology provoked the 
Franco-Prussian War.95

That the price standardization of information via the postage stamp 
and the disregard for differences in distance even within the territory of 
the World Postal Union took place under the influence of the tele-
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graphogenic time economy is possible in the case of letters and actually is 
documented in the case of postcards. In 1837, the year of Rowland’s 
memorandum on post-office reform, Charles Wheatstone had discussed 
the telegraph’s value for the “public good” with Hill at the Social Com
munity, a kind of cooperative living arrangement for scientists.96 And ac
cording to Hermann’s 1869 proposal, the postcard was to be nothing but 
a “postal telegram” containing “no more than twenty words, including 
address and signature of the sender”—in accordance with the current 
group rate for telegrams. “Fire’s” eight words thus would have found just 
enough room on Hermann’s “postal telegram.” Information exchange, 
Stramm wrote in his dissertation, was subject to the “principle of eco
nomic viability, of producing the highest possible values with the least 
possible expenditure”97—and expressionist lyric poetry was no less so. 
The expressionist “work of art does not become significant in that it can 
be interpreted” or “that one knows what it is supposed to mean,” 
Stramm’s friend and publisher Herwarth Walden wrote, but instead, via 
the most economical ratio possible between the expenditure of words and 
their effect. It had “nothing to do with ... spirit”98 simply because it had 
everything to do with telegraphy.

The characteristic style of Stramm’s lyric poetry—contraction of nouns, 
verbs, and/or adjectives—was nothing but an effect of the word fees that 
the telegraphist encountered day in and day out and that the Imperial 
Post and Telegraph Administration | Reichspost- und Telegraphenverval- 
tung, or RPTV| regulated using veritable lexicons of expressionist lyric. 
“The more progress the public makes in using the most laconic tele
graphic style possible, predetermined ciphers or abbreviated forms of ad
dress,” in other words, the more they trained to become expressionist lit
erary artists, “the more the telegraph’s gross revenues decline.”99 Conse
quently, the so-called Little Stephan, a postal handbook to be found in 
every office during the expressionist epoch and assuredly on the desk of 
the senior postal assistant Stramm, contained exhaustive vocabulary lists, 
but lists that did not contain any signifieds on the right-hand side, merely 
definitions of the word count. The confrontation between these defini
tions and a selection of Stramm’s neologisms conveys the principle of cre
ating the highest possible values with the least possible expenditure as the 
originator of both [see Table 1 ].
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t a b l e  1 .  Stramm’s Lyric Poetry Versus the RPTV

Expressionism (Stramm) RPTV

to count as100 to count as1111

blauspielfroh i word abhier z words
hagelgelb 1 " anglogerman z "
tottoll 1 " billigstmoglich z "
hartscharfkantig 1 " lebendfrisch r word
Sonnsiegklange 1 " Zehnpfundgans 3 words
hlauhlafs 1 " braun blond 1 word
lichtgeblendet 1 " eilreist z words
frechgespreizt 1 " seeverpackt z "
triigeneckend 1 " morgenabend z "
gliihewehe 1 " gutbonig 1 word
gahnmund 1 " ersttatig 1 "
goldhellrot 1 " aprilalt z words
schreikroll 1 " einsmodel z "
schamzerport 1 " zweizink z "
Allwege 1 n Drangdraht z "
flammzerissen 1 " starkmusterig 1 word
welttiefhohe 1 " Russenflaue z words

Why did a postal inspector defect to lyric poetry? Because the readers 
of his poems let him count a word like “sunvictorysounds” |Sonnsieg- 
klange] as one word (and therefore as art), while the telegraph adminis
tration at the German Imperial Postal Service would treat it as mercilessly 
as it treated a “tenpoundgoose” [Zehnpfundgans], that is, as a three- 
word word. The Little Stephan's lyric poetry therefore contained its own 
definition in contrast to Stramm’s: cheapestpossible pressurecable \bil- 
ligstmoglicher Drangdraht\—to count as four words.
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The Virgin Machine

The low efficiency of telegraphic transmission determined by its sequen
tiality did not merely produce aftereffects such as the word fee and the ex
pressionist word art published in Sturm. It also led to the inventions of di
rect sound recording and transmission. The phonograph’s principle was 
bestowed on Edison by a device that, by mechanizing the telegraph’s key- 
entry functions, increased the speed at which telegrams could be entered 
beyond anything humanly possible. Edison recorded Morse code signals 
by hand on perforated strips of paper and then fed them through the ma
chine at a rate that surpassed his own record speed as a telegraphist1 and 
that also promised to rescue his colleagues from the professional disorder 
of “telegrapher neurosis” (loss of hand control at the key, followed by 
cramps, etc.).2 During his experiment, Edison noted that the dots and 
dashes on the paper strips produced a “slightly musical, rhythmic tone re
sembling a faint human voice” as they passed beneath the steel needle.’ 
The “replication” of a voice that no one and nothing ever had recorded 
before sent Edison on his way to invent the phonograph.

At about the same time (1873), a Scottish pedagogue who instructed 
deaf-mutes in Boston was experimenting with a different method for in
creasing the transmitting capacity of expensive copper telegraph cables: 
the multiple telegraph. While Baudot and Edison were busy developing 
phase multiplex procedures, Alexander Graham Bell spent his free time on 
something he called a “harmonic telegraph,” later known as the frequency 
multiplex, by means of which he sought to transmit a harmonic chord and 
to resolve it into its component tones at the receiving end using resonators. 
Such tones then could be used as carrier frequencies for signals. Bell had 
been pursuing this idea since Alexander J. Ellis, the prominent phoned-
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cian, had personally referred him to Helmholtz’s treatise On the Sensa
tions of Tone as a Physiological Rasis for the Theory of Music. At almost 
the same time, the young Bell had become acquainted with none other 
than the renowned Charles Wheatstone, who gave him a demonstration of 
an improved version of Kempelen’s speech machine.4 Perhaps the young 
Bell misunderstood Ellis, thinking that Helmholtz had succeeded in elec
trically transmitting vowel sounds using his resonator piano.5

In any case, Bell’s imitation of Helmholtz at once helped and hindered 
him in inventing the telephone. Occasionally, of course (after his flight 
from tuberculosis-plagued London to the New World), he also experi
mented with Leon Scott’s “phonautograph,” which he improved by im
plementing the ear of a human cadaver and used to produce feedback be
tween written and spoken oscillation curves for his students.6 But in 
terms of communications technology, Bell, the reader of Helmholtz, re
turned again and again to the latter’s principle of intermittent currents— 
even after the possibility of transmitting speech via “undulating” currents 
had been demonstrated by accident. And because of this, he remained (in 
the words of his biographer) “incapable of thinking in terms of a mem
brane transmitter and receiver.”7 Consequently, the telephone never has 
been patented. All of the patents Bell submitted concerned “improve
ments of telegraphy” and included his telephone inventions only in sup
plementary clauses. But Bell cannot rightfully be called the inventor of the 
telephone. Unable to think of the human ear phonautograph as anything 
but a storage medium for voice oscillations, Bell had to be hooked up to 
the telephone by an operator. That job went to a woman: Mabel Hub
bard, the operator of all future operators.

Alexander Graham Bell met her at Sara Fuller’s School for Deaf-Mutes 
in Boston, where she became his student in 1871.8 She had lost her hear
ing from a case of scarlet fever at the age of five, and her father, Gardiner 
(ireen Hubbard—a lawyer who had made a fortune from patent-dispute 
cases—subsequently set out to reform the system for deaf-mute care in 
America. In order to prevent his daughter’s complete loss of speech—a 
fare considered to be unavoidable at the time—Hubbard imported the so- 
called “oral method” from Europe and along with it the scandalous con
viction that deaf persons spoke only when they had no language of their 
own—that is, no sign language. “A fair trial can only be made,” Hub-
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bard demanded, “where articulation and reading from lips are the only 
medium of communication taught and the only one allowed.”9 In other 
words: deaf persons speak as operators or not at all.

That was reason enough for Hubbard to make contact with Bell, whose 
oral methods of teaching were based on his father Melville Bell’s “Visible 
Speech” system, which was just then enjoying sensational success. Hub
bard quickly recognized that there was capital to be made from the tele
phone experiments of this bitterly poor teacher of deaf-mutes. But Bell 
wanted nothing other than to teach deaf-mutes to speak and to get his fre
quency multiplex to function. And he wanted Mabel Hubbard. Thus, the 
deal eventually was brokered that produced the largest media conglomer
ate of all times: as dictated by her father, Mabel wrote to Bell, whom she 
feared more than loved, that she would not marry him unless he already 
had developed a patentable telephone.10 Hubbard sold his daughter to Bell 
for the price of the telephone. It was not just after, but even before, the 
telephone’s invention that women were “especially good at making it 
work.”11 Hubbard subsequently financed Bell’s telephone experiments, 
and in 1875, he founded the Bell Patent Association, in which he, Bell, and 
Thomas Sanders each held 30 percent of the shares, the remaining 10 per
cent going to Bell’s technical assistant, Thomas A. Watson. Yet for all that, 
the telephone submitted for patenting (by Hubbard) in 1876 merely con
sisted of a harmonic telegraph tipped at a 90-degree angle and soldered to 
a membrane. In 1877, Bell married Mabel, a woman who was as deaf and 
mute as his mother (Eliza Grace Bell, who later would attain worldwide 
literary fame as the flower girl Eliza).12 On the same day, his father-in-law 
founded the Bell Telephone Company. No wonder Bell wrote his fiancee: 
“The telephone is mixed up in a most curious way with my thoughts of 
you.”13 The rest is history: the National Bell Telephone Company (where, 
incidentally, Emile Berliner—the future inventor of the gramophone 
record—worked in the technical division)14 was founded in 1879, and a 
year later the American Bell Telephone Company followed, which in turn 
gave birth to the American Telephone and Telegraph Company in 1885, a 
daughter organization responsible for constructing “long lines.” (In 1899, 
the daughter swallowed up her parents.)15

The move away from the frequency multiplex, which led to the devel
opment of the mass-producible telephone—by replacing a deaf-mute
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woman “in a most curious way”—was in truth the decisive step in its di
rection. In 1915, the telephone caught up with its own origin, or rather its 
nonorigin, with the invention of the “wave filter,” which made possible 
what Bell neither had wanted nor had been able to achieve with his 
Helmholtzian tuning-fork transmitters and receivers: the transmitting 
route’s separation into different frequency bands.16 For the telegraph, this 
achievement meant that its message could be sent over telephone lines in 
the future, either in the form of base telegraphy at frequencies from o to 
150 Hz, which played no role in speech transmission, or as eighteen- 
channel tone-frequency telegraphy via a single unused telephone channel. 
Telegraphy became a subset of telephone frequencies. The optimization of 
its efficiency—the irony of fate—was precisely what spelled the doom of 
the telegraph as an autonomous medium. Its existence had depended on 
its weakness. In the years that followed, the kilometers of telegraph line 
dropped steadily in number. The fulfillment of Bell’s dream of the fre
quency multiplex via his “improvement of telegraphy” had led to a result 
of which he never would have dreamed: “specialized telegraph networks 
were absorbed everywhere.”17

In 1898, a year before Mabel became Ma Bell, she published the his
tory of the speech training in which she herself had been the first subject: 
The Story of the Rise of the Oral Method in America. This text itself was 
subject to the law of the discourse it described—and as a result, someone 
else was speaking whenever the pronoun “I” appeared. As the first ex
perimental subject of the Oral Method in America, Mabel had read her 
speech from the lips of her father; therefore, in the discourse she gave on 
that method, she could appear only in the third person: “My own inter
est in the education of the deaf and my earnest efforts to introduce what 
1 believed to be a better method of instruction than the one then in use, 
sprang from my anxiety for my little deaf child.”18 Because the self was 
occupied by her father, all that was left for Mabel was to speak using lines 
that did not belong to her, no differently than operators in switchboard 
offices would do afterward by the tens of thousands. On principle, such 
operators were neither senders nor receivers of discourse, but instead the 
third persons in whom all first and second persons were founded and in 
whom they foundered. The operator’s function practiced the truth that 
“only because in everyday speaking language does not bring itself to Ian-
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guage but holds itself back, are we able simply to go ahead and speak a 
language.”19 In other words: “The operator was not allowed to use her 
own words.”20

That holding back or epoch of the postal service opened up the op
portunity for countless women to occupy roles in the discourse that pre
viously had been reserved exclusively for men. For technical reasons 
alone, the telephone made it necessary to install the third person, who 
lacked the capacity to establish individual discourse, in what in Germany 
was a civic post. The renunciation of all claim to the discursive authority 
of “I” that “permits each speaker to appropriate to himself an entire lan
guage"1' could not be expected from male subjects, whom the state con
tinued to train for personal responsibility and the ability to appropriate 
language. Consequently, women became indispensable as third persons. 
Only women could commit the speech act dictated since 1881, which 
linked the third person with a deixis and, according to Benveniste,22 is im
possible: “Operator. Number please.”23

In Germany, because civil servants frequently were transferred over the 
course of their education and were trained to be independent selves who 
hardly could be subjected to a prohibition on the use of their own words,24 
The Office overturned Fichte’s verdict against women in governmental 
posts by creating a position for them that was as impossible as the sen
tences they pronounced: the position of a nontenured civil servant or 
salaried public employee—an operator. As telephone operators, women 
professionalized a discursive authority that, according to Kafka’s analysis 
of the postal situation around 1900, defines the fundamental role of speak
ing: “They were given the choice of becoming kings or kings’ messengers. 
As is the way with children, they all wanted to be messengers. That is why 
there are only messengers, racing through the world and, since there are 
no kings, calling out to each other the messages that have now become 
meaningless. They would gladly put an end to their miserable life, but they 
do not dare to do so because of their oath of loyalty.”2S

Civil servants, of course, swear oaths of loyalty, and were thus ap
pointed as discursive authorities of the first person, who established an in
dividual discourse for which the speaker assumed responsibility: in the 
name of the king. Kafka’s postal officials, by contrast, are not the sub
jects, but the operators of speech. They are third persons, one and all,
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who can establish only a discourse that shares the status of postcards: 
without reference, owner, or designated recipient.26 Already in Kafka’s 
first fragmentary novel, Raban—yet another clerk in an anonymous of
fice—reflects the status of discourses for which neither the speaker nor 
the operator assumes responsibility, since they are grounded in the third 
person:

One works so feverishly at the office that afterwards one is too tired even to 
enjoy one’s holidays properly. But even all that work does not give one a 
claim to be treated lovingly by everyone; on the contrary, one is alone, a 
total stranger and only an object of curiosity. And so long as you say “one” 
instead of “I,” there’s nothing in it and you can easily tell the story, but as 
soon as you admit to yourself that it is you yourself, you feel as though 
transfixed and are horrified.27

Raban is just another courier without a king. The stories he recites have 
the status of standard texts: without an author or an owner, they are 
nothing but precisely that—recitals, which (after Herder) means they 
were not internalized. Anyone who says “one” is not saying anything 
himself, but merely relaying information. At the same time, however, 
someone who says “I” is not saying anything, either. Because there is no 
king in whose name the official self can take responsibility for speech, the 
speaker assumes the entire language as his responsibility and is veritably 
beaten. Kafka’s couriers are therefore like children or lunatics—which, 
indeed, amounted to the same thing, according to the letter of the civil 
law regarding the inability to conduct business: by law, they could not 
send letters or gain ownership of the ones addressed to them. There was 
a reason why children wanted to be couriers: that was precisely what they 
were by law.

The circumstances of Kafka’s courier metaphor had quite non- 
metaphorical properties. After all, the insight that authors were couriers 
for the postcards known as literature was fully consistent with the situa
tion of German postal officials after 1871. The Charter of the Constitu
tion of the German Empire stated the following with regard to the 
courier’s oath of loyalty in 1871: “It is the duty of all civil servants of the 
postal and telegraphic administration to comply with imperial ordi
nances. This duty is to be recorded in the oath of loyalty.”28 Yet a law of
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the same year stated that precisely these imperial ordinances no longer 
were to be issued. “In light of the rapid advances being made in trans
portation, commerce, and industry, and further in light of the develop
ment and improvements experienced by the entire system of transport,” 
Moltke argued in justification of the bill, it seemed necessary “to issue 
rules on specific operations and the performance of postal service, not via 
legislation as before, but by a |departmental| regulation”29 that the Im
perial Post Office could pass on its own: “It would create ... a substan
tial impediment... to the postal administration’s flexibility and its quick 
detection and consideration of defects as they present themselves, if mat
ters of postal operation were . . . determined via legislation.”30 In the 
name of the emperor: discourses in the name of the emperor—for exam
ple, laws—were an impediment to postal action. An imperial law decreed 
that the postal service no longer was governed by imperial laws. From 
then on, postal officials acted in the name of the emperor when they did 
not act in the name of the emperor; the only imperial ordinance with 
which they were required to comply by the oath of loyalty was no longer 
to comply with any imperial ordinances: voila Kafka’s courier, pledged to 
kinglessness.

The telephone ultimately procured an endless number of incarnations 
for this legal paradox. Switchboard technology made the end of auctorial 
discourse into a women’s profession—simply because women, unlike 
male officials and poets used to discursive power, did not “want to put an 
end” to their “miserable life” as operators, but much rather preferred to 
begin professional careers. As the first woman telephone operator in his
tory, Miss Emma Nutt had launched that career itself in 1878, when she 
was hired by the Boston Telephone Despatch Company, the first firm 
founded under the license of Hubbard and Bell. Soon, thousands followed 
her from the army of employment-seeking women left behind by the 
American Civil War. It was especially easy for them to do so, since men 
(in the lovely words of one of the first female telephone operators) were 
“complete and consistent failures” as switchboard operators.31

In Germany, State Secretary Heinrich von Stephan initially stood in the 
way of men’s disconnection from the communications service. In 1872., 
even before the age of telephones was underway, he explained to the 
Reichstag “that no institution is less suitable for the employment of
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women than the Imperial Communications Offices.”’2 (Stephan seemed 
here to be playing on the double entendre in the German word for com
munications—Verkehr, literally “intercourse”—which also inspired pub
lic discussion and countless cartoons for years to come.) Two hundred 
fifty women telephone operators were hired in 1874, but Stephan was 
able to close the breech in his woman blockade two years later. The pre
liminary decision to employ them finally was made in 1881. The same 
year that the Remington marketing department discovered that the 
armies of unemployed women also were practically destined to make a 
commercial hit out of the first mass-producable typewriter,33 the first tele
phone switchboard was set up on Berlin’s Franzosische Strasse.34 Once 
the multiple switchboard (which allowed several thousand connections to 
be made from a single seat) was introduced in 1885, Stephan finally had 
to clear his ramparts under pressure from the crown princess and later 
empress. In 1887, the first “female assistant workers for telephone ser
vice” were hired as nonbudgeted civil servants.35 Yet in spite of this, the 
massive entry of women into the rooms of the unyielding postal adminis
tration did not begin until after Stephan’s death in 1897. His successor. 
Major General Victor von Podbielski, opened up all areas of postal ad
ministration to women by decree as early as February 1898: “As the first 
area of employment in the postal service, the operation of typewriters in 
the official chanceries (official rooms) of Post Offices r, the railway post 
offices and especially the General Postal Administration were opened to 
women by the February Decree of 1898. . . . Here a number of chancery 
clerks are constantly occupied with written work, much of which is suit
able for typewritten script.”36 On July 17, 1897—Stephan was not yet 
cold in his grave, so to speak—the Prussian Ministry of Commerce and 
Industry issued a regulation deeming typewritten script to be permissible 
in communications with the government.37 From then on, women did not 
merely write like chancery clerks—as Gritli Storteler once had done for 
the postal administration of the Misused Love Letters—but also instead 
of chancery clerks.

With Lilian Sholes (the daughter of the Remington’s inventor and the 
first female typist in history)38 and Mabel Hubbard (the daughter of the 
future founder of AT&T), the beginning of the end had arrived for the 
asymmetrical distribution of gender in discourse. While the typewriter de-
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livered “the resources of the printing press” not only into the hands of 
poets, but also those of stenotypists,39 the switchboard began to erode 
gender boundaries in the law regarding civil service in Germany. These 
two developments augmented each other in the same way that all new 
media fundamentally are at one among themselves and mutually inter
changeable: the telephone “sped the commercial adoption of the type
writer. ... In no time at all, the telephone expanded the work to be done 
on the typewriter to huge dimensions. Pyramids of paperwork rose on the 
basis of a small telephone network inside a single business.”40 The accel
eration of business and command routes by means of the telephone 
(which only women typists were capable of handling with their record 
number of strokes per minute) left the elitist pride of male chancery clerks 
(who wrote calligraphically, but slowly) intact, but it also left them with
out jobs. As early as 1907, women already held 10,489 positions as non- 
tenured officials, which was equal to a share of 87 percent of all official 
positions in the telephone service, nontenured and otherwise.41 Tenured— 
that is, male—civil servants survived only in the ecological niches they 
owed solely to the prudery of directors. “The service of telephone com
munication has today become an exclusively female profession,” the 
women’s corner of an illustrated magazine gleefully proclaimed as early 
as 1905, “our male colleagues, after all, are only employed in supervising 
or as low-level officials for night shifts.”42 In 1912, the “greater dexterity 
(of women) at the machines”43 out-trumped the higher education of the 
men once again, when the adding machine procured their entry into the 
postal money order offices, which had been opened in 1909.44

The last bastions of women’s exclusion from communications institu
tions, which as yet still had been neglected in a situation where the tech
nical media demanded couriers and not kings, finally were swept away by 
the First World War. At its end, a full seventy-five thousand women civil 
servants and wartime auxiliaries stood in the service of the RPTV. Nor 
were they to be dismissed after the war—a regulation issued in view of 
the strategic situation on December 15, 1917, made sure of that.45

Like all other social safeguards for women, however, this regulation 
applied only on one condition: their single status. Until 1929, “wedlock 
dissolved the contract of employment on the day of the marriage cere
mony.”46 Should their highest duty, providing the state with new civil ser-
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vants and raising them, catch up to the undepletahle numbers of women 
at the switches, they were “utterly annihilated” as operators of the pub
lic machinery as a result—as indeed they always had been according to 
Fichte’s interpretation. In the war against the telephone and typewriter, 
Kleist’s “highest duty” and Fichte’s conclusion based on that duty flowed 
once more from the pen of the education officer and privy councilor Pier- 
storff in 1899:

A man devotes himself to his profession for his entire life and is conscious of 
this from the very beginning. If he marries, then his professional occupation 
is not affected by this. It is different for women. The majority marries sooner 
or later.... For women who have a professional life, the wedding vows bring 
with them the abandonment of their former careers. After all, life’s other 
task awaits them, in the fulfillment of which the wife’s highest duty and 
satisfaction lies now and forever more, the profession of spouse, the mother 
of the home.47

The Truth of the bureaucratic state’s transcendental proviso demanded 
that mothers be removed from circulation. Marriage became the sole gen
der characteristic upholding the state: “The distinction between man and 
woman in the civil service, which cannot be cleared away without shak
ing the foundations of disciplined civil service, lies in the exclusion of the 
married woman.”48

Women were married either to their machines or to a man. At the same 
time, telephone technology long since had denied the sacrament upon 
which its church was founded to the priestly caste of a bureaucracy in
formed by the exclusion of women. The analog channels of communica
tion had destroyed the monopoly that had existed from time immemorial 
on transmitting discrete signals. From then on, women were included in 
state institutions for the same reason that once had justified their exclu
sion as the transcendental origin of the mind’s presence to itself (named 
the individual or the civil servant): the voice. Because the frequency range 
of a woman’s voice was encompassed more completely by the frequency 
hand that the telephone transmitted (originally 1000 to 1500 Hz, after the 
introduction of the first intermediate amplifier to 2000 Hz, since 1929 to 
2400 Hz),49 it simply was more suitable for telephone transmission than a 
male voice. Thus, Undersecretary Fischer had explained the connection
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between girls and the media to the clueless Bebel50 as early as 1894— 
when Stephan was still alive and kicking. Turning first to physics and then 
to the erotic, Fischer explained: “His question is with regard to the young 
girls who have been employed in the telephone service for about three 
years, and, if I dare say so myself, with much success, for one thing be
cause their sound waves are more easily understood due to the higher 
voice register of the feminine organ, and also because the caller becomes 
friendly when a woman’s voice comes through to him on the telephone. 
The trial runs have thus been quite positive.”51 In 1898, after Stephan’s 
death, the Reichstag was able to hear it from the mouth of the state sec
retary of the Imperial Postal Service himself: “With regard to the ladies’ 
question, I must repeat that women in particular are especially well-suited 
for telephone service because their vocal range is three tones higher, and 
as a result they are more easily understood than men.”s2

The technical standards of the channel were at one with its eroticiza- 
tion in the form of the media’s self-advertisement. And that was no acci
dent: the voice became an erotic partial object in the same breath that 
made it recordable and transmittable as something real via the gramo
phone and telephone—and therefore an object for the research of physics. 
That the voice included women in the discourse instead of excluding them 
thus implied a fundamental shift in the linguistic episteme.

As long as the voice was a presence that vanished in what it was, the 
definition of its true nature was delegated to the fields of philosophy, 
Classical/Romantic poetry, psychology, and anthropology, whether it was 
defined as “the concrete shape born from the spirit”;53 or the pre-articu- 
late grounding of the perception of sound itself, which became the origin 
of the world that endowed meaning (as it was in Pestalozzi’s pedagogical 
theory of the mother’s voice);54 or the remembered and infantalizing ori
gin of poetry (as in Tieck’s Sternbald);ss or the “sacred music” in which 
The Mother known as Nature had swaddled The Individual after its on- 
togenic and phylogenic birth (as in E. T. A. Hoffmann’s theory of the 
mechanism, or natural metaphysics).56

All that changed abruptly after 1877. The media of sound recording 
and transmission did not merely show physicists and physiologists that 
the existence of the voice is grounded in the parameters of frequency, am
plitude, and phase. Worse still, they allowed these parameters to be indi-
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vidually manipulated and thus made it possible to analyze what had been 
seen as the indivisible foundation of all syntheses in the Romantic era. 
There had been voice physiologists even before the invention of the tele
phone, of course, just as there had been acoustics in physics. But the 
sound transmitters of such scientists never really advanced beyond the 
technical state of Romantic machine magic or carnival sensations. In 
1835, Johannes Muller had acquired the larynxes of corpses and blew in 
them “in order to study the production requirements for specific vocal 
sounds in concreto”57—the result sounded “like a carnival pipe with a 
rubber membrane.”58 Helmholtz had experimented with tuning forks, us
ing resonators to regulate their sound energy; others like Toepler and 
Boltzmann in 1870 or Rayleigh in 1877 still were tinkering with the or
gan pipes Kempelen had used long before.59 The voice itself was ruled out 
as an object of research or as standard output due to lack of the necessary 
equipment.

It is thus no wonder that after 1877 (four years before Stephan set out 
to spread news of the telephone to the rest of the people) a downright rush 
began, with physiologists, medical scientists, and physicists flocking to the 
new media of sound transmission and recording. As early as 1877, Du 
Bois-Reymond was able to use the telephone to confirm Helmholtz’s hy
pothesis of timbre’s independence from the phase delay occurring due to 
the induction between transmitter and receiver.60 In 1878, Ludomar Her
mann presented the bold hypothesis that either the general law of induc
tion or Helmholtz’s theory would have to be discarded because of the tele
phone. Even if induction itself did not produce a change in timbre, Her
mann argued, the change still had to occur because of the increase in the 
amplitude of higher partial tones in relation to the amplitude of lower 
ones, which was caused by induction.61 In response, Helmholtz reached 
for the telephone in order to defend his theory of vowels.62 Next door, 
scholars also were making telephone calls with frogs: while Tarchanow in 
Saint Petersburg used the telephone as a receiver for the electrical currents 
of frog muscles (and thus as a galvanoscope)—and heard “a distinctly 
musical tone on the telephone”63—Hermann used it the other way around, 
as a transmitter: “Of the vowel sounds, ‘a’ affects the frog preparation 
most intensely, next come ‘o’, ‘ou’, ‘e’, and the weakest is ‘i’.”64 Finally, in 
1891,1 lermann presented the theory of vowels he had worked out on the
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basis of telephonic transmissions. “The essence of vowels,” according to 
Hermann’s theory, was not to be found “in distinct ratios of intensity 
among the harmonic partial tones of a sound,” but in “a definite tone, in
termitting or oscillating with the period of the note.”65 This was a first 
step in the direction of formant theory. In 1891, Hermann Gutzmann, the 
first private instructor of phoniatry, began to use the restricted telephone 
frequency band of 1000 and 1500 Hz for his “Investigations on the Lim
its of Linguistic Perception”—after the consistent perceptive distortion of 
his name into “Butzmann” or “Dutzmann” on the telephone made him 
aware that “sounds with similar acoustic character | in this case b, d, g, 
phonetic stops] are consistently confused” in the process.66

Ultimately, Carl Stumpf reached for the telephone in 19zi to confirm 
his formant theory of consonants.67 Karl Willy Wagner, the president of 
the Imperial Office of Telegraph Technology, then reached in turn for for
mant theory: the damper series connected to telephone lines made 
Stumpf’s predicted formant regions unmistakably audible and allowed 
Wagner to use them as a basis for redefining the frequency range neces
sary for sufficient comprehension on the telephone.68

But feedback of this sort between standards and the objects they mea
sure, between technology and physiology, was part of the agenda after 
Boston otologist Clarence John Blake had procured the cadaver ear for 
Alexander Graham Bell that showed him the possibility of membrane- 
directed currents, and after Blake in turn used that possibility, in the form 
of the telephone, to develop a supra-individual method for testing hear
ing.69 Collaboration in Germany went just as well: on Helmholtz’s per
sonal advice, Werner Siemens constructed the membrane of his telephone 
in the form of an ear drum.70 But such connections between engineers and 
physiologists merely marked the beginning of a symbiotic coalescence be
tween two entire research disciplines. To the same extent, technical labo
ratories were set up at the physiological and anatomical institutes of uni
versities, and departments for research on speaking and hearing were es
tablished at media firms and governmental institutions. In 1905, the 
British General Post Office began to administer articulation tests.

But a physiology of the voice and hearing that actually suited the spe
cific needs of the media was not founded until 1913. Irving B. Crandall, a 
professor of physics and chemistry, joined the research staff of Western
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Electric (an AT&T daughter company, of course) that year with the spe
cific goal in mind of “arriving at an accurate physical description and a 
standard for measuring the mechanical operation of the human ear in 
terms that we can directly apply to our electrical and acoustical instru
ments.”71 The voice and ear became elements of a technical communica
tion system inter pares: “it was apparent that great advantages would 
come from similarly analyzing speech and hearing; for an accurate knowl
edge of every part of a system, from the voice through the telephone in
struments to and including the ear, would permit more intelligent design 
of the parts under control.”72 Harvey Fletcher, Crandall’s successor, who 
joined the Department of Physical Research at Western Electric in 1916, 
initiated “the first major phase in the investigation of language, speech, 
and comprehension.”73 From then on at the latest, “the nature of speech” 
no longer was defined as the soul or “self-manifesting subjectivity,” but 
instead as manifestations of frequency and amplitude. Consequently, “its 
interpretation” was not the business of philosophers and linguists, but of 
engineers and physicists, who viewed the voice as nothing more than an 
element in the telephone system. And as precisely that, the voice included 
women, rather than excluding them. Their vocal range not only was bet
ter situated in the band of telephone frequencies, it also was substantially 
more conducive to the articulation of language—as Fletcher determined: 
“A filter system which eliminates all frequencies below 500 cycles per sec
ond eliminates 60 per cent, of the energy in speech, but only reduces the 
articulation 2 per cent. A system which eliminates frequencies above 
1500 cycles per second eliminates only 10 per cent, of the speech energy, 
but reduces the articulation 35 per cent.”74

(,'onclusion: after the invention of amplifier tubes, nothing spoke in fa
vor of men’s voices on the telephone. Women’s voices, by contrast, not 
only were not the obscure, pre-articulate origin of the clear and distinct 
articulation of men, but themselves were claire et distincte par excellence. 
In an epoch of the postal service where psychogenic voices did not count 
.11 all, but system-compatible ones counted all the more, women were pre
destined for the role of couriers operating without a king. The technical 
media, which produced their own conceptions of the body, and conse
quently of the soul as well—conceptions that suited them—thus created 
a career for women at precisely the site where they dismissed auctorial
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discourse. And for that reason alone, media conglomerates can use the 
prevention of literature as a means for self-advertisement.

It cannot be said more clearly: whoever leases telephone service from 
AT&T thereby undersigns a “terrible loss” for literature [see Figure 11]. 
The postal epoch of the sonnet is defined as the telephone’s absence—and 
is therefore irrevocably past. However countless the ways that lyric po
etry transmits meaning, it is helpless against the discount percentages 
guaranteed by AT&T’s standard rates for signifiers per time unit. Pre
cisely because the capacities of telephone lines are not countless, but lim
ited, literature in the form of love letters was left by the wayside. Just as 
women typists turned poetry into a countable quantity of keystrokes—all 
of which had their price75—women telephone operators (or their auto
matic rate meters) turned declarations of love into a counted quantity of 
discourse minutes (or in the age of ISDN, bits per second). And these, too, 
all had their price: the theme of countless pop songs (“and the operator 
says ‘forty cents more for the next three minutes’”),76 money, “the most 
annihilating signifier possible of every signification,”77 annihilated even 
romantic love, which indeed is poetry by definition alone and therefore 
“signification” at the highest level. But this does not obstruct good busi
ness for the telephone companies—as the above-mentioned pop songs go 
to show. Because the “ways” of telephone lines transmit voices not in the 
form of fantasized magical melodies, but instead as sundered objects, they 
are a way or a medium with which the “ways” of love letters cannot 
compete. “The right choice” is therefore not Elizabeth Barrett, but Ma 
Bell. Not for nothing are the postal service and the telephone industry 
competing communications services in the United States (and recently in 
Germany as well, as the era of Stephan gradually nears its end).

Thus, the competitive advertisement in Figure ix, which in any case 
uses the elimination of the epistolary romance in nineteenth-century En
glish literature as promotional material, conducts a rather precise analy
sis of the Romantic scene of letter writing. The sonnet emerges in the field 
between two poles: between the quill on one side and the beloved’s minia
ture in the medallion on the other. These poles organize two lines of vi
sion that converge in the eye of the woman writer—who is at once also 
the observer. Such is the primal scene of Sentimental-Romantic letter 
writing: the woman writer’s wandering glance weaves the unbroken or in-
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dividual threads of text into the imaginary. As it rolls up, the paper gains 
an interior space: it is the medium of subjectivity and not, let us say, a 
postcard. And Gellert’s ink bottle—forming a right triangle with the quill 
and the portrait—stands ready to tip over should the letter threaten to be 
finished. Letters were glances that reflected the glance of the Other. 
Therefore, the letter Elizabeth Barrett wrote was not a letter at all, but the 
soul itself. Love’s postal territory was not the penny post, but the imagi
nary: “1 love thee to the depth and breadth and height / My soul can 
reach, when feeling out of sight / for the end of Being and ideal Grace.”78 
By contrast, the “one more way” AT&T customers have over the poet is 
not a “way to tell” at all, but rather a way to “reach out and touch some
one,” as the company says itself. And this is not done with the soul, as it 
is in the sonnet, or metaphorically, but via the electromagnetic transmis
sion of bare sensual stimuli. The scope of the imaginary voice, which had 
reached out to the boundaries of existence and eternity and had outlined 
The Individual at once in the form of the Mortal and—qua poetry—the 
Divine, was canceled out by the scope of the technogenic partial object, 
which coincided with the worldwide networks of cable and radio. Ever 
since, speaking means touching.

The genealogy of AT&T’s slogan meanwhile dates back to the earliest 
phase of electronic communications technology. In 1795, the Spaniard 
Francisco Salva made a proposal to Barcelona’s Real-Academia calling for 
the use of Leyden jars in order to telegraph between Matar and Bar
celona. By means of cables, twenty-two Leyden jars in Matar were to be 
hooked up to twenty-two people in Barcelona, each representing a letter 
of the alphabet:79 a long-distance typewriter composed of human bodies 
that would have become signifiers under electrical shock treatment. More 
than a hundred years later, Ma Bell’s “touch” was implemented by a wor
thy successor to Alexander Graham Bell, the deaf-mute instructor Rudolf 
Lindner from Saxony, who modified the telephone to construct the “tele
touch device” he used to convey a realistic impression of sounds to his 
students. A series of single-contact microphones, each of which was acti
vated only by singing a specific tone (the membranes had been tuned to 
various specific frequencies), replaced the receiver. In each of the micro
phone’s circuits, an induction coil was activated, and the specific electri
cal currents were then fed to the corresponding fingers of the deaf-mute
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(0 be alphabetized. When the instructor spoke on the telephone, “every 
tone was felt in a different finger.”80 Finally, in 1980, Dieter Wellershoff’s 
novella The Siren transformed the historical reality that on electrical 
i hannels, speech is always touch, into literature as telephone sex:

He pulled the telephone over and dialed her number.
Her soft, whispered “hello” answered him.. ..
The tone moved him, touched him, and the rest of his resistance and 

caution abandoned him.. .. Sighing, he said “I can’t sleep. I have to think 
about you constantly. I’m crazy about you.”

“Me too,” she said. “I’ve called out to you. Every minute, I’m calling 
you.”

“I feel it,” he said, “how do you do it?”
“I’m naked. I’m touching myself.”
“I feel it,” he said.
“Do it too,” she said. “Please.”
“I will,” he said.81

One could hardly obey AT&T’s command to “Reach out and touch 
someone” more precisely.

()nce women defected to media conglomerates, which would make the 
elimination of literary works via telephone sex into a means for self-pro
motion, media war, rather than love, ruled the relationship between au
thors and women readers. It is no accident that Wellershoff’s professor of 
pedagogy can defeat the telephone siren only by mobilizing another me
dium, the gramophone. The phantasma of Romantic love, that on the field 
of literature women could participate in the phallic pleasures of the One 
Spirit, melted away once women ceased to obey the will to knowledge. Be
cause they would rather dream of being desired as discursive clerks at me
dia conglomerates like Remington and AT&T, or at state enterprises like 
the RPTV, the discourse of authorship ran headlong into the void.

The text had lost its power over women. The discovery by Raban, 
whose name was merely a cipher for Kafka’s,82 that “even all that work 
does not give” authors, who were only discursive clerks in anonymous of
fices, “a claim to be treated lovingly by everyone”83 expressed precisely
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that insight, painful as it was for authors. Such a claim to love on the part 
of auctorial discourse was precisely what had made the hearts of women 
readers fly to the poets since Goethe’s Werther. Indeed, that very claim 
had founded Classicism itself, with its cult of authorial names. Once 
women, due to their “skill with machines,” became the indispensable 
agents of the media and of communications offices, the demigods of 
handwriting were pushed out in the cold.

In such a critical situation, nothing was left for writers to do but be
come media specialists themselves. The postal service had to take the 
place of love. The Romantic logistics of the poet’s dream spilled over into 
the “madness”84 of a postal war of nerves.
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Typewriter and Carbon Paper

At the end of June 1912., Franz Kafka went on a so-called “Thalia jour
ney” to Weimar and Halberstadt, a visit to the parlors of great German 
poets. The result of the journey was a weighty suspicion: “Do you sup
pose it is true that one can bind girls to oneself by writing?”1 he wrote 
Max Brod from the Jungborn Sanitarium. He was referring to the custo
dian’s daughter at the Goethe House in Weimar,2 whose name further
more was Margarethe, and to whom Kafka wrote as often as he liked 
(despite the fact that he was “of no more importance to her than a 
pot”).3 In the primal author’s shadow, knowledge of what had been the 
secret of Classical/Romantic authorship was beginning to stir inside the 
budding author of books: an epistolary love between Spirit and Nature, 
or between the author and his feminine readers. Thus, the lines Kafka re
ceived from Goethe’s posthumous clerk were “literature from beginning 
to end.”4

But “text” is a rather coarse euphemism for what Kafka set in motion 
only two months later. In order to bind a girl to him, beginning on Sep- 
tember 20, 1912, Kafka exhausted the entire potential of current trans
missions technology. He mobilized not only every kind of letter and every 
technical medium, but beyond them and most importantly, the media 
standards of the postal system themselves: transmitting speeds and deliv
ery frequencies. The author armed his desk as a command headquarters 
(or the entire media system standing at his disposal. And not without 
good reason. Power, as its “greatest expert” among the poets5 knew very 
well, no longer resided at the Goethe House in Weimar, but in buildings 
such as Carl Lindstrbm Incorporated in Berlin. Its feminine allies now 
called themselves not Gretchen, but women stenotypists and operators. A
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devil, or rhe ancient logistics of the poet’s dream, no longer was enough 
to bind one such ally. Miss Felice Bauer.

Instead of worshipping translations of their private affairs into the 
poet’s auctorial handwriting, women now put the typescript on paper 
themselves. At the author’s end, a historical transposition thus had to as
sume the place of translation. Piece by piece. Romantic literature’s postal 
system had to be modified for the technical media and rhe conditions of 
information exchange in the age of the World Postal Union. A series of 
substitutions occurred in the process—as Politzer already recognized:6 the 
claim to love was replaced by the claim to letters, the transcendental ori
gin of the text by the standards of the postal system, phantasma by mad
ness, the bio-politically disciplined individual by the dead body that rot
ted by day and rose to the text (not to life) only at night, the hallucination 
or childhood memories of a voice by the strategy of postal dispatching, 
and: The Woman/Mother/Nature by a secretary. Once writing had been 
desexualized, the loves of the author were at best media alliances, and at 
worst media wars.

Such altered conditions already had applied to Postal Assistant August 
Stramm around 1900. His beloved and later his wife, Else Krafft, the 
daughter of a Bremen newspaper publisher, had written articles and po
ems on her typewriter when she was only seventeen years old and was 
considered to be a talented journalist. “When there was nothing more im
portant to do just then, her typewriter sang, and in no time at all a page 
was filled with verse or prose.”7 Once women no longer were excluded 
from discursive technologies, The Woman was lacking as the Other and 
the ground of all words and printed matter.8 In view of such ecriture an- 
tomatique on the part of Else Krafft, nothing remained for Stramm but 
verse production, which was performed with just as much media exper
tise, but was dictated by the symbol economy that employed him as a 
postal clerk. It was said that Mrs. Else Stramm was not very taken with 
her husband’s telegraphic style.9

Nor did Kafka become an author until after he had placed his writing 
on the basis of the text-processing technologies that informed his routine, 
bureaucratic intercourse with texts in his clerk’s existence at the Worker 
Accident Insurance Agency. And even that required the intervention of a 
woman typist. Felice Bauer had made her career in a way that was open
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ro women only after there were technical media for which men had 
proven “complete and consistent failures” and big companies that esca
lated such failure at an exponential rate via feedback between women, 
who administered the mass production of technical media, and the tech
nical media itself, which in turn called for more women. After concluding 
her training at school, Bauer had started out as a stenotypist at the Odeon 
phonograph company in Berlin-Weissensee. In 1909, she moved to Carl 
Lindstrom Incorporated, where she rose to the rank of Prokurist, an offi
cer of the firm entrusted with its power of attorney, within three years. 
Willy Haas even suspected she might make it as far as director.10 By the 
end of 1912, Carl Lindstrom Incorporated was “the largest German man
ufacturer of phonographic equipment”11—the company produced large 
quantities of dictating machines (the “Parlograph,” a sensational success) 
and phonographs (the “Parlophone” reached an annual production rate 
of 400,000 pieces in 1913), including coin-operated “fully automatic 
phonographs for salons, restaurants, etc.” Acoustical jacks, phonograph 
needles, and other replacement parts were produced by Carl Lindstrom as 
well. Most of the correspondence between Kafka and Bauer falls within 
the year 1913, which was also the year of the company’s extraordinary 
expansion: Lindstrom merged with the firm Griinbaum 8c Thomas, thus 
becoming the majority stockholder in Favorite Talking Machines, rhe Ly- 
rophon Works, and the Dacapo Record Company.12 The following year, 
the company also absorbed the Polyphon Company. Lindstrom equip
ment was to be found on five continents. The firm was especially proud of 
its exports to African and overseas colonies—in 1914, Kafka’s traveler 
would promptly reencounter the phonograph as an instrument of torture 
in the “Penal Colony.”13

Kafka’s request for a “factory brochure”14 from Bauer was not a futile 
one—along with it, he probably received an article from the Phono
graphic Magazine of December 12, 1912, which reported the distribution 
of gramophones in the French penal colony at New Caledonia.14

On August 13, 1912, while on a trip to Budapest, the Prokurist of the 
successful Parlograph Division of this multinational conglomerate came 
to Prague, where she visited the Brod family (she was a cousin of Max 
I riedmann's, the businessman who was married to Max Brod’s sister). It 
was a momentous day for Germanic literature. At nine o’clock that
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evening, Kafka arrived, along with the manuscripts of the fragments to 
be included in the Observation, his first published book, the sequence of 
which he wanted to discuss with Brod.16

Yet for all that, communication between Kafka and Bauer was not 
initiated by words, either spoken or written, but by the photographs 
from Kafka’s “Thalia journey” to Weimar, which he handed over to her 
“one after the other.” Among them was a picture of Kafka and 
Margharete Kirchner:17 it showed both of them (though out of focus) sit
ting on a bench; the custodian’s daughter at the Goethe House was look
ing at Kafka, while Kafka looked in the direction of the camera. Thus 
began the game of enticements: when Felice Bauer looked at the photo, 
she was forced to repeat the glance of the woman it portrayed. A van- 
quishment such as this she would not leave unanswered. Shortly after 
Kafka had demonstrated his power to captivate the glances of women, 
she demonstrated her power to banish the very word of men. Later, 
when Kafka unfolded his manuscripts, Bauer mentioned something 
“which so amazed me that I banged the table. You actually said you en
joyed copying manuscripts, that you had also been copying manuscripts 
in Berlin for some Mister [Herrn\ (curse the sound of that word when 
unaccompanied by name and explanation!) and you asked Max to send 
you some manuscripts.”18

Banging on the table and callous swearing marked receipt of the sen
sational announcement that the typewriter gave women a pleasure read
ied for them by Misters whose namelessness referred to the very Master 
[Herr] or Adonai who was utterly nameless for all Jews because he re
placed The Name itself. As the great Other governing the desires of 
women, he immediately garnered Kafka’s damnation. Kafka’s photo
graphic power, after all, was nothing compared to the power of the type
writer. The jealousy regarding the control over her desires that Bauer of
fered to his friend—while scorning his manuscripts with neglect as they 
lay on the table—mobilized Kafka’s fighting spirit. He too, they would 
see it yet, was a master of published discourse, a master over the lusts of 
women. The cover letter Kafka sent to Ernst Rowohlt the next day along 
with his manuscript demonstrates such a fighting spirit: “Dear Herr 
Rowohlt, I am herewith transmitting to you the short prose pieces you 
wished to see. They might well make a small book. While 1 was assent-
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Ming them for this purpose 1 sometimes had the choice between appeas
ing my sense of responsibility and my eagerness to have a book of my 
own among your fine books.”19

Answering a typewriter with a book implied a tragic confusion of 
reading and writing (or copying), as the future would tell. But the fight 
went on. On the very same day. Max Brod received a written announce
ment that the intertwining of books and women did not refer to Brod’s 
manuscripts, but to Kafka’s: “Good morning! Dear Max, while arranging 
the little pieces yesterday, I was under the young woman’s influence, and 
it may well be that some silliness resulted, perhaps only a secretly comic 
sequence. Please look it over once more and let my thanks for that be in
cluded in the enormous thanks 1 owe you.”20 A major artery in the net
work of Romantic authorship thus had been constructed: a secret love re
lationship between the poet and the woman as muse. As the translator of 
intimate experiences into public charades—or works of literature—the 
author related that connection to his publisher and revealed it to his 
reader and interpreter: the classical construction of literature as a love let
ter designed for interception.

But the postal system was still only halfway reconstructed, and the 
fight not even half won, since it had been won only against the masculine 
reader. What was missing, obviously, was feedback between the author 
and the woman by means of which her pleasure would be declared his 
pleasure and thereby brought under his control. In the two-front war that 
the letter writer was fighting for the sake of his authorship, his fellow au
thor obviously saw the typewriter merely as a means for putting office 
clerks out of work—or “driving the spirit out of humanity by mechanis
tic labor”21—and thus received the most old-fashioned kind of evidence 
for an authorial existence. The female Prokurist, by contrast, received the 
most modern form of evidence possible. But Kafka still had to wait a 
while to deliver it. In all probability, he wrote not only the first letter to 
his future beloved, but also his name under the publishing contract for his 
first book, on September 20, 1912.22 Now, with that signature invested, 
he finally could inform Felice Bauer—by typewriter—that the typewriter, 
or the pleasure of women, was the condition that made writing possible 
for authors such as himself: “One thing I have to confess, bad as it 
sounds, and ill as it accords with what I have just said: I am an erratic let-
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ter writer. Yes, and it would be worse still if I didn’t have a typewriter; for 
if my mood doesn’t happen to feel equal to a letter, there are still my fin
gertips to do the writing.”23

Writing on a machine was ecriture automatique, and so was not under 
the influence of a creative subject’s moods. The machine abrogated the 
rule, cherished in the Age of Goethe, that what wrote letters was the soul 
itself. In place of the connection between bodies and souls, fingers and 
moods, the machine established a difference.24 Thus, the Manichean in
strument solved a problem that consistently had spelled the doom of 
Kafka’s earlier writing: the impossibility of distinguishing between the 
subject of the text and the subject of the speech act—or: the impossibil
ity of putting copies in circulation. Precisely this dilemma had frozen Ra- 
ban, alias Kafka: the writer of the text could not pass on the “I” to his 
copy in the text, as though its function as a shifter had been suspended. 
The impossibility of replicating “I” foiled the attempt at putting the dop- 
pelganger Raban in circulation. And the Description of a Struggle re
flected the same impossibility of setting the text free from the body: “It’s 
the same as it was at the party last week. Someone is reading aloud from 
a manuscript. At his request I myself have copied one page. When I see 
my handwriting among the pages written by him, I take fright. It’s with
out any stability. People are bending over it from three sides of the table. 
In tears, I swear it’s not my handwriting.”25

If transcriptions made for others always had been referred back to the 
person of the copyist, as happened to the fat man (one of the many meta
morphoses of the narrator who speaks in the quote above), since he did 
not use a typewriter, Felice Bauer’s career would have been impossible. 
That is, it would have been impossible for her as Prokurist to sign (typed) 
copies of phonograms “per pro. Carl Lindstrom,” “per pro. StraulS,” or 
“per pro. Heinemann.”26 That was precisely what the doppelgangers in 
the Description of a Struggle and Raban never could do: speak for Franz 
Kafka per procurationem. Georg Bendemann and Gregor Samsa are the 
first to be agents in this sense, both on the constituted level of texts—the 
former is a proxy for his father in business, the latter a traveler per procu
rationem for his firm—and also on the constituting level, as the doppel
gangers and agents of their author. The typewriter separated what was 
written from the person of the undersigned; it allowed the possibility of
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signing for oneself “per pro.”—as though the one speaking and taking re
sponsibility for his speech by saying “I” was a different person from the 
one named by the signature. Kafka saw the typewriter as such a means to 
exonerate the signator by withholding his identity (or the characters that 
allow his identification):

I could never work as independently as you seem to; I slither out of responsi
bility like a snake; I have to sign many things, but every evaded signature 
seems like a gain; I also sign everything (though I really shouldn’t) with FK 
only, as though that could exonerate me; for this reason I also feel drawn 
toward the typewriter in anything concerning the office, because its work, 
especially when executed at the hands of a typist, is so impersonal. This 
otherwise praiseworthy caution, however, is complemented and canceled by 
the fact that I sign even the most important things with the said FK, without 
reading them, and that owing to my forgetfulness anything that has once left 
my desk has, so far as I am concerned, never existed. Would all this make 
me, who recently sought a position in your office, highly commendable?27

t he answer is simple, but has to be given three times: as an office clerk, 
“yes,” as author, even “to the highest degree,” but as a lover, “no.” Love 
letters—and what else could the “most important things” have been that 
Kafka was writing and underwriting in his office?—that are typewritten 
and separated from the sender by an act of forgetting so radical that, once 
sent, they never existed—such letters are not love letters at all.

But for the same reason that such texts were useless as love letters, 
they were useful for promoting literature. This was true in two respects. 
First, mechanical word processing, as Bauer herself had confessed on Au
gust 13, was the appropriate way to bind girls to oneself by writing in the 
year 1912. It allowed Kafka to execute a merger in the name of author
ship between his desk at the Worker Accident Insurance Agency and Carl 
I indstrdm Incorporated—the power that bound girls in droves—so that 
he could make one of its clerks the clerk of his writing. (Not only did 
Kafka study the firm’s brochures and propose wide-reaching systems of 
media alliances to Bauer, he also imagined himself as her director.)28 That 
merger provided him with a strategic position outside the family’s sphere 
of discursive power, and from there, such a sphere of power could be re- 
llected, and indeed reflected as power over the media. The opening of a 
strategic position opened up the conception of strategies themselves for
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the first time. After all, the “Judgment,” which was written down in a 
single night two days after the first letter to Bauer, deals with a fight be
tween a father and son over access to the mail.

Whoever had access to the mail also had at his disposal the existence of 
its addresses, and therefore the life and death of its senders. Georg suc
cumbs because he forgets “to take [his father’s] writing things away from” 
him29—which enables the latter to occupy the communications channel to 
Russia and to declare Georg’s letters incapable of delivery. If Georg had 
written his letter on a typewriter, a “writing thing” destined like no other 
to destroy the despotic power of fathers (as Bram Stoker’s Dracula dem
onstrates most emphatically), the mail to Russia would have remained be
yond the grasp of his father.

That was reason enough for Kafka to withdraw his handwritten texts 
from the reach of fatherly writing things by making copies of them on the 
typewriter or, in a case such as the “Metamorphosis,” by having someone 
else make the copies for him.30 While handwritten letters were “dead let
ters,” the typewriter made it possible to mail both letters and literature. 
With this machine, the postal system had created the strategic condition 
for the possibility of Kafka’s literature. After all, Christopher Latham 
Sholes, the inventor of the first mass-producible typewriter (the Reming
ton No. 2), had been a postmaster by trade.31

And precisely what Georg forgot in the “Judgment”—to disempower 
his father’s writing things by using the typewriter—had been put in prac
tice by Kafka two days earlier. On the day he sent the first letter to Bauer, 
Kafka also typed a letter to his friend Max Brod, who was just underway 
to Italy with Felix Weltsch—the very typewritten letter that was lacking 
in the “Judgment.” Its message was a copy of the message in the letter to 
the Prokurist—as if to prove that tearful swearing no longer was neces
sary to mail a copy: “Dear Lucky Ones, 1 am giving myself the pleasure— 
a very nervous one, to be sure—of writing to you in the middle of office 
hours. I would not do so if I were still able to write letters without a type
writer, but this pleasure is irresistible. If mood isn’t quite sufficient, as is 
usual, the fingertips are always there. I must assume that greatly interests 
you, because I am writing this in such great haste.”32 The letter dealt with 
nothing other than the possibility that there was such a letter. It encoded 
the plan for a network of writing, the negative of which contained the
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“Judgment.” To that end, it not only quoted the glad tidings of ecriture 
automatique as the hope for writing itself, which had just been written 
down and addressed to Berlin, but also quoted the pleasure of typewrit
ing, which the message’s first recipient had announced in Brod’s home on 
August 13. And with salutations that turned his friends into Felices, the 
lerter still was directed to her address. Instead of falling into the hands of 
his father, as happened in the “Judgment,” all the letters went to the 
beloved stenotypist. Her pleasure no longer excluded, but included, an 
author armed with a typewriter. From then on, he was not only in league 
with a power the father could not reclaim, but also with one that—under 
the cipher of Odradek—was to become a pronounced “worry of the 
housefather.” Initially, this alliance of powers was to have been openly 
named in the “Judgment”: in the handwritten text, Frieda Brandenfeld 
lirst was described as a jeweler’s daughter, then as a factory owner’s, and 
finally as the daughter of a “cinematography owner” (before Kafka, for 
reasons of disguise, replaced the entire passage with the description “a 
girl from a well-to-do family”).33 Carl Lindstrom Incorporated had been 
founded as the Lindstrom Company through a merger between the Lind
strom Workshops and the Salon Cinematograph Company in 1904.34

But the letter to the two Felices, Brod and Weltsch, was not the only 
copy Kafka had made of the fateful lines. A third copy of the text was 
also in existence, a carbon of the first letter to Bauer, as Kafka informed 
her en passant five and a half months later: “But I really was a different 
person when I wrote that first letter, a carbon copy of which (it is the only 
letter I have a copy of) I found a few days ago during a perfunctory tidy
ing up of my desk (which never gets tidied in any other way).”35 When 
Kafka rediscovered copies or (as occurred more frequently) unsent letters 
m his desk during the course of this correspondence, it never was by ac
cident. In the same letter, somewhat farther down, Kafka expressed con
cern that Bauer might fall victim to the delusion “that at some time I 
might yet turn into a useful human being with whom a steady, calm, lively 
relationship would be possible. If this is what you think, you are under a 
terrible misapprehension; as I have told you before, my present state (and 
today it is comparative paradise) is not an exceptional state. Don’t suc
cumb, Felice, to these misapprehensions!”36

Such a warning did not come out of the blue. By the beginning of
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March 1913, after all, the correspondence had just reached its first low 
point—judging by the quantity of letters sent.37 The impending setting 
aside of written communication due to wedding preparations and the 
springing of the familial trap had started to become apparent. In this crit
ical phase, the “chance discovery” of the carbon copy of the first type
written letter recalled the fact that the actual site of letter writing was the 
office, where anonymous processing of texts into carbons had become 
routine once the English chemist and physicist Sir Joseph Swan acciden
tally had invented carbon paper during his experiments with electric 
light.38 (In 1878, Swan presented a mass-producible lightbulb in England, 
at nearly the same time Edison did in the United States.)39 Such office 
technology, when applied to love letters in an alliance with the typewriter, 
did not make the letter writer seem very “commendable” for “a steady, 
calm, lively relationship,” as Kafka had explained in reference to the 
anonymity of typewritten letters in the letter of December 20-21. After 
all, letters that existed simultaneously as a carbon copy were per defini- 
tionem “not of a personal nature . . . like private letters, but instead . . . 
of a bureaucratic nature.”40 They were open invoices, and the issuing au
thority could demand payment on the basis of his carbon copies.

The continued existence of the copy in Kafka’s desk was the continued 
existence of the “original difference” between the fingertips that took 
care of the writing and the moods of an individual who signed responsi
bly. Kafka thus could go back to the handwritten text very quickly: in
deed, he had a copy in his desk documenting the typewritten a priori of 
the correspondence.

The letter of September 20 did not initiate the correspondence, but it 
did establish its rules by fixing the bureaucratic a priori for all private 
matters. The foundation of the correspondence between Kafka and Bauer 
was not a contract, with a marriage contract on its horizon, but instead a 
pact41 based on a promise: it was valid as long as what was promised ac
tually came true, that is, the promise of a closeness conveyed by letters 
must never be carried out. The invoice was filled in that it remained open. 
The pact accordingly read as follows: writing shall mean recognizing the 
condition that a difference exists between the subject of the text and the 
subject of the speech act,42 that the subject promising closeness, longing, 
and love in the letter is not identical with the subject of the letter writer,
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the subject of the speech act. This meant the letters were literature or forg
eries on principle.

What the copy of a typewritten letter promised was nothing other than 
what was also the state of knowledge in expert criminology at the time: 
the possibility of fraud was becoming the condition for writing. “It can
not be denied that the typewriter is being used increasingly for the pro
duction of falsified documents.”43 While expert detectives and chief in
spectors insisted on being able to document individuality for every type
writer, they also left no doubt as to what individuality in the age of 
standardized mass production was: a mechanical defect. Osborn resorted 
to every conceivable finesse of detective work in order to disprove Kafka’s 
acknowledged opinion that the typewriter’s “work” was “so anonymous,” 
or that “typescript [guaranteed! the forger” an “impenetrable shield, be
hind which he could hide.”44 This possibly was the case for a brand new 
machine. But once it had been put in use, “a typewriter’s individuality can 
ultimately be proven with absolute certainty” “by means of deviations 
and defective letters resulting from normal use or accidental damage.”45 
|ust as Freud had deciphered unconscious individuality in the defects of 
speech, criminologists deciphered individuality in the defects of ma
chines.41’ In the scientific evidential paradigm produced by the technolo- 
gi/.ing of discourse around 1900, individuality exists at best in the form of 
a pathological symptom in the everyday life of people and machines. The 
individual is a sign of decline, of downfall, the creeping destruction that 
is normal use or normal life.

Insofar as the individuality of the writer of a typewritten letter could 
be proven not through confessional procedures, but only by the defects in 
pure signifiers, the promise the typewriter and its typist had given to 
Kafka abrogated the rules governing its own functions: it freed postal ex
change from “the illusion .. . that the signifier has to answer for its exis- 
tence in the name of any signification whatever.”47

Because the individual was at best a sign of wear and tear or a series of 
typographical errors (as documented in the case of Kafka’s letter of Sep
tember 10),48 the signifier answered for its existence solely in the name of 
the typewriter and of carbon paper. Consequently, proclamations of love 
were not confessions, but the machinations of bureaucratic technocracy.
I he terminus ad quern of such fraudulent machinations would be wed-
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ding preparations that were interminable because the text’s doubling at 
the origin of the correspondence deconstructed both the assurance that 
the writer would vouch for the conditions of discursive sincerity and the 
guarantee that the meaning of words actually was the one the writer had 
intended.

Yet: since the annulment of the promise implied by the exchange of let
ters—as it was implied by any use of language—was itself the subject 
matter of a promise that the letter embodied, the promise that rescinded 
the promise’s rules for speech acts continued to function only as long as 
no reference was made to that promise. Because one and the same me
dium (the postal system) processed both the pact and what it covered, 
Kafka revoked the content of the promise at the moment he referred to its 
existence, at the moment, that is, when he took the copy of the typewrit
ten letter out of the drawer. A letter that promised difference had to be a 
slip of the tongue.

The original pact therefore did not establish a legal order for the cor
respondence that might have allowed the legitimation of discourses via a 
third party; it established an agonal order, instead. The stage of dis
courses became the stage of a drama in which subjects embodied nothing 
but strategies. The role of the typewritten letter was thus not so much to 
state a difference as it was to inscribe that difference onto all postal ex
change. It set off a war in which Kafka would mobilize the entire dis
patching power of the postal system.



C H A P T E R  T W E N T Y

I lie Poet’s Printed Matter in Extremis

Kafka could leave the battlefield of his private postal war (he had been 
woefully unable to participate in the Great War) only when he bore away 
the wound of catarrhal apicitis of the lung in 1917. Thus, a five-year 
struggle to reconstruct the postal system of Classical authorship under the 
conditions mandated by the age of the World Postal Union came to an 
end. Felice Bauer married a Berlin businessman shortly afterward, and 
Kafka declared his “general bankruptcy.”1 The typewriter had promised 
1 he author the felicity of making girls attached to him by writing and re
maining anonymous himself, but only at the price of the transitive char
acter of literature, that is, at the price of author deification and the love 
of women readers. Bauer never gave a moment’s thought to the idea of 
placing her typist’s art in the service of poetry, either as a muse or a reader. 
Nothing and no one prevented her from seeing Kafka as a better factory 
owner than a writer.2 Nothing and no one prevented her from telling the 
author Brod to his face that she had been unable to finish reading 
Nornepygge Castle—whereupon Kafka, the shocked young author faced 
with such an obstruction to the function of women readers, “really froze 
with horror—for myself, for you, for everyone.”’The epistolary inspira
tion of earlier times became the mailing of newspaper articles and factory 
brochures. At the best, addressing poetic works to women readers might 
have become dictation into Bauer’s Parlograph: neither the one nor the 
other had anything to do with love.

But poets could not dream of a desexualized exchange of information 
between women and men. The dictation of a Berlin professor that Bauer’s 
typewriter recorded three times a week met with Kafka’s jealous suspi
cion that—as if it were Romantic poetry—it occurred only for the pur-
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pose of ensnaring Bauer in the slings of the imaginary: “But I have just 
glanced at your last letter again and wonder whether you shouldn’t give 
up your work with the professor. I still don’t know what kind of work it 
is, but even if he were to dictate the most precious words night after 
night, it wouldn’t be worth while, if it tired you.”4 “Nothing but jeal
ousy”5 at the “pleasant temptations at the professor’s”6 to which he sub
mitted the stenotypist governed Kafka’s relationship to Bauer’s profession; 
therefore, preventive ignorance about the nature of such work seemed to 
him the best strategy for turning Bauer’s eyes and ears to his own “pre
cious words.” No wonder the postal system, just in the nick of time, com
mitted the blunder of losing the very letter in which Bauer gave an ac
count of her work at the professor’s.7 No wonder, because Kafka already 
had declared in his third letter to Bauer that letters were lost—if at all— 
to consciousness alone;8 in the unconscious, by contrast, letters appar
ently lost were either ones that never should have been written or ones 
that never had been written.

But suppression alone was not enough to break the power of nameless 
Misters over the mind of his beloved. The literary text had to face direct 
competition from the dictations that occupied her every other day. There 
was nothing else for the author to do but to construct in a postal manner 
at the margin of his poetic art the transitive properties that literature had 
lost to dictation on typewriters and Parlographs:

This spring, at the latest, Rowohlt of Leipzig will publish a Yearbook 

of Poetry, edited by Max. It will include one of my short stories, “The 
Judgment,” which will be dedicated “To Fraulein Felice B.” Is this dealing 
too imperiously with your rights? The more so since this dedication was 
written a month ago, and the manuscript is no longer in my possession?
Could it be looked upon as a valid excuse that I forced myself to omit the 
rest of the sentence: “(To Fraulein B.) so that she does not receive presents 
only from others”?9

The precious words of the poet were supposed to suppress the precious 
words of the professor that Bauer had declared it her pleasure to type. 
There could be even less doubt about this, insofar as “this dedication was 
written a month ago,” that is, after the “Judgment” had been written 
down—as Bauer easily could have calculated from the date on the let-
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ter—or after the day she received Kafka’s first typewritten letter, in which 
the reference to her remark on August zo about typing out copies was ev
ident. That the words a stenotypist heard and transcribed were seen as 
presents by Kafka is an example of a confusion about the professionalism 
of feminine dealings with writing that was typical of poets around 1900. 
Typists, for whom every syllable had a price, clearly did not think much 
in general of presents in the form of words. And hence Kafka’s caution in 
not telling her about the dedication until after it had become a fait ac
compli and no longer could be rescinded.

The dedication turns printed matter into a matter of letters. It is as
signed to the “margins of the title,” yet does not itself belong to the text. 
Instead, it mediates between the title, whereby the text becomes the prop
erty of the state and the archives of law,10 and the text itself, which it in 
turn sorts into a private archive of letters. But what precisely does a ded
ication give? After all, it does not transfer ownership of the physical body 
of the text, as the address of an actual letter does (even if “for F.” is writ
ten at the top of every printed copy of the “Judgment” right up to the 
present day, those copies still do not belong to Bauer), anymore than the 
individual form of phrases and verbal contexts did (they are protected by 
copyright law and remain in the possession of the author or publisher). 
I he dedication signs over the “material content,” the “ideas” that are 
“transferred to the reader when he appropriates them by intellectual ef
fort.”11 The dedication creates the very same postal properties that had 
been implicit in Goethe’s poetry—as the feedback from Bettina as a fem
inine reader testifies—thanks to Thurn and Taxis. At the same time, it 
also declares that these “ideas” are mysteriously indebted to the person 
named in the dedication.12 “To Dorothea” and “for F.” are isomorphs. In 
the topology of the textual margin, the dedication restores—if necessary, 
by force—the power of the authorial name to address stories as private 
love letters to women readers.

Yesterday I received the proofs of your short story. How beautifully our 
names unite below the title! When you eventually read the story, 1 hope you 
won’t regret ever having consented to your name being mentioned (of course 
it is only Felice B.). For no one, no matter to whom you may show it, could 
like the story. You can take comfort, at least some kind of comfort, from the 
fact that 1 would have added your name even had you forbidden it, for the
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dedication, although only a tiny and dubious one, is nevertheless an unques
tionable sign of my love for you.13

A story no one would like needs a dedication to ensure that it reaches at 
least one feminine reader. In the face of the Parlographic dictators who 
were enticing women readers away from literature by addressing them in 
a professional manner, Kafka brandished the regimental colors of author
ship: the “unquestionable sign” of love between the writer and the femi
nine reader.

Unlike the “Judgment,” the Observation, Kafka’s first book, had been 
a wartime operation in his struggle for the mind of a woman since his first 
encounter with Bauer. Over the pages of the Observation the battle had 
started, and there it would have to be decided. With and within those 
pages, Kafka therefore proved that printed matter and matters of letters 
were merely two sides of the same sheet of paper as far as he was con
cerned—quite literally. Using the excuse that he had no stationery at hand, 
Kafka wrote Bauer a letter on the back of a page from the proofs to the 
text “Children on a Country Road”: “How do you like the type sample 
(needless to say, the paper will be different)? No doubt the typeface is a lit
tle too consciously beautiful, and would be more appropriate to the tablets 
of Moses than to my little prevarications. But now it’s being printed that 
way.”14 The cat was out of the bag: a Nameless Master dictated not only 
to Felice Bauer, but to Franz Kafka as well. But the self-representation of 
an author as the typist of God, who used the printing press to transform 
the advocative “prevarications” of handwriting into the (truly) oversized 
typeset letters of the law, made little impression on a typist who trans
formed handwriting into typewritten text herself every day by the pile— 
especially since as a Prokurist she was fairly certain that power no longer 
resided in divine law, but instead in new technical media.

The poet’s claim to kisses as a reward for his book15 thus found no res
onance whatsoever; nor did any of Kafka’s other requests for Bauer’s com
mentary on his work. Before submitting herself to the author-feminine 
reader feedback loop, she preferred to read every other book imaginable. 
She favored Silhouettes of an entire palette of authors over the one real au
thor who wrote her palpable letters. Bauer never was as enamored by 
Kafka’s “glimpses into endless perplexities”16 as she was by Herbert Eu- 
lenberg’s educational crash course for the “culturally deprived in Ger-
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many,” which, in the form of “literary sketches,” dealt with forty-five po
ets and writers at a pace suitable for typists. As she said herself, she val
ued Eulenberg’s book because it was the exact opposite of “endless per
plexities,” that is, “pithy and clear,”17 and therefore conformed to the styl
istic demands of stenographic business letters or telegrams. In the preface 
to the first edition, Eulenberg himself wrote poetry about the situation of 
creative writing in an age of this kind of feminine reader’s love:

One likes not to buy just learned books,
A dirge not new in Germany,
No question of good ones ever at all.
They don’t sell well, old funeral shrouds.18

The shrouds or texts of grave robbers sold all the better, however: pre
cisely because “everyone can read them,”19 Eulenberg’s sketches went 
through no less than nine editions between 1910 and 1912.

That was reason enough for Kafka, the weaver of funeral shrouds, 
to erupt in jealousy: of “men and girls,” businessmen and secretaries, 
author-idols and their feminine readers:

I am jealous of Werfel, Sophocles, Ricarda Huch, Lagerlof, Jacobsen. My 
jealousy is childishly pleased because you call Eulenberg Hermann instead 
of Herbert, while Franz no doubt is deeply engraved on your brain. . . . But 
you ought not to read the Silhouettes. And now I see that you are even “very 
enthusiastic” about him. . . . But other people are to be found in your letters 
as well; I want to start a fight with them all, the whole lot, not because I 
mean to do them any harm, but to drive them away from you, to get you 
away from them, to read only letters that are concerned solely with you, 
your family, and the two little ones, and of course, of course, me!20

()nce media power and education no longer were one and the same, it was 
all over for the poets’ and thinkers’ mastery of all discourse, over for their 
sell appointed pedagogical power to decide the reading material of their 
subjects or serfs, especially the feminine ones. Thus, for example, Kafka’s 
repeated demand for a list of Bauer’s books remained futile.21 Authors fell 
into an impotent rage against competitors who no longer sought to be suc
cessful with women readers by urging them to penetrate the author’s spirit 
via hermeneutics, but who instead used texts that satisfied the minds of 
women readers, minds warped by typewriters, cinematographs, and
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gramophones.22 To their horror and consternation, authors discovered that 
once women made careers of the typewriter and the talking machine, they 
could judge printed matter with competence they had gained not from the 
mouth of a pedagogue (and that means from other printed matter), but on 
the basis of an expertise in the media that was specific to women.

Kafka was not alone in this. On the typewriter that he used to type out 
the “chaos of smudges and scriggles” representing the handwritten form 
of his books, Vladimir Nabokov could manage a speed of “some three 
hundred words in one hour,” according to his own admission, and there
fore decided (while trying to earn a living as a Russian writer in Paris dur
ing the 1930’s) “to hire an expert typist, to whom I would dictate my cor
rected manuscript in the course of approximately thirty carefully planned 
afternoons.”23 Thirty afternoons became four years—as his semi-autobi
ographical memoirs record, which weave together poetry and women in
stead of Poetry and Truth—and the typist Anna Ivanovna Blagovo be
came his second wife. The marriage was a product not of mutual love, 
but mutual abandon. Out of pure “lust,” the poet became “reckless”24 
with regard to the typist’s recklessness concerning his power of language. 
It was quite true, after all, that rapport sexuel did not write itself—the 
typewriter wrote it down:

Our first session proved pretty awful. .. . She asked me not to go so fast. She 
put me off by fatuous remarks: “There is no such expression in Russian,” or 
“Nobody knows that word (vzvoden', a welter)—why don’t you just say 
“big wave” if that’s what you mean? . .. After three hours of work, I exam
ined the result of her dainty and impudent rattle. It teemed with misspellings, 
typos, and ugly erasures. Very meekly I said that she seemed unaccustomed 
to deal with literary (i.e. non-humdrum) stuff. She answered I was mistaken, 
she loved literature. . . . Did she know Morozov’s poetry? No, she did not 
much care for poetry in any form; it was inconsistent with the tempo of 
modern life. I chided her for not having read any of my stories or novels.25

Women such as Miss Blagovo or Miss Bauer, who were absolutely and en
tirely legitimized by their machines, were fully immune to the Eros of the 
masculine power of language when it was not “pithy and clear” or when 
it clashed with the “tempo of modern life” (which amounts to the same 
thing). Poets therefore had to guard jealously over the fate of their litera
ture, distribution.
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It was no accident that Kafka sent Ernst Weil?, a bitter adversary of the 
technical media in any form, into the Carl Lindstrom building in Decem
ber 1913 in order to force Bauer into a written correspondence. Ten years 
later, Weil? finally would discover the true fate of literature in its being 
undeliverable to readers, which he called “essentiality.” His polemic was 
directed against the cinema, telephones, phonographs, and the “wireless 
transmission of concerts, sermons, exchange rates, and stock market re
ports,”26 and so against the tendency of the technical media to submit the 
output of Mozart, Luther, and the New York Stock Exchange to one and 
the same set of standards. But the technical media did not destroy them 
selves, as Weil? boldly had prophesied for such a “weak, lowly, common 
thing.” Instead, they produced so much competition for the “striving to
ward essentiality” known as literature that Weil?—just as Kafka had 
done in the “Judgment”—burst out with the desperate question: “What 
poet is to work for a public he can’t captivate for the simple reason that 
it doesn’t exist?”27

The poet’s printed matter was in extremis. When literary works ceased 
to capture the distorted minds of the public as love letters, a lonely writ 
mg took their place, writing that could not be delivered and that no 
longer pronounced any truth about life because it had replaced life itself. 
Without much grief, Eulenberg’s dirge had declared that the fabric of lit 
erature was a funeral shroud; Kafka drew from this the obvious conclu 
sion that poets were the deceased: “What I need for my writing is seclu 
sion, not ‘like a hermit,’ that would not be enough, but like the dead. 
Writing, in this sense, is a sleep deeper than that of death, and just as one 
would not and cannot tear the dead from their graves, so I must not and 
cannot be torn from my desk at night.”28 The author’s study was a Dead 
Letter Office, a bureau for letters that could not be delivered. I lerman 
Melville’s Bartleby, the hack writer who had been a clerk in a Dead Let 
ter Office ail his life29—before he occupied the same site in the discursive 
system that would be taken by stenotypists a generation later—was the 
prototype of the modern author.

But for that very reason, the postal system took the place of love (of 
poets). Only writers of dead letters or dead letter writers had to rearm 
their desks as command headquarters for complete postal systems. They 
were forced to establish and to calculate technically a textual circuit that
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replaced the circulation of blood. Literature could create a niche for itself 
within its own incapacity for delivery only when that incapacity became 
the postal principle of the interminability of a correspondence made up of 
love letters. Mail became the vehicle for a carefully planned obstruction 
of communication. The correspondence with a dead(-)letter writer never 
ceased to deal with such incapacity for delivery.

Kafka’s letters thus were the exact opposite of a Romantic novel, and 
not, as Politzer claimed, his only “completed novel” in the sense that Ro
manticism meant by the term. As Jens Schreiber was able to demonstrate, 
Romantic novels always allowed the reader to forget that love—the 
imaginary failure to recognize the impossibility of describing sexual rela
tions—was sustained by the text alone.30 Kafka, on the other hand, never 
ceased to insist upon precisely that point. Love was a postal system. To 
say that, and to call the saying of it “love,” was madness: “Love must be 
ignorant in order to forget speaking. . . . Love therefore tumbles into 
madness when it becomes clear-sighted. In madness it becomes clear that 
love is sustained only by speaking, and in the final consequence that 
means practically by nothing at all.”31 “Madness” therefore was Kafka’s 
name for the “many letters” to Bauer, which circulated on the basis of in
capacity for delivery, and for the desired goal of his nocturnal writing as 
well.32 And for good reason: because ultimately, such madness was the 
postal principle itself, which guaranteed the inability to conceive of cor
respondence.

In 19ZZ, Kafka would write to his last epistolary love that letter writ
ing was impossible for humans. In 19 iz, ten years earlier, this impossi
bility was a positive possibility known as the mail.
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Mail, or The Impossibility of Writing Letters

llow do I love theei The answer Michel Cournot gave in place of Kafka 
is today as unsurpassed in its clarity as it ever was: “This correspondence 
demonstrates exactly how one being may touch, enchain, torture, enslave, 
destroy another being by the systematic and total use of the postal and 
telegraph services.”1

Without the feats performed in advance by the General Staff, however, 
a total and systematically waged war is unthinkable—including wars that 
are fought by mail and telegraphy. Thus, Kafka was not unprepared. Five 
years earlier, using an arsenal consisting of a railway line, a telegram, and 
two letters, he already had tested his plan for the mobilization of the me
dia in the struggle for writing. The code name under which the maneuver 
was executed was Wedding Preparations in the Country. And the out
come provided Kafka with more or less the same lesson that the German 
General Staff learned at the Battle of the Marne seven years later. While 
in Kafka’s novel / war game literature (blue) had been compelled to sur
render to the superior force of the family (red) and its transport media 
due to insufficient communications networks, the disaster of the Marne 
was caused by a lack of telephone lines between the individual armies and 
especially between those armies and the Supreme Headquarters.2 And just 
as Raban saw illness as the only way to escape his misery. Senior General 
von Moltke made his exit with a nervous breakdown.

“The Great War,” Kafka wrote to Moltke as much as to his own ad
dress in a 1916 appeal for “A German society for the establishment and 
support of a military and civilian hospital in Prague for the treatment of 
nervous diseases in German Bohemia,” is “a war on the nervous system, 
more a war on the nervous system than any previous war.”1 That it was,
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because during the First World War, “nerves” was just another word4 for 
telegraph and telephone lines, which indeed played a much larger role in 
the age of million-man armies than they had in all previous wars. Conse
quently, “nervous breakdown” was just another word for the Marne dis
aster. Not unlike modern armies, literature was dependent on the organi
zation of the means of communication, so that the Military and Civilian 
Hospital for Nervous Diseases was a matter of life and death for authors, 
as well as for the commanders of the General Staff. “The telephone,” the 
War Diary of a Telegraphist reported in 1916, “has taken over the ex
change [of information! and in most cases has replaced the horse rides 
and car trips of adjutants and ordinance officers. It (the telephonel and 
the many, many wires form the nerves of the — Army.”5

That, however, is precisely what is not achieved in the Wedding Prepa
rations. Unlike Kafka in 19x2, Raban is not in possession of the carbon 
copy of a typewritten letter, and thus of a promise suspending the func
tions of letters: giving promises. There is no carbon paper to provide in
surance against the superiority of bodies. Like a child or someone with a 
nervous disorder, Raban therefore is excluded from all use of the postal 
system. He cancels the values of every letter he writes by catching up with 
them on foot or by train. Raban runs across his friend Lement before Le- 
ment can receive the letter he wrote him that afternoon in hopes of pre
venting such a meeting.6 He is rescued from the presence of his friend, 
however, by a reference back to the letter he had written his fiancee early 
that morning.

“Wait, you just said now you advised me to stay here over tonight. I’ve 
thought it over, it couldn’t very well be managed. I’ve written to say I’m com
ing this evening, they’ll be expecting me.”

“That’s quite easy, send a telegram.”

“Yes, that could be done—but it wouldn’t be very nice if I didn’t go—and 
I’m tired, yes, I’ll go alright. If a telegram came, they’d get a fright into the 
bargain.”7

Only the mobilization of a highly technical medium could have sus
pended the promise the letter gave to his fiancee. But such mobilization 
only would have led him back into the arms of his friend and also would 
have established a terrifying connection with the letter. Or so it seemed,
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m any case. Only after he catches up with the letter to his fiancee does it 
occur to Raban that he still could have postponed the trip had he not con
tused the speed of letters with that of bodies: “Yes, after all I have already 
accomplished it is certain that tomorrow I shall get to Betty and to 
Mamma, nobody can prevent that. Yet it is true, and was indeed not to be 
loreseen, my letters will arrive only tomorrow, so that I might very well 
have remained in town and spent an agreeable night at Elvy’s.”8 Because 
Italian does not calculate the times of arrival for his dispatches, he is able 
to play his letters off only against friends who are present, not against an 
absent fiancee, and certainly not against telegrams. Instead, he falls into a 
1 rap between the addressees of his dispatches. Because the subjects of the 
letters cannot call on each other as witnesses, what they say has to be the 
responsibility of the subject of the speech act, whose “moods” are by no 
means disconnected from his fingertips.

That Raban tragically mistook the letter’s time of arrival for his own 
(thus leading the Wedding Preparations into the dead end of the title) re- 
flccted the same principle of written communication that had viewed the 
letter as doppelganger and an archivist of the individual a hundred years 
earlier. And—just as in that earlier time—Raban’s mistake was an effect 
11I the organization of empirical communications institutions. While the 
postal system and Ministry of Commerce were divorced in Germany, per
sonal transportation and the transmission of information still were com
bined in a single department in Austria.9 And just as the postal system 
and railways were under the same ministry, the positions of fiancee and 
mother were combined in the Wedding Preparations: a short circuit that 
resulted in the nervous breakdown of writing and the hero. Such an ad
vance of the red lines was completely realistic, as the course of Kafka’s 
correspondence with Bauer would illustrate. In fact, Kafka’s mother 
would try to bring about precisely that short circuit: after she intercepted 
one ol Bauer’s letters, she tried to turn its sender into a secret agent in the 
service of familial discipline. Writing was defined as a “pastime” and de- 
i lared to be harmless only on the condition that it was subjected to the fa- 
11111 i a I regimen of sleeping and eating (a restriction that in Kafka’s case 
strangled his writing).1'1

I lowever, Bauer did not live in Jungbunzlau or anyplace else be- 
tworn Prague and the Sudeten Mountains (where Raban was heading),
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but instead in the capital of the German Empire, where the postal system 
and railways did not play into each other’s hands—a lucky thing for 
Kafka, who had been able to uncover his mother’s act of sabotage. The 
difference between those two institutions was the organizational require
ment that guaranteed the body would not have to take the place of the 
letter. Instead, the whole postal system was mobilized systematically. Un
like Raban, Kafka would calculate the arrival times for his letters very 
precisely, so that they could refer to each other as authorities, and not to 
an individual responsible for all the letters signed by Kafka (or FK). 
Kafka later would call this “communication with ghosts.”

How, then, did Kafka love Bauer? Let us “count the ways.”

In the first place, Kafka established a precise timetable of all the mail 
collections in Prague, and of all the deliveries in Berlin. Second, he made a 
timetable of Felice’s movements between her residence and her office in order 
to ascertain at which moment of the day she would receive a certain letter, 
depending on whether that letter was addressed to her home or business. 
Third, he made note of the exact itinerary of the letters, through whose 
hands they would pass, whether at her home (the concierge, mother, and 
sister of the unhappy Felice) or at the office (the internal mail service, 
assistants, secretaries). Fourth, he made a comparison of the routes and 
schedules of registered letters, on the one hand, and express letters on the 
other. Fifth, he noted the amount of time necessary to send telegrams. In 
passing, it should be mentioned that at this time telegrams and express letters 
could be delivered from Prague to Berlin on Sundays and that there was even 
a delivery of regular mail on Sunday mornings. If one adds to this the fact 
that Kafka not only placed the words he had written in these envelopes, but 
hinted darkly at the words he had written but not sent, and that he also 
inserted at propitious moments insults he had drafted several weeks earlier— 
and if one adds furthermore that he put ten or twelve pages of a single letter 
in separate envelopes and mailed them at different times in different letter 
boxes, it is quite evident that Kafka, playing the game of “dispatching” to its 
maximum, using every postal method and timetable, had at his disposal a 
formidable artillery with which to reduce Felice to a state of confusion."

That Kafka had such a formidable cannonball postal system at his dis
posal, however, is a “given” that—rather than being taken for granted— 
deserves some attention in its own right. Kafka was not the only one pre
pared “to attach a girl” to himself “by writing”; the postal system had
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made its own preparations as well. The year 1912-13, 'n which most of 
the correspondence with Miss Bauer falls, was not just any year. It was— 
at least as far as letter traffic is concerned—a record year for mail: 
(>,822,000,000 letters were transported by the RPTV in 1913,12 including 
208 letters from Kafka to Bauer. That figure would not be surpassed un
til the year 1927. Never again would as many trains be mobilized to con
vey letters as in 1912-13: a total of 17,303 every day14—an absolute rec
ord in the history of the German postal system. These trains provided the 
precondition necessary for Kafka’s postal war, not only by speedily trans
porting mail back and forth between Prague and Berlin, but above all by 
making it possible to calculate the arrival times of letters—something 
that became possible only after they began to be transported by railway. 
“Only now can the correspondent calculate—and he should be able to do 
so nowadays!—the hour in which his letter will reach the hands of its re
cipient.”14 The highest number of telegrams sent in Austria was reached 
m 1913,15 while the German record set for that category the same year 
was only a passing one.

But statistical probability was not the only thing calling for poetology 
m the form of a postal war of nerves in 1912-13. What scholars of Ger
man literature have yet to waste a single moment considering is the sim
ple fact that “one man’s attempt to take possession of a women with 
words, nothing but words, and furthermore primarily words of nega- 
lion,” which was “probably unique in human and literary terms,”16 
would have been absolutely impossible if the postal organization of letter 
traffic had not made the necessary conditions available around 1912. 
These conditions took the form of standards that had no more to do with 
the postal situation of a Novalis or a Holderlin—whose fantasies and 
madness Politzer tried to take as a literary-historical context for Kafka’s 
“love letters”—than they do with the postal situation of 1998. Between 
1910 and 1914, the mail was delivered a full eight times a day in Berlin, 
including Sundays17—no wonder “the postman” became the “legendary 
hero” in the “postal chronicles” that were narrated to Bauer day after 
d a y .18 In Prague, by contrast, the postman came only twice a day, and 
only once on Sundays.19

For that reason alone, Felice Bauer did not have a chance from the 
start: the armies of postmen were unevenly divided. Eight daily deliveries
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were the condition necessary for Bauer’s receiving mail from Kafka as 
many as three times a day. Confronted by such a frequency, she had to fall 
behind and in tow, simply because of the logistics of the Austrian postal 
system at her disposal.20 Kafka really should have dedicated the “Judg
ment” not to Bauer, but to Rowland Hill. After all, the postage stamp and 
the increased frequency of delivery it made possible were the historical a 
priori for Kafka’s strategic position, which made writing the “Judgment” 
possible and which it reflects.

The remaining parameters for the exchange of mail can be found in 
Kafka’s letters. The “interpretaments” indispensable for their analysis are 
(i) that a letter mailed in Prague no later than four o’clock in the after
noon was delivered to its recipient in Berlin during the course of the fol
lowing day (and vice versa);21 (z) that letters mailed in the evening were 
not in Berlin (or Prague) until two days later;22 (3) that the time it took to 
transmit telegrams from Prague to Berlin came to approximately four 
hours;23 and (4) that express letters were delivered within one day.24

On the basis of these invariables, which defined the firepower of the 
medium available to him, starting in September 1912, Kafka exhausted 
all the variables of information exchange and ordered into battle all 
postal modalities. Present and accounted for here were: ordinary letters, 
registered letters, express letters, supplemental letters, late, lost, undeliv
erable, and intercepted letters, mutilated letters, unsent letters, ordinary 
postcards, picture postcards, photographs, printed matter, and telegrams. 
The technical media, and above all the analog media, had a special role to 
play in this. The telephone was a medium of communication that Kafka 
only dreamed of using; in real life, he preferred to delegate a representa
tive. Telephones, along with gramophones and Parlographs, formed the 
horizon of the exchange of letters.

With the differentiation of postal standards, the modern subject— 
whether Cartesian or Kantian in nature—faded from the territory of the 
world postal system. Subordinated to the historical a priori of an absolute 
maximum velocity that applied equally to all information, persons, and 
objects, time once had been able to appear as a constituent of objectivity 
prior to all experience—simply because the trinity of the postal system 
covered the entire conception of objectivity. In 1913, by contrast, the dif
ferentiated modes of dispatching used by the postal system allowed for
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manipulations of the time axis, which until 1848 had been surrounded by 
a postal blockade fully equipped with the philosophical blessings of inac
cessibility. That blockade and the subject to whom such inaccessibility had 
been attributed were shattered once the postal system no longer registered 
different types of information carriers on the same time axis (not to men
tion the different types of information, persons, and goods). Since then, 
the chronological order of postal events at the receiving end always could 
tail to correspond to the chronological order at the transmitting end.

Schematically speaking: in cryptological terms, a “die” was rolled be- 
iween the collection at mailboxes and the delivery by postmen. That is, a 
process was activated that generated the “confused sequence” of a chain 
of signifiers by writing them line by line into a register that was deter
mined by a key and reading them out column by column.25 In relation to 
.1 series of letters as a chain of signifiers, the postal system was a die in 
time, and its register was constructed with the key of the various speeds 
of transmission. Once the series of posted statements had been acted 
upon by the die of the post, it no longer was a duplicate of the series of 
posting actions. If it nonetheless was read as such, a phantom emerged as 
the result. The alchemy to which it owed its appearance is known as 
hermeneutics, insofar as one of its principles is to impute to coherence (of 
statements) a subject on the other side of the mailbox. Phantoms are fig
ures of the imagination when, as virtual images of the postal origin of 
meaning, they are projected onto a surface on the other side of the mail
box, only to be interpreted there as images of transcendental origin. Fe
lice Bauer’s “empty face” was such a projectional surface:26 a screen for 
phantoms. By contrast, phantoms are modern figures of madness when, 
as producers of meaning, they are situated inside the postal channels on 
this side of the mailbox—as the origin of precisely those images of origin.

Madness is a clear-sightedness that discovers a function of the sym
bolic in the imaginary. The method of this postal madness, which sus
tained Kafka’s writing between 1912 and 1914, meanwhile no longer can 
be paraphrased. It can be reconstructed only on the basis of a meticulous 
record of the dice-rolling process. In order to accomplish this, the analy
sis must assume the standpoint of strategy. That is, instead of being 
duped by the virtual image of the letter writer Kafka that his letters to 
Bauer produce when published in the order they purportedly were sent.
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the analysis must reconstruct the phantom at the other end of the chan
nel. A critical-paranoiac edition of the Letters to Felice would need to or
der them by the sequence in which they afflicted the sight of their victim. 
The result would be a reconstruction of the letters’ discourse as it actually 
was promulgated; the price of such a reconstruction would be the autho
rial name Franz Kafka. What follows is thus—with regard to the letters 
from November 16-28, 1912—a conjuring of phantoms.

November 16, Saturday.  K. writes a letter (1) to B. in which he com
plains that he has not received a letter (“Dearest, please don’t torment 
me! Please!”), informs her of his expectation to receive a letter most cer
tainly the following day, and promises something in the event that this ex
pectation should be fulfilled: “A letter will and must come tomorrow, or 1 
won’t know what to do; then all will be well and I’ll stop plaguing you 
with endless requests for more letters.”27 The foreseeable crossing of the 
letters in the mail—the prophesied or conjured one and the one just be
ing written—thwarts the purpose of the letter and its complaint. “But if 
there is a letter tomorrow, then it will have been superfluous to greet you 
in your office on Monday morning with these complaints.”28 Let’s say, 
Kafka writes, I hadn’t said anything. The mail already will have canceled 
out what I am writing. This is a perversion of postal matters: instead of 
functioning as a medium for communication, the postal system functions 
as a medium that prevents communication. It’s unnecessary, this letter I’m 
writing. If I’m right, then I’m wrong.

But that is not all—K. includes with the same letter (1) an undated let
ter (i) from the early phase of the correspondence that elevates precisely 
this cancellation (or deconstruction) of communication to the principle of 
the correspondence itself: “Once more what I am writing is not an an
swer; let questions and answers entangle themselves to their hearts’ con
tent.”29 K.’s letters are not answers because the letters they might answer 
are the ones that are just now being expected and will cancel them out. It 
is not an answer, but rather proof that—with eight daily deliveries against 
two—the expectation of the next letter always will quash the answer to 
the previous one. And because of this, the additional letter had not 
wound up in the mailbox earlier, but rather in K.’s drawer next to a car
bon copy of the very first letter: “Nor is this the first time I have had to 
wait for a letter from you (though I’m convinced as always that it isn’t
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your fault), which this old letter, enclosed, will prove.’”0 And indeed, one 
reads in that letter: “I had resigned myself to the fact that there would be 
no letter from you today.”31

K.’s “old letter” refutes Hegel. The truth that no letter would come 
“today” became anything but shallow, after all, by being written down 
and stored in K.’s drawer (not to say “sublated”)—as Hegel had wanted 
to demonstrate with the truth that “now” was the night.32 Of course, 
svriting serves as a test of truth for K., as it had for Hegel, but instead of 
refuting the night, it demonstrates its ineluctability. (No one knew this 
better than Kafka, for whom night was never enough night.) The repeti- 
tion of reading does not demonstrate that letters that do not arrive “to
day” are things that disappear (as night disappeared at midday in the 
philosopher’s text), but instead proves to the contrary that the text’s ab
sence is a curse cast upon “today”: No letter ever will arrive “today”— 
(hat is the law. Therefore (because all days are designated by the stored 
“today”), the additional letter has no date.

But: that law itself already has been crossed and canceled by a letter, 
and its charter therefore is an exception to itself. On that “today”, after 
all, K. discovered an unexpected letter from B. at his office, “on sheets of 
the magnificent size of your writing paper, and ... of most gratifying 
weight,” and in it he found permission to “write to you whenever I 
like.”33 In other words, K. received permission to write letters that are not 
answers. The reference of the one letter (1) to the other (i) consequently 
demonstrates that no letters ever arrive, unless B. was to demonstrate the 
exception to that law every day. And because letters thus arrive only in 
exceptional cases, it is permissible—on the basis of the canceled law to 
which all the letters are subject—to write letters that are not answers. Be- 
cause letters always could also not arrive (as Derrida, the reader of 
Kafka, discovered),34 K. is justified in writing letters that are not answers, 
but instead references to the revocation of the law that no letter ever ar- 
nves “today”. That is the law, or the curse, of the correspondence. By 
giving the permission that revoked the law, B. has invoked this curse 
upon herself.

November 17 ,  sunday. And the curse is fulfilled “today” as well, on 
tins day. Just as prophesied, the Sunday delivery indeed cancels letter (i) 
and its affirmation of the l aw of Eternal Incapacity for Delivery of all let-
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ters. B. once again has revoked the law, and K. writes (2) that it was un
necessary to write letter (1).

November 17-18, from Sunday night to Monday. But the revoca
tion of the law always applies only to “today.” Every exemption of a letter 
from the curse of nonarrival that the postman procures expires at midnight. 
Thus, Kafka renews his demand for revocation this very night in a letter (3) 
that is not an answer: “Tomorrow your letters, dearest, dearest!”35

November 18, Monday. In the morning hours at his office, K. begins 
to write B. a letter (4), which, however, is not sent. Instead, he submits a 
telegram (5) at 2:30 P.M.:

urgent = rp 10 urgent
felice bauer berlin immanuel kirchstrasze 29 
are you ill = kafka + +36

Because the morning delivery has confirmed the curse, a telegram is the 
only way to effect the cancellation of the cancellation (2) of the letter (1). 
That is, it overtakes the letter (2) that was not mailed until Sunday after
noon and, of course, the nocturnal letter (3). Thus, B. must believe K. had 
not received a letter from her either on Sunday or on Monday morning. 
The law is thus fulfilled for her: no letter ever arrives; all letters are lost. 
That, at least, is the message of the telegram, which asks a question (or in 
fact is nothing other than a question about the missing revocation) con
firming the unholy effect of the law that no letter will come today, a law 
chartered by the letter alliance (1, i). In falling into B’s hands after letters 
(1, i), the telegram (5) functions as the cancellation of the cancellation of 
the cancellation (which is the law itself). Unlike Raban’s (potential) 
telegram, it does not cancel a letter promising the writer would come, but 
instead cancels letters that promised the cancellation of the law that let
ters never arrive. The result is that B. immediately sends a reply telegram 
and an express letter to replace the letters that apparently have been lost.

NOVEMBER 18, MONDAY NIGHT (11:15 P.M. AND I.ATER). K. Complains 
(6)—probably referring to his letter (3) written Sunday night—that 
“these unfortunate Sundays are beginning to be a regular misfortune in 
our relationship.”37 Yet the agent of this misfortune is K. himself, since 
between September 12 and August 13 (the heyday of the correspondence) 
he wrote most of his letters on Sundays.38 K. offers no explicit apology for
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the traffic accident in the form of the telegram produced by this particu
lar Sunday (“not one word of apology for all the worries and troubles I 
caused you with that telegram”) due to the absence of the stipulated let
ters. In any case, he definitely should have received a letter Monday morn
ing, since B. claims to have written one already Saturday evening. K., 
however, will claim that the letter—as the law demands—was lost,39 just 
like Sunday’s letter, which the telegram (5) had carried off into the night 
ol unavoidable letter losses.

November 19, Tuesday. A letter (7) reproduces the letter alliance 
(1, i). As he had in the letter of November 16, K. promises a restriction on 
the correspondence and calls an “old letter” to the stand as his witness, 
that is, letter (4), begun on Monday: “It is quite right that we should stop 
1 Ins madness of so many letters; yesterday I even started a letter on this 
subject which I will send to you tomorrow.”40 The fulfillment of the sin- 
cerity rule governing speech acts and thus the validity of the statement is 
postponed, put off until “tomorrow.” Until then, the restriction on the re- 
striction is valid that states “one would go crazy” if the madness were 
ended, and that madness is therefore unavoidable. Between the speech act 
and the intended content, a difference prevails: “the intention which ani
mates utterance will never be completely present in itself and its con
tent.”41 This difference is precisely what governs the strategic fate of the 
stipulated letter (4): in addition to the transcript of Monday morning, 
when the Curse of Eternal Incapacity for Delivery was fulfilled, it also 
c onlains the concession (given before the second mail delivery, and thus 
belore the last possible absence of the postman’s absence) that writing 
1 wice a day is “a sweet madness, nothing else,”42 and therefore would tes- 
tily to the intention animating the utterance of the letter of November 19 
I ')• Ihe decisive factor, however, is that K. does not keep his promise and 
does not do just what letter (7) stipulated: that is, to send B. letter (4) the 
m 1 day. Instead, K. will keep the letter in the by now well-known desk 
ili.iwer for nine days. The sentence that it “is quite right that we should 
iop 1 his madness of so many letters” thus remains canceled by the affir

mation that stopping the madness merely means permitting madness.
November zo, Wednesday. Instead of sending the stipulated letter (4) 

dial was to animate with intention the utterance in yesterday’s letter (7),
I .ends a letter (N) further postponing the animation of the utterance “it
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is quite right” by anticipating the madness that would come once the flow 
of the “madness of so many letters” was dammed.

Dearest, what have I done that makes you torment me so? No letter again 
today, neither by the first mail nor the second. You do make me suffer! . . . 
You’ve had enough of me; . . . it’s not surprising at all; what is incomprehen
sible, though, is that you don’t write and tell me so. If I am to go on living at 
all, I cannot go on vainly waiting for news of you, as I have done these last 
interminable days. But I no longer have any hope of hearing from you. I shall 
have to repeat specifically the farewell you bid me in silence. ... I shall 
expect no further letters.43

The animation of yesterday’s renunciation would have resulted in the 
death of the writer. The reason of letters spells death for their writer, just 
as madness spells life. Yet what is valid for the declaration that the mad
ness would stop also is valid for the declaration of wanting to affirm the 
curse of letters from now on by expecting no further letters: the suspen
sion of intention.

NOVEMBER 2.0-21, NIGHT FROM WEDNESDAY TO THURSDAY. At 1:30 

a.m. the sincerity rule for speech acts is rescinded once more, by means of 
a letter (9) apologizing for the morning letter (8), and thus the writer is 
absolved from what he said: say I hadn’t said anything: “Have I offended 
you with this morning’s letter? . . . Please, dearest, forgive me! ... All I 
can say is: Stay with me, don’t leave me. And should one of my enemies 
from within write to you as he did this morning, don’t believe him.”44 
“There’s someone in my head but it’s not me”:45 I’m not writing you let
ters, it’s someone else, whom you can’t believe. But it cannot even be be
lieved that he cannot be believed; after all, how is one to know if it is K. 
or his enemy who is saying it?

November 2i, Thursday. Two letters reach K. The revelation that 
Kafka is not the writer of the Letters to Felice is followed at 3:00 p.m. by 
an express letter (10) that overtakes the letter of apology (9), or at least 
catches up with it. Both letters will be delivered to B. on Friday morning. 
The express letter recapitulates the letters’ course of action since Saturday 
and offers an excuse for Wednesday’s madness, claiming that (after Mon
day’s catastrophe) there could be only one explanation for the postman’s 
renewed absence: “owing to some curse that is upon me, you wanted to 
end it all.”46 Irrevocably, the Curse of F.ternal Incapacity for Delivery had
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struck. Standing behind the magical shield of the two letters he received, 
k. actually is able to admit that the curse for once merely had consisted of 
K. (supposedly) forgetting Wednesday was a holiday (the Day of Prayer 
.md Repentance). Since no mail was sent on Wednesday, he could receive 
the letters B. had written on Tuesday only on Thursday. But while K. is 
explaining all this, the farewell letter (8)—meanwhile no longer written 
by K.—arrives in Berlin, and B. responds immediately with a telegram. In 
it, she insists that despite Kafka’s accusations, she most certainly did write 
.1 letter on Monday. Since, however, K. does not count her “express letter 
I had extorted by force,”47 yet another letter is added to his list of lost let
ters. K. immediately informs B. of this by registered letter (11)—fearing 
that the express letter (to), which he had forgotten to post by registered 
mail, might meet the same fate that befell B.’s letter of Monday. The reg
istered letter is followed, finally, by an ordinary letter (iz), in which K. re
ports his discovery that meanwhile another person (another woman) had 
been talking in B’s letters: that is, his own mother.

And so on, and so on. It is plain to see: the letters going back and forth 
between Prague and Berlin amounted to a single, self-registering, mad 
postal machine. They were a registry of lost, canceled, unnecessary, and 
forged letters—or letters that were written by someone else entirely. They 
exhausted the repertoire of defective postal speech acts. Austin or Searle 
would find nothing here they would not have to exclude from the theory 
of speech acts.48 Mail, or the impossibility of writing letters.

What became of letter (4) in K.’s drawer still has to be reported. It sur- 
laced again—as always, not without reason—fourteen letters later: in the 
lorm of an inclusion in the letter of November 28. Emerging from the 
depths of time, it gave the lie to “correspondence” as the name for an ex- 
1 lunge of letters that were anything but co-responding (if “correspon
dence” means that letters make reference to each other in a shared con
text). It came in answer to a letter from Berlin that brought the news that 
B. had broken down in tears, apparently for no reason: “Perhaps really 
the only reason is that we write to each other too often. I am enclosing a 
letter I began on that telegram-Sunday (November 18 was in fact a Mon
day |, but didn’t dare finish at the time because of my misery when the sec
ond mail brought nothing. Read it like an ancient document. I no longer 
agree with every word I wrote then, but your tears reminded me of it.”49
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Kafka, or how to cross out what you say. Mail was not a means for 
correspondence, but precisely the opposite: a means to give answers that 
did not correspond, to fire off speech acts that blew themselves to pieces. 
The inserted letter was an “old document,” just as the inserted letter (i) 
had been an “old letter.” That is, it had an owner and a sender, but no au
thor; it was remembered, quoted, but not meant; it was a dead letter in 
the catacombs of Kafka’s writing shrine.50 In the actuality that summoned 
it from the grave of the drawer, its intention was suspended: “I no longer 
agree with every word 1 wrote then.” No wonder, given what that letter 
contained: the very conclusion that the writer of the letter, subject to the 
duty of correspondence, should have reached from the insight that the rea
son for the unreasonable tears was “that we write to each other too often” 
and that he now refused to reach in this way: “And that is why I beg you, 
let us put an end to this flood of letters that produces nothing but delu
sion, which makes one dizzy. To me they are indispensable, yet I beg you 
nevertheless. If you agree, I shall get used to writing less often, but cer
tainly not otherwise, for it’s a poison that lodges in the pit of one’s stom
ach. Suggest how we should do it; I will listen to you, not to myself.”51

An old, archival self corresponded with B. in place of the “frame self.” 
The madness revealed in letter (9)—that “one of my enemies from within 
writes to you”—was a solid discourse network. It was someone else who 
was speaking; an implanted Other assumed the guilt that in the present 
context of the correspondence went to the letter writer. The subject of the 
Letters to Felice was nothing more than a sensual certainty: his truth was 
limited to the duration of a single night, and only during that night did he 
animate his letters with the soul of intention, only then did he take re
sponsibility for what was said. His past, his memories, were a pile of 
dead letters in a drawer. The other K.s speaking in those letters corre
sponded with each other, bore witness, and gave promises, while the sub
ject who had to keep them had dissolved under the first rays of the morn
ing sun, once upon a dawn long past.

But there was more. It was no accident that the text of the inserted let
ter broke off in midsentence precisely at the word “restraint,” only to be 
continued—as is known—in a telegram, the text of which (“are you ill”) 
was fully incompatible with the offer of “restraint” in letter writing and 
had been stipulated in parentheses even before the break in the inserted
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letter: “(The first mail has just arrived, and no letter from you. For 
heaven’s sake, could you still be ill?).”53 Reading this letter on November 
>» invoked perforce the telegram, (5), in the context of which it belonged 

on its constituted level. In the context of letter (26) of November 28, by
I ontrast, in which it belonged on its postally constitutive level, it voiced a 
request that was incompatible with the first context (but corresponded to 
the situation on that day): “to stop the many letters.” The letter’s two 
contexts canceled each other out: in principle, the letter was incapable of 
delivery. Only the context of the contexts was delivered, which the 
telegram (5) and letter (26) produced between themselves, a context that 
was not authenticated by any signature. And this merely stated that nei- 
llicr tears nor illness would find mercy in the eyes of someone who sucked 
the life out of letters.54

I here still remains the question regarding the originator of these 
things, which exist only in the context of the confused sequence of letters 
|mv f igure 12]. Who took responsibility for the sense made by the deliv-
II v series of K.’s letters?

I hink of a “correspondence” sustained by lost letters at one end and 
dead letters at the other: by a woman’s letters, which were under the spell 
id nonentity, insofar as they never were anything but coincidental excep
tions to the law of their ineluctable absence, and a man’s letters, which al
ways already were canceled out by the text of another, enemy self. In or- 
1 In to recognize the originator of sense in the letter series, one merely 
needs to identify this enemy other self, to which Kafka referred in letter 
In) as the medium of “a-respondence” and its clerks. Especially since that 
Indeed is precisely what Kafka did: “Dearest Felice, we are being made 
tools of by the mail. . . . Somewhere within this rigid organization of
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postal services, there seems to be some diabolical official who is playing 
around with our letters, letting them go according to his whim—if only 
he really would let them all go!”55 The coherence of the letter series no 
longer was guaranteed by a transcendental principle of order—an un- 
evadable subject as the unity that dialectically underlies multiplicity (and 
even in recent theories of the letter still constitutes “correspondence” as 
an object of literary scholarship)56—and therefore a diabolical post offi
cial appeared behind the pack of letters as a figure of madness in the tech
nical age of reason. His punctuation of letter delivery sustained the dis
course of the subject who spoke in the letters, a discourse to which no 
subject beyond the mail can be imputed.

Once symbol processing functioned without a king, its institutions be
came the stronghold of parasitic powers. The interpretation of symbols 
thus no longer was the business of hermeneutics, but of paranoia. The 
spirit of the primal author was not what haunted the users of mail, but in
stead a conspiracy of subaltern discursive clerks. Just a year after Kafka’s 
suspicion that the phantom of a postal official lurked behind every de
feated postal speech act, Anton Wenzel Grosz presented an extremely pre
cise and detailed criminological case study on the same problem at the 
mental hospital in Troppau, not far from Prague (the case under study 
was, of course, his own). According to it, Kafka’s diabolical official was 
a member of an international gang of conspirators who, like Kafka’s 
phantoms, were bent on sucking the life from lordly subjects of the Occi
dent (identified by their coats of armor and noble titles). “They hire crim
inals as policemen + constables, as postmen, court ushers; even postal of
ficials are in the service of the gang.”57 This parasitic organization, which 
later would answer to the name of Tristero in Pynchon’s novel, forged the 
entire exchange of letters conducted among living people and was re
sponsible for the curse to which all of Kafka’s letters were subjected: 
never to arrive, forever. “All correspondence reaching me is either forged 
or not sent, or confiscated, as the case might be.”58

Here, as in the case of Kafka, who gave up all of his letters as lost,S9 
paranoia was merely a catastrophic form of the insight into the order of 
knowledge: whether it referred to the migration of criminological knowl
edge into the laboratories of experts in forensic evidence (for Grosz), or 
to the desire to study dispatching in brain pathways in vivo on the part of
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physiological knowledge (for Daniel Paul Schreber),60 or the dream ol 
taking possession of the material equivalent of telepathy—the telephone 
network61—on the part of psychoanalytic knowledge (for 1 rust B.T., the 
Basel hairdresser whose thoughts were stolen out of his head by a gang of 
doctors using “brain telegraphy”).62

It was no accident, but in fact merely a matter of consequence, when 
in the last year of his life Kafka revealed the debt his insights regarding 
the hermeneutic production of phantoms owed to the censorship of the 
first World War. While in March 1922 Kafka still had substantiated the 
impossibility of communicating by letter on the rather vague basis of a 
“ghost which develops between the lines of the letter one is writing and 
even more so in a series of letters where one letter corroborates the other 
and can refer to it as a witness,”63 the reasons he stated to the postal offi
cial Brod in October 1923 were, in his own words, “strategic”:

So if I do not write, that is due chiefly to “strategic” reasons such as have 
become dominant for me in recent years. I do not trust words and letters, 
my words and letters; 1 want to share my heart with people but not with 
phantoms that play with the words and read the letters with slavering 
tongue. Especially I do not trust letters, and it is a strange belief that all one 
has to do is seal the envelope in order to have the letter reach the addressee 
safely. In this respect, by the way, the censorship of mail during the war 
years, years of particular boldness and ironic frankness on the part of the 
phantoms, has proved instructive.64

I lie lesson of wartime censorship, which in any case pervaded a substan- 
11.1I portion of the Letters to Felice, was that the hermeneutic method of 
producing phantoms—by imputing a subject to a chain of contextual links 
is its originator—was a historical effect of the confidentiality of letters. It 
was not for nothing that Kafka was particularly mistrustful of letters and 
their envelopes, the postal requirements for subjectivity. It was not for 
nothing that during the war, he resorted to the new standardized forms of 
the world postal system that had undermined subjectivity and the phan
tom known as the individual from the start: postcards and the typewriter. 
"Dear Felice,” he announced on April 14, 1916, “I’m going to send more 
postcards from now on, letters are too slow.”65 The reason for this was 
that postcards, which “by their nature and properties . . . lack the confi
dentiality of the letter, upon which the use and usefulness of the mail”—
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and ergo the nourishment of phantoms—“is principally founded,”66 
passed more quickly through the censor’s office than letters did. No sooner 
said than done. From the outbreak of war until the definitive end of the 
correspondence in 1917, Kafka sent 140 postcards to Bauer and only 29 
letters to the phantoms. And when such postcards were written on a type
writer, like the one of August 22, 1916, the chances were even multiplied 
that they might escape the hands of phantoms who lived off the secrets in 
human letters: “A sudden thought: do use the typewriter one day, too. In 
which case it could well be longer than say last Sunday’s note (nothing so 
far dated either Friday or Saturday), and typescript may pass through the 
censorship at greater speed.”67

Wartime censorship of letters revealed that the confidentiality of the 
letter had been invented by phantoms in order to make love letters and 
their heartfelt texts things that could be posted. “Written kisses don’t 
reach their destination, rather they are drunk on the way by the ghosts”68 
precisely because the possibility of writing and mailing kisses had been an 
invention of the ghostly “opposing side.” That, however, was a lesson 
only wars and the media of postcards and typewriters that emerged from 
them could teach.69 These media were the materialities that transformed 
the conditions of epistolary discourse in a way that made it possible for 
the first time to state the law defining what writing had been under the 
rule of the letter’s confidentiality.70

The subsequently obvious impossibility of postal communication con
ducted by a means other than postcards, the theory of which Kafka de
vised in 1922-23 and the practice of which quite manifestly was the “a- 
respondence” of his correspondence with Bauer, does not at all suggest 
caving in to the choir of Kafka interpreters who confuse this impossibil
ity with the meaning of Kafka’s “work” (whether it be defined as unin
telligibility or enigma or absurdity). To that end, one would first have to 
ignore the pile of 581 letters, postcards, and telegrams. It seems equally 
fruitless, however, to include this pile in the files of evidence in support of 
deconstruction and its theorems. Indeed, the game of endless cancella
tions, graftings, and decontextualizations demonstrates beyond a shadow 
of a doubt that the text of Kafka’s letters between 1912 and 1914 is pre
served in the traces of the very differance Derrida ultimately incorporated 
into his general theory of the postal system. It is equally beyond doubt
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that Kafka systematically suspended all the rules that the theory of speech 
acts prescribes for communication accessible to theory, and that this sus
pension was not accidental or “negligible” due to its “theoretical irrele
vance.”71 On the contrary, it opened up the “general space of possibil
ity”72 for the correspondence in the first place. Finally, Kafka’s law that 
letters reached him only as exceptional spells lifting the curse that letters 
never arrive seems to find a clear echo in Derrida’s law that letters always 
also cannot arrive. Yet: Kafka’s impossibility of communicating by letters 
did not have philosophical or linguistic foundations, but instead—as he 
explained to Max Brod in 1923—“strategic” ones. It did not lead to the 
rules of a “petty pedagogy”73 that seeks to prescribe the interminability 
of reading, but instead to a war of nerves that produced the interminabil
ity of writing. Instead of producing interpretation that is fundamentally 
endless, the movement of differatice produced an interminable stream of 
letters.

Dracula was not a linguist or a philosopher, but a warlord. Insofar as 
the deconstruction of correspondence had strategic reasons, it was the 
product of a historical situation determined by the media. The indis
putably accurate claim that Kafka’s letters to Bauer document the attempt 
to “use riddles ... to secure a permanent stage of transition”74—perma
nent postponement of their arrival and thus a permanent state of being 
mi the way—therefore includes, rather than excludes, power. The histor
ical a priori of postal materialities (postage stamps, postcards, the World 
Postal Union, etc.) itself deconstructed the humanistic “idea that people 
1.111 communicate with one another by letter” and made such deconstruc- 
lion an overt game of power. Consequently, the securing of a permanent 
stage of transition was the effect of the power of the modern postal sys
tem—typewriters, stenotypists, and Parlograph departments included.
I he postal system’s record year, 1913, not only deconstructed the hu- 
in.mistic sub-epoch of the postal system, but also was the historical site at 
which a deconstructionist general theory of the postal system became 
possible. The permanent stage of transition was a warrior’s position (and 
therefore the position of the will to power) in a postal situation where 
n uih was not proclaimed by kings, but was instead the result of polemics 
among couriers.

Only such discourse-analytical reflection on deconstruction (which it-
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self will not elude deconstructionist reflection) prevents the autoreferen- 
tiality of Kafka’s letters, in which the correspondence deconstructs itself, 
from imploding and leaving nothing behind but the inconclusive con
struction of an unending text or the letter’s celebration of itself upon 
which deconstructionist studies of Kafka’s Letters to Felice insist.75

The endless stream of letters, the naked factuality of writing as the au- 
toreferentiality of letters, instead points to a realm beyond letters: to their 
Other, the reality of the technical media.
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In the Presence of Noise

Irretrievably, Kafka’s letters are under the spell of their Other, the noise of 
the analog media, their raison d’etre and their end, their destiny. The hori
zon toward which the letters incessantly were striving—at once erasing 
and multiplying themselves in self-referentiality—was the end of literacy 
itself. But it was not an end in magical melodies like the ones that once 
had lulled to sleep the heroes of Romantic novels as the ideal readers of 
their epoch. It was not the lullaby of the Mother, whispering and mur
muring endlessly in the sounds of nature and trickling through the pages 
of Romantic novels, into which the text sank as night was falling upon 
consciousness. Around 19x2, letters were on the way to new and final 
shores, beyond The Individual.

On sleepless nights, in the dozy state when things sometimes take on a 
different appearance, the cellar’s inhabitant became aware of what was 
driving them and where they were going. And when sleep, the most 
supreme and mollified of Kafka’s gods, could be enticed to come by day, 
it brought dreams telling of the boundaries of language and the postal 
system. They spoke of something that could not be communicated, ac
cording to Robert Graves, because it was the ground and groundlessness 
of communication itself: the “mighty roar” into which the endless heaps 
of letters merged as the pages poured out from two dreamed registered 
letters, the “roar of the sea” in the two dreamed telephone receivers of 
the so-called “Pontus letter,” or the endless tape of a peculiar teletype 
machine:

Dearest, today I must have dreamt about you the whole time I was
asleep. . . . The first [dream| was in some way connected with your remark
about being able to send .1 telegram straight from the office. Well, I could
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somehow send a telegram straight from my room, the apparatus actually 
stood beside my bed, possibly in much the same position as the table you pull 
up to your bed. It was a particularly spiky apparatus and, just as I am afraid 
of making a telephone call, I was afraid of sending this telegram. But I had to 
send you a telegram on account of some immense worry about you, and a 
wild desire for immediate news of you that was about to drive me out of bed. 
Luckily my worries about you make me resourceful, alas, only in my dreams. 
The apparatus was built in such a way that one had only to press a button, 
and at once the reply from Berlin appeared on the paper tape. I remember 
how, rigid in suspense, I watched the tape unwind, at first completely blank, 
as was to be expected, since no reply could come through until you had been 
called to the apparatus in Berlin. What joy, when the first signs of writing 
appeared on the tape; I remember my joy was so tremendous I really should 
have fallen out of bed. Then came a proper letter that I could read perfectly, 
the greater part of which I might even be able to remember if I wanted to. All 
I will say is that the letter scolded me in the kindest, pleasantest way for my 
anxieties. I was called a “glutton” and there followed a list of the letters and 
postcards I have recently received or that are on their way.1

The “most perfect invention the human mind has ever stumbled upon”— 
after Lichtenberg’s self-delivered letter—was the telephone, as the tele
graph’s limiting value. The “apparatus” is either a telegraph—and appar
ently a Hughes telegraph (which printed out written symbols that could 
be read “perfectly,” and not Morse code, for example)2—in which case 
the room in Kafka’s dream is an office, from which he, like Bauer, could 
send telegrams directly; or the room is in fact his room, in which case the 
device is a telephone. Telegraphs, of course, are not to be found in private 
apartments, but the method of operating the apparatus in the dream does 
in fact precisely conform to that of a telephone—Kafka’s personal way of 
using the telephone, that is. Indeed, the telephone’s classical location next 
to the bed had been celebrated by Kafka’s friend Max Brod just two years 
earlier in a poem entitled “Telephone”—one of Brod’s rare references to 
his occupation.1 But unlike the one in Brod’s poem, the apparatus in 
Kafka’s dream does not produce the vision of a white night shirt and the 
beloved who is dressed in it, but instead, that of a white ticker tape. As 
though the white noise of the telephone line became a “completely blank” 
ticker tape as the telephone became a teletype.

Literature’s dream was a medium for instantaneous and continuous
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transmission that would postpone indefinitely the cut in communications 
traffic that letters quite simply require in order to become things that can 
be mailed in the first place. In the indefinite postponement of a cut on the 
part of the Other, who asks the question the subject can answer only by 
calling itself into being through an act of interpretation,4 the letter clack
ing out over the Hughes device could deal with nothing other than the 
past and future letters from Bauer to Kafka—the mail of Babel. The end
less letter, a self-registering postal system, deals with the noise of letters, 
with the white ticker tape itself, and thus with nothing at all. Indeed, the 
only letters with meaning are the ones not written, the interruptions, the 
cuts. Kafka went through the exercise a hundred times; “Nothing? You 
had letters from me on both Friday and Saturday, yet you don’t write a 
single word? . . . This must have some significance, I tell myself, and it 
isn’t difficult to work it out.”5 The cut that the dream telegraph promised 
to postpone was a call for the subject to surrender itself to the police in- 
stalled in the construction of the mail: “Could not answer last letter. Had 
to say to myself your sole desire is to humiliate me. What else could your 
List letter mean, what else was the meaning of the otherwise pointless, 
never explained intervals between your letters.”6

Intervals thus placed the subject in question. Endless letters, by con- 
11 .»st, or letters “invested] . .. with a sense of infinity,” had to mean 
nothing, ask nothing, and say “nothing essential,” as Kafka already had 
established in one of his first letters to Bauer.7 A continuum8 produced by 
the delay or multiplication of cuts (as in film technology) would forget all 
about the call to which a soul—a self as the absent text’s meaning— 
would have to respond. The continuum in Kafka’s postal fantasy dream 
therefore was the effect of a double postponement: while the delay of the 
1111 eliminated the letter, it simultaneously allowed the voice’s presence to 
remain outstanding for an ever longer period of time. Such communica
tion was no longer a letter and not yet a voice. Without an end and prior 
lo .ill beginnings, it no longer experienced any farewells, but had yet 
never known a meeting.

I Ins "permanent stage of transition” promised a text without end. In- 
tie.id of being brought back to life by the touch of a voice, like the lyrical 
sell 111 its grave—the telephone booth and its lifeless technology in Brod’s 
poem*—Kafka sucked up a ticker tape like an insatiable vampire: the
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elixir of life for the Undead, securing his rest in his grave, which was his 
desk, his writing shrine. Unletters make the Undead.

The dream delivered the ground and groundlessness of the correspon
dence. That was not just a dream. After all, the telephone was the reason 
love letters flowed between Prague and BerUn at all rather than nothing. 
Without the telephone, the correspondence probably would have been at 
an end as early as November 9, 1912—with a letter that restrained both 
Bauer and Kafka from all further letter writing and tolerated continued 
communication only in the form of a blank postcard as a signal demand
ing the return of the letters.10 The farewell letter already was written be
fore the actual love correspondence began. The love letters were regis
tered in the delay of posting that “last” letter, which ended up in Kafka’s 
drawer next to the typewritten carbon copy of the first letter.

Instead, a telephone call arrived at Bauer’s home. It was Kafka’s decla
ration of love and ushered in the informal form of address (“Du”) as well 
as the use of “dearest” as a salutation in Kafka’s letters. The telephone 
conversation did not take place between Bauer and Kafka, however, but 
between Bauer and Max Brod. Brod had established his professional abil
ities with the telephone not only in poetry, but also in a career as personal 
consultant at the Prague Postal Administration.11 He represented Kafka, 
just as his sister Ottla did in the dream. Kafka himself, on the other hand, 
developed an operating system governing the use of second-person singu
lar pronouns in a letter that followed the telephone call: “The Sie glides 
as though on skates, it may have disappeared in the crack between the 
two letters . .. but the Du stands firm.. . . But what a word that is! 
Nothing unites two people so completely, especially if, like you and me, 
all they have is words.”12 Nothing but words, and therefore no bodies. 
And nothing but paper words at that, since the telephone showed up only 
as “Du” after the call had taken place and disappeared in the gap be
tween two letters. The telephone gave the correspondence the quality of 
an unbroken electrical current, which indeed was nothing but the techni
cal reality of a telephone line. However, the telephone expert Brod’s tele
phonic speech act assumed responsibility for the use of “Du.” Kafka 
could write love letters, and the postal system was liable for the results.

The analog was the limes of the mail. In the noise on the channels or 
in the crosstalk of the networks, communication is founded and founders.
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I his and the fate of literature under the conditions of analog communi
cations technology was the subject of what is probably Kafka’s most fa
mous dream:

Well, I won’t sleep anyway, only dream. As I did yesterday, for example, 
when in my dream I ran toward a bridge or some balustrading, seized two 
telephone receivers that happened to be lying on the parapet, put them to 
my ears, and kept asking for nothing but news from “Pontus” but nothing 
whatever came out of the telephone except a sad, mighty, wordless song and 
the roar of the sea. Although well aware that it was impossible for human 
voices to penetrate these sounds, I didn’t give in, and didn’t go away.1’

As the boundary of the senses, the daydream—a dream without sleep, be
ing awake without being awake—was the dream of the boundary of 
meaning. The dream’s path led the dreamer down to the sea, which di
vided the people from their Other, the realm of the analog media; it led to 
the place where the letters of people who had nothing but words became 
one with the pounding of the surf.

“Communication in the Presence of Noise”: the title of an essay by 
(ilaude Shannon would read in 1940, which in itself is remarkable 
enough. Communication no longer took place in the presence of the 
I ord, who divided the waters so the chosen message or the chosen people 
might pass through without noise. Communication no longer took place 
m the presence of The Woman, whose wishes were heard and answered, 
,is when Kleist wrote a love letter.14 Communication is the presence of a 
I bird, the presence of a parasite, as the French translation of “noise” sig
nifies,1' which could be an enemy or death (loss of information, thermo
dynamic disintegration). Just as a roll of the dice never eliminates chance,
1 signal never can eliminate noise (and the human voice never can pass 
through noise as the people of Israel crossed the Red Sea). This already 
gained expression in the fact that the ratio of signal to noise— ■/P/N — 
did not itself provide any information about the number of amplitudes to 
be fairly well distinguished on a telephone receiver; the ratio of signal plus 
noise to noise was necessary: J(P + N ) / N  .'6 The muse’s mouth of antiq
uity no longer stood at the origin of language, and no mouth of The 
Mother made the poet speak as in the days of Romanticism. Instead, a 
telephone transmitted the ground of all discourse, which was delivered to
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the human senses only by the media of acoustical recording and trans
mission: white noise.

Here, at the origin of language, where poets had felt at home since the 
eighteenth century, here the dreamer expected news about the situation of 
literature as a discourse of love. After all, the fate of the “consummate 
‘love poet’ of European literature,” of Ovid, the author of the Amores 
and the Ars amatoria, was to be announced in the “News from ‘Pon- 
tus.’”17 But in Austria, direct dialing still was unknown in 1913, even to 
Austrian daydreamers. Therefore, a second Ovid of the Habsburg Empire 
acted as agent or operator: Eranz Grillparzer, the author of a cycle of po
ems entitled Tristia ex Ponto, operated the switchboard between Vienna 
and Rome.18 It was through Grillparzer, who had written his poem “To 
Ovid” exactly a hundred years earlier, through Grillparzer, who had felt 
excluded from history like the man

who was pushed to wild and desolate wastes, 
where a fortunate man ne’er was seen, 
on Pontus’ far shores, whipped by the sea, 
by the rage of Rome’s treacherous sovereign,19

through Grillparzer, one of his favorite poets, that Kafka hoped to be con
nected with Ovid.

But no one worked at the switchboards anymore; even complaints 
about a cut-off postal connection now seemed impossible. Instead, the 
daydreamer got to hear tones that were the acoustical limes of humanity. 
He heard what fenced in and cleared writing when it was defined as exile 
from love and as the total transmission potential of the postal system. In 
the background noise, at once the abyss of meaning in general and the 
condition for its possibility, a song could be perceived from a place re
mote from humans. After women as agents for the seizure of power and 
the expansion of the technical analog media had (like the dream’s ad
dressee) taken the place of the transcendental signifier, the ear no longer 
perceived the most familiar of all familiar voices at the boundary river of 
language, but instead the most remote and strangest—the voice of an in
human, man-killing enticement to which antiquity had given the name 
“Sirens.”

Kafka was not the only one to hear this voice. In 1907, in Maurice Re-
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nard’s story “The Man and the Sea Shell,” it also claims as victims a com
poser named Nerval, the Western system of musical writing, and—as the 
reader may suspect—in the end, the narrator himself, who all succumb to 
the noise from a “stehoscope”20 only superficially disguised as a sea shell. 
The noise gives birth to a “sexual cry of goddesses” that—as the return 
of the real for existences grounded in writing (such as the fictional Nerval 
and the empirical Kafka)—is fatal: “At first 1 was only able to make out 
a gurgling of foam, then the hardly audible turmoil of the open sea. 1 
sensed—how I can not say—that the sea was very blue and very ancient. 
And then, suddenly, women were singing and passing by . . . inhuman 
women whose hymn was wild and lustful like the scream of an insane 
goddess.”21 In the end, all that remained was a space “littered with black
ened and torn sheets of music.”22 Such was the horizon and the vanishing 
line of literature around 1900: not dissemination, not the endless distrib
ution of signifiers, but instead, hearing’s plunge into the real. In 1907, 
Rilke also dealt with the topos of literature’s origin in a poem entitled 
“ The Island of the Sirens”: narrating, the narrator Odysseus searches for 
1 he site that is the origin of narration, a silence that is nothing but the 
holding back of a song “no mortal ear withstands.”23 This is a silence, or 
.1 noise,24 for which the eloquent Odysseus has no words because it is the 
origin of all words.

In Kafka’s case, however, the “mighty” and obviously “wordless song” 
can be assigned a name and a date. Only five days before the “Pontus 
dream,” Kafka had “thumbed through an old volume of the Gartenlaube 
from the year 1863,” as he wrote to Bauer.25 In doing so, he might well 
have run across an article entitled “The Music Telegraph,” which de
scribed the telephone Philipp Reis had presented to the Physical Society in 
Frankfurt am Main on July 4, 1863. The apparatus Reis demonstrated 
represented such an improvement over the 1861 model that it was now 
able to transmit “clearly and audibly melodies sung at moderate volume 
with the doors and windows closed at a distance of circa 300 feet.”26 Like 
the frequency multiplex experiments of his successor Bell, Reis’s experi
ments with the telephone were influenced by the way Helmholtz had con
figured his technical apparatus, which used tuning forks and resonators to 
prove experimentally that timbre originates from the ratio of amplitudes 
in harmonics. Consequently, the intermittent currents produced by Reis’s
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apparatus could transmit periodic oscillations alone, and hence nothing 
but “wordless song.”27 In his dream, Kafka thus heard precisely what Bell 
had denied himself the privilege of hearing in exchange for Mabel Hub
bard (who certainly was no Siren), only to have it resurface via Ma Bell as 
the frequency multiplex in every telephone line.

In the form of Helmholtz’s jukebox, the “resonator” or quasi-“digital” 
stage of the telephone’s development reappeared in The Castle as the hu
man side of telephone networks:

In inns and such places it [the telephone] may be of real use—as much use, 
say, as a penny in the music-box slot—but it’s nothing more than that. Have 
you ever telephoned here? Yes? Well, then perhaps you’ll understand what I 
say. In the Castle the telephone works beautifully of course; I've been told it’s 
being used there all the time; that naturally speeds up the work a great deal. 
We can hear this continual telephoning in our telephones down here as a 
humming and singing, you must have heard it too. Now, this humming and 
singing transmitted by our telephones is the only real and reliable thing you’ll 
hear, everything else is deceptive.18

What comes slamming through the telephone “as if it were trying to pen
etrate beyond mere hearing”29 is the naked and raw being of discourse, its 
unadorned That. If the theme of the Pontus dream is the disappearance of 
“communication into noise,” the speech of the village leader deals with 
communication that is the presence of noise. Language is not a medium 
for understanding, but instead an enticement for hearing to plunge from 
the treacherous heights of meaning into the reality of the media. Infor
mation and meaning have parted ways; the former refers to technical, the 
latter to semantic aspects of communication, and the semantic aspects, at 
least, are irrelevant to the technical ones.30 The only thing that is authen
tic is the Real of speaking as it is delivered and revealed to humans by the 
medium of the telephone. Speaking in the telephonic medium as a form of 
communication, by contrast, is “merely a practical joke,” as the village 
leader declared.31 Either the truth is known, and nothing is understood, 
or the meaning is known, and one is deceived.

If the criterion “deceptive/trustworthy” is translated into the criterion 
“uncertain/certain,” the village leader’s discourse coincides with the dis
course of information theory, which was just beginning to emerge in 
Kafka’s time. A transmitting system whose output is governed by the
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greatest possible certainty would be a system that encodes messages in 
such a way that they are no more redundant than white noise. An ideal 
system would transmit a signal that approximates white noise in its sta
tistical properties. This follows directly from Shannon’s fundamental the
orem, which specifically states that “it is possible to send information at 
the rate C |i.e., channel capacity] through the channel with as small a fre
quency of errors or equivocation as desired by proper encoding.’”2 If one 
possessed a transducer that allowed the redundancy of a signal to ap
proach zero, on the one hand, the rate of transmission would approxi
mate the channel’s capacity, but on the other hand, the message would 
consist of a sequence of symbols that all were equally probable.33 There 
would be only one disadvantage to using such an optimal code: “The re
quired delays at transmitter and receiver increase indefinitely.”34 The op
timal code requires an indefinite delay in transmitting the message.

Shannon referred to this assertion on the part of his fundamental the
orem as “astonishing” or “rather surprising.” And that it is. We humans, 
who live inside our everyday languages like pet animals, are accustomed 
to think redundancy must be as great as possible at the time of encoding 
so as to minimize the probability of errors, and that the rate of transmis
sion must approach absolute zero for the same reason.35 The absolutely 
intelligible is at the same time the absolutely empty. What provokes as
tonishment is therefore the codes’ departure from everyday language. Un
like the animal in possession of language, codes are not concerned with 
understanding in minimizing the probability of error, but with a trans
mission rate exactly equal to C. So misanthropic are the strategies of 
codes in contrast to those of languages. While the latter increase redun
dancy because they have to do with human communication, the former 
dismantle it (and therefore intelligibility as well, as anyone can see in a 
compressed text) in order to achieve a rate of transmission approximating 
i hannel capacity as closely as possible (W log (P + N)/N).36 Encoding no 
longer stands in the service of The Individual, but in that of communica
tions systems. This is why humans are so in love with user-friendly inter
laces, which bind codes to everyday language and its philanthropic re
dundancies. So much at least appears certain: the end of what is possible 
lor the human voice, the speaking of a language that would completely 
lack redundancy (i.e., would consist of symbols that all were equally prob-
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able and could be expressed in random order), the end of human com
munication, is the end of the postal system as well.

Kafka certainly tried to do his part in achieving that end. In the second 
section of the Pontus letter, he proposed a sort of takeover of the postal 
system on the part of Carl Lindstrom Incorporated that amounted to the 
replacement of written communication with the circuitry of the analog 
media. In point z on his list of proposals, Kafka still envisioned the trans
mission of dictation in typewritten form, which then would be transferred 
to the postal system for further delivery.3" But even that, the text’s last re
maining relay, was eliminated in point 5:

Invent a combination of telephone and Parlograph. This really can’t be too 
difficult. The day after tomorrow, of course, you will tell me that this has al
ready been accomplished successfully. . .. More difficult, but surely quite 
possible, would be a combination of gramophone and telephone. More diffi
cult, simply because one can’t understand a word the gramophone says, and 
a Parlograph can’t very well ask for clearer pronunciation. A combination of 
gramophone and telephone would not be of such great universal importance; 
it would only be a relief to people who, like me, are afraid of the telephone. 
People like me, however, are equally afraid of the gramophone, so for them 
there is no help whatever. Here, by the way, is a rather nice idea: a Parlo
graph goes to the telephone in Berlin, while a gramophone does likewise in 
Prague, and these two carry on a little conversation with each other.38

The end of communication for human beings—the beginning of commu
nication for machines. The writing hand and the Western Individual at
tached to it ceased to be the interface of postal exchange, ceased to be re
lays or halts that posting had to take into account. In Kafka’s plans, the 
Imperial Postal Service did continue to exist as an “overlapping public in
stitution,”39 but de facto it grew dependent upon private industry, which 
provided both the technology and the network.

As the oldest history of the modern postal system, the history of the 
Taxis, shows, postal power ultimately resides with those who own and 
maintain the hardware, and not with the institutions in the name of 
which they operate. In Kafka’s view, the postal system did not cease to ex
ist with the emergence of analog technologies for recording and transmit
ting, it was simply transferred to media firms like Lindstrom. As an insti
tution, however, the postal system appears to stand and fall with the
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power of writing. Was this the end of the postal epoch? No, but it was 
the end of the modern sub-epoch of the postal system that had been 
based on writing and thus had seen the individual and its cognitio as the 
ultimate address of the reason for anything that exists. With the cloture 
of this sub-epoch, the epoch of the human individual in the history of 
communications technology was at an end. If Ovid’s laments about lost 
postal connections could legitimate laments about the end of human com
munication in the noise of circuits, all writing from then on would have 
been the writing of Tristia. Rather than continuing on to the hundredth 
colloquium on “art in the age of the technical media” the lamentations 
over the end of the individual (as if such lamentations were the ultimate 
vocation of art), Kafka did not “wish to complain, but to make a gener
ally instructive remark.”

Such a standard has yet to be established. As everyone knows, the 
postal system as an institution was not demolished by gramophones, tele
phones, and the Parlograph, as Kafka had planned and perhaps even de
sired. He was mistaken insofar as he saw the media conglomerates’ 
lakeover of the postal system occurring at the level of signal transmission 
instead of signal processing. The end of The Individual as the universal 
interface for every type of data and the emergence of machine-to-machine 
interfaces—that is, communication without people—is not what in- 
lormed the postal system of its end in the 1980’s. The postal monopoly on 
l he transmission of data will not collapse due to the differentiation of 
transmission (both the thing and the concept) into telegraphy, telephony 
(wireless or hard-wired), and television, a differentiation that has made 
available separate channels for text, sound, and image. Instead, its col
lapse will come as a result of digitalized transmissions, with which trans
mission itself will cease to exist for the history of the media after it be
comes a subsystem of universal signal processing. Once transmission is ir
relevant, text, sound, and image will be combined in one and the same 
digital signal-processing code, and the postal system in the form of insti- 
lutionalized transmission will disappear.

The shift in the problematic of power from the level of transmission to 
the superordinated level of processing was achieved by wars. During the 
I list World War, R.V. L. Hartley, who coined the term “information the
ory” and was one of the first pioneers in the field, already was working on
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the urgent problem of developing cryptography, not only for telegraphic, 
but also for telephonic, signals. The development of secret telephone sys
tems led “perforce to the attempt to digitalize vocal transmissions,”40 that 
is, to scan verbal language discretely such that it could be scrambled af
terward. (Hartley registered a corresponding patent in 1921.) After all, 
when Shannon and others resumed Harvey’s experiments at Bell Labora
tories one war later, they discovered language’s phonetic supply of signals 
to be so redundant that even the most sophisticated attempts to scramble 
the frequency ranges of vocal transmissions in order to make them indeci
pherable without a key resulted in nothing more than today’s pop music 
at best. No matter how much the technicians tried to destroy language 
completely, the human ear was all that was needed in order to decode the 
resulting mess.41 Consequently, the world inhabited by ears had to be 
abandoned by developing a procedure for translating the amplitude values 
of analog transmitting systems into digital form, or—in other words— 
transmitting anything that is analog, such as spoken language, telegraph
ically. The result was known as Pulse Code Modulation, or PCM. Its de
velopment had been pursued in the Bell Laboratories since 1943,42 where 
technicians had learned about the Pulse Count Modulation patented in 
Paris by Alec H. Reeves of the International Telephone &c Telegraph Com
pany in 193 8.43

In principle, PCM is a simple matter.44 Under precise observation of 
Shannon’s well-known sampling theorem, the analog entry signal first is 
sampled at a rate that is “at least twice the highest frequency in the input 
wave.”45 The result is a Pulse Amplitude Modulation (PAM), that is, a 
signal that is analog in one of its parameters (amplitude) and discrete in 
the other (time variable). The next step is the quantification of the PAM 
signal—its expression in thirty-two discrete incremental values, a number 
that was hardly chosen at random. “By quantizing we limit our ‘alpha
bet,’” Oliver, Pierce, and Shannon wrote with an enthusiasm for methods 
of analphabetization peculiar to technicians.46 Developing a circuit capa
ble of distinguishing these thirty-two values turned out to be as difficult 
as ever. It was easy, by contrast, to construct a circuit that simply needed 
to determine whether an impulse had been transmitted or not. The third 
and decisive step in PCM is thus known as binary coding. Several im
pulses, each of which can be either “on” or “off,” one or zero, are used
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figure  13. The Baudot system of telegraphic encoding.

as a “code group” in order to describe the amplitude of a single sampled 
value. Five impulses are necessary and sufficient to express thirty-two dif
ferent values, since 25 = 31. In other words: each of the thirty-two values 
is expressed by a symbol with five bits of information.47 This in turn cor
responds precisely to the five-bit code of £mile Baudot (today known as 
the Gray Code), which—due to its capacity to avoid errors—had become 
the standard code of automatic typewriting telegraphs after it was pat
ented in 1874 [see Figure 13).4S Baudot was the first to introduce machine- 
readable on/off coding.

PCM is thus nothing but the reduction of language to telegraphy. And 
once analog voice oscillations had been reduced to Gray Code in se
quences of thirty-two binarily coded digits, which were then transmitted 
at a rate of 8000 scans and 40,000 bits per second,49 it was of course a 
simple matter to apply the classical methods of telegraphic encoding (such 
as the Vernam system) to the voice. Yet for all that, PCM did not achieve 
practical importance until the 1960’s, when the transistor stood ready as 
an element capable of implementing the high telegraphic speeds required 
for rapid switching processes. From then on, PCM came to be decisive for 
the “revolution which is digitalizing almost every step in the telecommu
nications pathway.”50

Revolutions tend to begin in secret. PCM initially found its application
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in cryptography, for which it indeed had been invented in the first place. 
In the 1980’s (and perhaps even today), systems for encoding messages 
with the highest security clearance—such as the Pentagon’s Key 9 Sys
tem—continued to be based on PCM.51 If German Telekom plans to bless 
the Germans with the construction of an ISDN (Integrated Services Digi
tal Network) in the 1990’s, it would mean that, once again in the history 
of communications technology, formerly top-secret military technology 
(PCM) would become the standard of everyday life. A development that 
began with Kleist’s proposal for turning the artillery into a routine tech
nology of postal transmission thereby would reach its momentary con
clusion with the introduction of PCM at a standardized transmission rate 
of 64 kilobits per second, which would serve as the basic technology for 
a universal network of fiber-optic cables transmitting acoustical, optical, 
and symbolic data. The most highly classified information of the NSA 
(National Security Agency) thus would be transmitted over the same net
work as the afternoon mystery series or the everyday blahblah of people 
on the telephone. The difference between military and civilian communi
cations technology would pass away, since radar signals and e-mail are all 
the same to PCM circuits.

While PCM’s practical use was first established in the late 1960’s, it al
ready had produced immediate consequences for the development of in
formation theories as early as the 1940’s. After all, it was the technical 
condition for the possibility of reducing all information technologies to 
telegraphy: “Pulse Code Modulation represents the technical background 
for information theory’s development from a systems theory of telegraphy 
into the transmission theory for all of telecommunications technology.”52 
PCM was the prerequisite that allowed Shannon to transform his infor
mation theory—which emerged from his work for the Signal Intelligence 
Service at Bell Laboratories—into a general “mathematical theory of 
communication” (MTC). Not for nothing did the very first sentence of 
Shannon’s communication theory refer to PCM, since like PCM it ob
tained “continuous information” “through a limiting process from the 
discrete case” and thus from the statistical structure of information in 
general.53 Mathematics could make a profit from human physiology in 
the process: “Fortunately,” analog messages could not be transmitted pre
cisely—that would be completely impossible on a finite channel.54 Only
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God transmits exact reproductions—a fact that resulted in mysteries such 
as the Trinity. The ones transmitted by humans always are merely “high- 
fidelity.” A certain discrepancy between original and reproduction always 
would be tolerable, provided it was not a matter of the Christian God’s 
quality of reproduction (in telephone transmissions, a bandwidth of up to 
4,000 Hz and a scanning rate of 8,000 Hz was completely sufficient), and 
therefore all analog information could be expressed digitally.

But that was not all. PCM also was the prerequisite for a mathemati
cal theory of communication, that is, for a theory that could dispense 
with geographic parameters. This was so because after PCM, space no 
longer played any role in the design of communications systems. In all 
conventional electrical systems of transmission, the distance of transmis
sion still had played an extremely important part, since the noise pro
duced by relays was cumulative. The length of the system, that is, dic
tated the standard of quality required for each individual relay. Such was 
not the case with PCM: amplitude and phase were not transmitted, but 
merely columns of numbers in the form of impulses; the relay therefore 
simply had to register whether or not anything arrived.55 While the tech
nology of carrier frequencies made it seem to the ear that a “channel was 
useless” at an interference level of 10 pW and an interference gap of 2.0 
dB, digital technology gave the impression of “very good reception” at 
1 lie same levels.56 “Practically, then, the transmission requirements for a 
P( M link are almost independent of the total length of the system. The 
importance of this fact hardly can be overstated.”57

Indeed. “This fact,” after all, quite simply meant that distance confi
dently could be neglected as a factor in theories of communication. What 
uniform postage had meant for the letter, digitalization meant for the me
dium of transmission: the negation of space.58 If the postage stamp had 
canceled the spatial constant in the calculation of financial expenditure 
lor a letter, the bit canceled the spatial constant in the calculation of the 
expenditure of redundancy for the channel. Distance, that is, no longer 
played any role in the relationship between capacity and rate of transmis
sion. This in turn meant that communications theory no longer had any- 
ilung to do with (letter) mail, and that is indeed becoming obvious as our 
letters are absorbed and transformed into bit sequences by fax machines 
and e-mail. Space was swallowed up by the theoretical properties of a sin-
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gle relay. The effect of this was that the properties of the “overall trans
mission system can be made to depend upon the terminal equipment 
alone.”59 The terminals and their industries alone will decide. The ele
ment that had been indispensable (in the form of the telephone) to 
Kafka’s plans for media networks and that had guaranteed an existential 
basis for the Imperial Postal Service in a situation otherwise completely 
dominated by Carl Lindstrom or Edison thus itself had become a depen
dent variable.

Transmission shows up in the mathematical theory of communication 
as the loss of entropy. Equivocation is its measure, that is, uncertainty 
over the value of a transmitted symbol. What once promised employment 
and respect to hermeneutics until the end of time or until thermal death, 
the fundamental ambiguity and interpretability of every communicated 
symbol, now makes a living primarily for cryptanalysts in the form of 
equivocation. After all, the uncertainty about the value of individual bits 
that is called forth by interference on the channel is more or less indistin
guishable from the uncertainty produced by enemy codes. “From the 
point of view of the cryptanalyst, a secrecy system is almost identical with 
a noisy communication system.”60 If there once had been uncertainty 
about whether one was inspired or seduced in the ages of religious sym
bols, and if there was uncertainty about what all this was supposed to 
mean in the age of literary symbols, there now is uncertainty about 
whether something is a coded message or merely interference in the age 
of digital coding.61 Universal cryptanalysis has taken the place of univer
sal interpretation. Literary scholars can draw their own conclusions from 
this.

Output with equivocation greater than zero can be a coding system as 
well as a noisy communication system (and what communication system 
would not be noisy, except perhaps that of angels?). As a result. Shan
non’s fundamental theorem provides proof that with optimal coding, in
formation can be transmitted over channels with equivocation > o at an 
arbitrarily low rate of error (provided that H ( x )  < C, that is, that the en
tropy of the source is less than or at most equal to channel capacity).62 At 
the same time, it also demonstrates that, again with optimal coding, it is 
possible to keep uncertainty about a symbol (that is, equivocation) con 
stant at its initial value, regardless of how much material an enemy agent
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intercepts.63 Once the transducer has eliminated all redundancies in the 
text to be transmitted ( D ~ * o ) ,  all letters are equally probable. In order to 
produce a message with the same properties as white noise, it thus is suf
ficient to apply any simple code to this compression result (substitution, 
transposition, Vigenere, etc.). The procedure for approximating an opti
mal rate of transmission is identical to the procedure for approximating 
optimal secrecy; in its basic design, an ideal system of transmission is 
identical to an ideal “secrecy system.”

One should be careful, however, not to confuse Shannon’s ideal com
munication system with the ideal of Enlightenment police science in 
1 Soo. The secrets of cryptology have nothing to do with the confidential
ity of the letter. The optimal secrecy handled by MTC does not stand in 
solidarity with human communication or human hearts, but only with 
the reduction of entropic loss. An ideal system of transmission would ex
perience no loss from entropy, be completely indecipherable, and—since 
/) ►o—would be as unfavorably disposed toward people as white noise. 
1 lie language of angels is a din human voices could not possibly hope to 
penetrate unless they spoke a language consisting of a sequence of sym
bols each of which was independent of its predecessor and all of which 
had equal probability. Such is the situation. Now that communication is 
the presence of noise and the absence of noise is therefore the absence of 
communication (a transmission with no entropic loss would be identical 
to the presence of God), transmission and thus the lines of communica
tion in general are dominated by the rule of the code. With the dawn of 
l lie age of optimal codes, the epoch of the postal system known as human 
communication and the literature that lived off that communication were 
at an end. Lichtenberg’s dream of a perfect postal system, which would 
have been continuous deciphering, reappeared in Shannon’s designs for 
an optimal system of transmission. But in rigorous distinction from Lich- 
lenberg’s postal system, the message conveyed by Shannon’s perfect post 
could not be delivered at all. The more optimal that codes, connections, 
and transmissions become, the more they distance themselves from hu
mans and their redundant languages. If computer systems were not sur- 
munded by an environment of everyday languages, there thus would be 
110 software.64 User interfaces alone provide humans with the narcissistic 
belief (hat everything that goes on is being delivered to them. Yet the ex-
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penditure in deeply layered surfaces already gauges the distance between 
humans and codes.65

In 1928, the very year that the age of information dawned with the 
publication of Hartley’s essay “Transmission and Information” in the Bell 
System Technical Journal, the final sentence of Robert Musil’s “Black
bird” already described the situation for human beings and their senses, 
once ideal systems of transmission had forsaken them. Faced with mes
sages, “it’s as if you hear whispering or just plain noise without being able 
to tell the difference!”66
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